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This study of value conflicts in technology transfers to the Third
World is aaqcd on documents reviewed and field research conducted
from September 1972 to December 1975. During this period I inter-
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technology, consultants, engineers, directors of industrial restarch
!aboratories,  bxikers,, peasants, 2nd factory workers. Both formal
questionnaires and open-ended interviews were designed to elicit,
from respondents engaged in technology activities, critical statements
as to their values and priorities. One technique proved especially fruit-
ful: the “match-tin” interview in which partners to technological
contracts were queried, separately and in their respective work sites,
regarding their deaiings across national boundaries.
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Is mod~r,n  rechno!ogy the key to successful development? Will tech-
i~oic~j “deliver” on its promise to bring development to the Third
W:irld?  C-an  technology be “transferred” from one cultural setting to
another in \:ays which are more beneficial than destnuctive’?  And how
dc policies for becoming technologically “modern” relate to hroader
development goals in diverse nations? These questions lie at the heart
of the present study. Technology is portrayed herein as a “two-edged
,sword,” simultaneously the bearer and destroyer of values. Yet,
although it originates in “developed” societies, modern technology
circulates rapidly in the world through a variety of transfer channels.
Voluminous writings on “technologv  transfer” have now made their
way into the literature on development.’ The present workfocuses on
~due conflicts in rrmsfers of technolog,v  from rich to poor countries.
Conflicts arise at several levels: (a) competing interests of buyers and
sellers of technology; (b) tensions between overall development goals
and the impact of imported technoiogy on poor countries; and (c)
general questions as to the possibility of harnessing technology in any
society to such humane ends as a satisfying scale of operations,
ecological soundness, and the just allocation of resources.

Technology is a vast domain touching all sectors of human
activ~ity.  A question arises, therefore, as to which technology transfers
are included and which are excluded from the purview of this work.
Because some choice bearing on manageability of data had to be
made, I have concent,rated on industrial technologies used in pro-
duction, with only secondary attention paid to agricultural and
communication technoiogies.  Moreover, while no student of devel-
opment ignores the impact of military technology transfers, these are
not discussed here because proper study of them requires special
access to data which is lacking to me. Nevertheless, a focused exami-
nation of industrial technology sheds much light on the dynamics of
transfer axd the implications of uneven bargaining positions (and no
one can gainsay the importance or frequency of such transfers in proc-
esses of development). I have also confined this study to transfers
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cvnJucic<!  by private enterprises, to the exclusion of initiatives under-
rakeli !?I so~ernrnet:ts  and their agencies.

4 wcrrd of caution is in order because of the loose terminolirgy  in
-oguc on the subject. Many technology “transfers” conducte.;t  by
go\,crn:nrnrai or international agencies are not transfers iii the strict
sense but rather traming efforts designed to improve skill levels of
a~~o~-s ii? techno!Jgical arenas. More strictly viewed, techno!ogy
!ram!‘ers  relate to the circulation of know-how which is directiy
appii~>,j  to :he production of goods, the provision of services, and the
forr‘iularion  of decisions (as to site, engineering design, scale, etcet-
era, affecting these.

3s present book centers on transactions between the IJnited
S:ate~ and l.atin 4merica, but e\~en within that continent, comprehen-
yive colerage  has not been attempted. hloreover,  because broad dif-
iwxws between large and sma!l nations, structurally complex :oci-
ctic\ and those less TO, and those possessing different technical
capacities are mirrored in the larger Third World (including Asia,
Africa. and the Arab countries), the value of generalizations drawn
from this study will be limited. Nevertheless, value conflicts in
industry do illustrate larger patt:ms of technological dependency,
tensions between efficiency and social goals, and the crucial impcr-
tance of overaH incentive systems in any society. An important dis-
tinction must also be made between those value conflicts which pit
Third Vllorld  nations against rich-country exporters of technology and
those which weigh on poor populafions  whenever technological deci-
sions are monopolized by a specialized elite, whether foreign or indig-
enous. My ana!ysis  is situated primarily at the level of relations
conducted across national boun&aries. Nonetheless, tensiol;s  between
national decision-makers and nonexpert majorities hover constantly
in the background, especially when criteria for rechnology  policy are
discussed and incompatibilities surface between technological effi-
ciency and broader goals such as social justice or job-creation. To
oscillate frcm one pole co another is not fully avoidable, inasmuch as
strong correlations exist between Third World countries’ attempts as
nations to improve their relative bargaining stance in international
technology arenas and their domestic efforts to remove technological
power from the hands of a few specialists. Clearly there can be no
“technology for the people” if control is vested in foreign corpora-
tions. On the other hand, shifting control from foreigners to national
technicians, politicians, or entrepreneurs cannot, of itself, guarantee a
policy which benefits the masses.

One major premise of this book is the existence of the vita1 nexus
which links the value content of modern technology to basic develop-
ment strategies and to technology policies adopted in less-developed
countries. Given this linkage, I examine value conflicts in a mode
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\v!rich  combines @iiosophical  and empirical inquiry. The philosophi-
cal character of [he honk is most apparent in Part One, which
ana!y:zes  :echnology  as a universe havin! ils own values and dyna-
mibms. and in the Conclusion, where basic questions of freedom and
the quality of civiliration are raised. Empirical dimensions dominate
in Parts Tb.0 xnd 1 hree. which deal, respectively, with the impact of
technologq  transfer oc development and wit:, technology policies for
Tb,ird  il’or!d  ;oun!rii’s.

Sly ear!ier book\ center on ethical and value questions posed by
de\.eiopment  theory, planning, and practice.’ As a philosopher of
deveiopment. I adhere to the view that thr complex realities of
’ .development, ” in their d.ual  nature as social change processes of a
specia! kind and as an array of competing images of the good life and
the jL:st  society, are best understood by focusing on the value conflicts
they pose. The present book builds, therefore, on the conception of
development presented in earlier works. it may pro\;e helpful, at this
point ~ to;,;tatc  what ihis conception is by citing from a previous book.

Development ethics borrows freely from the work of economists,
political scientists, sociologists, planners, and spokesmen for
other disciplines. Although each discipline supplies its own def-
inition of development, ethics places all definitions in a broad
framework wherein development means, ultimately,  the quality
of life and the progress of societies toward values capable of ex-
pression in various cultures. Along with the late L.J. Lebret, I
view development as a complex series of interrelated change proc-
esses, abrupt and gradual, 1-y which a population and all its
components move away frczl patterns of life perceived in some
.significant  ways as “less hu.man” toward alternative patterns
perceived as “more hllman.”  HOM: development is gained is no
Its; important than whaf benefits are obtained at the end of the
development road. In the process new solidarities, extending to
the entireworld, must be created.” Moreover, cultural and ecolog-
ical diversity must be nurtured. Finally, esteem and freedom for
all individuals and societies must be optimized. Although de;;<:!-
opment can bz studied as an economic, political, educational, or
social phenomenon, its ultimate goals are those of existence it-
self: LO provide all men with the opportunity to live fuli human
lives. Thus understood, development is the ascent of all men and
societies in their total humanity.”

The present work moves beyond these general issues and formulates
ethical strategies in one specific arena of development decision-mak-
ing, namely, technology policy. Hence, although acquaintance with
the earlier works is helpful to the reader, it is not indispensable. What
is necessary, however, is an understanding of how I am defining and
using rhree key ter;?s: technology, transfer, and values.



6 The Uncertain Promise

Terhno/o~-v may be defiued as the systematic application of collective
human rationality to the solution of problems by asserting control
over nature and over human processes of all kinds.’ Technology is
normally the fruit of systematic research which is disciplined and
cumulativ,e, not merely accidental or serendipitous. Moreover, it is
not mere intellectual speculation or theoreticai modeling but rather
knowledge n,)p!icu$le  to practical problems. And further, this sys-
tematically applied human reason must operate in a coi/ecrive  societal
context, so that a practical invent;on  which originates in a solitary
mind does not qualify as technology unless it is expressed in a tool,
process. or object which can be used by others. Technological
activity, then, aims at expanding and improving the ability of human
beings lo conrroi the natural and social forces which surround them.

To amalyre value conflicts arising from applying technology to
development in poor countries is a major aim of this book. Because
ttiost technology originates outside these countries, one must define
technology trunsfers.

For British economist Charles Cooper technology transfer is “the
transfer or exchange from advanced to developing countries of the
elements of technical know-how which are normally required in
setting up and operating new production facilities and which are
normally in very short supply or totally absent in developing econo-
mies.“” This definition is not comorehensive enough, however,
because there are also many technologies which do not relate directly
to the operation of product-producing or -processing facilities. Thus,
the concept of transfers must also embrace the circulation of know-
how used to conduct feasibility or marketing studies and to manage
varied services (transportation, distribution, etcetera). Also to be
included are mastery of the criteria fur evaluating and choosing from
among numerous technological alternatives and the kinds of special-
ized knowledge needed, for example, to engineer designs or construct
plants. All these are technologies which are transferable from one
institutional setting to another. But the term transfer as used in this
work refers to the circulation of know-how ucross  national bound-
aries; excluded from consideration are transfers of technology from
one sector to another within national societies-the application of
findings obtained from space research, let us say, to the housing
industry or to the manufacture of electrical appliances.

A third term remains to be clarified, namely, values. Although
specialized definitions abound, in common discourse values refers to
attitudes, preferences, styles of life, normative frameworks, symbolic
universes, belief systems, and networks of meaning which human
beings give to life. Social scientists, legal scholars, philosophers,
poets, theologians, and historians all experience great difficulty in de-
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finlnf 1:0/2iei  i\~itb precision and realism. For working purposes,
ho?\ev~r,  I take 2 \a!~ to be any object or representation which can
be per-cci~cd  by a iabject  as habitually worthy of desire.. All agree
thai \ali:c en:ai!s  “~u~htness,” a I .~te c a p t u r e d in the foregoing
definition b> !he elemen: of “worthiness.” And whether it is rooted in
objeL,t  or iuF:is.  :t, va!uc is only:  operative when perceived; hence the
coacipi  o: r‘L‘:;:~,~ptibiiity  is essential to a definittix:..  The word desire
:,upgc;l’;  :i;‘ii \;.I.’1 ire rs not a purely cognitive catcz,ory  but can involve
will.  cg: .~~i/?rr.  and pa,~\ion.  Because images and representations can
move !‘!..i :~ ii! and mobiiize energies as readily  as real objects, they too
musi be :Leatc‘d as values. Values. “1 short, are all goods-real or
imagined-witich  stit- people’s d::,ires, command their a,llegiances,
anti mo\‘e them tc act.

Tili\  hitidy 1;) \,aiue conflicts examines competing visions of
benefiti <ought in technological  exchanges. Many conflicts are trace-
,abi<  :o tcchnoiogy  itself, nor merely ro the mechanisms by which it is
“[rai?f~j;-eJ” from Li::~  national setting to another. Accordingly,
before subjecting the transfer process to scrutiny, I have analyzed
technology itself as the : imultaneous bearer and destroyer of values.
[~!I<  rciati~:n  bct\vcen iechnology  and development must first be eluci-
dated,  however. A;,<!  in order to do that. a prior question must be
asked: Is technology the key to successful deve!opment:’

Technology: Ihe key to Development?

Technology aff,:cts  development on four counts: it is a major
resour-ce  for creating stew wealih; it is an ir:;rrument allowing its
owners to exercise &al control 53 various for,ns; it aecisively affects
modes of decision-ma!.:ing;  ar:d it reiates otrectly  to patterns of alien-
ation characteristic: 1. r affluc:nt  societies.

Technology as Kesowre

Those who avidly seek deve;Gpment await such benefits as im-
proved material living standards and new wealth through greater pro-
duction and productivity. Most development agents assign an impor-
tant role to technolog:,, in reaching t;?ese  objectives. Intieed,  if suit-
ablv chosen and properly applied, technology can, add greatly to a
society’s pool of resources. Hence, 2 Thant, upon inaugurating the
United Nations Second Development Decade in 1970, called technol-
ogy the single most important rciource needed to create other
resources. And one group of experts has written that “scientific and
:~chnical  information is the lifeblood of progress in a technically.;
advanced society. Ii is just as much a natural resource as the stock of
laboratories and trained personnel.“* Technology as a resource must
obviously be distinguished from other types of resources, particularly
“natural” resources which exist in different states of exploitability.9
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Many resources, in turn, are not natural but human creationc-
capitai,  machinery, infrastructures of every sort. And human skills
themselves t-ange  from strcng muscles for pushing wheelbarrows to
elaborate forms of knowlcdgc  needed to program computers. Tech-
nology is merely one special kind of human skill: the know-how,
der-ived  from scientific knowledge and incorporated in some object,
proces,s,  or activity. Here lies the basis for distinguishing among tech-
;ro!og~es  which are product-embodied, process-embodied, or perron-
embodied”~ This division is obvious!y  somewhat artificial, because all
technology is person-*:mbodied. Neverthelcjs, certain technologies are
incorpor-aied in concrete tools or products, whereas others are not.
For example, many technologies are embodied in such simple tools or
prcducts as hammers, screwdrivers.  stamping machines, and baf
bearings.  Process-embodi,ed t,echnologies,  in turn, are incorporated in
plans. formulas, biueprints, and directions for processing materials
into finished products. Process technologies presuppose detail;ed
knowledge of the properties of chemicals or physical elements ard
cumulative experience born of trial and error as to the best sequence
to follow in he: ‘;i,.rg, melting, or blending. These technologies are
sensitive to slight .iiffrrences  in temperature, density, speed of flow, or
pressure. The third category, person-embodied or decisiona! tech-
nology. embr,aces the practical knowledge used by planners, design-
ers, managers. technicians, and engineers in ana!yzing  bodies of in-
formation to determine what practical consequences may be drawn
from them. The preferred tools of experts initiated in the arts of diag-
nosis, de&ion, and management are models, abstract symbols, and
other relatively intangible instruments.

Varying degrees of fungibdiry  in resources have prolved  important
over time. For centuries most economic resources consisted of tan-
gible goods supplied by nature: fertile lands, plentiful game, abun-
dant ores, lush timber. As economic life grew more complex, how-
ever, humanly created resources took on greater relative importance.
Labor skills, communications networks, symbols which conferred
meaning to tasks, and social-rncentive  systems all became “factors”
of production. With the advent of capitalist industrialism, still other
“resources” gained salience: entrepreneurial skills, access to diversi-
fied markets, and negotiating talents. Predictably, mechanical “in-
vention” proved greatly advantageous at first to those who could
harness it “economically” to productive processes. Eventually, how-
ever, the very process of generating ic,.,ention  came to be subsidized,
mainly by governments seeking competitive advantages in weaponry.
Thus ‘the creation of technology or the “invention of invention”
became an economic activity, responsive to pressures of demand and
supply. Laboratories were built as factories for producing technology,
which came to be perceived as a special capital good with an excep-
tionally high multiplier effect.
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Technology is a key resource because those who possess it can be
presumed t-apable ot possessing finance capital and other resources as
well. Thanks to technology, one can create substitutes for many
“natural” resources. Moreover, when technology is app!ied to the
existing pool of other resources, quantum leaps in productivity can be
expected. Conversely. without technology, even an abundance of
other- “factors” of production augurs ill for economic success.

But technology never exists in a social vacuum; it is owned by
identifiable interest groups who may use it as an instrument of social
COflirOl.

Technology as Instrument of Social Control

Transnational corporations have long used their special mastery
of techno!ogy  to gain for themselves not only ecunomic  advantages
but cultural and political influence as well. Military forces, in turn,
have pariayed their technological superiority over other institutions
into control over the direction of social change in many countries.
Professionals in medicine, engineering, education, architecture, and
industrial desicn habitually invoke their technological expertise to
define limits within which the utihzers  of their services are :o have
their needs met. In these domains social control takes the form of
exercising a monopoly in the diagnosis or prepackaging of profes-
sional services; a subtle but efficacious means of c ratroi!ing de-
mand.”

The exercise of socia!  control by technological elites is greatly
facilitated by the arcane language and symbolism thev employ. If
knowledge 2 power, then esoteric know-ledge is, by definition, inac-
cessible power. Technological knowledge confers upon those who
possess it the ,ower to define problems, to delimit alternative solu-
tions, and to mfluence outcomes.

Many Third World leaders trace tb~eir  subservience in vital
decision-making arenas to their technological weakness. Consequent-
ly, they seek moder:t  technology not only for economic reasons but
also to reduce their vulnerability to control by technologically ad-
vanced nations. Technological mastery is indeed a passport to deci-
sion-making power.

Technology and Decision-Making

Modern decision-making takes on the values, biases, and dyna-
misms associated with technology. One must ask whether technology
inherently fosters elitist modes of decision-making. The answer to this
qc-stion will reveal what degree of participa:ion  one deems possible in
p!anning.  That is, if one believes that sound decisions can be reached
only after analysis by “experts,” it is futile to preach democratic
participation. If. on the contrary, one concludes that technology itself



Iliah2S  ii p0siibic fo:-  decision-makers to “go to the people” to learn
t!leir wis!t~=s.  [hen  no excuse esists for elites to restrict access to their
iiiecia!  in iormatio:i;, to do so constitutes a breach of the develop-
mcntai nromis~. Some con?end that today’s problems  are so complex
thai otrl!,  specialists know how to define problems and list possible
Toiutionc. Others retort that this very complexiiy condemns elitism to
failure anir  makes li necessary for the presumed beneficiaries of
technolog!~ :o express their values and aspirations before choices are
made. This ccrious question is cited here merely to suggest how wide is
1 he s.icope of technology’s impact.

.cc\..~:ganic”  and “mechanistic” approaches to decision-making
contrast sharply. Conventional decision-makers are fond of briefirlgs
in whic!r  their- advisers “lay out the range of options.” Yet this prac-
tice s)stemaricaliy  excludes holistic considerations not amenable to
~ncapsuiarion in briefings or catalogues  of options. Furthermore, in
-uih ~on!1ic~uai  domains as politics, personal life, and corporate
cz~~t~nce.  rhs emotions, fears, and perceived threat of actors are
crucial v:ariabies affecting decisions; yet they are eliminated from
mc<hanisiic processes.“ Organic debate and interaction, on the other
hand, are the normal preludes to sound compromises and decisions.
The question is v+cther  technology’s proper dynamism is compatible
with these modal values in decision-making.

Feedback operations are essential. One may plausibly argue that
to structure feedback is merely to assure that any participation elicited
wi-ill  be a mere “reaction” to what is proposed. To propose is thus, in
effecr.  to impose, inasmuch as those who plan initial arrangements do
not provide for a feed-in at early moments of problem-definition.
Feedback prevents nonexperts from gaining access to essential param-
eters of the decision process  before these are congealed. Some reject
this portra>~al  and insist that initial formulations of problems and
alternati::e solutions are themselves the product of some prior ex-
change in which a first round ot feedback leads to a second round of
feed-in7  and so on. Whatever be one’s position, one stark ~ztclusion
emerges: The technological feasibility of circulating information and
counterinformation conditions decisional modes.

Technology tends to privilege decisions based on will. Thanks to
technology, new products, processes, and systems can be willed into
existence. i3ut technology can neither genelate,  nor perhaps even
tolerate. the play of several qualities essential to good decisions:
compassion, a concern for justice, intuition, or empathy. As deci-
sional procedures come to depend increasingly on technology, the
danger arises that decision-makers with a strong will to power will
fain alarming advantages over peers whose primary allegiance is to
justice or compassion. That this danger is neither illusory nor remote
is inustrated  by recent trends in medical and genetic technology as
applied to social engineering.”
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Technlcg.s  and Menation  in Abundance

:\ristorlr  warned long ago that “the amount of property which is
n2eded [or a good life is not unlimited.“” He qualified Socrates’
dictum that “a .man should have so much property as will enable him
TG !ive temprrate!y, which is only a way of saying ‘to live well.“’ For
.j.ristorIe. ihe good !ife  includes both temperance and liberality-the
reiativc  emancipation from want. The two must be conjoined, for
cth;‘r\vi<e “!ibera!it:;  will combine with luxury; temperance will be
ajsc;ciaied t.\;ith toil,“: - This evocation of luxury suggests an inter-
esting line of reasoning adumbrated in Luxury and Cupitalism  by
R’erner  Sombart, one of whose conclusions is that Japitalism was
made dynamic by the quest for luxury. Veblen’s The Theory of the
Leisrtre  C/ES is largely a variation on the same theme. Significantly,
both works claim that capitalism became truly dynamic when it
ha:-ns;.jed technoloev  to production. At first, technology allowed
those owning capitaigoods to enjoy ltixury,  of which leisure is merely
one sociahy  conspicuous form. Over time, however, technology made
hu~ury  and its surrogates available to mass consumers. The dissem-
mation of comfcrts and ornaments had a deep psychological effect.
In eariier  times only the idle rich were struck by that special ennui
which affects those who have savored every luxury and found them all
equally unrewarding. Now, however, it became possible for the
masses to experience the boredom and alienation that come from
striving, obtaining, and remaining unsatisfied. So long as the majority
in any society- lacked enough goods to be sated-or even plausibly to
imagine :h2: their happiness lay in the possession of goods-they were
sheitered  fro;r,  this particular form of suffering. The meaningfulness
of their lives could not realistically be thought to reside in superflu-
ous material sa:isfa;tions.  The only material satisfactions they could
realisticaily  enjoy came closer to primary needs-biological, psychi-
cai, or sputtual.  The opposite of alienation, however, is not satisfac-
tion but meaningfui living. And here centers the revolutionary impact
v::ought on the human psyche by technology: It has stripped societies
and their members of their sourc’~s  of meaning. iretechnological
societies derived their meaning from synthesis, whereas technology
has destroyed the basis for any synthesis other than its own, which is
dry and sterile. Technology need not have wrought this destruction,
but historically it has. One glimpses the cultural drama entailed here
in such development novels as Cheikh Hamidou Kane’s Ambiguous
Adventwe’”  or Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart.” The same
phenomenon has been eloquently “filmed” in words by sociologist
Benjamin Barber in his recent study of technolcgy and Swiss can-
tons.‘* Earlier literary portraits are frjund in such nihilistic novels of
the nineteenth century as Turgenev’s Fathers andSons.  Here the icon-
oclastic hero, Bazarov, enthusiastically tears down all conventional



\:aiues be,Tause  he holds in his hands a new substitute, science. Finally
he makes a Tong train journey, carrying nothing but a suitcase filled
wit!1 straw. W’hen his baggage is discovered by those he formeriy
!aunted, Bazaiov  embarrassingly replies that he cannot go through
life carrying an empty suitcase. The empty suitcase-a fit paradigm of
the cnread of alienation in “developed” countries!

6allopir.u  alienation is the price exacted of societies which pur-
sue rechnoiog-ical success competitively. Thus pursued, technology
reduces the totahiv of human meaning to those of its elements which
a-2 aii;sns’bie  e-3,L problem-solving. Widespread alienation is an elo-
quent sign.  ti--r *LD. Lhe meaning of life hitherto supplied by cultural belief
systems cannot be replaced by technology. Psychologist Erich Fromm
point5 to the cqua!!y  dehumanizmg effects of both “alienation in
nfftuence”  and “alienation in misery. “I9 Xis perception stands valid
e\‘en  in the face of the conventional retort that “it’s better to be rich
,~!;d miset~able  than poor and miserable.” What psychologists have
lea;-ncd  of relative deprivation suggests that even if poor individuals
harbor no hope for personal improvement, the mere vision of a “bet-
ter“ material life on the horizon gives them grounds for escape in
famas!.  This form Gf relief is no longer available, however, to those
whose maferia! fainasies have nowhere e!se  to go. Nevertheless,
vicarious identification with “successfll”  people, especially those
who ha\e climbed the ladder from one’s own social origins, provides
an aliernarive outlet to fantasy.?O

Hence t2chno!o~y  is critical to development for four reasons: (a)
technoioyy is a resource and the creator of new resources; (b) it is a
powerful instrument of social control even as it offers deliverance
from underdeveiopment;  (c) it bears on the quality of decision-mak-
ing to achie$;e  sociai change; and (d) it constitutes a central arena
wherein new meanings must be created to cotInter alienation, the
antithesis of meaningful living.

It is no exaggeration to portray technology as a special univr rse
of its own Part One now explores this universe, especially those 0.’ its
characteristics which bear directly on deveiogment.
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Ali sccieries express their practical skills in varied technoiogies,  rang-
ing frcm tools to building plans to preferred ways of diagnosing
problems. Before development became a universal goal, most so-
cieties sutiordinated technological virtuosity to other values such as
harmony with nature, ritualistic correctness, or the protection of
existing authority structures. Truly, the dominant and pervasive role
plaqed  by technology is unique to modern societies. Because it is
linked directly to science, which has high prestig: value, and thanks to
its demonstrated practical utility, modern technology enjoys lofty
status in the constellation of contemporary social values. And modern
societies are the breeding ground of those technologies whose impact
on development is greatest.

The Matrix of Technology: “Modern” Societies

Historians of science agree that special circumstances in Western
Europe gave birth CO modern science and technology.’ The adoption
by the West of the technological mentality as the primary mode of
problem-solving is thlls an untypical response given by one set of
societies to common challenges issued to all by the forces of nature.
To overlook this fact is to disqualify oneself from correctly assessing
the impact of ‘<Western”  technology on other lands. But even without
assuming that the Western response to challenges posed by nature is
aberrant, one must acknowledge the important fact that the organiza-
tion of society along dominantly technological lines is an event of
comparative infrequency observed only in recent history.

All human societies display an “existence rationality.‘” What-
ever may be their information-processing capacities and effective
access to resources, all human groups devise concrete strategies which
enable them to survive, to protect their identity and dignity, and to
assert whatever freedoms they can muster over nature, over enemies,
and over destructive social forces at work within their own bound-
aries. These strategies, taken as wholes. constitute their “existence ra-
tionality.” Even communities which attempt to solve prcblzms by
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concuitinr ances:ors  or propitiating fertility gods employ a strategv
\v!~i~h  is. k z ::-w sense, rational: it rests on some proportion between
:rv ailahic iill‘iirli~a~i*:~il and resources and perceived vital needs. The
$$~rl diflusion oi modern technology- tends to standardize the
L ‘eljsre!7.c- r3tia?nnlitxr”  of a]] socjetjes  around jpecificaily  Western. ..L’“L’U’LL>
norions of efficiency7 rationality, and problem-solving. This growing
standardization is crucia:  because modernity is not the mere presence
of factories bur rather a new outlook on factories, wheth,er or not they
existed before. fhu,s in societies which are modernizing, not only;
factor-i<s  but also the technological approach to life itself gradually
iome to be v~iewed  as normal. Yet both factories and technology
remain alien to experiential landscapes in nonmodern settings. Most
\-aiue  confiicrs in technology transfers from “developed” to “less-
:rj &ywd” countries are traceable to two facts: (a) that modern
!ocieri,es  are the historical matrix of the technological mind, and (b)
I!XI the very modernity of such societies makes of them breeding
grounds for technology. The road to modernity necessariiy passes
through technology. Indeed, as John Montgomery writes, “Technol-
ogy almost certainly offers the best hope of imprt;ving the quaiity of
lii‘e in the developing countries.“’

There exists, it must be added, a value universe which is proper to
modern iechnofogy.  The value content of this universe must be laid
bare before one can properiy assess the impact of technology transfers
on “recipient” societies. The reason is that the value impingement of
technology on these societies is twofold: some impacts are directly
iraceable to technology’s inherent values and others to the channels
through which technology circulates. The purpose of Chapter One is
to analyze the ambiguous character of technology as a value universe.



Technology is cwperienced as ambiguous for two reasons: (a) modern
technology is simultaneously the bearer and the destroyer of precious
human values; and (b) aithough it brings new freedom from old
constraints imposed by nature, tradition, or ancient social patterns,
technology aiso introduces new determinisms into the life of its
adepts. This twofold character of technology needs to be “peeled
away” in phenomeno!ogical fashion: beneath its surface characteris-
tics, technology’s ambivalent core must be unveiled.’

Technology: Bearer and Destroyer of Values

Four basic values are embedded in contemporary Western techuology.’
The first is a particular approach to rationality. For the Western

technological mind, “to be rational” signifies viewing every experi-
ence as a problem which can be broken down into parts, reassembled,
manipuiated irr practical ways, and measured in its effects. The West
is indiffrent to what 3der traditions term truth. Speaking epistemo-
logicahy,  verifiabi!i:y  nas supplanted truth.

1 once atten&t :: colloquium in Montreal at which a scholar from
!ndia ma&; a s.riklng statement which iliustrates divergent views of
racionz::: ::. One seminar participant observed that “the East needs the
West and t ,e West needs the East, but the East is not very dynamic,
and its wis lam is static. What the West gave the East was the ability
to change things and e~:ira::t  more out of nature, to mobilize human
effort so that it can lead to greater results.” The Indian scholar
replied: “You Westerners insist on the need to !Ive and think on the
historical level, But those of us who still attach importancr  to the
Hindu approach to reality have tended to live rather on the mythica!
level. We believe rhat the mythical level is no less real than the
historical level.” This person was in effect saying: It is ethnocentric
for Westerners to assume that historical rationality is more real than
other realms of cognition simply because its elements are amenable to
direct observation. Tine Indian scholar further asked: “Does not the
West too have a profound need for meaning, myths, and symbols?
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Perhaps Westei-n  societies are so susceptible to ideological and
svm”bo!ica~  manipru!ation  beca:tse  they operate in a vacuum of
my-tbs.”  ;Zn Important value judgment emerges here: that Western
!,-ctmology  is reductionistic  in its approach to rationality.

A second vaiue embedded in Western technoiogy is its particuiar
viewpoint on efficiency. Efficiency is a general relationship, and its
dynamics can be laid ba:-e by analyzing a specific expression drawn
fr-ont  ind~ ‘srry;.  that is productivify.  Production looks to the amount
of finai ourput; productivity, to some proportion between what is put
In and what comes out. Like efficiency, productivity is gauged h:i
comparing the product obtained with amounts of labor, capita.!,
machinery,  or time invested. Measures produce various compariscns
between input s.nd output, including composite eva%uations  of t~Jta1
input and total outprrt. Whoever thinks about efficiency trakes
judemrnrs regarding what to include and what to exclude from com-
pa:i\ons  made. As economists would cay, certain elements are treated
as “externalities” to the efficiency calculus, while others are labeled
“internalities.”

To i!tustrate:  Factory managers in the United States did not, until
:.ec:ntb include antipollution expenses in their benefit/cost calcula-
tions.. , ,Xljrion was treated as a mere “externality.” The exclusion of
this and similar values is eas; to explain: Given the socioeconomic
system within which Western technology matured, the production of
goods by firms was treated in accord with a profit-maximizing calcu-
lus. Qune logically, therefore, important social values were sys-
tematicaiiy~  excluded. Behind this form of reasoning lies a mechanistic
engineering mentality.

This mentality contrasts sharply with approaches to judging
efficiency not yet dominated by Western technology.’ One different
mode ol’thinking is reflected. for example, in the behavior, as l&e as
1‘38, of two Bedouin tribes in the Sahara, the Ouled Sidi-A&a and
the Ouied Sidi-Cheikh, who spontaneously incorporated their Muslim
beiiefs and ethical values into their conception of efficiency.” Al-
though they did not use the term, the “efficient” way to work, for
them, was one that allowed them time to recite Koranic prayers seven
times daily ?nd to reduce their expenditure of physical energy during
Rarnadan fasting periods. Similarly, the “efficient” path along which
to lead their flocks to pasture was not the shortest route but one that
provided occasions for them to practice Koranic hospitality toward
the poor along the way. These tribes had thus “internalized” religious
and ethical values in their assessment of “efficiency.” In fact, most
non-W’estern  societies continue to make a calculus of efficiency which
internalizes religious, kinship, aesthetic, and recreational values in the
performance of “economic” activities like agricultural work and
hunting or fishing expeditions. “Modern” societies, in contrast, treat
such values as “externalities.” One cannot estimate the impact of
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U’esicrn  technoiogie  on non-Western societies without adverting
erplicitiy  to this dirierence.

A third \:a!ue of Western technology is its predilection for the
problemsolving  stance in the face of nature and human events. By
definition technology is interested in getting things done; consequent-
!:<, it breeds impatience with contemplation or harmony with nature.
It aiso breeds impatience with the stance of indifference, passivity, or
resignarion  in the presence of perceived problems.

At times developmental change may entail q:nte revolutionary
political struggles. But the problem-solving stance favored by tech-
nology differs totally from the revolutionary “problematizing”
stance. This important difference is repeatedly invoked in the writings
of the Brazilian educator Paula Freire.’ According to Freire, one can
know truly onlv to the extent that one “problematizes” the natural,
cuhura!, and h&torical reality in which one is immersed. And how
does ‘“problematizing” differ from technocratic “problem-solving”?
In problem-so!ving,  an expert steps back some distance from reality,
breaks it into and analyzes it.s component parts, devises means for
so!Gng difficulties in tne most efficient way, and then dictates a
strategy or policy. This approach, Freire contends, distorts the
organic totality of human experience by reducing it solely to those
dimensions  which can be treated as mere difficulties to be removed.

To probiematize, on the contrary, is to engage an entire populace
in the task of codifying its total reality into symbols capable of
generating critical consciousness and empowering them to alter their
relations with nature and social forces. Problem-solvers who break
reality down into parts remain outside viewers of that reality and are
unable to grasp the totality surrounding them. But problematizers see
themselves as part of that totality; in addition, that totality is itself
subject to the influence of their own actions once they gain a new
critical understanding of it. The reflective group exercise of problem-
atizing a common social or historical condition is rescued from
narcissism only if it thrusts all participants into dialogue with others
whose historical vocation is like theirs, that is, to become trans-
forming agents of their social reality. Thus do people become, in
Preire’s terms, “subjects” instead of “objects” of their own history.
By adopting the “problematizing” stance, one perceives the totality
of outside relationships. This is the prelude to viewing oneself as a
social actor capable of transforming oppressive reality.

The problem-solving stance so essential to the technological
mentality contrasts sharply, therefore, with two antithetical postures:
the indifference to problem-solving of those who are passively
fatalistic and the politicized “problematizing” of revolutionary
change agents. This opposition explains why both “traditionalists”
and “revolutionaries” find themselves ill at ease in the face of tech-
nology. Importing technology to “less-developed” societies can be so
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traumatic because ii provides new legitimacy and new rewards to
fragmenting modes of problem-solving.

iz fourth value carried by technology is an exaggerated Pro-
methean view of the universe. Natural forces as well as human insti-
tutions are viewed by adepts of technology as objects to be used and
manipulated; indeed. the value of their existence is equated with their
ttscfu!nsss.  that usefulness in turn being rendered or conferred by a
force which enables men to control and change nature. technology. In
contrast, mos: iraditional  societies presuppose some kind of harmon-
ious compact with nature and its forces and seek to minimize the
damage done to life. Plant life, for example, was so precious to
American Indians that when a man stepped on a plant or bruised a
stalk of wheat it was his dutv to make a ritualistic invocation to nature
to express regret for viola&g life. He felt a deep kinship with the
nature be was hurting and a sense of responsibility for the harm
wrought, .even if his actions were necessary for his survival.” This
stance is the polar antithesis of the exploitative Prometheanism which
so deepty characterizes Western technology.

Technological innovators do not intend, of course, to destroy
pre-existing values; their overt aim is merely to solve some problem
more efficiently, to produce goods or provide services according to
different standards of quantity or quality than before. Nevertheless,
simply by acting as innovators, they cannot avoid tampering with
prior values. Worse still, they shatter the fragile web which binds all
the values of premodern communities into a meaningful whole.

in iocalitie? only slightly affected by Western technology a close
nexus still exists between normative and signifying values, between
rules for action and symbols conferring meaning. “What ought to be
done” in such domams as family relations, work, commercial ex-
change, and dealings with leaders is intimately related to the images
society adopts to explain to itself the meaning of life and death. This
nexus is absent, on the contrary, from developed societies, where no
unifying vision of life’s total meaning is shared by all and where, in
fact, the opposite is true: society exhibits great tolerance toward a
plurality of significative values. To illustrate: A devout Mormon
businessman in the United States obeys the same professional ethic as
his agnostic counterpart. Yet, although the norms guiding their
respective professional behaviors are the same, the ultimate signifi-
cance attached by each to these norms differs. The Mormon works
hard and remains honest in order to “do God’s bidding,” whereas the
other’s motive is simply to “play the business game fairly” and avoid
losing his good name. The gap separating behavioral norms from
deeper symbolic meanings poses few overt problems in industrialized
societies. T~he  opposite is the case, however, in transitional societies.
A fuller understanding of that gap is important, therefore, if we are to
gauge the full impact of imported technology on their social values.
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Whereas in !ess-developed societies a high level of integration
esists between normative and significative values, economic activities
are fragmented. A large number of production units-individuals,
families, or viilages-operate quite independently of others, and little
coordination of effort or specialization of tasks is required. The
opposit~e  condition prevails in “developed” areas. There the basic
symbols which explain history, life, and personal destinies have no
link to norms for aciion,  but economic activity is so highly integrated
that the aurarchic subsistence of small units becomes practically
impossible. Ultimately, the importance of the nexus between norms
and meanings lies in this: In traditional societies work is a cosmic act;
in developed societies, a specialized function.

Through modern technology traditional societies receive change
stimuli which directly challenge their normative values. These chal-
lenges take the form of models for doing things differently-planting
crops, educating children, or practicing hygiene. Likewise, new goals
of human effort are suggested: to earn cash, to build a “better”
house or eat more food, to gain greater mobility. Proposals for
change raise an existential question: Should members of society
coniinue  to act as before or modify their behavior norms? Because
traditional behavior norms are founded upon, and derived from, a
given universe of explanations, however, to challenge norms is ipso
foci0  to attack the underlying belief system. I recall witnessing the
rapid deterioration of a father’s authority over his sons during the
Algerian war of independence because food scarcity forced his sons to
take salaried jobs with a French road-construction gang. And his
degree of control over his wives lessened because the French govern-
ment organized in i958 a referendum to induce the Arab populace to
keep the French in power. The French pressured Muslim women into
voting in this referendum. Even in small Saharan towns, the referen-
dum campaign had a shattering impact on the Islamic values of the
community. Many women had never before taken part in any activity
outside home and family. In the very process of modifying behavioral
norms, the referendum attacked the symboiic  system of the society: it
shattered the nexus between normative and significative values.

Once this nexus is shattered, affected societies must choose
between two demoralizing options. The first is to adhere to ancient
signifying values even if these are contradicted by behavior norms
which increasingly determine daily practical activity. Such fragmenta-
tion is psychologically damaging to people accustomed to attaching
cosmic meaning even to simple actions carried out in the home, in the
field, or on the pathways. Because serious identity problems are posed
by inducements to new behavior, change frequently tends to be either
rejected outright or embraced too uncritically. Both reactions produce
damaging consequences. Although certain Western writers fondly
praise “achievement orientation” and the “spirit of initiative,“’ in
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ma.ny  so;isties both are moral aberratior:s as reprehensible as theft
an1 crimina!i ne~~lec:  are in others. In short. the first option open to
‘~!l:insition’l” societies is to live in a state of value fragmentation in
which th*ii- cheri:ihed meanings are daily violated b;: new rlules of
action.

The second choice theoretically open to them is to fashion a new
cohereni  nexus bei\veen meaning values and rules for action. Such a
synthesis is practically impossible, however, in the short term. How
can gr-oups  .e<periencing modern technology for the first time quickly
create a new synthesis of meaning and practical norms when advanced
countries themselves, after two centuries of familiarity with tech-
nique, have proved incapable of devising a wisdom to match their
z.ciences’i  Western societies do not provide a valid framework of
broad goats within which to evaluate science or technique. As Danilo
Do!& writes, “We have become experts when it comes to machinery,
hut we are stilt novices in dealing with organisms.“”

Societies initiating themselves to modern technology lack the
long familiarity with science and technology which might enable them
to make a new synthesis between these and their ancient wisdoms.
And they have no realistic hope of preserving unity in their world of
values by uncritically assimilating new techniques. Therefore, they are
condemned to social disruption unless they can successfully involve
iheir entire populace in decisions regarding toierable value sacrifices
to be made in accepting proposed change.’ No less necessary is a
different mode of impingement on affected communities by external
change agents, who need to learn how to respect the inner core of a
group s’ “existence rationality.” Values which are essential to a
group’s id sntity  and dignity are the core of its existence rationality or
strategy for survival. At stake in social change are values more basic
than divergent perceptions of rationality, efficiency, or problem-
solving. Vying  for supremacy are two competing visions of the
“dynamism of desire” which elicits personal energies required to
“make society wcrk.”  Desire is the arena where acquisitive urges of
individuals are reguiated  by norms of social legitimacy. One best
understands the dynamism of desire by comparing limits placed upon
desires in pretechnoiogical and techno!ogical  societies. More specifi-
cally, it is necessary to examine the changes which occur when tech-
nology. bearer of a new dynamism of desire, impinges on societies.

Technoiogical  levels prevailing in non-Western societies did not
allow them to achieve high degrees of productivity, that is, to extract a
high ratio of new wealth to inputs of effort or invention. As a result,
these societies aggregated only limited resources for consumption by
their members. Both symbolic and normative value structures had to
accept these constraints as givens. Resources were neither abundant
nor inexhaustible, and little likelihood existed that they could increase
significantly within the lifetime of one generation. Accordingly, social
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norIns govei-;ilng access to. and use of, resoul-ces had to be based on
one cf tht-se  i~alucs:  equity, hierarchy, or priority needs. All three
dicta:& a c:lrbing of desire and of the acquisitive spirit. Were the
brake:; on desire  rem-:veci,  individuals would make dangerous claims
on a static end limited pool of resources. To legitimate personal
acquisi!iv<ness could ruin a hierarchic social system or shatter the soli-
darit!-  bindins  kin, out to another-,  in patterns of reciprocal obliga-
tic-s. Ttio !‘os!rr  rhe acqtiisitive  spirit of competitive individuals by
ie,,rin:aring  it would oroduce what game theorists call a zero-sum
game. in which any maierial gains obtained by competitive individuals
would be w’on ar the expense of those remaining in dire need.

This image 0: a normatively limited dynamism of desire depicts,
with some quaiifications, the conditions found in most non-Western
techno!c)gicai  societies. irpon its arrival technology becomes the
\~!or of :he virus of acquisitiveness,  thereby shattering the delicate
bala!icc bct\;een iocia ! restraints on desire and effectively available
rcsou:;cs.  Technology undermines the norms of need-satisfaction
which have allowed countless societies to survive. Yet it is far easier to
venerate new asnirations than to augment resources. But once norma-<~
ti\~e constraints on desire a:e removed, even if resources do increase
thanks t<\ rechnology,  surviving social institutions and normative
structures <an no longer assure that increases are not appropriated by
a few ai the espensz of the many.

This traumatic disturbance of the finely calibraied dynamism of
desire in non-Western communities occurs independently of the in-
tentions of those who channel technology. Technology atlacks the
principle of cohesion which wove the value universe of pre-industrial
societies into a unified fabric. It also undermines the siew of nature
such societies have, the meaning they assign to work, to time, to
authority, and to the very purpose of life. Under the assault of tech-
nology, work can no longer be seen as sharing in the creativity cl
nature or as expressing cosmic relationships; it becomes the mere
performance of a task whose only meaning comes from the external
rewards,  usually monetary, attached to it. Similarly, time can no
longer be lived as a rhythm of maturation cycles but must instead be
endured as a succession of atomistic moments to be used efficiently
and profitably. Kinship and other intimate relationships become sub-
ordinated to criteria of performance or power. Authority itself,
formerly legitimated in stable patterns by meaningful symbois bring-
ing vicarious satisfactions even to those lacking power, becomes nego-
tiable and subject to !S.WS of “competition.”

The process which produces these changes is one of pervasive
“commercialization”-of  friendship, of procreation, of love, of part-
nership. That deep r&al bond which writers like Mauss, Dillon,
Perroux,  and Titmuss’O call the “gift relationship” is irrevocably
destroyed: all exchanges are henceforth governed by the law of
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interest,s. Creative acts dictated by love, spontaneity, or esthetic
fervor-what existentialist philosophers call “gratuity’‘-and the
fulfi!iment of “social obligation ” in the twin senses of duty and the
creation of personal “bonds” are banished from social intercourse. In
a word, modern technology is a powerful vector of the acquisitive
spirit.

The major impact of technology, however, is that in the final
instance it reifies all values. Technology hears within itself powerful
determinisms. There is no need to review here debates on the “tech-
nological imperative” occasioned by the publication, in English, of
Ellul’s The Technological Society. ” Yet no inquiry into the role of
technology in development can ignore this paradox, that lvhile  tech-
noiogy  frees societies from old constraints it creates new determinisms
as well.

~ree~~~ from Old Constraints, or New Determinisms?

An inner force drives technology to render actual everything which is
possible: this is the redoubtable “technological imperative.” Lord
Ritchie-Calder comments on a contract once given to the University
of Michigan to study the feasibility of a planned city of 60 million to
be built north of Bombay:

You know what happens when enthtrsiasts  get busy on a “feasi-
bility study”-They prove it is feasible! And once they get to
their drawing boards, they have a whale of a time. They design
skyscrapers above ground and subterranean tenements below
ground. They work out how much air can be spared and hence
how many cubic feet of breathing space is required for a family.
They design “living-units” which are just hutches for battery-fed
people. They design modules and clamp them together, pile them
up iike kindergarten bricks. They lay on water and regulate the
sewage-water and sewage, in this case, for 60 million people-
on the now well-established principles of factory-farming. And
when they have finished they can prove that this is the most eco-
nomical way, cost-efficiencywise, of housing people. I hope that
project has been scotched; I did my best to convince my friends,
with influence, in India. I asked them, for instance, how many
mental hospitals they were providing for the millions who would
go mad under these conditions.12

The prob!em is general: means tend to usurp the place of ends:
processes express their o:yn  dynamisms apart from goals they are
meant TO serve. Proving that any idea can be translated into an arti-
fact ,constitutes  for many engineers or chemists a challenge they find
irresistible. rMomentum builds up within research institutions for
them to do something mainly to prove that it is possible. And much
irresponsible technological tinkering is encouraged by the benevolent
attitude towards change which prevails in “developed” societies,
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whose grneral bias favors the view that what is new is necessarily
better. Technoiogica! researchers embrace this bias-and are re-
warded by society for their efforts! This bias gives them a vested
interest in perp2iuating the “technological imperative,” that is, the
tendency of technology to impose itself independently of larger
purposss. A few moderns may,, it is true, remember that Leonardo
da Vinci refused to communicate the plans of certain inventions (e.g.,
submarines: to princes or to develop working prototypes after his
designs had been perfected.‘” They may aiso praise the wisdom of
anci2nr Chinese rulers who chose to use gunpowder not for warfare
but mereiy for fireworks on ritual days. In past centuries, however,
technology had not yet become the object of a near-idolatrous social
cult. Thus technology’s “imperative” is traceable not to anything
intrinsic in technology but to the infatuation of contemporary human
beings with their own creativity.

Eiiul is often accused of overstating the autonomy of technology.
His retort is that technology need not be deterministic, simply that in
fact it opera~tes  powerfully in t~he direction of determinism.” Unless
those who would harness technoiogy to humane tasks correctly assess
the strength of the technological imperative, they will be unable to
gain mastery over change processes. The history of military research
in the United States attests to the mystifications surrounding conven-
tional arguments for technological expenditure.” Champions of ex-
panding military research often claim publicly that the main benefit
derived from their efforts is the spinoff application of their tech-
nological findings in civilian sectors. Such spinoff is, however,
modest in scale compared to total investments. Even in purely
economic terms it would make more sense to focus research and
development energies directly on civilian problems the solution to
which is anticipated rather than to hope for spinoff from military
research. Yet potent vested interests promote such technological
pursuits, thereby providing employment to countless technicians.
Notwithstanding the claim that it brings a “competitive edge” in
weaponry, military technology is an insatiable Moloch:  “technologi-
cal perfection ” is never reached. On the contrary, competition dic-
tates that “it is feasible; therefore, it will be done.” Ultimateby, the
technological imperative can be moderated only if the technological
cost/benefit equation is radically altered. One must internalize new
externaiities.

Externalities

.4ccording to economists, an externality is any value or
consideration which does not enter a cost calculus.‘” Why did
dramatic crises have to erupt before the US public began to under-
stand that factories or weapons dangerously contaminate the atmos-
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ph~;e’?  Because srrr-vi.4  and clean air were treated by policy-makers
as “rxrernaiities”; tha t  i s , for the specific purpose of making
p:cd:icrion  ctwisii,ns, such values were deemed irrelevant. But the
;cciai. psycho!ogicaI,  and ecological costs of any economic or tech-
rologicai  activity are never irrelevant; they determine the very desir-
ability cf ihat activit:<.  Numerous values formerly treated as exter-
nalities need to be internalized if sound social decisions are to be
reached.

~l‘he principle of responsible internalization is illustrated in the
case of auto safety. 50 long as saleabi,lity  and luxury appeal were
rreared as major “internalities,” auto designers could treat safety as a
mere “externality.” They could do likewise with fuel economy if they
could plausibly  assume that gasoline would remain plentiful and
r:treap.  Once fuel economy became paramount, however, and public
pressure grew  to provide greater safety in vehicles, new constraints
became ;‘internalired,” leading not only to different designs but also
to .3 nevv~  economic equation measuring costs and benefits. The lesson
is clearly that the technological imperative will lead to excessive deter-
mi,n;tm  unkss resistance to determinism becomes an internality in any
&ch;on about technology.

Once the notion of countering determinism becomes an explicitly
internalized goal, planners will conclude that certain technological
applications must TOT  be adopted and that others should be slowed
down or redirected. Technologica!  research and development wili
continue, to be sure, but will noi i~!e allowed to proceed unchecked on
the assumption that they insure nothing but unequivocal benefits.
Most decision-makers lack tnc’ wisdom to match their sciences. There-
fore, ihe beginning of wisdom consists in not rushing headlong into
further techno:ogicai  pursuit< regardl,ess of social and human costs.
AI stake, finally, 1s th,:  capacity diverse societies possess to absorb
technologies which are simulian::rr~;siy creators and destroyers of
social values.

Resistance to determinism is r:,<.:  !he only externality needing to be
internahzed. Other major deveioprnental  values are also internalities:
equity, cultural diversity~,  ecological healtb, and reduced dependency.
Societies can begin to harness technology to proper ends only if they
understand that technology is simultaneous!y a universe to be created
and an artificial context for their economic and organizational rear-
rangements. It is so difficult to control technology or to dominate
nature without damaging it because the Promethean spirit is so
powerfully seductive. ‘The domination this spirit promises deceives
peopie into treating techno!ogy as its own justification.

If moderns continue to treat their own creation, technology, as
they have treated nature in the past, they will not escape technological
determinism. Indeed, adopting a Promethean stance towards technol-
ogy forces one to rely on still more technology in order to control



technology itse!f: this is the “technological fix” mentaiity. Men have
urrd techno!og:,- :o conquer nature. Had they respected nature in the
pair. ho\\~txi, ihe? would have devised technologies quite different
from those they actuaily  produced. They will make similar mistakes in
their efforts to moderate technologicai  growth unless they repudiate
rhr s!an^l of umrsmmeled  exploitation. Like nature, technology
cannot ‘02 ccmiio x!I d with impunity unless it is first respected, for
!cchnoIogy--like  nature-imposes its own rhythms. Machines, tools,
and <:omnuters should not be made to do more than they can do, !est
they impose t!reir  logic on those who tend them and mechanize t,heir
makers. Analogies a’bound in the arts. Sculptors respect their tools-
chisels and hammers-and musicians theirs; that the tools and instru-
ments are of human manufacture is no excuse for abusing them.
Ore can !earn  to respect technologies by designing them to last and to
express esrheric as we!1 as functional values. Such a respectful attitude
ii the antithesis of the cult of technological obsolescence and of pure
funcrionaiity which presently dominates. Indeed “developed” soci-
eties haYe ravaged so much of nature’s beauty that they cannot live
without Ned. forms of technological beauty to take its place. A
minority of architects and designers, it is true, has always advocated
making beauty an “internality ” in the design of “functional” ob-
jects-dwellings, furniture, office equipment, and tools. In the main,
however, their efforts have been viewed by manufacturers and by the
public as luxuries. But simplicity, beauty, and durability in everyday
technologies are not iuxuries: they are no less important than utility or
efficiency.

A liberating imperative must oppose determinism by making
technological design the choice arena where sociai-value externalities
get internalized.  But if the effort is to succeed, efficiency itself will
hare to be redefined.

Redefining Efficiency

The notion of efficiency which governs decisions in hundreds
of work sites is that born in the engineer’s mind. Efficient operations
are measured by comparing inputs in energy, time, or money with
quantified ourouts.  In the words of one dictionary, efficiency is “the
ratio of the useful energy delivered by a dynamic system to the energy
supplied to it.” Because technology has operated iargely in closed
crrcuits where engineering values were unquestioned, it has become the
arena par excellence where efficient solutions are defined without re-
gard to social externalities. The bankruptcy of this procedure, how-
ever, dai!:;  grows more apparent.

At least three values must now be internalized in any efficiency
calculus: the abolition of mass misery, survival of the ecosystem, and
defense of the entire human race against tecknological determinism.
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Noteworthy exampies of organized technological activity in which
broad social externaiities are internalized in decisions already exist.
One is the national policy of the People’s Republic of China, which
overtly incorporates political criteria in its choices of technologies.
“Politics is in command” :~’is the watchword of the process. Politics is
inierpreted to mean the constellation of basic values to be fostered:
social equality. the diffusion of revolutionary consciousness, the
*iserve  the people” ethic, and respect for those who perform menial
tasks. (More will be said in a later chapter on the Chinese value
srructure  as it affects technology.) Other examples of redefining
efficiency are the efforts made by advocates of “radical,” “inter-
mediate,” and “soft” technology in many societies.i’  Attissue here is
more than a new definition of efficiency: the struggle is against the ty-
rannical hold which the engineering cast of mind contmues to
exercise on the thinking of designers and technicians. Conceptually,
what is required is noi unciear, but it is difficult to implement. Huge
vested interests, no: the least of which is the intellectual security
produced by two centuries of thinking in familiar patterns, stand in
the way. Most moderns simply do not know how to be efficient
without destroying the environment, alienating workers, or reinforc-
ing technological determinism. Out of habit they judge the efficiency
of machines and orocesses by systematically excluding important
social values. The balance is difficult to redress because a host of
problems press for solution on the old terms. This is why efficiency
needs to be redefined via political consultations which bear directly on
value priorities and the allocation of social costs. It is no longer
correct to label some procedure efficient if it exacts intolerable social
costs, proves grossly wasteful of resources, or imposes its mechanistic
rhythms on its operator.

Comparisons must be made between total inputs and total
outputs in the functioning of any techno!ogy,  for technology itself, as
presently utilized, is a large part of -‘le very problem to be solved. It is
obviously futile to look to some new technological priesthood of the
wise for salvation, as Saint-Simon did a century ago. What is needed
is a new breed of technicians and engineers who, if they are not them-
selves philosophers, are willing to trust the philosophical judgment. of
common citizens in the political arena. Paradoxically, decisions about
efficiency will need to be conducted in a consultative mode which, at
first glance, seems inefficient.. 3ut a new balance must be struck be-
tween obeying the “inner” efficiency demands of technology’s logic
and the “external” demands imposed by the higher logic of social-
value enhancement. The difficulty to be faced is like that -which con-
fronts agricultural extension agents and other pedagogues of social
change.” If their objective is solely “to get the job done,” they will
tire of waiting for peasants or “underdeveloped” counterparts to be
able to “do it right.” Yet if extension agents merely do the job them-
selves and go away, they doom their own efforts to failure by leaving
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no one behind *ho knows how to “do it right.” Or, in situations of
m:>re formal education, where pupils have been taught to perform
rasic by imitation or rote, the “getting the job done” approach falls
prey to mystification on two counts. First, learners will not assimilate
the reasons why things are done in the technological mode, and second,
they wii:  not be ab!e to integrate technique into their own universe of
vaiues. The lesson is simple: time seemingly “wasted” in comultations
on how :o “inter~nalize”  value “externalities” is, in fact, no obstacle to
efficiency. The opposite is true: time spent thus is necessary if utilizers
of technoloey are to become masters of their tools. But, one may
plausibly object, even if this objective is sound, insuperable problems
of measuremeni are involved. After all, are we not totally ignorant cf
how to compare human costs with reified problem-solving outputs?

340 answer can be given except by tracing the connection between
methodological and value questions. Social scientists studying social
change often invoke difficulties of measurement to justify their
posture of ignoring the value questions. An analogous problem is
encountered in the realm of social auditing.19 A parallel difficulty is
faced in redefining efficiency in practical ways. Measures for compar-
ing qualitative value costs and quantitative outputs are doubtless lack-
ing, but no iess debilitating is the influence of the attitudes held by
engineers and their consuming public regarding changes in the effi-
Liency  equation. This obstacle blocks change in many realms: rela-
tions ljetween medicai doctors ;nd patients, between educators and
studenis, and between experts of =..3~ types and the supposed bene-
ficiaries of their ministrations. The redefinition of efficiency would
strike a damaging blow to many vested interests. It would first under-
mine the claim that “experts” know more about important issues
than nonexperts. !t would, moreover, require of producers that
production be rendered not merely socially responsible but positively
enhancing of larger societai  values. These demands may reduce the
benefits of producers or limit the maneuvering room they enjoy to
achieve an edge over competitors.

The past history of technology renders the task doubly difficult.
Had modern technology evolved from the laborious trial and error of
peasant masses and been subsequently refined by technical elites, a
socially responsible efficiency calculus might be founded on appeals
to justice. But the history of technological development renders any
such appeal implausible, for technology was historically devised by
the creative efforts of a small number of elite mavericks. Now,
bowever,  in the name of redefining efficiency, their successors-the
class of technicians-are asked to dilute their influence early in the
decision-making process. Most technical “experts” will not willingly
share their hard-won, and recently acquired, political power with the
general public. To sugg~est that they do so is to ca!l  for a new kind of
Copernican revolution!20

D&greements exist as to the best institutional iocus of effi-
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cicncy. %lany  \vho are alarmed by waste in governmental agencies
equate efficie!lcy  with the private sector. Others, reflecting on the
priv;?:t  sector’s uccanny ability to rationalize private goals under the
bar.ner of public service, look with suspicion on any private definition
of efficien<:y.  The answer lies not in absolute dichotomies, however.
Enrerprises  in both sectors must create new modes of operating
cfficienr!y.  simtritanrously  solving problems in the conventional style
and optimizing social values hitherto externalized but now needing to
be iniernaiized. The role played by competition in legitimating growth
is crucial, for efficiency can never be achieved without some form of
competitive emulation and accountability. One recalls how important
have been Srakhanovite emulation in the Soviet Union and its coun-
terpart in China: the public posting of production performances of
work ‘brig&s s;r.i:!cd out for praise. There are, of course, certain
rock-bor:om economic constraints; good social intentions are no sub-
s:iturs for rhe practical arts of efficiency. But firm manrgers  and
designers of technolopy  will need to explore ways of becoming
integrally efficient-that is, of producing efficiemly while optimizing
social and human values. This they must 20 with as much passion,
sing!emindedness,  and practical sense as they now dr!ote  to making
p:ofit or creating knew products.

The central value profile of the technological universe has now
been drawn: revealing technology as a two-edged sword which is at
once bearer and destroyer of values. But irs dual character extends to
another domain-that of freedom and necessity. The same technol-
ogy which frees its utilizer from constraints imposed by nature, tradi-
tional norms, or cultural taboos also introduces new patterns of
necessity. 4nd because technology tends to t!ur dividing lines be-
tween means and ends, it rapidly builds up vested interests in testing
all its latent possibilities, with sublime indifference to costs in
sacrificed cultural values or personal suffering.

Yet one cannot grasp technology by looking only at its static
qualities; techno!ogy  ir a dynamic force, constantly evolving and
interacting with broader forces of social change. The following
chapter, accordingly, inquires into the dynamics of technology.



Technology, far from being an inert deposit of practical knowledge, is
itself a capidly  evoivng system operating within larger systems also
undergoing dynamic transformation. The radical instability which
characterizes technology’s matrix, modern societies, perfectly em-
bodies the imagery made famous by Heraclitus-“all things flow.”
The very texture of life in such societies is swift, perpetual, and ineiuc-
iable change. Pervasive change creates expectations of further change
and conditions people to view innovation as a value for its own sake,
quite apart from considerations of intrinsic merit. No more congenial
setting could be found for the development and continued growth of
technology.

Technology has become, for moderns, the functional equivalent
of nature for primitives. The present chapter briefly explores how
technology is a kind of “second nature” and identifies various
sources of technological dynamism. These include the competitive
structures operative in the developed world, capitalist and socialist;
the interaction among basic value choices in any society, its preferred
development strategies, and its approach to technology; and the
“sequence of dependency” which marks relations between rich and
poor countries in arenas of international exchange.

Technology as Second Nature

In 1954 Eiiui wrote that “no social,. . . human, or spiritual fact is so
important as the fact of technique in the modern world.“’ Ellui’s term
technique is roughly synonymous with technology as used in the
present work. Moreover, one central assertion made herein parallels a
major theme of Ellui’s, namely, that technology bus repluced  nature
as the context of societal perceptions and decisions. For modern
societies as for tramnational  societies now facing its challenge, tech-
nology, not nature, is the boundary against which possibilities
must be measured.

In earlier ages humans experienced and interpreted reality against
the b~kdron nrovided by nature; indeed, a dominant part of the---.--.-r =--
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rea!ity  thev per-ceived  was nature itself. Their plans for survival and
physicai  ast;Gr:;  depended on the reguiarities  or caprices of natural
!‘~>rces-heat,:  aold wind, rain, seasonal cyc!es.  That artificial sunlight
called eiezriciry  did not yet exist; neither did the man-made bird
called airplane. the artificial eye known as camera, or the surrogate
mountains and forests we call skyscrapers and cities. Both in percc~p-
tuai time and in importance nature w’as  primary. The evcms which
most drasnaticaily  influenced individual lives were natural: rainfall,
droughts, floods. zorms, and good weather were woven into the
tissue of births, puberty rites, and deaths. Compared to natural
forces. whatever an individual, family, tribe, or village might affect
seemed puny. One planted and weeded, of course, but crop success
depended above all on the weather,. Society mobilized young males for
huniing, but a sudden storm could chase the game out of reach. One
bui!t houses, but torrential rains could bring them down in an instant.
Rivers were benesolenr  or destructive, winds capricious, the seasons
themselves uncertain. l?conomic  outcomes; no less than social har-
mony, depended largely on how nature behaved. Inevitably, ail
societies feit bound to render prodigal ritualistic homage to nature’s
supremacv  through symbols, festivals, and person?1 obligations.
hlore significantly, norms prescribing social behavior were designed
to respect limits set by nature.

In modern societies technology has displaced lrature from center
stage. This is also the case in premodern societies increasingly caught
up in processes of change. The impersonal forces to which society
must now relate are those crea.ted  by technology: electricity and other
forms of artificial energy; machines able not only to perform rnyriad
tasks but tc design them as well; and decisional techmques  which
interpret and manipulate human life at every level. Such technoiogtcai
events as bui!ding roads, operating large factories, administering new
cities, and disseminating radios or contraceptives en rnusse leave
people feeling far more powerless than do such natural happenings as
lightning, storms, or floods. The only ‘inaturai”  world which a
growing number of the world’s inhabitants directly experience com-
prises the artificial mountains, streams, and forests built by technoi-
ogy: skyscrapers, faucets, pipelines, and cities.

Techiio!ogy  has become, for many people, the significant refer-
ence point against which possibilities and constraints must be meas-
ured. Therefore, moderns pay their ritualistic I-smage to technology
instead of to nature. Within “developed” cultures it has now become
mandatory to praise technology and to endow it with esthetic l~egili-
mat)  (formerly reserved to nature and to gods) by glorifying it in art,
musrc, and worship. Beyond ritualistic tribute, however, moderns
must guide their actions by what technology can do, should do, and
perhaps even impersonally wants them to do.

-
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To probe the fut! i:nplications of technology as second nature,
oarticuiar:!:  its penetration deep mto modern psyches, wouid require
~.vrit!ng  an nmnj. LI’ +i-us. a!beit an exciting, book. My present task iies
eisewhere.  however: the metaphor of “technology as second nature”
is invoked here solely to set the stage for a discussion of those systemic
properties of technology which are germane to development. Of
central importance is r!te ambiguity inherent in technology both as
sociai rea!ity and as artificial nature. To what extent does technology
detet~mine  development images, strategies, and accomplishments? In
one important respect technology is unlike nature, for it changes very
rapidly. Its mutations are recorded in years and decades, not centuries
or millennia. Is it, ultimately, the potent dynamism inherent in technol-
ogy which explains its dual impact on human values, simultaneously
destroying and creating them? But does technological progress neces-
\ari!y  presuppose speedy change within the larger societ:!? One cannot
answer this question without first understanding how technology
pi-opels, and is in turn propelled by, the engines of economic competi-
tion. It is no exaggeration to regard technology itself as the key to the
“:ompetit.ive edge.”

The C:ompeti?iw Edge

In 1765. a full seventy-one years before the appearance of Adam
Smith’s treatise The It'eillrh  of Nations, Bernard R4andeville wrote
The Fable  3f the Bees. i Since then the notion of progress in the West
has been associated with qullntttative, and particularly with eco-
nomic, growth in a framework of cocia!ly sanctioned competition.
More recently the cult of growth has extended to technology. Tech-
nology is presumed to progress or improve if it grows-in size, inftu-
ence, areas of penetration, and number of new products it creates.

During intervievvs I have often asked corporate managers and re-
search directors: “Whv aze research and development (R&D) so
important to you? Do its benefits justify such huge expenditures?”
Aimost unifo;~mly  their answer !ras been: “We have to keep up
because technology is always charging. And it changes constantly
because it gixdes those who possess it a competitive edge which confers
a decisive adl:atttage  over others in arenas of economic competition.”
A similar assumption is made by many government officials in Third
World countries: namely, that technology must keep growing if it is to
serve the cause of development. This twin legitimation-on grounds
that crJrpo:a .t;ons need technology in order to remain competitive and
that poor countries need it in order to develop-decisively affects
thousands of corporate investment decisions and governmental
choices regarding R&D. T’nese decisions, taken cumulatively as a
systemic whole, transform technology into a compulsive growth
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industry. Champions of technological expansion rarely pause to ask
whether quantitative growt.h is better than steady state (qualitatively
distinct from stagnation) or whether their chosen pace of acceleration
does not render the affected social systems unmanageable.

Within industrialized countries social critics now bemoan the
absence, in expert policy-makers, of wisdom to match their science.
Ferhaps one reason why wisdom is so scarce is that technological
applications of science have been made to grow compul,sively  in order
to serve the cause of eompetition regardless of social costs, tangible
and intangible. The notion of “competitive edge” merits further
analysis because it goes to the heal t of the evolutionary dynamism of
technology itself.

Certain development writings imply that science and technology
are the common patrimony of mankind and that the Third World
enjoys advatxages in being a !atecomer  on the scene of techno!ogical
modernization. The Third World, we are told, can take technological
shortcuts. Yet technology is not a free, but an economic, good sold
dearly to those who can pay for it, not to those who need it most. As
Lord Ritchie-Caider explains:

It is true that one does not have to re-invent the wheel in order to
ride a bicycle. It is true that each country that undertakes the
modernization cf its economy relies partly on the heritage of
others. It is also true that there is a great deal of knowledge and
know-how freely available for transmission from one country to
another but many of the less developed countries do not know
how to go shopping in the supermarket of science (Nobel lau-
reate Patrick Hackett’s phrase) nor how to get the free samples
of generally available technology. The term “transfer” in this
sense is a euphemism’because  technology and know-how is being
bought and sold like a commodity, but there is no world market
nor a world exchange nor world prices for technology. The
“latecomers” in this case are like spectators arriving at the last
moment at a cup final and having to buy tickets from speculators
at excessive prices.’

Technology may be the most vital of economic goods because it can
generate new wealth k-,,ter  than other productive assets-capital,
labor, natuial  resources, or favorable location, If new wealth is the
golden egg, technology is the hen that lays it. The institutional
capacity to generate technology permanently and in self-sustaining
fashion constitutes a priceless asset. A research and development
laboratory is but a special kind of factory which produces an
important capital good known as technology. Neither :he factory
itself, not its output, technology, is a free good or the common
patrimony of mankind.

Unless exchanges are subsidized, technology must be paid for by
‘ L-. ---_-  ^“^..^,,,e bi;yCi.  The pIup~ ~LC,L~ foi its ciicttlation is sOme iocai, regional,
national, transnational, or global market. Although much of it is
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prop;ierary knowledge. technology tends to circulate faster and
easier  than mosi other capital goods, indeed, than many consumer
goodz,  ti~enrseivets.  This grea!er mobility is explained by the relatively
intan$bie natur-e  cvcn  of technologies which are incorporated in a
“package” of Foods  or services. What is worth noting here is that
technolog) ci7:uiates, ifat ail, within arenas of economic competition
in the producrion and provision of goods, products, and services.
Thus is technology caught up in the dynamics of competition. This
fact lszds dircsctly  to a question: To which stimulus does competition
itself I-espond in modern economies?

Compc’irion is fueled by incentive structures which reward those
who are the ii:.-:  on the list at meeting effective purchasing power and
its equivalents. Goods are produced and supplied by various enter-
prises--private, public, or mixed. Their supply role is meaningless,
h~>~.~.:e\:e:, urr!ess  matched by a vigorously exercised parallel demand
function. \Vhether  producers are decisively stimulated by the lure of
moneys held by ptirchasers  or by the rewards that come from those
who wield effective power to set targets, competition remains the
basic ground rule of economic activity. Within capitalism, competi-
tion as response to effective buying power enjoys priority as the
motor fo;ce of mobilization for production. Under socialism, on the
other hand. competition-or “emulation,” as it is more generally
termed-responds to motivations based on political, ideological, and
bureaucratic interests. Even state-owned enterprises must compe:e
among themselves to be awarded contracts, to gain access to sources
of material inputs indispensable to production, and to meet targeted
quotas in rime to avoid punitive measures. Under both systems, it is
comoerition in the arena of production which dict.ates the behavior of
indi&ual  production units, even t.hough these units respond to
diverse stimuli which play the role of inducing and rewarding
production in a competitive mode. Thus, Lthough considerable
differences separat.e the two systems, both place the quest for a com-
petitive edge at the center of enterprise planning. Yet why, one may
legitimately ask, are enterprises so important?

Not only are enterprises the main producers and consumers of
technology, but they also rely heavily on their technoiogica,! abilities
to gain or preserv~e  any competitive edge they may enjoy. Nonetheless,
significant differences among them are discernible in arenas of
competition. Whl re enterprises, be they private corporations or state
agencies, function as monopolies or oligopolies, they can indulge in the
luxury, at least for a time, of being indifferent to those marketable
“qualities” of their output best supplied by technology, packaging,
or advertising. In theory, the very monopoly held by such firms would
render them immune to the challenge of competitors did not practrcal
constraints dictate otherwise. But after all, even state monopolies
must meet producti.m goais, quaiity standards, and minimum gener-
al-performance levels; if enterprise managers fail, the government
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p!an!lcrs-,~ho  nre their masters-pass judgment on them on the basis
oi the performance of romp,~rah/e  enterprises in other countries or in
cxiiel~ \ei!or\ 0:” ‘ie same national economy. And as long as some!I 2
cirmpc!iti\,c  SU::CIT  exists in which u-inning or keeping an edge is
important, competitiveness rules the arena within which enterprises
pia! oul iheir roies as producers of goods. In the Sovie, Union and
tether  iocialis:  national economies, a broader domain of competition
p;e\~a;is---thai  betwren the respective abilities of capitalist and sociai-
i~t <cl)nomies  to “deliver the goods”-and competition creates pres-
<urea t;~.en upon monopoly enterprises in the socialist sector to gain a
ccmpetitive edge founded largely on technoiogy. Within capitalist
e~:o!?on:ies. in contrast, monopoly positions are ephemeral and pre-
cariou~ b!, definition, and oligopoly advantages are even more so.

To summarize, in uncontrolled classical “free” markets, the
~c~mpe:i:j~,e  s3ge is essential to the survival and prosperity of enter-
prises. in controlled markets (monopoly and oligopoly situations),
d~hOi;d? the competitive edge is relative1.v  less crucial on purely
economic grounds, external considerations dictate some degree of
:ompetiti\~eness. ‘i\‘hat results is a universalized drive to “keep oneself
compr:it!i.e”  by keeping abreast of technological innovations.

For purposer of this book it is worth recalling that most
exchanges take place in market arenas, because even “nonmarket”
transfers proi~e,  upon examination, to be disguised market exchanges
between a seller and a purchaser subsidized by some third partner.
Because the competitive arena remains dominant, individual pro-
l~iders  of goods feel obliged to seek some kind of “competitive edge.”
Consequently, even enterprises enjoying monopoly or oligopoly ad-
\,-anta~ges  constantly experiment with new technologies, new products,
new packaging, and cheaper production processes. They seek two
goals: to protect their position from encroachment by outsiders and to
prepare themselves to enter other arenas where they do not (yet) enjoy
control or dominance over the market. Indeed market conjunctures
change quickly, and even monopolies are vulnerable to shifts in prod-
uct~  Zfe cycles a:ld altered demand structures.” Other sources of
change likewise affect control over markets: the pressure of govern-
ments and political militants on monopolists; shifts in buying power
(neither quanritative changes in monetary power or compositional
shifts in consumer markets); anti competition from enterprises eager to
“break” the monopoly or share in the advantages of oligopoly. One
lesson stands out: Complacency kills privilege. Accordingly, what
business theorists term a “defensive” posture aimed at avoiding losses
of privilege turns out, upon closer examination, to be no less direct a
stimuius  of competition than is an offensive stance aimed at gaining
profit or privilege. Great latitude for aggressiveness is found whether
firms pursue dbsoiute profit gains or relative gains in their “share of
the mar’ket.”

One question-What provides tne competitive edge?-has long
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p-uzz!ed  theorists of ihe corporation. Frederick Knickerbocker traces
it to a firm’s o!igopoi);  position.’ But whence comes the oligopoly
position itseif?  Its uitimate source is some competitive advantage
expressed as a new product, better packaging, cheaper production
processes, higher or more standardized quality, the ability to use
airernative materials. or favorable access to special market shces. All
these advantages, except the latter, are traceable to technology, which
enables one firm to achieve these relative gains over others. Technol-
ogy also enables competitors to wipe out the “edge” others enjoy and
themselves become “competitive.”

Yet one must not suppose that all technologies are equally stable.
A few examples may prove helpful. Technologies used by shipbuild-
ers” or dredge constructors change more slowly and less drastically
than those utilized by makers of precision instruments or computers.
Similarly, technologies acceptable to firms extracting minerals evolve
more slowiy In those utilized by manufacturers of carbon black or
processors of petrochemicals, or even by those who refine or other-
wise process extracted ores.

To the important question, “Why can certain activities remain
competitive through the utilization of relatively stable technologies
whereas others require ever-changing technologies?” several partial
answers suggest themselves.

(a) SC& consrrainfs  explain some differences. In any activity
requiring huge sums of capital and large basic infrastructures, actual
and potential competitors cannot enter the arena quickly. Even
assuming that competitors possessed superior technologies, they
would lack other requisites for quickly translating their superiority
intc actual competing enterprises. Not surprisinply, the large size of
the investment made by the initial firm in the arena makes it itself
cailtious  about altering its equipment and~ior processes before amor-
tization has been effected. Although size alone does not impede rapid
technological dynamism, it slows down the rate of change.

(b) The naiure of the product also affects the relative stability of
the technology u~sed. If, for example, reiative to the very nature of the
materials used, fabrication is unsafe, materials are awkward to handle
or transport, expensive or difficult to package, then a powerful
stimuius exists to induce actual and potential competitors to make
technological changes, for the reason that technological break-
throughs on these fronts confer immediate marketable advantages.
On the other hand, if materials or processes are safe and easily
handled, lesser inducements exist to concentrate R&C in search of im-
provements. Even when such improvements are made in laboratories,
they cannot quickly be translated into sizable market advantages. In
contrast, in domains where concerns for assuring health and safety
are paramount-pharmaceuticals, chemicals, medical products, vola-
ti!c or inf!ammab!e materia!s-tech..no!ogies are high!y unstab!e.

(c) Luxury goods and their equivalents also are biased toward
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rapidi:,,  changing technologies.’ Demand fat- these categories of goods
depends itt?at.ii)-  on subjective factors easily manipulated by advertis-
mu,. Design, shape, color, model variations, and packaging take on
gr;ai impo:-tancc in determining the size and location of the market
for such goods. A powerful incentive exists for enterprises to engage
in R&D because, by definition, potential buyers are conditioned to
desire !‘requent changes. By applying this criterion to diverse technol-
ogies. one understands why bread-baking technologies tend to be less
\:aried and more stable than those used iti making cookies and those
ascd to make screwdrivers more stable than t!-.o:;e  for electric lawn-
mowcr~,,  power saws, or phonograph records.

(d) The sfafe of scientific knowledge also affects the relative
itabi!ity of technologies. For long years it seemed impossible to
“break the sound barrier” in airborne vehicles. Yet once scientists
broke the barrier, new instabilities quickly made their way mto the
iechnologies  for manufacturing even subsonic planes.

Technology is correctly viewed as a universe because it is a system
of its own whose field of influence is the entire globe. Major
technological changes such as the miniaturization of computer circuits
quicki:; spread throughout the world, even in place? where no auton-
omous technological innovation takes place. Indeed in such locales a
compcti:iv-e edge based on technology can most easily be established.
Tramnational corporations (TNCs) also know intuitively that a
competitive edge which has been lost or diluted in “mature” markets
can be regained in less mature markets. The history of TNC invest-
ment attests to the profitability of technologies and derived ,oroducts
in Third World sires long after the competitive edge, or even basic
marketabiltty,  has been 1~s; in origin?:  industria! sites,

TNC marketing practices also suggest an interesting gloss on the
basic theses of Latin American dependency theorists.” This a.dded di-
mension may be called the “sequence of dependency.” (Chapter 4 of
this book discusses in greater detail the role of transnational corpora-
tions in technology transfers. At this point it suffices to mention the
elements of the “dependency sequence.“) The sequence is initiated
when the dependency ot purchasers is expressed in their need for a
varying spectrum of goods provided by outside sellers. Initially,
public and private firms in less-developed countries depend on outside
suppliers for capitol. This need leads them to offer inducements to
direct investment and other forms of supplying capital, such as loans
or grants. After pressing capital needs have been met, however, or at
least mitigated, the most pressing demand felt in underdeveloped
economies is to import technclogy.  Once again, varied incentives are
held out to those who can satisfy this demand.

But what can transnational corporations offer to poorer coun-
tries once the latter have met their needs for capital and for tech-
noiogy? Many firms whose capital or technology is no longer sought
or welcomed are courted for their munugeriul  expertise. But in one
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se,~e>  managerial expertise is simply a particularly intangible kind of
decisiona! technology, special Jn that it can be gained only after long
years of experience.’ Moreover, it is usualiy  enterprise- or fiim-
specific (not ind;;stry-specific)  or genera!.‘” Thus a firm lacking
managerial expertise can acquire it only by an ongoing transfer
process which mt~st be contractually negotiated.

The final component-after capital, technology, and managerial
expertise have been obtained (hypothetically, of course) by less-
developed purchasers-i- YCPTS to /Tiarkets.  Prerequisites of access are
an existing network of :iiltacts,  specialized legal and bureaucratic
skills, and rapid information-processing abilities without which final
products would not move fast enough or far enough to amortize the
high production-input costs of capital, technology, and managerial
expertise. Again is illustrated how tightly technology is bound to the
dynamics of competition. (To make this relation explicit is necessary
because manv writings treat technology as though it were some good
transferable independently of competitive laws.)

The four-step dependency seq,uence  just outlined grows in im-
portance even as increasing numbers of Third World countries reduce
their- dependence  on imported capital, because they remain depen-
dent, nevertheless, on outside suppliers of technology. Venezuela is an
illustrative case; now rhat the country is self-sufficient in capital, it
has launched an ambitious program aimed at reaching a high degree
of technological self-sufficiency.” Arab oil-producing countries and
Iran likewise no longer need capital frcm industrial centers; yet they
still need technology. And corporate sellers of technology are quick
to understand that the 10;~s of their present “competitive edge” may
shift once again. For this reason they strive to transfer their technol-
ogy in ways which disassociate it from their managerial expertise. And
why? Because such expertise is the next asset down the fine  which
assures competitiveness to its possessors.

Is the technologic4  universe, therefore, blindly condemned to
grow in present modes, or can technological maturation be reached
within patterns of steady state.?I2 The question is whether qualitative
improvemerrt  can replace quantitative growth as the driving force of
the evolutionary dynamism of technology.

Unlimited Growth or Steady State?

Business leaders throughout the world speak glowingly of the benefits
of growth. A typical encomium appears in the annual report of one
corporation in these words:

Whether or not it is expressed in words, there is a philosophy that
guides the destiny of every corporation. The philosophy under
which Koppers operates consists of a number of tenets. One of
those tenets emphasizes the need for growth.

To the public eye, growth becomes visible through rises in
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sa!es and earnings. Underlying those statistical gains is a recogni-
tion :hat the corporation has been successful in fulfilling its pri-
mary mission: to upgrade resources in order to provide the abun-
dance demanded by society in its efforts to improve the human
c o n d i t i o n .

Grcuth can provide the opportunity for new challenge and
relief fiOiX routine.13

For rhe managers of Koppers, as for their peers in other companies,
growth “improves the human condition.” To questions regarding
equity and social justice, they reply that distributing new benefits can
simultaneously right old wrongs and satisfy new needs. This conven-
rional wisdom also asserts that competition is legitimate because it
powerfully stimulates growth. Nevertheless, competition can be dis-
associated frofil  growth paradigms, and technology itself can be
viewed as competitive beyond the confines of standard, purely quanti-
tative images of growth.

Technoiogy does not itself create or cause competition in arenas
of exchange; on the contrary, it is competitive because the arena in
Lvhich  ir circulates responds comcntitively  to market stimuli. Thus,
technology  could conceivably cease being the source of a marketable
“competitive edge” if the incentive systems governing exchanges wefe
altered. SLICK  a change does not necessarily imply making technology
static, however, inasmuch as various other stimuli can propel or elicit
technological improvements: starus emulation, the desire to solve
problems, the drive to know more, or the urge to improve the quality
or ID increase the durability of present tools.  Implied here is the belief
that quaiitative  technologicul  growth is fully compatible with non-
monetary models of competition. Recent theorists use terms such as
steari.v  state  for models of economic progress or stress the need for
“organic” instead of disjointed growth.‘” Indeed technological mat-
uration may prove more essential to the success of these efforts than
i~t  is to present growth models. The key and unavoidable questions re-
main, however: What is technology for? Which values, politically
arbitrated and ethically confirmed, should command technological
choices? Arbi:ration  is necessary because, as Victor Ferkiss writes,

now that technology has given us the power to destroy these life
processes and to alter the nature of the human species, every deci-
sion is intrinsically political. x5

Borremans and Illich make the same point and conclude that
“what is necessary today is the political control of the technological
characteristics of industrial products.“‘6

Some government planners define technology’s role in harmony
with an “organic growth” model of development. In order to create a
decision-making system which could integrate and balance social,
economic, and environmental processes, they devise a conceptual



,guidancc system for making budgetary and programmatic decisions.
\n’hat is germane here is simply the recognition by pianning teams that
only 2 “highly technicai discipline” can el;i;-  te them to control and
redi!-ect  gro:\t!l  toward humane ends.!

The need to innovate qualitatively is salient in diverse approaches
to ‘iLlppropriate”  01. “intermediate” technologies. The priority goal
SOUg!li  by all ‘-:s sound human development which shatters both the
market c!ererminism  of capitalist grow~th  and the rigidities of central-
ized, serialist p!anning.  Serious advocates of “steady state,” “organ-
ic.” oV ‘human scale” development acknowledge that their own goals
cannot be reached without technology-hence their quest for alterna-
tiv~e  models of technological maturation, placing special emphasis on
“self-help rechno!ogy”  which aims primarily at helping the rural poor
de\:eiop their o:in economies. Criteria for self-help technologies are
labor intecsity~,  low,  cost, maximum utilization of local materials and
skiils, the protection of resources and environment, and easily
managed icafes of operations. E.F. Schumacher judges that “donor
countries and agencies do not at present possess the necessary
organized knowledge of adapted technologies and communications to
be ab!e to assist effectively in rural development on the scale
required.“‘* Were “adapted technologies” available, therefore, they
would enjoy a “competitive  edge ” in meeting important unsatisfied
needs not presently met. The experience of Schumacher’s Intermedi-
ate Technoiogy Group” attests to :he need for new and better (but
cheaper and simpler) technologies in the Third World, particularly in
food-growing, water-harnessing, machinery design, health services,
and housing-construction.

Most discussions of alternative technologies-called, varioltsly,
mdicai, s(?i2, intermediate, or appropriate technologies-center on
rural questions. Nevertheless, they. raise issues germane to urban
living and to industry, in short, to “developed” countries. This
relevance is emphasized by the Csmmunity Technology Group in
Washington, D.C.‘” Even US city-dwellers, argues the group’s found-
er, Karl Hess?  need to develop high degrees of self-sufficiency and
achiec~e mastery over small-scale technologies.

My argument can be summarized in a series of rel,ated  proposi-
tions and questions:

(I) Technologicul  expansion, as presently conducted, is highly
was!@ of resource:.  If, therefore, resource and ecosphere  conserva-
tion become privrity  goak,  should technology be allowed to keep
espanding?

The answer is yes, provided that expansion takes place in a
different mode. Conscious efforts need to be made to achieve
qualitative maturation of technologies overtly designed to assure
ecological integrity, more manageable scale, and greater accessibility
to poor people.
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(2) [f unrrmnmeled  wasteful growth is undesirable, is stagnation
the oni,: alternative?

Nc. In “organic” or “steady state” growth models, quantitative
gains are noi eliminated but subordinated to qualitative improve-
ments, to the mode in which the growth is realized, and to considera-
riorls  of sociai costs paid to achieve it. Growth, in short, is sought in
ways which foster a cluster of stipulated vaiues.

(3) Cm technologicalevolution adapt itself to the requirements of
sue:? grow!h.?

Yes,  on condition that the basic value options, development
strategies, and technological-development poiicy  of a society are
clearlv defined and coherently pursued. (The “vital nexus” among the
ihreeis  discussed at length in later pages.)

(4) PV’hhat  other changes must occur before such an altered course
in :he direction ‘of technological evolution can become possible?

Rlany prior changes are required. First, widespread value trans-
formation mu,st :;ean people away from their infatuation with mass
consumption and endlessly wasteful changes in design, shape, packag-
ing, and color. The vision of a good life I’ must center on “sufficiency
for all” defined in a dynamic  way which balances quantitative growth
against orher values. Consequently, broad political agreement needs
to be reached as to the desirability of placing some ceiling on the scale
of iechnologies  and on kinds of production. Furthermore, the educa-
tion of engineers, designers, and planners must be revolutionized to
release them from their servitude to the technological imperati”e.‘*
This may clearly be the most difficult task of all.

At the conclusion of this work I shall return to th~ese issues and
discuss technology assessment and the revitalization of culture in the
face of technology’s standardizing influences. I must first, however,
examine a reiationship which both explains and obscures the dyna-
mism peculiar to technology as a social system. This is the “vital
nexus” which links any society’s basic value choices to its preferred
development strategies and to its attitude toward technology ex-
pressed in policy.

The Vital  Nexus: Value Choices, Development Strategy,
Technology Policy

As stated above! technology is both a system of its own and a
component of larger social systems. One must, accordingly, analyze
its workings by alternatively probing technology’s inner dynamics and
its links to broader social processes. It is particularly useful to analyze
the link which binds society’s basic value options to its preferred
derclopment  strategies and to its technology policy. This “vital
nexus” of the three is well illustrated in the case of the world’s largest
poor country, the People’s Republic of China.
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?v;!ainiand  China openly affirms the central importance of value
tr~ansformation on its r~oad  to development.” And a growing body of
scholariy-  !iterature is now available describing China’s approach to
technology.2’ It lies beyond the scope of the prrseui book to analyze
or even to summarize China’s technology policy. So as to illustrate the
importance of the “vita! nexus,” how~ever,  it is worth recalhing the
impor:ance attached by the Chinese to coherence among basic value
options of their society, t!reir road to development, and their technol-
ogy pohcy.  Huge probiems faced China when Mao acceded to power
in 1948: society had to be reconstructed from the ruins of war and
foreign occupation and mobilized, along new ideological tines, to
produce more abundantiy and efficiently. Countless institutional
problems identical to those faced by other nations in quest of
“deveIopment”  had to be solved. Among these were the creation of a
univcrsa!  educationa! system founded on social merit and participa-
tion iustead of on hip;archy and privilege, the provision of health
.services  io a nc;x:Lrion  which remained largely rural and suspicious
01 .‘U’estern.” medicine, and gaining effective access to foreign
technologies. By ail accounts, China’s monumental efforts in these
domains have brought relative success (whatever be one’s final
judgment as to ihe social and political “costs” incurred). Of special
interest, however, is the explanation offered by the Chinese them-
seives  as constituting the key to success.” One must, say the Chinese,
center efforts on overall incentive systems operative in society and
base these on values consonant with revolutionary objectives. One
common formulation of the approach reads: “Values command
politics, politics commands economics, and economics commands
technique. ” Central values adopted and disseminated are:

(a) the need to acquire “‘revolutionary consciousness”
Developing this consciousness requires a new reading of China’s

historical past, which explains the causes of its subjection to foreign-
ers and the perpetuation of indigenous privileged classes. This study
also highlights the historical pctential  the nation presently possesses
for creating a new society now and in the future.

(b) a vision of “austerity” aspreferabie to a model of affluence
Austerity is here understood to mean “sufficiency for all”

obtained by “strenuous striving” to increase production and produc-
tivity. In pursuit of that sufficiency, all must make optimum use of
every resource and struggle mightily, not only against the acquisitive
spirit but also against “alienating” oneself in the desire for future
goods. One pedagogical theme repeatedly stressed is the primacy of
moral, over material, incentives. This primacy, it is stated, is the pillar
upon which must be built the edifice of solidarity and the “serve the
people” ethic. Austerity, therefore, is viewed not as a necessary evil to
be tolerated in times of scarcity or initial poverty but as a permanent
component of authentic socialist humanism. The assumption under-
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lying this beiief is that people are as deeply “infected” by the virus of
acquisitiveness in their desire for futtne goods as they are by clinging
IO goods already  possessed.

(c! a comimirment  to high degrees of equality and participation
Thz endless struggle against differential expropriation of benefits

and against eiitism are a social and institutional expression of this
value choice.

(di (I strong Qmation that the single most important resource
for deveiopment  is human will, collectively and responsibly mobilized

This insistence leads to an attitude of thinking that no problem is
insoluble, even in the absence of what are considered to be “normal”
resource requirements of a material or a technological sort.

If. therefore, a society were to make these value choices (al-
though no society can perfectly, or with full consistency, practice
them!) and if, furthermore, it were to try overtly to formulate a “road
to deveiopment” (or a development strategy) which coherently pro-
motes these values, then obviously different criteria for policy will
emerge than vvould  otherwise be the case. It would become essential,
fol- exampie,  to decentralize productive investment, to institutionaiize
maxnnum self-reliance in local units, to combat tendencies which
create or perpetuate chasms between intellectual and manual labor,
etcetera.

The choice of initia! values also has its impact on the precise :,
formulation of technology policies. There is no need to review
Chinese technology policy in detail here; nevertheless, one notes that
great care is taken to allow at important sectors of production (the
manufacture of consumer goods, agricultural production, and the
provision of basic services) for grassroots technological innovation
and shared research responsibility.

Although a worthy example of how the “vital nexus” may work,
China is not perfect; it is no social paradise but an historical
experience fraught with contradiction. Yet few societies strive so
mightily and so explicitiy  to design development strategies and
technology policies in accord with prior value choices. What is more,
few nations attempt to formulate these choices so clearly and so
vigorously.

My contention is that a direct correlation exists between the
degree of linkage among the three component elements of the “vital
nexus” and the quality of technology policy itself. Thus one can
frame satisfactory technology policies-on the international, region-
al, and national levels-only to the extent that one is clear and firm
regarding basic social values and development strategies consistent
with these values. Many country planners and politicians, it is true, do
articulate goals, albeit in purely rhetorical fashion (emphasizing, let
LS say, “developmental equity” or “relative technological auton-
omy”), and yet they refrain from adopting the strategies and policies
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which would render these goals feasible. In contrast, what China’s
example brings into sharp focus is an important iescon in how
drveiopmcnr can be guided by values and how value transformation
can indeed become the main road to development.

In an earlier work I have argued that development decisions are
not primarily economic, technical, or even political in natu.re.‘6
Ra!her they are morai options around three vital issues: the criteria of
the good !ife  (the relations between the “fullness of good” and the
abundance of “goods”), the basis for just relations in society, and the
principles for adopting a proper stance toward the forces of nature
and of titat “second nature” we call technology. What renders there
choices specifically developmental is the modern setting, charactet-
ized by the massice scale of operations; technical complexity and it-s
aiiendant division of labor; multiple interdependencies which bind
each part to the whole and the whole to each part; and the ever-nar-
rowing time lag between the impingement of social changes proposed
or imposed a.nd the responses societies must make to assure survival,
identity, or creative assimilation of change. Hence the development
strategy any nation adopts and, afortiori, its policy in more limited
domains such as technology are necessarily linked to its value options.

Specialists usually discuss development strategies in terms of
t-eia!ive  priorities: invrstment in industry over agriculture, in human
rewurces over infrastructure, tax incentives to foreign tirnis over
increased credit to native firms, and so on. Although planners rarely
ddvrrt  explicitly to the nexus between values and strategic priorities,
its existence is undeniable. Thus if one adheres to the value of greater
egalitariamsm. one wili tend to favor improvements in agricuhure
over industry, small technology over mass-scale techniques, subsidies
to iota! firms over taxi holidays to transnat;onal corporations, and
popular decision-making over exclusive reliance on experrs. The same
interdependence between strategy and values exists at t,he level of
ideology. If one chooses capitalism, wit,h its implied effort IO integrate
into the world market, values such as self-reliance and local innovation
are rciegated  to the background. If, conversely, one adopts a commu-
nitarian sociaiLt  strategy of development, one will prefer gains in
economic independence to pure efficiency and one will attach greater
weight to social justice (in the land-tenure system, for example) than
increased output. In a word, value choices aud development strategies
are tightly  linked. When one introduces a third element into the equa-
tion, namely, technology policy, the nexus tightens still more.

What is to guide technology policy if not basic values and the
strategies derived therefrom? Surelv not mere considerations of tech-
nicai self-sufficiency, uncritical aspirations for technological modern-
ity, or imitation of technological pioneers. If technology policy is to
have the consistency of sound decision-making, it should flow from
the basic value choices underlying the selected development strategy.
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,I;atiy  ~~~ltiO3n~l-l~~hil~~lO~~  policy-makers appear oblivious to this
iink; yet 11i: t~~hi~ol~gy  policy can succeed if it is not expressly
designed to rsinfoi-ce the social values pursued, in some scale of
priorities. by the development strategy adopted. Certain approaches
to technology are evidently more congenial than others to this unity.
To i!lustratc, if Tanzania’s commitment to self-rehant  development
which bui!ds on the communal values of its largely rural communities
is a serious objective, one would expect its technology policy to assign
a wide role to “soft” technologies aimed at increasing productivity
ihrriagh  optima! use of local resources. 6;: as one reflects on
Algeria’s declared goal of achieving the full range of industrial
capacity for internal and export markets, different technological
measures recommend themselves. Among these are: importing for-
eign technoiogies  to build up competitive capabilities, training na-
tionals in order tc limit dependency to the briefest possible period,
and achieving a coordinated bargaining posture so as to avoid outside
exploitati.or,,

To affirm the existence of a “vital nexus” among value choices,
development strategy, and technology policy is not to state that all
technology  policy-makers in the Third World derive their policy from
the other two eiements. But it, does mean that they should do so if they
are to avoid two dangers. The first is falling into contrddictions
between basic development goals and techno!ogical  chcices.  The
second is becoming imprisoned by the greater or lesser degrees of
determinisms which are inht;ent  in technology itself or which flow
from the uncritical acceptance of conventional technology transfers.
Therefore, the best way to design policy is to advert explicitly to the
‘.vital  nexus”; it cannot be ignored with impunity.

***

Part One of this work has described the technological universe.
Technology has been called a two-edged sword because it is ambiva-
lent. promoting certain values while threatening others and creating
new servitudes as it frees its Iusers from old constraints. Because the
technological universe is not static, I have also described its dynamics,
focusing on technology as a kind of artificial nature constantly
evolving at a quicker pace and with greater unpredictability than
nature itself. This mutability of technology was then placed in the
context of economic competition, a major stimulus to social change.
Also delineated was a “sequence of dependency” which less-devel-
oped nations might envisage breaking by progressively reducing their
rehance on outsiders for capital at a first stage, then technology, later
managerial expertise, and finally, access to markets. A further dimen-
sion of technological dynamism is its vital linkage to broad value
choices constantly being made within changing societies and to pre-
ferred development strategies.



One central premise of this book is tha.t value conflicts in
international technology transfers are traceable to two distinct
sources: the value ambiguities of technology itself (even in its matrix
of origin) and the specific channels and mechanisms by which tech-
nology flows from rich to poor countries. The first of these has been
examined in Part One. It is now time to examine how technology is
transferred from “developed” to “less-developed” countries (LDCs).
This exercise is conducted not for its own sake but to shed light on one
crucial question: Do such transfers impede or aid genuine develop-
ment for all? This question is now addressed in Part Two.





To speak of “transfers” can be misleading because technology is
usually bought and sold internationally in a predominantly seller’s
market. Hence some experts prefer to speak of the “commercial-
rzation” of technology. Yet this term is too exclusive because many
technological exchanges are subsidized and take place outside com-
merciai circuits. It is more accurate to speak of the “circulation” of
technology, a term which embraces all forms of transfers-commer-
cial, free, and subsidized. Nonetheless, as a concession to the vast
literature on “technology transfer,” I shall use the term in the broad
sense just given to “circulation.”

The central question is whether, on balance, technology transfers
aid genuine development or impede it. One cannot determine if tech-
nology transfers are beneficial or harmful to deveiopment without
first analyzing how such transfers take place. Chapter Three, accord-
ingly, examines the mechanisms and channels of these transfers.



Technology does not exist in a vacuum: it is embodied in products,
processes, and persons. Similarly, transfers are made via a wide array
of concrete channels, both institutional and procedural. The institu-
tions through which technolog,v circillates are here called channels,
whereas the instruments employed are the mechanisms of technology
transfer. To some degree this distinction is arbitrary because most
institutions use identical mechanisms. Moreover, the instrumentality
favored by a given institution in transfers is often distinguishable from
the institution itself only in the observer’s mind, not in workaday
practice. Yet for clarity’s sake it remains useful to keep the two distinct.

Channels

Among the leading channels or institutional vehicles of technology
transfer ate transnational corporations, think tanks, foundations,
professional associations, academies of science, universities, labor
unions, voluntary agencies, individuals, and public agencies of all
types, including national governments and international agencies. Not
all are equally important, nor do technology transfers command a
proportionally equal amount of their energies. The further away one
gets from technologies embodied in products and processes, the
more likely is one to be engaging in less tangible forms of transfer, or
even in what is not strictly a transfer but technological education to
counterparts. Most of the following pages center on technology
transfers which are product- and process-embodied. The sole excep-
tion is the case of person-embodied “decisional technology”: know-
how for diagnosing complex problems and formulating choice strate-
gies for site, scale, and level of technology. Decisional technologies
are vital because, in the words of Argentine physicist Jorge Sabato,

the ability to conduct a feasibility study with its own means is the
single most revealing touchstone indicating when a country has
reached an acceptable level of technological autonomy.!

These comments suggest the central role played by consultant
firms, a role no less important than that played by large manufactur-
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ine or ex!ractive  (mining) firms. Indeed the competitive edge they
enyoy  is largely conditioned by the degree of linkage these firms main-
iain .with consti!!ants  in such fields as finance, engineering, design,
conjunctural  studies: and marketing. Although many manufacturing
firms possess tin,. ‘r own consulting capabilities in key sectors, outside
consultants are usually quicker than rlhey to detect shifts in LDC
OcO\Fr”.~.e~.~  pO!iCieS  aild iiic,ie.a- ‘-I. flexible iii translating such inteiiigence
into operational terms. A brief sketch of how cons&ants  work will,
therefore, be given in later pages. But because :heir grip on technol-
ogy is less tangible than that of manufacturing or extractive firms, it is
advisable for pedagogical reasons to examine first how firms of this
type carry on technology transfers.

A wide array of instrumentalities is used by manufacturing, extrac-
tn\~e.  and serv~ice  firms to transfer technology. The burgeoning litera-
ture on the subject lists them: direct investment; exports of machin-
er-1~.  equipment, and products; industrial a;rd trade fairs; licensing
c0ntract.s  of ah types; training arrangements of various sorts; super-
ivision  ‘or quality control at production sites; and technological con-
ferences, seminars, and workshops.’

Recent debates over TNCs have provided a clearer view of the
diverse benefits attendant upon technology transf-rs. For a long time
governments, national firm:, dnd scientists and technicians in LDCs
erroneously presumed that technology was being transferred for their
benefit under all the mechanisms listed above-hence their largely
uncritical endorsement of public relations releases issued by TNCs
regarding the benefits of transfers. Once made critically aware,
however, of the difference between mere geographical or intrafirm
transfer and genuine indigenous assimilation of technology  (with
mastery, control, and improved ability to gain future autonomy),
LDC governments began pressing for new terms in transfers. At first
‘TNCs denied or rninimized the probiem. Once subjected to sharp
critique, however, they realized that they could no longer proceed in
this way. Accordingly, more enlightened firms ?re now preparing
themselves to renegotiate terms on the basis of mutual concessions,
the extent of which remains unspecified. One reason that TNCs are
slow to make real, instead of merely rhetorical, concessions is that
their interests are weil  served by conventional modes of’ “technology
transfer”: direct investment, intrafirm transfers, intracompany trans-
actions with affiliates and subsidiaries, licensing contracts with client
firms. A brief review of these preferred modes explains why com-
panies favor them.

Direct Investment

Direct investmeat  is easy to manage. Once a TNC acquires the ex-
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iXrtiSe to handie internatiorzal  currency transactions, to recruit person-
nel from various cu!iures,  and to master rhe logistics of transnational
iransportation,  the dccisisnal and operational procedures required in
direct investment are congecial to the basic values of corporations.
Complex negotiations with host governments are doubtlessly trouble-
some, as are red tape for import licenses and profit remittances. But
these are mere procedures easily learned: they pose no fhrear ta the
bosic~ inreresis  or work sryles  of corporations. When large corpora-
tions engage in direct foreign investment, their conduct of technology
transfer overseas differs little from the domestic in-house communica-
tion of technological findings. Engineers, chemists, systems analysts,
ar.d quality-control specialists routinely “plug in” the results of R&D
and of innovations in their fields to ongoing firm operations, giving
little thought 10 such notions as competitive edge, market advantage,
cost efficiency, and the coordination of overall procedures. When
they mote to a subsidiary or affiliate overseas, they operate in iden-
:ical fashion. Host governments, however, are more sensitive than
home governments about such issues as job-creation, national control
over technology, and losing speciali;+s  in the brain drain. For the
TNC these are disquieting but basically irrelevant externalities. When
rhese concerns create serious public relations or “image” problems,
or when host governments undertake to change the ground rules of
negotiations, TNCs react. Their problem is simpiy to assess whether
they have more to gain or to lose from making concessions. Conces-
sions are, of course, portrayed to the public as moves engendered by
the “cooperative” spirii of the enterprise, and realistic government
officia!s who ur,der.~ra:ld  these practices are i>repared,  once they have
obtained their slibsta!itive  concessions, to behave like all experienced
negotiators and “iet :he other side save face.”

Pressured by ne;;r demands from governments, many TNCs
which have favored direct foreign investments only when they could
be sole owners of enterprises are now agreeing to become minority
equit,y  holders in joint ventures. To illustrate, the Cabot Corporation,
one of the world’s largest manufacturers of carbon black, has acceded
to joint ventures, notwithstanding its earlier policy of sole ownership
within Third World countries. The company settled for 50% owner-
ship in Malaysia and Iran, and in Brazil it sought an equity share
lower than olie half so as to be legally able to charge technical service
fees to its Brazilian affiliate.’ One lesson to be learned from recent
trends is that although government restrictions in LDCs may inhibit
the freedom of companies to operate as they had in the past, these
companies often still have more to gain, on balance, from entering
into joint ventures than from avoiding them completely.

Once TNCs accept such partnerships, their preferred modes of
transferring technology are adjusted accordingly. Their LDC partners
usually demand greater dissemination of techno!ogy from the head
office to the subsidiary venture. And specific clauses may even require
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the head office to train not only officials of the joint-venture firm
itself but others whom the host government wishes to instruct in certain
technologies. Why do transnational firms accept such constraints?
Often it is because they can do no better in a given market; in other
cases, it is to assure a privileged position in selling raw or semiproc-
essed materials or equipment, or to gain information about local
markeis or supply sources, or to prevent a competitor from gaining
the same advantages. The more LDC governments and firms under-
stand the goals of TNCs,  the better prepared they are to negotiate
sarisfactor,  technology transfers with them. In the absence of pres-
sure upon them, TNCs wili transfer technology in ways which are
easiesr and least disadvantageous to themselves. But to avoid losing
other advantages, TNCs will make concessions on modalities of
technology transfer and on legal terms of direct investment.

Licensing

Interviews with transnational executives reveal that overseas
licensing is, for most of them, a relatively minor source of income.
Published data are scarce.4 Yet there is no doubt that such licensing is
advantageous  to TNCs under many circumstances. The decision to li-
cense overseas may be dictated by such consideraticns  as the needs to:

(a) obtain supplementary earnings from technologies whose per-
iod of competitive advantage in primary home markets is drawing tc, a
close

(bj gain access to markets where direct investment is exciuded,
either by formal policy, general practice, or specific discrimination

<cj seize opportunities to improve a technology in special circum-
stances which approximate those found in third-country markets of
the parent firm

(d) gain the goodwill of selected governments by supplying them
with techno!ogy  even if the economic advantages of doing so are not
great (seeking to maintain “friendly” relations which can be useful in
other domains)

(e) obtain side benefits in the form of favorable corporate
publicity

Licensees, in turn, enter contracts for varied motives but usually
because they lack the technology in question, cannot produce it them-
selves (at least quickly or inexpensively), and need it to process their
goods. In other cases, licensees are driven by the desire to process up-
to-date technology used by leading firms (usually in “developed”
countries) in a given industry.’ Considerations of scale also weigh
heavily on licensees; if their markets are too small to justify manufac-
turing the equipment needed or even investing in R&D to generate
process technologies, they buy it from outside suppliers under licenses
-the ‘Lnormal” way of getting technology across national or enter-
prise borders.
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Basic terms of licensing agreements vary widely within com-
panies, industries, and countries. Some differences are traceable to
the nature of technologies as product- or process-centered. For illus-
trative purposes it is worth noting that typical product-embodied
technology iicenses contain such clauses as the following:

(a) Exclusive rights to sell the product are given to licensees
within stipulatsd  territories. Licensers, however, are sometimes al-
lowed to sell their products in that same geographical area.

(bj Advertising of the licensed product-usually bearing a well-
iclown trademark or trade name-is strictly controlled.

(c) Licensees must supply random samples of their products to
the licenser,  who controls quality, a measure considered essential to
preserve the “good name” of the primary producer. Detailed report-
ing is also required from licensees on: sales-promotion efforts, the
qualifications of personnel assigned to licensed produclion,  the licen-
see’s evaluation of competitors’s products, etcetera.

(d) Licensers  usually claim rights to inspect a licensee’s factory
and laboratories.

(e) Licensers pay licensees for material samples sent for qualit,y
inspections.

(fj Licensers require partners to register products in all countries
which require such registration.

(g) Licensees are usually obliged, under threat of losing exclusive
rights, to place a li,censed  product on the market within a specific time
period (often twelve to eighteen months). Grace periods or extensions
can be negotiated, however.

(h) Royalty percentages and modes of payment are spelled out in
detail. For example, in one specific case royalties were 5% on the
first $i miiiion of saies, 4%i2% on the second $i million, aEd 4Vo on
saies beyond $2 million. Where host-country legislation (as in Brazil)
fixes a ceiling lower than 5%, sales in that country are not included in
the accomlting of gross sales.

(i) Technological know-how must be treated by licensees as con-
fidential knowledge, and violation of confidentiality (within specified
time limits) can lead to contract cancellation.

(j) The duration of licensing contracts varies widely. Often it is
three, five. or seven years; occasionally, renewable.

Worthy of note in most contracts is the subordination of
monetary clauses to clauses assuring licensers control over their own
market areas and those assigned to licensees. The greater concern for
control iliustrates a general relationship found in most commercial
technology transfers: that whereas host-country governments view the
acquisition of technology as an end in itself, TNCs and their client or
affiliate firms in LDCs see technology transfers as simple means for
assuring success in their marketing operations. Stated another way,
TNCs are interested in technology transfers to the extent that these
foster their own purposes; hence they often view limitations imposed
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by LDC governments as unreasonable. Conversely. LDC govern-
ments often seek to disassociate technology transfers from their role
as inst.rumenta!itics  of corporate activities; the LDC governments’
own aims are to build up their pools of technologically skilled
nationals, to circi!!%e foreign technologies among many units of
national ir,riust~.y,  and to minimize hard-currency flows outside the
count,ry.  Moreover,  LDC host governments rarely approve of con-
iractirai rt:s?ricti~ns on sales to third countries.

Many conflicts in licensing cont.racts  arise from a discrepancy
bcrwcen primary and secondary benefits anticipated by the respective
partics. Indeed most licenses are signed with a view to achieving
multiple objectives. But Objective Number 1 for the licensee (to
obtain a ~nodern  and competitive technoiogy, let us say) can be
contrary to Objective Number 2 for the licenser (to gain a foothold in
a dit’ficult marker). Consequently, criteria used by suppliers and util-
izt’rs of technology to determine whether the transfer is effective often
vary. ,Mutual dissatisfaction occurs as frequently as do compromises
dictated by necessity. Nevertheless, licensing contracts continue to be
sign& in large numbers because LDC firms desire technology and
TNCr seek access to LDC markets. Mutual advantage is still possible,
of course, even where prioriues are divergent. But it is evident that
minimum satisfaction obtained by each partner in its primary objec-
tive is IIX bottom threshold below which contracts will be viewed as
exploitative.

Parallel tensions exist in technology transfer contracts between
LDC host governments and nonprofit agencies (universities, philan-
thropic agencies, religious institutions, etcetera) based in developed
countries. The rich-country university is often eager to build up its
own institutional capacity to teach and conduct research on specific
problems. Thus it treats LDCs as a testing ground for its methodol-
ogies. Accordingly, it will contract, often with third-party funding
(from, for example, the Agency for International Development, the
World Bank, or the United Nations Development Programme), to
transfer t,echnology to some LDC host agency. The latter, however,
may assign priority to training local experts, to solving specific
problems, and to mastering the methodology at stake. ‘These two pri-
ority scales are not automatically incompatible; nevertheless, the pri-
mary objectives of both parties must be minimally satisfied if they are
to rest content with arrangements. LDC governments are now pres-
suring TNCs for more favorable terms in technological licensing pre-
cisely to assure that t!teir own priority objectives as well as those of
LDC firms will be duly protected.’

A close link exists between licensing as a mode of technology
transfer and contractual training agreements. Many licensees are
more interested in the License clauses related to training than with
those bearing exclusively on the transfer of products or processes.
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Especially in ?recess technologies the right to send LDC personnel to
rich-country’  factories and laboratories is a vital feature of technology
transfer. Training, hesides enhancing a firm’s capacity for fruitfu!
assimilation of technology, is also a valuable step toward eventually
acquiring the abilir,y  to produce one’s own technology. The same
objecrive is ser\t:d by those licensing contracts wherein supplier firms
provide ~upda!ing  courses and technological initiation seminars to
personnel of licensees. No doubt many nonproprietary technologies
cir-cu!a!e  through scientific publications, open conferences, and indus-
trial fairs. Yet the ability of LDC governments or firms to benefit
from these exchanges is often conditioned by the existence, within
them, of wha: Thomas Allen calls the “technological gatekeepers.“6
“Gatekeepers” are those persons within a firm-engineers, techni-
ciaus, laboratory workers, other researchers-who “keep IID” with
professional and scientific journals and maintain ongoing cmtact
with the technological community outside their own firms and
industr?.  Contact is maintained through regular attendance at foreign
scientrftc  and professional society conferences and sustained corres-
pondence. Effective gatekeepers are well integrated in two networks:
an external network of foreign information sources and an internai
network  of domestic colleagues within the firm to whom the required
information can be transferred for practical application. Unless each
network is used frequently and is diversified, it will atrophy. One
policy recommendation implicit in Allen’s studies is that firms in less-
developed countries should deliberately structure the operations of
their technological gatekeepers.’ Such an innovation comprises but
one dimension of tightening the “triangle” among policy-makers,
production units, and researchers.

Industrial fairs constitute an indirect, albeit irr,portant,  mecha-
nism of technology transfer. According to recent reports China has
found ingenious ways of using such fairs to high advantage.’ The
Chinese negotiate fairs of long duration and systematically organize
visits to exhibits by engineers, students, and others -who can assimilate
the technology on display. Upon termination of the fair they also pur-
chase equipment at reduced prices without, however, signing techno-
iogicai training oi mainte nance contracts. These exhibitions possess,
in Chinese eyes, an educational rather than a commercial character.
Nevertheless, in 1972 China began importing iarger quantities of
advanced industrial technology. Since then it has had to increase the
number of foreign technicians it admits inside its factories.’ China is
mentioned here only to illustrate an important general point, namely,
the fk~ibility  wiih which conventional mechanisms of technology
!rans.k-  can be used to yield higher assimilation of technology when
the clear political will and organizational ability to do so exist. This
principle can be applied to such routine modes of dealing with
suppliers of technology as: the purchase of machinery and equipment,
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indurtriai falls, distribution of samples or prototypes, licensing
contract5,  training arrangements of various types, the staging of
conferences and seminars, data banks for centralizing available
t:onproprieta!y  technological information, and consulting contracts.

At the plant level no less than at the national planning levei,
ii‘Ci?!lc!lilgy  is “transferred” most successfully when the final utilizer
ci!hcr c~presse,s  a need for it or has a voice in defining the problem to
be solved by what technology. Jack Ruina, professor of electrical
cn$ncerii!g at the: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, argues that
: hc first condition for successful technology transfer is that the
“recipient” already know something of the whole process and be able
10 take further steps to see precise connections among all elements of
ihC technological y)yess. ‘I’ If, he adds, the final consumer of technol-
i,s\ play>;  a role in lormulating  the initial problem and asking the
prior reearch qluestions, the distance berween the problem as con-
ceptualized in an R&D laboratory and perceived in the daily world of
;>roblcn-solving  is greatly reduced.

‘This lesson is not lost on those engaged in day-to-day industrial
transfer,\ who try IO create conditions which maximize their abili\y  to
absol-b  transferred technology more creatively. Ultimateiy.  however,
[his ma::imization  would require endowing LDC nations with inde-
pcndent research capacities, an aspiration thwarted up to now by the
developed countries ’ almost total monopoly of industrial P&D.

The K&D Monopoly

Some 98% of the research and development expend;:urej  of nonso-
cialict  countries are made in rich countries, only 2Vo in developing
countries.” Policy-makers ir. poorer countries, therefore, view with
alarm the monopoly of research. Transnational  corporations, in turn,
defend their near-monopoly on grounds that only in advanced
countries do conditions exist which favor success: the availability of
large aggregates of capital, a pool of skilled researchers, the proximity
to primary manufacturing and marketing units which makes R&D
rcsponsivc to practical constraints,  and a supportive attitude toward
K&D in society at large. Scale is again a central question; many
research managers in:erviewed  declared that decentralized R&D in-
vestment in less-developed countries is impossible because production
scales do not permit amortization of high and risky research costs. In
some circumstances it might be profitable to consider building R&D
units in Third World countries. But these favorable circumstances
tend !o be quite special, as illustrated in t~he following example.

Officers of Alcan Aluminum in Latin America declared in
interviews conducted in late 1974 that the company is considering a
large R&D unit in Brazil, because legislative restrictions imposed by
the Brazilian government have made it imperative that the company
find alternative ways io obtain the technology it needs for its Erazilian
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plants. (Specifically, these restrictions place ceilings on payments for
technology imported from outside the country and limit sources of
such technoiogy~  to those not covered by national suppliers., The
reasons invoked !o justify this consideration are the following: (1)
Brazil can support an inregrated aluminum/bauxite operation-ex-
traction, smelting, processing, manufacturing-with full coverage of
vertical integration activities; and (2) Brazilian plants sell to third coun-
tries as well  as to the national market, which is significant because the
Braz,ilian  market, a!rhough larger than most Third World internal
markets, would not suffice to warrant the projected investment were
it not for anticipated export markets.

Company officials hastened to explain that few countries cotrid
s:~isfy  the two conditions just described. They emphasize that in most
cases TNCs,  including themselves, do not wish to invest in decen-
tralized R&D, especially in piants located in Third World countries.
Given this attitude in corporation executives, the constraints facing
LDC policy-makers eager to endow their countries with national R&D
capacity take on special importance. Relatively few data are available
as to the precise conditions under which transnational corporate
managers decide to invest in permanent R&D facilities away from their
home codrI[ry.” Already it is apparent, however, that much R&D
activity conducted by TNCs abroad, particularly in the Third
World, is of short duration or is tied to fixed-term contracts with
existing local research facilities. The general motives which lead
corporate managers to make R&D investments are the desires to:

e facilitate and speed up technology transfer from domestic
laboratories to foreign subsidiaries

e monitor local demand or supply sources for opportunities
which escape notice in home countries

e increase chances of successful innovation by permitting the
development of foreign innovation opportunities close to their
market source

Ronstadt explains that apart from these motives, often shared by
L.DC host governments, another factor is at play: the desire of LDCs
to retain their surplus of skilled scientists, engineers, or technicians
who cannot be employed to the full level of their talents in purely local
firms.‘” On balance, however, few efforts have been made by
US-based transnationals to invest in R&D overseas other than in
Canada or Western Europe.

Two directions for a reversal of trends appear possible. The first
is bold action by individual firms. To illustrate, Bag6 Pharmaceuti-
cals, a medium-sized Argentine company, made a policy decision
some years ago to achieve autonomy in R&D capacity.lJ One main
reason for the decision was financial: multiple licensing costs were
very high. Also present was the explicit desire to reduce the company’s
dependency on outside suppliers and to challenge the conventional



wisdom \\ hiih held that Argentine firms could never perform as well
as for-eig,n  compeiitors. Additional considerations included the com-
pany’s wish to gait: the loyalty of a corps of researchers who vvouid
stay \vt:h the firm for long years, an attitude rarely encountered
among cspatriatc  researchers. Success was achieved vv%hin  six years,
one expression  01‘ which came when Bago’s  researchers made tech-
noio~ical  brrakthrottghs  which their former iicensors then wanted to
;5! iidui:e 2:; !icrnsecs. A small number of other firms in LDCs have
c~pcricncrc!  sintilar success, usually by their own efforts and with no
~O~~l-!lil?~~l!~~~i  subsidies.

h second mcam of breaking the R&D monopoly: of TNCs is
determined g,ovcrnmcntai action utilizing direct subsidies when neces-
XI-~. R!letnricaliy  a~ least, many L.DC governments seek to have their
own rcchtrologicai research infrastructure, particularly in branches of
iiidus:r\. vita! to exercising control over their national economies.
c‘hi,ic  cants to gait,  autonomy in copper: Bolivia, in tin; Argentina, in
i:lCLi!  ;1.!111  \?001. (1'success  is impossible, however, in the absence of a
clear policy vigorously~  pursued and subsidized. The decision reached
by the Argentine government in 1973 in the sector of nuclear energy
for prncct’ul purposes is one example.” Notwithstanding the contrary
consc~~sus  of world experts, the government rejected the option of
e~triched  uranium (at that time obtainable only from the United States
:jr the S<>viet  Union) to seek self-sufficiency in nuclear-energy pro-
duction using natural uranium. One major obstacle stood in the way:
permanent research capacity had to be crea,ted. It was created.
Although these examples are of limited applicability, they do show
that important gains can be won.

Since the fruitful assimilation of imported technoiogies  is condi-
tioned by the level of one’s absorptive structure, the possession of
native R&D capacity improves one’s ability to make optimum use of
foreign technologies. A coherent policy aimed at developing local
R&D would also provide material, social, and moral incentives to
entice research professionals to remain in their countries. Lncentives
should be institutional and not solely personal. Thus a government
will invest in improving the quality of medical research and service
facilities in small, :emote areas while providing other incentives to
doctors, nurses, aides, and paraprofessionals to apply their skills
away from congested capital cities. But it is wasteful to endow a
country with R&D infrastructure unless that research effort is effec-
tively coordinated with industry’s demands for technology. At stake is
the circulation which must take place within the triangle-policy-
makers, industry, and research producers-articulated by Latin
American specialists.‘” Little good comes from increasing the poten-
tial or actual supply of national technology unless that technology can
be matched up with the national demand structure which habitually
looks outside national boundaries to meet its technology needs.
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(International slippliers have obviously had enough influence on
internal demand structures to shape their size and form in accord with
tbeir own interests.) Something more basic is needed, therefore, than
mere “transfers of technology” to national research institutes. Many
such transfers are little more than uncoordinated educational pro-
grams to train or upgrade local scientific personnel. Whatever be their
intrinsic merits, however, these programs often bear no relation to the
production process. Consequently, efforts to build up an R&D
ini‘rastrlucture  in LDCs musr center on locating research within
industry or in close symbiosis with it. To do otherwise is to waste
funds and to court failure.

There is no compelling reason why LDC governments could not
require selected trancnational  corporations to invest in local R&D as a
precondition for opera:ing within their borders or even for engaging
in conventional technology transfers. Similarly, LDC governments
cc:uld  offer fiscal and monetary incentives to firms willing to build, se:
up, and supervise local research and development facilities. Because
most international firms derive their competitive advantages from a
variety of sources, of which technoiogica! advance is but one, it must
not be assumed upriori that they will necessarily deem such demands to
be intolerable, at least in industries characterized by relatively stable
technology. One prevalent fear is that technologies adapted to Third
World !ocal conditions will prove unable to compete with those
designed for condiiiolls in ihe rich worid. But much relativity attaches
to this line of reasoning: rich countries themselves, under the pressure
of long-term inflation and growing scarcities of food and fuel, may be
obliged to shift to factor proportions in production closely paralleling
those now current in underdeveloped lands. They too m,ay  be forced
to maximize employment, to spare scarce capital, and to use technol-
ogies which do not deplete natura! resources or spoil the environment
and which can work on smaller scales. Many years must surely elapse
before Third World countries, taken as a whole-,  can build up R&D
infrastructures of a size, diversity, and strength comparable to what
now exists in rich nations. But for this very reason, TNCs and
international consultant firms could view the implantation of such
facilities in the Third World as a profitabie enterprise for long periods
to come. TNCs with a long R&D tradition need not necessarily feel
threatened by thecoexistence, alongside their own home-country R&D
facilities, of local Third World R&D units which will still have to
compete with them to obtain skilled personnel, sophisticated labora-
tory equipment, and access to the pool of general knowledge germane
to the ope-Itions envisaged. Clearly the mere physical presence of
research laboratories i,l less-developed countries will not guarantee
that technology developed and adopted will be congenial to local
needs any more than the implantation of manufacturing plants will,
of itself, assure a type of production geared to meeting priority needs
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oi’ :hc majority of iocal populations. The answer lies in a national
policy aimed at shifting the direction, composition, and quality of
research toh’ard social purposes broader than those pursued by
corporate R&L) units. If such energetic action is lacking, ihe “indig-
enization” of R&D will prove as disappointing to Third World
dsvelopers  seeking to reduce dependency as did import substitution in
:hc intlusrrializatioll  phase.

Many findings generated by R&D laboratories in rich countries
reach Third World sites on !y through the mediation of consultant
t’irms which arccxpressly  set up to keep abreast of research and to help
\prcad it. The important role such consultants play in technology
transt’ci-s  must now be examined briefly.

~~(~~s~~ltan~  Firms!-
The term “consultant” when applied to firms is generic; variations
within the genus arc wide. Some consultants provide design and prob-
le,m-solving services in limited domains-hydraulic studies, food-proc-
cssing,  technology,  or refrigerated transportation. Others undertake
virtually any task, from evaluating the managerial efficiency of a
company or government, to making feasibility, site, or design studies
01‘ a paper r:lill;  !o advising churches how to invest their portfolios in
an “ethical” manner. The capabilities of consultants include the
ability to devise equitable tax systems, plan the reform of public
bureaucracies, install modern systems of data-gathering and -proces-
sing, formulate national development plans, map out regional tourist
policies, or train managerial decision-makers. Sometimes consultant
firms arc specialized interpreters of information whose role is to
organize all circumstantial knowledge which potential investors,
governments, labor unions, or other economic actors might conceiv-
ably find useful. Large consultant operations of this type operate like
a consulate general: they post overseas their equivalents of labor
attaches, economic advisers, political analysts, legal experts, statis-
ticiams,  and public-information specialists.

It is no idle question to ask why consultants are necessary.
Answers given by consultant firms themselves are revealing. In a
folder prepared for potential clients, Arthur D. Little, Inc. state; that:

ADI...  considers its principal business to be the management of
change and the optimal blending of change ;-i:h continuity.
Each time we undertake a new assignment, we assemble a new
case team representing whatever skills are needed to understand
all aspects of the problem and their interrelationships. What this
means. is an approach to problem solving which combines:

--General expertise in all the change areas that affect the. . .
field-government regulations, technology, economics, society;

--Specific expertise in marketing, organizational develop-
ment, s.rategic  planning, forecasting, modelin;,  finance; and
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-.Most specifically,  skills in operations, research, and plan-
ning for spectftc  situations within the broad context of a bur-
geoning industry.‘”

Another prestigicns world consultant, Business Internationa;  Cor-
poration, declares itself capable of:

providing fast, reliable information needed for corporate plan-
ning and decision making

ale:.ting corporate management at home and abroad to new op-
portunities and dangers

discovering, explaining and interpreting new international man-
agement techniques that will  advance profitable corporate
and economic gro;vth

analyzing governmental measures that will make for sound eco-
nomic growth and greater international cooperation and
that will pave the way for corporations to make their maxi-
mum;contribution  to human welfare and to advance their
own survival and prosperity’”

One function of consultants is to facilitate the entry of inexperi-
enced US or European firms into international competitive arenas. A
related ro!e consists in “opening doors” or “lubricating” the transi-
tion IO investment and other operations in countries previously closed
to Western capitalist firms. To iirustrate,  the iegai firm headed by
Samuel Pisar in Paris has, over a decade, brokered dozens of invest-
ment contracts between US firms and the Soviet Union.‘” Even experi-
enced transnational  firms feel the need to call upon consultants to
survey ground unfamiliar to them. Not surprisingly, therefore, US
corporations are .,ow studying their possible entry into the People’s
Republic of China largely on the strength of early soundings taken by
consultant firms.

International consultant firms are not limited to helping rich-
country invest.ors;  they are also retained by firms, government
agencies, or international organizations to perform studies in less-
developed countries. In carrying aut their daily chores they utilize for
the most part “decisional” technologies: person-embodied expertise
for diagnosing problems; abstract tools to simulate alternative policy
courses and to weigh benefits and costs tied to each; and systematic
disciplines the functions of which are to organize all available data cn
markets, employment pools, available technologies, sources of capi-
tal, or import legislation. Less-developed countries frequently retain
the services of consultants to learn what technologies are available
from the rich w,orld,  consultant firms serving as mediators between
supp!iers and utilizers of technology. For many firms lacking their
own “technological gatekeepers,” consultants serve as functional
equivalents. But they are something more, veritable matchmakers,
actively promoting the uses of new technologies b! actual and
potential clients who would not otherwise feel the need for same.



interr!ationai ccns:rltancy  is a highly competitive endeavor. Several
top professionals have declared in interviews that the acute competi-
tion sometimes leads them to adopt, unintentionally, what they
characterize as cynical and undesil.able attitudes in the discharge of
their funcrions.  They usually assign blame to the sysiem of “bill-
ahi!ity” under which they must work. The rule here is that profes-
sionais mus! maintain a certain percentage (usually running to about
70%--80%) of totai work time which can be considered “billable” or
c!largenble IO a spccii’ic  client account. Consultants wjho  do not main-
tain a hi& “b~llabiiity rating” cannot qualify for promotion or be
judged successful by their peers. They cannot afford tile “luxury” of
perfornling  iasks which are not billable. Since competitive pressures
Icad individual> to htruggie to sell their billable time, they rarely
question the value assumptions underiying  their own development
models or those of clients.

Several Latin Rmerican government officials have declared in in-
te~-vie:.vc  that the main reason government ager;cies  or private firms
contract US consultants is not to obtain diagnostic or prescriptive
expertise, which can often be found locally, but to take advant,age of
!heii-  easy access to consortium bank financing and their knowledge of
how IO prepare funding proposals for such bodies as the World Bank,
the Or-ganisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and
similar bodies. What is more, consultants enjoy the confidence of
reputable corporations in the rich world. Thus firms and governments
in the Third World view the endorsement of a prestigious consultant
firm as a seal of approval for potential investment partners, finan-
ciers, or suppliers of technology. Among suppliers of technology,
consultant firms which focus on diagnosis and systems design are the
least vulnerable to restrictions or expropriation because their technol-
ogy is intangible, embodied not in products or processes but in the
accumu!ated “wisdom” of their personnel  who enjoy contacts with a
variety of clients, a broad gamm of goverr.mental and international
bureaucracies, universities, research institutes and foundations, labor
unions, ciiizens’  groups, and voiuntary agencies of all types. Gate-
keepers within large internationai consultant firms are in a privileged
position to connect purely economic with purely technological with
purely political factors bearing on investment and managerial deci-
SlOllS.

II the “sequence of dependency” outlined earlier accurately
mirrors reality, good consultants may confidently expect greater in-
stitutional longevity  in international arenas than aay mere suppliers
of capital, technology, or managerial skills. Their main expertise lies
in domains of diagnosis and the coordination of a!! other factors with
market dynamisms and their financial underpinnings. This explains
why consultancy is at once so highiy competitive and so highly
remunerative. Not only do suppliers and utilizers of technology need
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{or think they need) rllr services of consultants but so also do most
international funding  agencies. The United Nations, the US Agency
for Internaiionai Development, the World Bank, and cognate institu-
tions have institutionalized the use of consultants to study feasibility,
sites, design, engineering, and financing. The World Bank goes even
further; it makes wide use of consultants to help it process bids
tendered by contractors in construction projects.”

The technologies wielded by consultant firms are not readily
transferred; it is easier to train engineers to design and build dams
than to {each  feasibility experts how to evaluate myriad constraints
on dam sites, design, and cost variables. Few Third World countries
have fully understood that such “invisible” technological dependence
may be a serious impediment to their efforts to minimize technologi-
cal dependency. By and large it is consultants who set the broad
frameworks within which most industrial and infrastructure  technol-
ogies are transferred. Partly because fees paid to consultants often
come from international funding agencies,22  LDC governments have
not closely analyzed their own degree of reliance on them. It can be
stated without exaggeration that consultants are the cement or
adhesive which holds the technology transfer nexus together: they
serve simultaneouslv as mechanisms and as channels of transfer in
high-priced competiti-e-market  circt.its. Even when international
agencies subsidize the “transfer,” the consultant is paid a: profes-
sional fee !eve!s.”

What emerges from habitual practices is a dismal conclusion,
namely, that much technological problem-solving takes place without
any veritable transfer of know-how. This is true not only in direct
investment or controlled flows from parent firms to subsidiaries and
affiliates but in many consultancy contracts as well. These contracts
rarely include measures to assure that the pertinent expertise is
communicated to the client.

The central lesson to be gleaned from this look a: mechanisms
and channels is that, although many governments treat the transfer of
technology as an end in itself, companies engaged in transfer view h as
a mere instrumentality serving t,heir  total marketing strategy. The pre-
ponderant role played by TNCs in technology transfers calls for
further examination. Although they are seen by many as purveyors of
technological salvation, so conflict-laden are their operations that
judgments on them range from extreme condemnation to boundless
approval. These operations, accordingly, are the subject matter of the
following chapter.



Recent studies on transnational corporations abound, and the pur-
poses of this book are not served by reviewing them.’ What does
command our attention, however, is the oft-repeated claim that
foreign firms benefit less-developed countries by bringing them
modern technology. Yet, as one United Nations document states,

tllc multinational enterprise is only one among several channels
through which develcping  countries acquire proprietary technoi-
ogy from industrial countries. However, it is probably the most
important and certainly the most controversial.’

Other UN publications meanwhile acknowledge the peculiar strengths
of TNCs in domains of technology, marketing, finance, and manage-
ment.’

‘The internationalization of production is a more significant
effect of the expanded activities of TNCs, however, than is the size of
their operations or the degree of control they exercise in host coun-
tries. Yet internationalization is inseparable from control. During an
interview with The New York Times, JOG Bejarano, vice president in
charge of Latin America at Xerox Corporation, declared that Third
World nations need technology to abolish misery within their borders
but lack the infrastructure to produce their own. Concluding that
technological self-sufficiency lies beyond the reach of most Iess-
developed nations, he advises leaders of these nations

to recognize that, solutions to technological problems are beyond
their means. Officials of emerging countries can best foster tech-
nological development by enlistIng  the aid of the international
business enterprise.”

Even developing-country leaders concerned over the dependency of
their nations gain little from condemning Bejarano’s stance or, as one
militant party recently did, laying the blame for all the ills of techno-
logical cu!ture  on the Atlantic powers.’ The harsh truth is that poor
countries do need technology, and there exist few alternative sources
outside the TNCs where they may obtain it. Business officials,

69
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conscious of the trump card they hoid, can agree with Orville
Freeman, president of Business interna:ional Corporation, that

technology in the broadest sense--including material, mana,ser-
ial, marketing, organizationa! and other skills, as well as ad-
vanced technical information such as secret know-bow-is at the
heart of the difference between developed  countries and devel-
oping countries.”

Moreover, as Raymond Vernon notes, even countrie~s  gvhich are
“developing” rapidly continue to r,equire new technolo$cal  inputs.’

T‘NCs will, in practice, continue to be major suppliers ?f indus.
trial !echnology  to a world in quest of “modernity” and its symbols.
For this reason alone, the criteria nsed by TNC managers in exporting
technology deserve examination by students of deveiopmenr.  Without
reviewing the general value systems of corporate firms, a topic
surveyed in recent studies,’ it is useful to explore how atiese  general
values arc translated into specific criieria go\:erning “technology
transfers.”

Suppliers of I'eclinology:  Their Criteria

Why do corporations based in rich countries sell technology to buyers
in less-developed countries? One corporate official interviewed de-
clared that “any IJS company will transfer technology if it gets paid
for it and will keep control over the technology so that competitors
can’t get to it.” His reply lays bare three criteria: monetary gain, the
exercise of control, and competitive advantage over others.  He argues
that profit is justified b,,-mse companies sp _..- . . . . . .enA rqilliC"C  nfdnll9rc  tn. . . . “. -“.. U, ., .”
develop new technologies. Research and development risks are very
high; consequently, technology is not a free good but an expensive
commodity.

Control by a specific corporation over the disposition of ~technol-
ogy is closely tied to gaining advantages over competizors.  Companies
often implant technology in Third World sites to counter the potential
moves of adversaries. The director of a US chemical producer
declared it the policy of his comnany to “bring !he latest technology
wherever market possibilities ex&t.” His firm built a subsidiarv in
Argentina  during a boom in petrochemicals and plastics. The decision
to locate in,Argentina came “primarily from the threat of competition
moving in from Germany and the United States.” For several years
production in Argentina proved unprofitable, although this trend was
later reversed and plant expanded. Recently, however, certain product
lines were dropped by the head office because “the company fell
behind in technology. And you lose out if you can’t stay with it in
technology.” Unless head offices control technological and market
processes worldwide, they are not free to remove themselves from
loca! technology arenas when these cease to be attractive.
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Marly internaiional  business executives,  however, have a broader
vision tlian that reflected above. 3 bc senior vice president of a presti-
gio2s ,cngineeril:g firm ga>~e these reasons for seeking contracts in less-
dei-rlo;:ed  iands: (aj altruism: the desire to work professionally and
for a profit in a way which can help the poor and save lives; (b) ptlblic
relatiolls: improving the I’orporate  image by showing that the com-
pany is MI a eras, colnmcrcial  entity interested only in profit and
unconccrt:ed  with hunlau suffering in the Third v.‘orld; and (c) geo-
g~phical spread:  covering spatially diffrrrptiated  markets when prc-
dtict  cllvcrsificatioll i: ruled out because of speciaiization.

Mo:,t  corporate  personnel corn&in  of being unfairly attacked by
critics. They see their firms as serious companies which do not manu-
I’;ICL~II.C  harnll‘ui products and which do provide escellen:  salaries and
f!,insc beircfits to their i’orei!n empioyeej and disp!ay greater eco-
iogical responsibility than their national counterparts. According to
them. many !.atin Anlerican  governments favor a disastrous policy in
the acquisition of technology.  The cheapest way for LDCs to obtain
technology,  they claim, is to invite foreign investors to build full-
oc rler-:,lrip  plants or rake part in joint ventures. Third World efforts to
purcbasc technology  front  nonin\Tcsto:s  arc bad, they add, because
“Ihc prix is always too high.”

.% nlajo:.  struggle is brewing over the le_eitimacy  of TNC roles in
the ‘Third World. Disputes center largely on Issues of national control
over corporate activities. TNCs frequently ac~yt,  however rcluctant-
ly, considerable intprferencc  wiih their no, ,..~ Aces of technolog,y
transfer. To illustrate, a Canadiar mining company made an excep-
:ioll to its compan::-wide  accounting procedures in recent years in
ol-der  tc counter restriclive  legislation in Brazil, which treats technol-
ogy payments as ta,xable  profits and sets ceilings on royalty payments
which fall below the company’s acceptable minimum.’ Accordingly,
the company’s Brazilian operations are simply not billed, as are other
subsidiaries and affiliates. for R&D expenses incurred in the home
country or for tecimological  services provided in Brazil. These costs
are “picked up” in some third country or carried as a debit--sine
c//+-on the books of the Brazilian units. This practice illustrates how
the operative criteria adopted by TNCs in selling technology to LDCs
relate to overall firm profitability. Yet ,ereat  flexibility is The rule
within “enlightened” corporations, espectally those which have sur-
vived many generations of troubled Gmes.  According to them, most
restrictive national legislation can either be circumvented or “ridden
out.” Their thinking suggests still another, albeit implicit, criterion
invoked by suppliers of international technology: the desire to slow
down the process of coalition bargaining carried out by Third World
cotmtries.

The director of one large international marketing firm justified
his own opposit.ion to such coalitions in these terms:
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The persistence  shown by many in wanting, to treat Latin Amer-
ica as a ccntinental  entity confirms the extstence of an interna-
tional bureaucracy, mostly of leftist origins, who are the chief
agents (unconscious) of precisely what is anachronistic in both
capitalism and socialism.‘”

Business consultants frequently warn managers in client firms of a
possible trend in the direction of such coalition bargaining and
suggest how Thi; d World concerted actions can be circumvented.

More importantly, however, corporate iecision-making in the
home country decisively affects local technology arrangements in the
host country. One spokesman for a large tramnational  firm explained
that his firm’s decision to invest in Latin American Country A was
dictated by the desire to maintain “objectivity.” According to him,
most foreign companies feel attracted to invest in neighboring Coun-
t1.y 13. “But my company can’t risk being viewed as tied to one coun-
11-y (B), or to one se! of interests.” Because the company believed that
its interests transcend national biases and that its regional cffices
should no: be linked to the destinies of any single country, the
company installed its regional office in Country A, which is geo-
gr~mhically close to Country B, where it has more numerous and
larger plants. Besides, “it is not good business to be too close to local
managers.” 7his decision created problems at the technical levei. It
would have been more “efficient” for the company to locate in
Country B, but the company decided to subordinate efficiency to the
criterion of managerial “objectivity.”

Barnet and Mitller consider that “no aspect of the technologica!
superiority of the developed world is more important than its mastery
of the techniques of ideological marketing.“” But ideological market-
ing need not be conducted in manipulative fashion; nor must corpor-
ate managers deliberately mystify foreign clients. It suffices that these
managers become “true believers” in the beneficence of their overseas
operations. Because many of them are so convinced, they are troubled
by what they judge to be politically inspired “distortions” of a purely
business issue.

Indirect confirmation of this view was obtained during an inter-
view conducted in Santiago on 13 April 1973 with a top economic
planner under Salvador Allende in Chile. This official complained
that Chile “was negotiating with less strength than before. One reason
is that whole packages are negotiated; and, therefore, in order to get
the package, Chileans make concessions in matters Fertaining to tech-
notogy.” Three days later, a Chilean economist who had worked with
the predecesso:  Frei regime refuted this impression by insisting that
“technology is technology” and that it matrers little who supplies it.
According to him, “Chile now imports technology from socia!ist
countries under more rigid conditions than former contracts with the
United States or Europe. The USSR ‘donates’ turn-key plants [for
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example, a fish-processing plant, or a factory to make prefabricated
hoticing], but then follows this up with tied credits and with tied
t&n;& S~~\~~Ct”S.”  csuch procedures, in his view, were not conducive
to Chiic’s  gainin.g technological independence.

These and other observations from government sources during
a per-iod  of socialist experimentation cast light on other important
aspects of iniernationai technology transfers. Thus during the final
months ti! the Ailcnde government, one UN administrator living in
Chile voiced the opinion that “Latin American countries may have
only a few mar-e years in which to devise alternatives to merely
inrcgrating  into the world capitalist system of trade and technology
cschange.  If they fail, they will isolate themselves from modern
tec!~nology and rhe pool of trained people.” The know!edge that their
proLprctil;e  clients fear just this possibility is never absent from the
iminds  ol torpor-ate managers as they bargain with host governments
cager !o minimir~,~  national dependency. Whatever the wishes of the
iarter. there are limits to their possibilities of autonomy. Indeed many
tramnational managers, inciuding those working within Andean Pact
countries, exhibit impatient disdain for those who legislate restrictions
on TNCs within their borders. They tend to dismiss them as “intellec-
tuals who have no experience, and who have now become bureau-
ct’~ats.”  re\;eaiing one latent attitude prevalent among business deci-
sion-makers: that they need not take “seriously” academic or govern-
mental studetrts of technology. Such decision-makers, however en-
lightened, havje no respect for those whom they brand as victims of
their own unrealisiic  generalizations or ideological illusions. The
universe familiar to these decision-makers is that of competition for
money and for bargaining power; hence, they profess to respect only
those who display knowledge and experience in these arenas.

iV\lo probe of corporate criteria in technology transfers is comp!ete
unless it evokes issues of geographical concentration. Latge firms, it is
true, seek geographical diversification in investments and licensing
outside the United States, but they also prefer to concentrate their
efforts, a! least initially, on one country or region. Firms working in
engineerin;, construction, and social infrastructure (sanitation, water
supply, health units, etcetera) are attracted to dollar-rich Arab
countries for obvious reasons. First, these Arab clients have abundant
foreign exchange and need not depend on international agencies for
hard-currency funding. (Indeed the companies just mentioned find
international funders to be insufferably slow and cumbersome;
moreover, the competitive bidding procedures they impose on Third
World clients interfere with the “special arrangements” these com-
panies are fond of making with client states which “trust” them.) A
second reason is that dollar-rich countries do not insist on certain
“uneconomical” clauses imposed on consultants by world funders.
To illustrate, one engineering official complained that the World
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Heaiih  OI-garlir;.~tion  occasionally requests the services of a single
esper: for a piefeasibility  study but sets a ceiling of 53,000 for his
ser\-ices. This, said the engineer, is too low to “get a good man.” He
further compiained  that world bureaucracies i~iave generally unreaiis-
tic fee schedules. As a result, they “end up gettiiig  second-rate Central
American [sic] engineers.” To counter these nuisances, 5:: explains,
his company and most competitors have established a dollar limit
below which :hey Mill  not accept a job. A third reason why consul-
tants of the type described favor concentration in one country or in a
cluhtcr of !latior!i  in the same area is that their high-quality people can
be pur ;o double or triple project-use, all the while minirnizins  expen-
diture. And it suits then, better to have contracts directly with ~
governments which can pay rather than to rely on world funding
agwcirs  \vhiih pul-sue  a policy of “spreading their loans around )
~eo~r~p!~li,~ai!\.” !

Engineering and design firms have explicit preferences in client.>.
They view with disfavor the plea made by many LDC governments
that they engage in subslantial  training activities of counterpart
personnel in the course of “getting the job done.” This imposition,
they argue. reduces efficiency and brings engineering costs up.
hloreover.  it makes the intended beneficiaries of a project-the poor
of an Indian city or the peasants in the Iranian countryside-wait
longer for the deiivery  of the services (water supply,  electricity, hospi-
tals) than would otherwise be the case. One engineer puts it thi: way:

To provide ttchnological  transfer is a hindrance to the achieve-
ment of the immediate objective, shared by our company and our
client government. To insist on a transfer  via trainiilg  inhibits the
company’s performance of its given assignment.

Anott-er criterion which engineering, design, feasibility, and
coilsultant firms apply in transfer decisions bears on costs. “Quality”
suppliers of expertise encourage LDC clients to hire experts on the
basis of competence first; costs, they say, should be discussed only
after the choice of firm is made. Their assumption is that to look at
costs Jirst places competent serious firms at a disadvantage in the
bidding and the preliminary review of candidates. The general
presumption is that less-skilied competitors offer “bargain base-
ment” services to unsuspecting clients by sacrificing quality. Psycho-
logical “selling” of quality know-how is as central to the strategy of
international suppliers of technology as it is to those who sell products
or processes. So true is this that some consultant and engineerh:g
firms try ;o score an additional “selling point” for their higher fee
schedules in one of two ways. One approach is to present e/z?\ll~ate
calculations in which “quality” is weighted in total costs. The result is
that in terms of “pound for pound” of quality, as they put it, they
end up being cheaper than alternative firms. They often aver, too,
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that ihey do not,  caicuiarc professional service charges by hourlv rates
o:- according to time spent by diverse categories of ~r~~f~s~~~~a~s
emnlcyerl coil a project. The reasoning put forth is that such account-
ing diverts attention from the main objective, which is to finish the
rrport. to r~ender the design operationat. or to map out a precise
investment strategy; tangible results like these are adduced as the best
measure of money we!! spent. Hence the preference of high-Devel
consultants for v~~rk~ng within stated budgets rather than on a
c~~.~~-~~i~~~,s-f‘isc~I-;;\c  basis. A second approach is for a firm to admit
that it is indeed i;‘~orc  expensive than others, but that it offers more
solid zuarantces and more reliable  and esperienced personnel, so that,<_/
in the long run, “IO cut coruers”  on quality is a diseconomy  because
ihc .job will be pc)ol~iy  dvne or will  have to be “patched up” soon after
<.dmpiciiort.  So contidcnt are “quality” firms of the persuasiveness of
their criteria that they sometimes “risk” losing a hicrative contract by
being “ton nonest” with LDC clients in preliminary negotiations.
They tell them outright that the proposal is wasteful, ineftrcient, or
doomec! to failure. Even when they lose the contract, however, they
usunl!y affirm that they would be equally “honest” rhe next time, so
sont’idcnt arc they of being proved right by experience. To quote one
engineering consultant, this is the reason that “We prefer to work with
prof'essionals rather than wjth amateurs: a shared universe of profes-
sional values am! criteria can be presumed to exist.”

One form of technology transfer which has not been widely es-
porled from the United States to lesr-developed  countries is that
wherein a technology innovated in one field is adapted to another.”
Fir.ms like ABT Associates play an important “matchmaking” role
in searching systematically for industrial and commercial applications
of technologies initially developed by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) in its space programs. Mediation is
performed also by universities, usually with funds obtained from the
federal government. The imagery which “matchmakers” use to
describe their function illustrates an important aspect of technology
transfers. They justify their ro!e by claiming that those who are knowl-
edgeable about markets in one field are usually not technoiogically
knowledgeable in some other field; and the converse, they claim, is
likewise true: people with technological knowiedge in one field are rare-
ly aware of market opportunities for that technology in fields other
than their own. Hence the need for a “detached third party who can
he!p potential creators and final consumers of technology talk to each
other without letting their specialized  blinders or vested interesis  stand
in the way.”

One view widely held in corporate circles postulates a tight
correlation beiween the stability and size of the market and the ease of
communicability of technology. That is, if the market is relatively
stationary, transferability of technology is high and goes smoothly
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bccau~c most firms possess the same level of know-how and condi-
tions ibroughout  the market are similar. The opposite situation pre-
vails where market growth is rapid and high, a circumstance which
creates much latitude for new customers and products. In this in-
stance, the likelihood that any two producers will operate at identical
levels of technology  is slight. Consequently, one firm is more apt to
experience more difficulty in transfers than its competitor. The
conclusion to be drawn is that the greatest competitive advantage
derived fr-om tcchnolo.gy occurs in growth situations.

‘T‘hc  theory under review also examines questions of scale and
size.  Studies conducted by the Boston Consulting Group, a prestig-
ious international consultant firm, suggest that, within broad limits,
whcncccr or~c doubles the number of production units, unit costs can
bc reduced by lO%.” ,Armed with this knowledge, many firms propel
t!lcir  :search  for new technologies in order to gain a more favorable
mat-ket  position. They try to force the market to expand, and in order
to c!o so, they will  accelerate R&D investment, Implicit here is a
dynamism  parallel to that found in Vernon’s “product cycle” theory.
Indeed the criteria of technology suppliers are best understood byy
rLc;illing  that I hey treat technology not simply as an aid to production
but also as a product in its own right. Thus pharmaceutical firms se!1
technology in older products to Third World countries in order to
gain market entry for their newer products. Transfers of this type
arc not risky; on the contrary, they are viewed primarily as incidental
ways of deriving supplementary income from know-how which may
wet1  be on the way to becoming nonproprietary knowledge.

I once asked a management strategist, “What is the most
proprietary kind of knowledge in existence?” His intriguing reply
was, “The most proprietary knowledge is the kind nobody knows
anything about. For esampie,  there is a sensitive process in one metal-
lurgical plant where the trick is to turn on the lights when it’s exactly
300 degrees. Only three guys [sic] in the company know this trick.
And. obviously, this is nonpatentable technological know-how.”
Examples like this confirm the idea advanced by Louis Wells that
“t~hcre  is no dividing line between pri,prietary  and nonpr-oprietary
knowledg,e.““’ Smaller firms patent and license their technologies
11101-e readily than larger firms because there is little else they can do
with their technology: rhey lack the capital and personnel to apply it
direct.iy  to increased production, a far more solid font of additional
profit.

‘Iransnationat  corporations do share a basic set of criteria in
technology transfers. Technology will be transferred when it leads to
heightened market penetration or control. Individual companies
doubtless seek profits on their transferred technology, but more
important to them than immedi,ate profits is the conquest of a
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favoraolc str-ategic  position whence to control future shifts in their
overall mar-keting po,s;!inn. Speaking practically, this meam that if
technology must be hccnsed if that is necessary to enter a market, to
keep competitors out, t,o diversify product outreach in existing
markets, or to gain a more intimate knowledge of local market
adaptations required, r!len  it vvill be licensed. General agreement
exists among corporate decision-makers that income derived from
technology transfers is a r-elatively  minor source of total revenue. Yet
absolute price.\ are high; technology is expensive and risky to develop.
Therefore, it is expensive.

Why do overall market strategies dominate the thinking of TNC
officials? As one manager explained. “Unlike public organizations,
the corporation has an accounting system that forces it to interact
with its markets every day. This is its greatest strength.” This strength
is now being challenged in domains of technology transfer by
governments. international agencies, political groups gaming support
of international public opinion, unions, and consumers themselves.
All are “chipping away at the freedom of maneuver enjoyed by>~~~~mpanies.”  This,  say TNC officials, ii; bad because ;t .eaus1 -,J to tower
efficiency and, ultimately, to reduced economic growth. Conflicts
inevitably arise: TNCs as szrppiiers of technology insist that they need
maneuvering room if they;are to provide LDCs with what is asked of
them-the clynamism of growth. So goes :he argument.

The claim made, implicitly at least, by transnational  suppliers of
technology that they are vectors of technological salvation cannot be
judged, however, unless their criteria as suppliers are contrasted with
those invoked by Third World purchasers of technology.

Criteria of Purchasers of Technology

Buyers of technology in international exchanges have diverse objec-
tives, owing initial!y  to the fact that these buyers themselves are a
heterogeneous lot, ranging from affiliates or subsidiaries of trans-
narional  corporations to state-owned firms, private national firms, and
third-coumry  firn~s.  It is useful to speak first of the objectives of
poor-country firms in acquiring foreign technology. Only afterwards
shall I list the benefits host governments seek in their technology
import policies.

Subsidiaries and affiliates do not generally place a high priority
on cost-minimization in their acquisition of technologies. Most of
their purchases are made from parent firms-precisely the kind of
transactions in which abusive transfer-pricing and over-invoicing
occur most freqttently.”  These exchanges are usual!y  conducted as
package deals in which technology is tied to restrictive marketing
clauses, to royalty payments for trademarks or goodwill, and to
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contractual ob!iptioii\  to purchase raw materials or so-~&led “inter-
mrdiare.;”  f!.orn  ihe parent firm, often at guaranteed prices. These
F,ra<ticzi  i:-eqtrent!y prevai!  in contracts between TNCs and client
!,l'iTli;  bUt ifi parzr::./affiliate  relations they come close to being the
norm. Moreover, !ocal  managers of affiliates or subsidiaries are
judged in lig!:i  of overall performance standards set by the parent
compaI!y. Quiic predictably, therefore, it is to the parent firm that
their profrs.sionaI loyalties are ultimately given.‘” By and iarge, these
n:anage~-5  hold the same value system as that favored by suppliers of
rcchnoI~~y;  tilt primary concern of both is to assure a regular supply
<Ii’ icchn~~Iiilgy  Ihat “fits” the production requirements of local firms.
Arxd  by definition, such technology is the kind developed and sold by
ihc paren ot-ganiration.  Although full assimilation of that technology
\,vl:hi:r  thy local firm is important, it matters little whether such
assimilation takes piace in the person of local or foreign personnel.
What ii< crucial is rhat production and marketing harmonize with
ov~~rali  company strategy. Local managers sometimes wield enough
influence fo bend parent decision-makers to local needs or to special
:ect:~c-!ogical adaptations Even these managers, however, are rareiy
moved by \aiues other than maximizing their own efficiency, compet-
itive advantage, oi career aspirations.

On the other hand, managers of locally owned enterprises,
private and public, operate from different motives. The aura of
prestige surrounding “modern” technology weighs heavily in their
decisions over desirable sources and kinds of technology.  Quite often
they sympathix  theoretically with the goals proclalmed  by their
go:ernrnents:  lowering costs, optimizing local materials, and reducing
outside dependency. Because these local enterprises need to be compet-
iti\‘e,  they lo3k in practica.1 !erms for technologies for which are
assured standard quality, reliable delivery, guaranteed maintenance
and supervisory services, and favorable financing terms. In order to
obtain these benefits they agree to pay high prices, to remain depen-
dent on outside suppliers, and to sign package deals even in the face of
government policies expressive of opposite prioritics. A government
planner in one ILatin American country explained that even state-
owned fixIs  o!‘ten sacrifice their independence if technologies avail-
able from TNCs are of high quality, especia!ly  if hard-currency
financing  accompanies their purchase. In his opinion the main
il:centive  for any local entrepreneur to avoid importing foreign
technology is the shortage of hard curlerxy.  Suppliers of know-how,
alert to this constraint, frequently provide favorable financing. The
specific criteria applied by local decision-makers vary widely as they
contemplate xquiring  product, process, or design technologies. Local
firms have a strong incentive to develop local product technologies
which bring their goods into closer line with local demand, tastes, and
preferences. But in the case of process and design technologies, there



is Icss prixurc on Iocaic to avoid standardized outside impo;ts;  other
cor~lsiderations-:r.‘liabiii:S;,  prestige, assured delivery-weish  more
hea\,i!y.

The intcrestz of LDC governments al;d firm managers  coincide in
one important realm, however: their own personnel to master
acquired tecl~nologies.‘- Local firms do not avant their in-hous,e
:echnolog;,r to rcmai:l  too dependent on foreign experts. Hence the!
place a high i>rcnliunl  in technologica.1 contracts on training their
pcr~llncl,  <>ricn rc:<;:liring  that employe:es be trained in the factory of
i!ic supplier :i:id t1:;it foreign experts periodically \zisit  and instrucl
theit- I~cal  technici;i:t:;. .To obtain this service, however, they make
concessions to suppliers in transfer-pricing, package deals, and mar-
keting rrstr;:iions.

Pi:~nt  iii-ector\  ii1 I-DCs identify the pressures which perpetuate
their dependency on r:lutside  suppliers.  First, it is very disruptive for
ihcm to break with patter;ls once established: sales go down, produc-
tivity drops, skilled personnel leave. and their market position is
weakened. Second, [he):  are usually dissatisfied with available alterna-
ti\,e!;  to rechntrlogie~~.  supplied by world-known corporations: quality is
int’cr,ior,  delivery dates are uncertain, quantities are insufficient, and
political or persona! considerations interfere with a purely “business-
like” relationship ,Gth local suppliers. A third powerful  constraint is
the shortage of trained negotiators. Negotiating good contracts-poses
an array ot cornplz problems requiring legal, technical, economic. and
conjunctural skii!s,  Most sma”,l  and medium-sized firms aiready rely on
the services of patent attorneys or agents to negotiate patents,
royalties, trademarks, and licenses. The managers of these firtns fear
that payments to such middlemen would increase drastically if they
prematurely severed their bonds with “familiar” outside suppliers of
technology.

A general lesson gleaned from examining constraints facing pur-
chasers of technology is that incentives play a decisive role. LDC
governments can achieve little success in reshaping patterns of
technology accluisition unless they offer new incentives to local users
of technology. Incenti\~es  are discussed at lepzth in Chapter Eight,
which deals with negotiation strategies. But a rapid look at the criteria
invok,ed by the governments of countries importing technology is now
in order.

‘The first objective of LDC governments is to harmonize acquired
technology with the objectives of national development. Although
few governments are fully coherent in pursuit of this objective, it
nonet.heless  Ttands  as the professed goal of ail, for “having” technol-
ogy is seen as part of being modern or developed (however uncritical
may be the assumption that imported technology furthers the cause of
nationa,l development). Other criteria emerge from the perceived need
of governments to control the “strategic” sectors (or commanding
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heights! of Iheir ~~;uional  economies. T~\vo special considerations heie
enler into play, nanicly, the governments’ felt needs to assure (a) na-
~ional  contrt,l ovct-  industries relaied to defense or military produc-
tion, and (b) autdnomy in sectors considered vit~al to the economic
well~arc of the country. While defense industries xe nearly universally
and certainI.\,  tradiiionally considered “strategic” by all nations,
count ric:,  wh-i:h  dcpcnd heavily on the export of a fe\v commodities
for i’oC~cigrl  c\~han~c will also include those sectors (for example,
coctia.  .jule.  ~irnlw. cotton, palm oil, coffee, bauxite, copper, or tin)
ill WCII  a dct‘inition.  ‘i’hc choice of an industrial strategy may also lead
IO Ihc clar~ifica!ion 0 f other sectors as strategic, as seems to be the
LJW 1’01~  cIcctronic\  it1 Taiw:an,  petrochemicals in Algeria, and testiies
i/l In<li;i. Stretching  the definition ye t  fu r ther ,  many LDC gcvern-
!liCIlI\  X/W count a~ strategic (for noneconomic reasons) basic social
W‘CISN\:  hcalih.  housing, education; conlmunications,  banking, and
tr;tl1s1’~~)rrarii,Il.  Unie .s relative self-sufficiency is gained in these
domains. they argt~e,  the country will be !oo vulnerable !o decisions
made by outsiders; moreover, these social goods bear directly on
cmpioyrncnt  and ihc basic survival of the masses.

Still other criteria are equally important I(; technology-importing
countries: lower acquisition costs, optimum use of local resources,
and rcduccd deprndency on the outside.‘” The last criterion is
paramount in the sense that national leaders ultimately seek the
capacity to reach autonomous decisions on technology. Rut such
attt:)xmiy  is impossible to achieve unless the second criterion is met,
that is, unJcss local finances, ma!eriats, and human skills can be put to
optimal IW. As to the first measure-tower acquisition costs--such
can be negotiated only !hrough increased bargaining strength. De-
pendence does not mean the reliance on outside suppliers of technol-
ogy, but rather a country’s inabititl  to control the direction, speed,
and social effects of technoto+-,,J evolution. Dependency’s opposite,
autonomy, implies the ability to shape a technology poiicy which
serves the national development strategy and central value options of a
society.  Planners who enter the technological arena have two essential
objectives.  One is to acculturate the masses to an increasing receptiv-
ity to, and familiarity with, technology. For unless technology is
widely assimi!ated  by a population, social stratification will become,
or remain, hierarchicat  and elitist: engineers and technicians will
monopolize all decisions affecting production. Especialiy  where such
goals as greater social equality and decisional participation are
important to development strategy, serious efforts must be made to
disseminate technology. To this end, the focal points through which
technology enters industrial firms need to be organized, along with
suitable education and occupational incentives. The second objective
of planners is to choose appropriately from a wide range of technot-
ogies. The notion of “appropria:e” choices of technology, in turn



ar:d !ikcwlisc,  impiic5 a piuralistic approach to planning. That is, it
becomes essential i(? ir!cntify  sectors and activities where so-called
“appropriaie” or intermediate technologies best ally the need for
hi>!her productivity with cqualiy  important needs to provide emplop-
m:nt, to utilize local materials, to associate a poor populace with its
o\\~n de;,eiopment,  to [conserve depletable natural  resources, and to
reduce dependence on foreign currrncy.!’ Clearly, then, according to
sush measures, the option lies not in a choice between allegedly
“‘SOf‘i.” “appropriale” technologies versus inappropriate, “high”
tcchnc log);.  Rathe!,, ,he wise course is to employ the entire gamut of
instrunlentb  ranging irom improved traditional technologies to others
which Ire modern but small-scale, labor-creative, and indigenously
dcvelo,~~l;  tc> other-u which are second-generation or “obsolete”
iechnolo~,ic\  imported from developed countries;2”  to still others
which  arc the most modccrn  of all; and perhaps even to others which
do not exist any\+here  yet but which must be developed ex ow to suit
ispec~iil  needs.“

?rlustl  lisht is !h.o..r ‘1 n on appropriate technology choices by the
pi-actices  adopted in the People’s Republic of China. According to
IWC~:  stadics rhe Chinese have adopted capital-intensive modern
technologies in capital-goods industries so as to become internation-
ajly  competitil~c and acquainted with modern innovations.” But in
industries which manufacture consumer goods (processed food, cex-
tiles, bicycles, sewing machines, transistor radios, etcetera) other
priorities  take precedence: maximizing employment and involving
workers in production and research decisions. Some degree of effi-
ciency is sacrificed to the preference for labor-intensive technol,ogies
which utiiize iosai paris,  know-how, and currency, v:i,ih  !ittle regard
fo: internationally set quality standards. An “appropriate” technol-
ogy policy thus covers the entire range of tools, organizational
systems, and work modes, with the degree of “appropriateness”
judged sector by sector, industry by industry, and product.by product
in accord w!ith  broad value options taken by society and expressed in
precise development strategies. A creative mix of diverse approaches
is decrncd indispensable, along with great flexibility to cope with new
constraints-hence the high reliance placed by the Chinese on the
process of trial and error and their rapid correction of unfa~vorable
trends once detected.

Many government planners fail to utilize the diagnostic tools they
need to makr “appropriate” choices. One reason for this, already ex-
plored, is iheir lack of ideological clarity as to broad social goals. But
another is the absence of an integrative principle for screening and
rva!nating technological options. One such principle which may prove
useful is the “Sabato triangle,” a model for technology policy formu-
lated by the Argentine physicist and metallurgist Jorge Szbato and his
coworkers.” The model aims at creating practical linkages among
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rCSCXC!;. production. and development-policy actors. Its underlying
image is l/i; tri;!nt;le, a geometric figure with three interconnected
?crtice.~.  C?nc >veriex  represents governmental decision-makers; the
>ccvnd, prod:uccrs;  the third, scientific and technical researchers.
Each verte:x  must be linked by a flow of information with the other
:,wo;  each niust also take initiatives in demanding or supplying
t~!~no!ogy.  I&tories must have access to, and influence on, labora-
to~‘y  or univcrsiry researchers. Conversely, governmental planners
must !ht: ahic to :nfiasnce  which technologies manufacturers will use.
Ilniess <ir~cula!ory  fiows link all elements of the triangle, there can be
no sonnd incorpot.ation  of technology and science to national devel-
opment Sabato offers two interesting historical examples which
helped him formulate his imagery.” The first is the invention of the
stir-rup  in the ear!); Middle Ages, a breakthrough which instantly
!i.ansior-nred  horses into fantastic weapons of war. Suddenly rulers
neecded  more horses and more land on which to raise horses. Given
eri\:ing  iand-tenure systems, this meant the need to expropriate more
land-from churches and feudal lords. What seemed to be a mere
rcchnolcgical  invention thus provjed to be a potent agent of historical
ihan~e. Pi~eVV~orld  War II Germany provides Sabato with his second
r.xan1pl.c.  Since Germany was rich in zinc but poor in copper, Hitler
ordered indtis:rial  researchers to find ways of making automobile
carburetors out of zinc instead of copper. Thus stimulated, research
and productiv:e  aciors in the “triangle” proceeded to invent a zinc
carburetor.

‘These casts illcrstrate the Sabato principle: if an institutional
triangle functions vigorously, :echnology  will contribute direlctly  to
development. But if the triangle is absent or weak-that is, if the
apexes are 1101 connected or if infrastructures are defi-‘ent-any
technology locally produced or imported will make but a slight
contribution to development. The policy conclusion Sabato reaches is
that triangles must be deliberately set up for each major sector within
domestic economics as well as for absorbing and disseminating
technology acquirrci  from without. In most cases this prescription
requires nevv government initiatives to endow the research infrastruc-
ture with more resources. Or it implies the more arduous task of
redirecting present research infrastructures away from pure research
unrelated to productive needs toward organic linkage with productive
requirements. The concept of the “Sabato triangle” enjoys wide-
spread acceptance among Latin .4merican  students of technology-
Sagasti, Vidal, Vaitsos, Kamenetsky, Herrera,  Girai, Kaplan, W’ion-
czek, et al. Furthermore, organizations such as the Andean Pact, the
Organization of American States, and several national governments
take it as their reference point in formulating nationa! technology
policies. The model’s strength lies in its great simplicity and obvious
practical applicability. The “Sabato triangle” is thus highlighted here
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because it XI-\:es  increasingly as a basic tool utilized by Third World
governments whose firms import technology from transnational
corporations. The model also enables policy-makers to identify and
manage conflicts of interest between suppliers and purchasers of
technology.

Conflicts of Interest

Friction between transnational corporations and importers of tech-
nology centers on two basic divergences. The first is traceable to
initial perceptions. TNCs view technology as an expensive commodity
with a very short commercial life. Consequently, it must be sold at a
high price. Many persons in LDCs, however, contend that research
and development conducted by TNCs is amortized in their home-
country markets. Therefore, they claim, technology exported to them
ought to be modestly priced. Some in the Third World further argue
tha.t  technology shou!d be transferred automatically along with any
direct investment made by foreigners. According to them, LDC
governments are justified in placing ceilings on license payments for
technology. Corporations, on the contrary, regard such ceilings as
arbitrary interferences with normal market mechanisms.

A second zone of conflict focuses on control over imported
technology. Transnational firms resent efforts of host-country gov-
ernments to wrest control away from them. They regard such
measures as required registration of all licenses, legislation on royalty
arrangements, and payment ceilings in teGzhnologica1  contracts as
hostile gestures. At the very least, TNCs  resent the extra expenses they
must incur to meet paperwork requirements; at worst, they view
restrictions as discriminatory and unjustified limitations on remit-
tances. In truth, license registers lack any power unless they are
backed up by sanctions vested in central banks or other monetary
institutions having the authority to freeze transfer of payments. But
corporate officials complain that administrators of technology regis-
ters make discriminatory judgments. Indeed registry officials do
decide whether comparable technologies are available within the host
country; if they are, foreign suppliers can be declared ineligible. Yet
the same officials can make exceptions on various grounds, by
determining, for example, that local teams are not available immedi-
ately, that they cannot provide financing as part of the “package,”
that the registry lacks the personnel to supervise quality, and so on.
Champions of registers nonetheless defend their necessity, alleging
that without them vulnerable governments cannot protect themselves
against exploitative prices, excess packaging, and high payments for
intangibles like trademarks or goodwill, all of which they brand as
“fictit;ous”  technology. Disagreements at the theoretical level reveal
little, however, about daily practice. In fact, large TNCs, in order to



protect theit-  reputation as good corporate citizens, usually comply
dutifully with local registry requirements, but at the same time, they
continue t:J ceck wavs (usually legal) to obtain the equivalent of their
normai payments from ciients. And company spokesmen unhesitat-
ingiy~  declare that the LDC governments will choke off their supply of
needed technology “if they go too far in placing restrictions.”

1 here is no need to repeat what others have written on transfer-
pricing or on muhipie  bookkeeping, another conspicuous source of
friction.“ United Nations studies on T‘hCs have now brought these
practices out in the open, and the various codes of conduct now
beginning to circulate evidence the general concern over this issue.Zh
Gaining rtrength is a movement to outlaw transfer prices which are
higher than “arms’ length prices”charged  to third parties. Although
TI\JI_ officers assert that transfer-pricing is justified in terms of the
overall exchanges of which technology is but a part, this practice will
not escape the scru!inq .of LDC governments once they fully under-
stand how internal prtcmg works in practice.

More basic than specific conflict is a general disagreement over
the role of transnational corporations in channeling technology
transfers. Corporations employ a rhetoric which portrays them as
purveyors of technological salvation. The “line” is that if modern
technology  is adopted, misery in the Third World will be abolished,
productivity will increase, and everyone will be better off. And
further, TNCs are the best channels for bringing technology to poor
countries because of their global organizational skills, their ability to
mobilize resources quickly, their skills in recruiting personnel from all
cultures, their capacity to respond quickly to opportunities, and their
massive investments in R&D without which new technologies could
no! be generated. While agreeing that TNCs no dottbt possess these
advantages, one can still legitimately doubt whetire: the technologies
they sul~~ply  are well-suited to abolishing the poverty of masses in poor
countries. A later chapter analyzes in detail the high price exacted by
technology transfers. Worth noting here is the hypothesis formulated
by the Brazilian economist Celso Furtado, namely, that technology
transfers conducted by TNCs increase social inequalities among
classes.“ The reason is simply that corporate managers calculate
efficiency in a way which favors products and services designed to
meet the purchasing power of privileged classes in poorer countries.
Their technologies are nor “efficient” in terms of satisfying the needs
of the poor.

Many in developing countries doubt that technological salvation
comes via transnational corporations. In agriculture, to cite one case,
modern technology tends to reinforce the gains reaped by large agri-
business firms at the expense of peasants or small farmers.*’  Criticism
of TNCs as bearers of technological salvation leads to several
different challenges to them and prescriptions for control. Some
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a?seri the right of less-developed countries to displace, at least within
their own territories, TNCs as the main controllers of vital technol-
ogy. Partisans of “soft” technology challenge assumptions held by
corporate technologists as to optimal scale, criteria for internalizing
factors in the efficiency calculus, and a preference for centralization.
Instead they seek smalier technologies which are supportive of local
values, protective of nature and natural resources, less dependent on
expensive raw materials, better adapted to handling by unskille:d
people. and highly labor-intensive; it is from these “alternative”
technologies that they await true development. O:hers, however,
arguing that transnational  corporations must continue to be the main
providers of technology because no effective alternative can be found,
claim that TNCs can and should be regulated to respond to the values
defended by “soft” technology.  These critics also urge Third World
gc!vernments  to assimilate imported technologies more critically and
to diffuse them beyond the confines of the commercial partner of the
exporting TNC firm.

A word must. be said regarding the values of international
business personnei.”  Gne image is central in explaining the infatua-
tion of corporate managers with dynamic change: the notion of
chullenge. In most intervievvs  with corporate officials, the term chal-
/en,ye  appeared in their answers to the question: “Why do you sell
technology to the Third World, thereby entering an arena you
characterize as difficult, uncertain, and at times even dangerous?” If
one term comes close to signifying universal praise for a job, it is that
the job is challenging. Engineers say ~they  are attracted to difficult,
a!though potentiaby  frustrating, research tasks because these pose a
challenge which transcends routine. iManagers and consultants risk
ulcers and nervous breakdowns because their jobs surface an endless
series of challenges which test whether they “measure up to their
potential.”

Challenge, then, is the value repeatedly invoked to justify
corporate invoivement in uncongenial Third World sites. Yet chal-
lenge-seekers take for granted other rewards: high salaries, recog-
nition from peers, company promotions, and tangible fringe benefits.
Therefore, challenge must be seen as a symbolic value to which one
appeals in order to legitimate placing one’s talents at the service of
mere profit. Challenge-seeking is the moral  category which provides
incentives to action, thereby bridging the distance between mere
professional efficiency and a desire to “help mankind.” Other
theoretical categories are doubtless also at hand: the notion that
economic growth, greater efficiency, and modern technology all
greatly contiibute to human development. But one cannot get emo-
tionally aroused over maximizing efficiency unless the effort is a
challenge, an exhilarating game. No matter how routine or trivial an
organizational task may be, it can be endowed with a value rewarded
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by rhe corpcra:c- iysiem.  All that j> !:eedcd is to subsume it under the
ilead;rlg 01 "dlallerlgs."

Challenge stimuiates  corpor:*ie ii ,:xgies,  reinforcing rhe commit-
mcnt to growth, expansion, and x:~cer:~&g  technologicai  innovation.
To develop or sell new products and r.::‘-,’  ixocesses  can be seen as a
ctia!k:p, es;xcia!ly  in poor cot!-;tr;i~’  ,.vhere  markets are small,
skilied personnel arc scarce, legisiaiion  is restrictive, and logistical
prohiems  xc rhc daiiy norm. Two qualities serve as sources of chal-
!cngc  to btisincss:  difficulty and the uncertainty of “winning the
prIZ’c.”  Judging from laments of transnational  managers that “un-
L’crtain”  conditions in less-developed lands are the greatest obs!acle  to
moorh  functioning, one must conclude that difficultv is the preferred
i’oltl c:f ~halienge.  Here an interesting dichotomy arises in the minds
q)r‘coi-porate  i .xsonncl  accustomed to operating in developed-country
I!u~I~ bare\. \Vhcli challenge springs from a greater  difficulty of
;t<!~G<t  ins sllcce!,-and  this is the ordinary situation in underdevel-
opc~!  lands--even  successful handling of the challenge can b< less
rewarding, materially, than elsewhere. Where challenge comes not
I‘K~II~I dil’l‘iculty  but from uncertainty there is a higher risk content to
Llei,iuioll~lnaking.  The element of play acquires salience: games take
on a special appeai to powerful decision-makers. Challenge cannot
ihti,ivc  in the absence of power, real or desired, for it is in “power
pmrs" that victories are most highly rewarding and defeats most
stigmatizing. Nevertheless, the second kind of challenge is diffused
widely throughout many institutions only after a certain level of
wealth is aitaid:  it is, in a word, a luxur!f.  In terms of creativity,
however, challenges founded on uncertainty are more conducive to
technological breakthroughs than those founded on mere difficulty.

The workings of “challenge” as a kind of hidden meta-criterion
underlying cor.porate drive suggest an analogy with William Ja:.?es’s
“moral equivalent of warfare.” Corporate managers, planners, and
techniciarks are socialized into perceiving challenges wherever there
are new products to be made, new profits to be gained, new markets
to be conqueredrd.  Just as in the past warfare stirred mer.  to display
assertive qualities of audacity, physical courage, and triumph over the
fear of death (traits  -which James wants to encourage through means
urher than war), so too does the corporate system socialize its
managerial and technological soldiers around challenges attaching to
competitioli; conquest;andtheaggressivedevelopmentofnew  products
packages, and selling messages. Of course a functional equivalent of
merchandising warfare could locate challenges in different values; it
could conceivably enlist energies and talents in the quest for cheaper,
more durable, and less wasteful ways of producing goods needed by
the masses.

Positing this option leads us back again to a consideration of the
vital nexus binding basic value options to development strategies to
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specific technology policies. in order to understand conflicts betvveen
suppliers and buyers of technology, one must work backwards and
unravel the skein of this nexus. Thus, if one dislikes a policy, one
must also question the undergirding strategy and ultimately recon-
struct the values. Hence if the policy favored by tramnational
corporations in technology transfers is to be reversed, their overall
marketing strategies must likewise be altered. More fundamentally,
corporate personnel need to develop allegiances to new values. The
/ocu.s  of challenge, in short, must shift from infatuation with material
growth, quantity, and merchandising manipulation to the ambition of
assuring the achievement of integral growth. Integral growth does not
place material triumph over personal communion or social justice. It
is concerned with the quality and durability of materials and technol-
ogies, with meeting gcnlline needs of all humans rather than with
flatterintl  the wants 01 those who are “natural” customers of
corporations because they have purchasing power.

* * *

To summarize, suppliers and purchasers of technology obey
different  criteria. Suppliers want technology transfers to be lucrutive,
lrrtfettcrccl  by extrnneorts  (that is, by nontechnical) considerations,
and congenial to //zeirhabitualmodesofoperation.  Indeed they wish to
use transfers as means to gain themselves footholds in diverse
markets; to initiate offensive and defensive measures against compet-
itors; to gather additional gains from research and development
alreadv conducted or in process; to counter domestic pressure in home
count;ies over ecological or labor conditions which presuppose ready
absorptive capacity of technology at the receiving end; and to take
advantage of international financing of contracts.

A contrasting list of attractions moves purchasers of technology.
Importers want know-how which will help them remain competitive in
local and/or international markets; solve their problems better;
buttress their image of “modernity”; gain entry into the developed
world’s pool of managerial, financial, and technical expertise; con-
tribute to their wish to industrialize; produce and merchandise new
products or services; make greater gains; gain professional :nobility  as
an “international” technician; and protect vital links to the outside
“developed” world.

On balance, are TNCs bearers of technological salvation? A
review of conflicting criteria adopted by TNCs and LDCs for
transferring technology reveals that neither technology nor salvation
comes very easily. One glimpses the high price paid by underdevel-
oped countries for imported technology. Before inquiring systemati-
cally into this price, however, several case studies drawn from my
field research will be presented. These illustrations add concreteness
to the abstract issues expounded thus far.



The present chapter illustrates, with case studies drawn from my
recen! field research, how and why priorities of suppliers and util-
izers of technology diverge. At times, differences cannot be recon-
ciled. Even when fuli harmony is unattainable, however, valuable
lessons can be learned regarding transfer negotiations. One key to
success is engaging, in early stages of negotiations, in critical discus-
sion of the value assumptions of partners to transfer contracts.
Ahhough debate at this level is full of friction, it reduces mis-
understanding at later stages.

The cases described here are neither necessarily typical nor
representative of any statistical class of phenomena. They do, none-
theless, illustrate the dynamics of international technology transfers
and negotiation strategies. In most instances here presented, all
partilers  to the transfers were reasonably satisfied, but none of the
cases is an “unqualified success story” which can serve as a paradigm
for other efforts. What emerges more clearly from these studies is
that, even in achieving a relative “success,” certain values must be

Various institutional actors are included in the cases chosen:
universities, government agencies, consultant firms, manufacturing
firms, and peasant villagers in a mountainous country. The roster of
cases inciudes a university project for water-basin development in
Argentina, a consultant study on cold-food systems in Brazil, licens-
ing arra.ngements  in an Argentine shipyard, overall operations of a US
precision-instrurnent firm in Latin America, general remarks on value
conflicts in tourism, and miscellaneous short cases.

These exhibits reveal how technology is both a destroyer and a
promoter of values and an instrument for creating new bonds of depen-
dency even as it removes oid constraints. The Xink between technology
transfers and market competition is likewise bro.rght to light. Finally,
the cases sfiow concretely how transfer mechanisms operate and what
roles transnational  corporations play in moving technology from one
society to another.’



Casz I: Water-Bash Development ia Argentina

The iMassachusetts  Institute of Technology (MIT) has conducted a
“technology transfer” to the Sub-Secretariat of Water Resources, an
agency of the Argentine government, with a view to achieving three
objective:;:

a to construct a framework of comprehensive planning suitable
for use in f~turc water-basin deveiopment in Argentina and
elsewhere

e to train a group of Argentine professionals in the theory and
practice of multipurpose water-basin planning

0 to prepare an integral development for the river Rio Colo-
rado using these methods

The original two-year contract expired on 30 September 1972
but was renewed for two more years. There is no need here to relate
contractual details or specifics of the MIT action plan.’ What is
important, ho&ever, is to review briefly the rationale for what NrIT
P:ofessor  David ‘Major has termed “a successful transfer of system
~echnoiogy  from one country to another.“’

C:nc  important element consisted of conducting “trial runs” of
,,lr,lti-,~l~,i~~~~!j?,c  c’!’  mlllt;t‘l~.r.~1;a.I.~..LIILsII~LI o:,a!  “ater-resource  planning. invest-
mcnt cri&icl were drawn up 10 optimize a combination of obJec-
tivcs-net contribution to national and regional incomes and harmon-
izaiion of social, environmertral,  defense, and economic  goals-
sought in the specific programs. MIT designed us approach to be even
broader t:han  so-called multipurpose planning in water-resource
management, a term which evokes multiple benefits expected from
such projects-irrigation. hydroelectric power, and water control.
The multifaceted approach was ihought vital to the Rio Colorado
basin selected by Argentimes  in joint negotiations with MIT in part
because the river flows through five provinces with different needs:
Mendoza, Rio Negro, NeuquEn, La Pampa, and Buenos Aires
provinces. As Major explains:

Each of the five riverine provinces has interests somewhat dif-
ferent from those of the others, and from those of the national
government. Since some of the riverine provinces or some areas
within them have few resources aside from the river; given the
hisioric importance of irrigation to many areas in Argentina; and
given the plans that the separate provinces have for development
that would if all brought to fruition require water in excess of the
capacity of the river, the decision problem is of great practical as
well as theoretical interest.”

Needs of the sparsely populated provinces for water-control and
irrigation projects conflicted with the preference of more populous
ones for industrial electricity. Similarly, priority sites for certain irriga-
tion insta!lations implied depriving others of sufficient volumes of
water for irrigation elsewhere in the river system. The MIT Argentine
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team ~ug~h~ to join mulripic optimali!y (the ~:ombination ofccostomic~
jurisdictional, poiiiica!, :md social benefits) to hydrologic feasibility.
All officials inti,r,vic?ved,  as well as written documents bearing on the
project, txnphasired t!ic role of Argentine officials in rhe project‘s
design. The training component of the project was meant to give
Ai-gt9liIlZi  2~ learn of sib:  \;oung professionals committed to ~xkirrg,
for A!-fentina’s water rexurccs agency for t!,ree years aiacr return-
h:g ~WW f’~i.11 Ml’~i nii5 icanr WXlld. ideally,  not oni!’  utilize the
neb ~ncihodology 1~::  Itlakc practical decisions about th: Rio Colorado
but \~ou!tJ  ;I~W a~!q~~ i t  t o  water-basin devclopmcnt t~~~~~~~~~~~,)~i~
Argentina. My intet.vic\vs  unearihCd no fundamental or basic dis-
agrcct~icrrts  among in!et~ested  parties.‘ A l l  ugrced t h a t  the thscr
objecrives of t!lc project had been met. Cri:icism, freer;.!  crprcsscd.
I’ocuscti  ion t~roccdlir3i difficulties encountered in carrying  out joint
nctionh. Nsvcrti~clcss,  (icar di.;ergence:  existed among the parries in
terms of t,hc relative prioritie!;  they assigned to the three common
~o:tl\. Morcovcr, in discussions with MIT project officials, questions
of \:a!ue  confli,:t  wcrc 1101 answered directly or l-onv%tcingly.

7iJtF,C;OflS  fmcl  I’t xt~tfurul  L~qf’ects

Initial epcctaticrns i!ivergcd. Because the river is not navigable,
Argentina’s na~iona’ ~overnmcnt  has no jurisdiction over the Rio
Colorado :esccpt in the case of naviqble  vvarervvays,  Argentine tavr
assigns jurisdiction to individual provinces). One go~rnment  official
espiaincd  that. investmcn~ dectsions  for t,he Rio Colorado had been
penUii:q  for more th::n twerity years; no effective solution to conilict~~.-.
ing cla~rns on in~~estment,  placement of dams, and arbitration
among parties desiring irreconcilable water uses could be found.
Another official, himself the son of a former governor of Mendoza
Province, w.:s eager Lo remove any hint of political favoritism from
his proposed solution to the impasse. Thus he decided to call in a
prestigious US university to achieve his aims, while declaring that the
“technical advisability” of MIT’s  final recommendation would re-
duce rhe danger of adopting a purely “political” solution. For public-
relations i-easonc  the project was “sold” to the Commission of the
I’ro\nxcs  as the way to solve the Rio Colorado’s practical difficulties,
although within nattonal government agencies it was asserted that the
main benefit from the contemplated “technology transfer” would be
the training of a sophis!icated  Argentine team. A loan of $38O,ooO
f~~om the Inter-American Development Bank to t.he Argentine Na-
tional Fund for Pre-,lnvestment  Studies provided funds for the initial
phase of t!le  contract with MIT. An important personal element
intervened: the cabinet-level officer entrusted with the decision *as
himself a water expert and had worked at the United Nations with one
of the MIT engineers. The original contract stipulated that the sum of
$380,000 was to be paid to MIT for the first two years’ work.
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‘FI~;c, hie~~arch>’  of relati\c priorities among the main actors in the
;xl,jcYI  \~31~iC’~i.  For !k -?I$ b-Secretariat of Water Resources, the first
pt.iorit:~  I.\iIs  rhr lt,:titling  of an Argeni‘ine multidisciplinary team able
IG i:andle o\c!-ail \~:i!er-resc,~rcr-planning  issues; its second FiiOrity
itas the itnpl~ovement of a methodology for engaging in such activi-
IICY: and ins  third ;?I-iot-it!,  obtaining practical investment recommen-
d:;! ic.;;1, 1‘01 ihc Rio Colorado. %lIT,  however, had a different
~r;~ni\inf  of r)i iijr!lic\:  first came impt-ovemcnr  of methodology; next,
ir;tinii);!  xt, hr+~n111tc  [cam; and a distant third, providing practical
iii\,cc!ntcn~  1~c~o1~t1t1c~~cl:;IjuI1s.  For the Fovernntents  of the five inter-
ch:c.il  pi,o\:itxus.  ihc order was: prac~~al  investment recommenda-
~IC!II,S.  It-;iitti!tf,  and mcthodolo~y. .Most conflicts arose when otir
~‘;II~I!  ~/II~~,L*c~ IIIC oIll:r to be ignoring,  or giving insufficient attention.
io. I,!, i)ii II l’iht i>i.ioi.itv.

.rhc gt’rtcr:ti  le\son.is tha: although identical priority rankings are
,101 c~~scr:tinl  to s”ccess, the degree of procedural friction is closely
~~~t~t~clatcd  to lhc degree of consonance in goal-priority rankings. This
~heo~.!:  t’inds concrete expression in tensiotz between MIT and the
\VGIIC:~ ;~ycncy over’ the training and methodology goals. MIT attached
gr’c:tt  it1iportartc.c  to perfecting its methodological instrument, mainly
Ibc~~tusc it was \:i;!orottsly  seeking contracts in other countries. This
led one senior CArgentinc  official to complain that “MIT did not
II,:!II\~‘cI.  111~. !echnctiogy:  it formed it attd perfected it in Argentina,
!hanh\ 10 ohi- laboratorv.” Given MIT’s priority scale, argenttnes fell
it! titncs 11ta1 ittsttl‘l’icicnt  attention was being given to their training
needs at several  Ic\:els.  Alrhough several Argentines suggested that it
wouid ha\;c been better to bring MIT trainers to teach the team
local!y,  trainees themselves disagreed with this opinion. At the same
time, however.  ;Argen:ine  students at MIT complained of not being
treated as regular master’s degree candidates and of not receiving
[raining ihai was specificallv  related to their future needs. Worse still,
seminars staged by MIT at Neuqu6n and other Argentine sites pro-
Jr~ccd  disappointing results because MIT cast its teaching in purely
hypothetical  (crms (around a fictitious Rio Tinto case) and refused to
;mswcr qrtrs~ions posed by provincial personnel about the real Rio
Colorado. More than twenty-five MIT personnel w’ere shuttled to
Argentina, twmy  of thetn professors or graduate students floating
within what one Argentine called a “cultural vacuum; they knew
nothing of local history, culture, psychctogy, institutions, or con-
straints.” Perhaps because of this failing, MIT “experts,” in their
training efforts, repeatedly shied away from addressing the difficult
political elements which, by definition, should have been included in
multidimensional planning of river systems, because it was precisely
such polirical eiements which had proved so difficult for Argentines to
handle zd had moved them to summon MIT for help. Other failings
are traceable to changes in top personnel, both at MIT and at
Argenrine  host institutions.
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On balance, ~hc agreemeni reached by the five provincrs (in
F&ember i973) to a “certain configuration” (that is, location and
na;ure of darn sitcr) of the Rio Colorado in\,estment  scheme stands as
an undcniablc step forward. And upon their return, the trainees were
well  equipped to handle pianning for Argentina’s overall water
probleins.  The real !ong-term difficulty, according to one trainee, is
how [o raise the general level of expertise of the 6,000 engineers in
Argzntina. A major obstacle is the lack of solid informatior:. Conse-
qlieniiy,  t~he !nstitutc  cf Applied Science and Hydraulic Technology,
whose Iresearch  program he now directs, plans to create an informa-
tion bank on natura: rc’sources. Hc explain5 that the country holds

, I‘clie Illurul~cd  ye;r;> ’ wcl,th of L,~I,~,,vLCIJI:- ^._ --.. _^_ ._.^ d information and that it
:~i!j  take a! iea;: five years to process relevant data. The most vital
icsson hi’ lcari!c d, hc adds, is :his:  Al.gentina’s  ability to negotiate
hound technology !ransfer contracts is rightly cozditioned by its
capacity to analyze relevant data.

MI~‘.s Methodological Claims

Disc!-epancies arise between claims made by MIT experis and their
actual pei-formance in this first test of their methodology. One major
pl-oblem is ihe way in which noneconomic factors are handled by MIT
in its plural-obicctive planning model, an issue important to ail plan-
ners who seek to quantify planning-input factors. MIT’s treatment of
nontechnica!  input factors reveals much concerning “trade-offs”
among competing objectives of a project. One senior Argentine
official deciareti that “MIT dealt with noneconomic inputs wccess-
fully in a quaiitatiw  way but did not succeed in treating them success-
fully quantitatively speaking.” That is, although MIT paid great
attention to these factors, it proved unable to express them quan-
titatively  or to incorporate them organicaily into its simulations.
When queried on this point, the MIT team leader replied that his
experts made no attempt to treat social, political, or value problems
(as distinct from technical and economic problems) as inpurs into
simulation or model runs. Instead, MIT tried to measure (quantita-
tively-but by what criteria?) what impact on the poliiical,  :.ociaI,  or
value:  universe differ-ent hypothetica! outputs would have. He con-
fessed igllGrs;i?ce as to whether they had succeeded in doing this. In m)
judgment, MIT failed at this level, in great measure, because its
experts suffered from “cultural vacuity,” partiwlarly  regarding
political culture, Notwithstanding the expressed disappointment of
:op-level Argentines over MIT’s failure to quantify noneconomic
variables, the university’s scholars insist that the differe&e  between
quantitative and qualitative measures is meaningless. In the words of
xe kl!T expert, “Everything can be measured in some way, and
everything is quantifiable-some things with greater, some with
lesser, precision.”



His reply raises the quest.ion whether any foreign technical team
can deai ssriously  G!h values as inputs and not merely as hypotheti-
caliy projected impingement effects or imagined OUI~U!S.  Perhaps
vaiue-input  car: be managed only by an indigenous team enjoying a
solid mandate from the local populace which is the intended benefi-
ciary of the techr131ogy  transfer in question. MIT engineers are
predictab!y  skeptica! on this point. Nevertheless, it is plausible to
think that !he ability of technical experts properly to assess valur
eicmc~ti  ill plural-objective planning depends closely upon their
ttcyt ee of dialogue  (in reciprocity-hence the need folk legitimacy or
mandatei with genuine representatives of the local populace. Nothing
conclusive can be deduced from the Rio Colorado case, but value
:onllicts  between promises ar.d performance suggest that the hypothe-
:;i> just outlined merits serious testing by those who profess interest in
muI!i-objective  planning.

This \:ieLt, is confirmed obliquely by the opinions of MIT pro-
i’cssors  who reported on their preferred criteria for site selection for
new contracts using the methodology perfected at Rio Colorado.
They pret’er  to work in a country whe1.e  they are certain to find a high
degree of discipline, professionalism, order, and willingness to work.
Thus they were enthusiastic about Korea, pessimistic over the Philip-
pine\. Aild why? Because, notwithstanding their declared willingness
IO work in nonoptimum  conditions (in such places, they indicat’ed, as
Sahelian Africa) for purely “humanitarian” considerations, they pre-
ferred to work most of the time where “results” had an “optimum”
chance of occurring. This means places where the “objective condi-
tions” for the apphcability of their methods are in place: a unified
command in water-agency decision-making within an agency that
knows esactly whxt it wants and is willing to let the foreign consultant
firm act according to its technological and professional exigencies. A
rather strange requirement for a unit that ir,sists  on the ability of its
model to incorporate social, political, and psychological factors in its
mulri-objective  model. And all cf this notwithstanding MIT’s claim to
have an instrument of transferable technology suited to less-devet-
oped countries.

On balance, then, it is clear that one must introduce some
qualificatio!;s  to Professor Major’s conclusion that “while, it is too
early to say definitely, it appears that the MIT-Argentina project may
well constitute a successful transfer.“O  One Argentine consultant
thinks that one “must wait five years ig order to gauge the success of
the MIT effort at technology transfer.” Perhaps so, but we need not
wait that long to discover wherein lie recurring sources of value
confiict between providers  and users of technology. This case study
identifies several such sources, even though the transfer on iyhich it
has focused is generally lauded, albeit rentativelj,  as a “sticcess
story.”



Case 2: Precision  llnsiruments  in Latin America

I-his case illustra:es  how c>ne reputable company dedicated esclLsis-eiy
to the manui‘actu1.e  of’ piccision instruments trctnsfers  technology to
its affiliates and clients. The Foxboro Company employs some 8,1W0
per-!;o!;s  and manufactures approximately ! ,000 products. Rough’!
ha!f ot ils annual sale; of $140 million come from overseas business,
wilh  Nui, of iota1  saIcs  in the Third World. Fox’bsio,  which specializes
in sy\~cn: and prod:lct technologies, makes precision instruments
L!SL’Ll IO nlcas?.  LI!-‘%  :emprrature, pressure, and, flows of all types in
opcratiors rainging from copper mining to oil refining and food proc-
essing. Most of its “technology transfers” take place directly from
111” central  manufacturing plant in Massachusetts to factory and

^..^  ,.I, 4 th” ,.,_-  1-1 r ,,.- u ,..; I,,.--.proce,5ln.s  5;:~‘:~ LLI\ILaJLU  Lllc rrViru.  , Vh . UAL,‘UIV,  L,,& RLM,  L,1 .I..L..,.ICY.L.. I .^.. 1,. ,,.,t ;r,Y”r!
customers  is prc-jvitling  reliable technical services through the ongoing
exchange of insrruc!ional  documents, access to training facilities, and
rapid irepair  and maintenance.

Foxboro is a well-established, traditional, and low-key company
whose top managers arc mainly engineers by training and managers
by expel-ience. The firm takes special pride in its ability to design,
manufacture, and scrvicc the most complete line of instruments and
systems  available to the process industries. Products range from
s!rnple temperature gauges to sophisticated analog and digital com-
puter-control systems. The approach to tc:chnology transfer adopted
by the company seems quite congenial to the requirements of Latin
American, and other. less-developed countries.

Facts and interpretations presented here are based on numerous
visits to the main plant and R&D installat’ions,  coupled with frequent
interviews with engineer-s  and other officers at the main plant and at
Foxboro facilities in Brazil, Argentina, Chile, and Peru.’ This case
study reveals the criteria used by one partimcularly  responsible “seller”
of technoiogy.

Foxboro has been forced at times into measures it did not greatly
desire, :,uch as buying a manufacturing plant in Argentina &tead oi’
Brazil. its first choice in South Americ,a (it already has a plant in
Mexico) and a more logical site. But, irn the words of one senior
company official, “One must sometimes do that sort of thing,
especially when competition forces you into action.” “Competition”
is provided by Honeywell, Taylor, Kent, Fisher/Parker, Bristol,
Hartmann-Brown, and Siemens. The wholly-owned subsidiary is
Foxboro’s pret’errzd mode of association, although company policy
dictates hiring as many local people as possible. A country’s growth
potential in large process industries is the key criterion governing
entry by Foxboro into a national market. Because the firm sells
instruments to prodticers,  and cot final goods to customers, it must be
constantly alert to any source of demand: large industries with needs
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101 ll:i!!li’  i!,‘~lrlllllc!lis,. mail industries requiring high degrees of
i>rt<i,yii>ll,  :IIIC/ \!:IIc:  firms (par~ic~.~l;i~-iy  i n  mince.  o i l  rel‘incrie5,  a:ld
<ICC/ mii!,) rc:~uir.~:~g ypccialired  control systems. As with most firms
\\,::ii he;tc!  co!‘l’icc\  !t.;cated  i n  t h e  United S t a t e s .  Fozburo  car-
!ri;c on the m:~Ior  part of iti recearch  a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t  activ-
ii:; ;~\I  honiL>. altimugh laboratories  are also located in England
;inii  ~H:ii!:i!ld. ‘ic:nie pure research is carried 031 conrinuousty on
~~rot:~lcrns 0i~ livid l’iows, but major effort centers on perfecting
i::istiil>!  ]:ridLic!r  ;::,c!  on aiiiicipatin~  ihC fUiUiC  needs ot’ p r o c e s s
induk:tl.i:‘\.  A p:trtic~tl;trly  [i&r !ink zxtsts between selling, R&D, and
pri.,ilucti,,il cngiitccrlns. lndced my several visits to the main factory
iantl to one’ subsidiary) confirmed the image of the engineer as factory
:rorkcl..  Fo\l;or~~  clcsigns  its own manufacturing equipment and
!~:!,:iiC!;  iii~jh! iif i i  ;iiclf. ii iiabituaiiy  has recourse to international
Ibiddinti  anti oi’tcn wini, even when it is not low bidder,  because of its
rrcputa;ion  t’or quality. It also advertises widely in professional
./o~rnais ti~nd  takes pal-t in fairs and expositions. Most oi irs clients,
ho\vcver, are recruited as the result of direct visits by company
officials. The firm spends relatively little for commercial advertising,
prlcl’erritis  to Ict iti “superior products and unmatchable servicing”
do ins advertising. In dealing with the Third World, the company
dt:clarer  itself’ interc::ed above all in hardware.* To cite one spokes-
n11n “We’re not concerned with patents so much. We patent our.‘ 1
insrruments  only so that no one else can reproduce them, not so that we
can license them.” Nevertheless, the firm does sell “application
patents”: thcsc are nil’  /WC @es to customers who buy a patent for
some particulnr application of a precision instrument. Llnlike many
other TNC...  the Foxboro Company displays no interes! in diversifi-
cation: “We are not interested in owning manufac!uring  plants of
0:her lhiilgi.”

Through Tshich mechanisms does the company transfer its tech-
nology? Except for one Zcensing contract in Japan, the usu,al way is
:he physical shipment to affiliates or clients of microfilm conta~ining
technical drawings. In turn, manufact~ltring  subsidiaries in the Third
%:orld  send repot~s and samples to the !tead office as part of an
inl‘ormai routine, not to meet the requirements of any written contract.
One esperienced engineer in the head office explained that there are
two schools of thought within the company as to the merits of
inspections for quality control. The first view holds that overseas
manufacturers will obey precise quality specifications without any
control from the head office; the second view contends that products
must be constantly checked, sampled, and controlled. The same
person adds that “performance history over the years shows that borh
systems have worked.” Nevertheless, company policy insists on “the
same standards of design and quality regardless of the manufacturing
sources.“’ Notwithstanding concessions made to local requirements,
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“tile ft!li:tion, perf~rn~~n~e, and appe~~~rlce  of the product is not to
deviate from the corporate design.” So as to ensure conformity to
cog-porate  standards, “all designs shall be under the control of the
Corporate Development and Engineering Department. [Pjarts
made by the various manufacturing facilities are to be interchangeable
at a modu!ar level to be determined by Corporate Development and
Engineeri!?g.  C‘orpora.te  Marketing and the appropriate production
~?l;lrlls."

I’ouboro’:;  Argentine subsidiary pays royalties to the head office
on equipment  designed by the latter. Yet the plant also uses equip-
mcn~  not designed by Foxboro; on such machinery, obviously,  no
roy,?lty  payments to the head office are made.

Many  of the company’s dealings in L.atin  America zre not with
ruh\icfiaries  but with sales and s&Ice representatives working on a
rommiision  basis. ‘The political context of technilogy transfers
carried out in this mode is illuminated by a brief look at decisions
taken during the Al!ende  years in Chile. Although Allende assumed
presidential  office late in 1970, the Foxboro Corn!-vany  had main-
tained an ongoiiy sales ar?d  service operat,ion in Chile since 1968. By
late 1972, howevet-, the company became convinced ihat it would have
a difficult time making profits in Chile. The office manager of the
Santiago operation lamented: “.41! new projects were wiped out, we
lost a bikg contract, and US banks withdrew credits for Chilean state-
owned firms, which were some of our best customers.“” Neverthe-
less, the company decided to keep the Santiago office open “in the
hope :: f better days in the future.” An indication of advantages
accruing even to representatives paid on comnissior .s gleaned from
what then ensued. Foxboro offered this Chilean national the choice of
a job with the company in Brazil, Argentina~, Jamaica, Venezuela, or
the United States. Largeiy for personal rF?:.~>ns,  however, the person
in question moved :o Lima, Peru, where he reactivated a sales-and-
service operation which had been defunct Once 1967. In view of the
Peruvian government’s ambitious plans fo;- nationalizing privateenter-
prises and expanding further investments, prospects in Peru seemed
encouraging. ‘This spokesman preferred to deal with state-owned
enterprises over private firms because the former have a clearer
mandate to negotiate I,ith ouc:;iders  and can pressure nationai ‘banks
and other government agencies to get the specifics of contracts
“moving” (these “specifics” including import licenses, authorizations
to transfer foretgn  currency, and registry of technological contracts).

He recalled a trip that he had once made to the state-owned
copper mine in Chiquimata, Chile, for the purpose of convincing the
nationalized mine that it should continue to purchase its control
instruments from Foxboro. This engineer-manager employed interest-
ing arguments. Under discussion was the cancellation of orders from
Foxboro and a contemplated switch to Siemens, a German competi-
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io-. ~The Fo:~boro rqlresrntative  argued that if it were true rltat the
United States could control Chile :hrough its transnational  iorpora-
[ion:;.  i:hat was  to s:op Germany from doing likewise through its own
companies’? h?oreover,  how could Chilean5 working at nationalized
mines bc completely sure that ITT did not own stock in Siemens and
\vould no! wc!come gaining, through that company, a different
foothold in Chile once its telephone operations were expropriated?
The imp!ici: \~a/~!c  wciation here made explicit by my interlocutor is
!!:a! a sc‘r)!!l:t!-:;  cannot counter dependency just by Icokizg a! appcar-
ancc~.  To him, it made no difference if a regime \sas communist,
strc~alist,  or capitalist as long as his own, and his company’s, liberty to
opcratc wcrc rcspcctcd. The second ingredient of “harmonious tech-
n<)iogy  trawl’cl-.” he added, is the existence of unambiguous rules for
ba:~:;ainins  alid doins business. The precise formulations articulated
hcrc 1~~ one person reflect the general attitude of TNC personnel
wo!.kirug  in the Third World. Such people resent insinuations that they
arc tied to “capital&i” regimes: all they ask is “the freedom to do
business according to clearly defined, and observed, rule.<.”

A glimpse into Foxboro’s flexibility iti technology transfers is
g,ainsd  i’t-om  a visit to a wholly-owned service-and-sales subsidiary in
Sa”o Paula,  Brazil. The transfer process (from Foxboro/USA to clients
who purchase in.:;trumcnts via the intermediary of Foxhoro/Brazil)
rests on a constant f!ow of documented instructions for assembling,
operating. maintaining, and repairing precision instruments. Top-
level engineers in most Brazilian process firms read English and there-
fort enjoy direct access to all the technology. For the benefit 01
technicians and skilled workers at the next lower level, however,
Fosboro/Brazil  conducts training sessions around four volumes of
master instructions, updated constantly with new technical informa-
tion and suppiemen!ed  by glossaries of technical terms sent: to engi-
neers in relevant industries. Many instruction manuals have been
transiated into Portuguese. Moreover, the enlightened director of the
Brazilian operation sought government approval for his training
program as a credit-granting technological unit. He has also urged
SENAI (National Industrial Apprenticeship Service) to send its pupils
to his own course free of charge. Another modality of “technology
transfer” said to benefit not only clients but also “‘the larger cause of
Brazilian development” is the sponsorship by Foxboro of mobile
courses, running from a few days to six weeks, for such entitier as
Petri br&, the government petroleum monopoly. According to this
Brazilian director, a manufacturing plant in Brazil had berome (by
early 1970) a necessity for Foxboro. The major contribution of a plant
is not in m:.qufacturing itself, he explained, but in improving the
trair,ing  of one’s own manpower. To him technology transfer is
“simply a question of economics. But it takes time and money to train
manpower, and it can be done best in your own plant.”



Because F;cxboro  depends on large process-industry investments,
tbs size of it: potential markets is severely limited. Its area manager
for Latin America estimated in late 1973 that the Latin American
market for precision instruments was approximately $35 millicn
annually, of which Brazil would account for $15 million. At one time
the company had captured 60% of the Chilean market of some $3
million annually and more than half of the Argentine market, then
estimated a: approximately $5 million per year. Therefore, in periods
of str~ess  or tmnsition,  \rhat “‘carries” the company is often a contract
:vi!h a sing!e large state-owned enterprise, as was the case with YPF
(Yacimicntos  Petrolit’eros  Fiscales) in Argentina and CODELCO
(C‘orporacion del Come) in Chile. One of the company’s main selling
points is that it provides something more than quality equipment or
even srrvicing  of that equipment. Especially in power industries (the
firm has “instrumented” more than 500 power installations in the
United States, Canada. South America, Europe, Asia, Africa, and
Antarctica), Foxboro often assumes contractual responsibility for
overall system performance. The company is especially proud of its
power-oriented computer system, PEIR (Performance Evaluation
and lnformaiion Reduction).

Even a summary ;>rofile  of Foxbor~c’s  approach to technology
transfer would be incomplete wiihoui mentioning the impact of even
the :lightest  research irnprov~ements in its instruments. One highlight
of my several visits to the home factory came when an engineer
dismantled, in my presence, a liquid-pressure gauge. His gesture came
in reoly to my question, “What makes a technology competitive?”
The technological “forward edge” in this instance consists of a metal
diaphragm in the center of which a small quantity of liquid silicone
has b<,en  Inserted. The diaphragm and the entire gauge roll even under
slight pressure changes. But although this silicone-filled diaphragm is
the key to Foxboro’s competitive position in this instrument, the firm
has nil patent on the diaphragm, for Foxboro’s real lead is in a highly
refinf:d  welding process which no competitor could duplicate in less
than six months. And by that time Foxboro would already have made
further incremental but significant gains in refining its welding
process.

This example illustrates the “fluidity” of incremental technologi-
cal mprovements obtained from research. The lesson for Third
World rrzgotiators  is that what Andean Pact specialists call “modu-
lar” technology is something dynamic, not static. Ultimately, only the
ongoing capacity to register parallel incremental improvements can
enable a “receiver” of technology to implement a poiicy  of disag-
gregating technology packages into their component elements. This is
probab!y the most significant conclusion to be gained from the
Foxboro example which, to all appearances, is a reasonably successful
technology transfer.

99
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The present example illustrates the criteria of a well-known US
consuitant firm in diagnosing one specific set of technological prob-
!ems  at !he request of the government of Brazil.!’

In the case under rev#iew  a final “operations” contract was never
signed. Nevertheless, the preliminary study conducted by Arthur D.
Little, Inc. (ADL), under contract to the Ministry of Planning of the
Go\crnmcnt ot Brazil, is instructive on three counts:

(a) it brings to the surface the values of a prestigious internation-
al consuttin&g  firm

(b) It explicates several assumptions as to development priorities
he!d by the client. the Brazilian federai gove:~nment.

(c) it raises broad questions as to the “appropriateness” of
decisional technologies habitually favored by international consultant
firms.

One reason for the Brazilian government’s interest in the project
was the desire of the Medici  regime to publicize a !arge and sensational
achievement  before handing the presidency over to General Ernest0
Geisei in early 1974.‘?  Contract feelers were first tendered to
Brazilian authorities in 1972 by ADL’s  Rio de Janeiro office. Food
experts in t!re company’s Cambridge. Massachusetts, office subse-
quently refined terms of the project. After the probable impact of a
cold-chain food system upon broader socioeconomic activities was
explained to them, Brazilian officials began to show interest in the
study. These officials stated as their goals for the project: to promote
export earnings, to engage in greater regional food distribution, to
control inflation by gaining mastery over fluctuations in demand and
supply of food, and to achieve greater income equalization (although
they never explained how equalization could be achieved). The federal
government also expressed an interest in building central installations
where refrigerated an,d frozen foods could be stored, thereby reducing
waste and controlling peaks of supply and demand.

The preliminary assessment made by ADL and published in the
two-volume report cited in these pages required one month’s work by
a five-man team in Rio de Janeiro. The follow-up study recommended
by ADL would have cost more than $700,000 and required fifteen
months’ additional work; it was never contracted.

As discussions began, both partners agreed that Brazilian consult-
ants lacked the time, the experience in general-systems approaches,
and the objectivity required to plan a comprehensive cold-chain
system for the country and to assess its regional impact.

inasmuch as the larger, second stage of the project was never
implemented, I shall confine myself to analyzing elements of the
preliminary study germane to the three points mentioned above.
Afterwards I sha!l briefly assess ADL’s  operational style (transcend-
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i:rg the scope of this single example) in conducting diagnostic activities
which bear on technology transfers to the Third World.

ADL’s pre!iminary  report assessing Brazil’s needs in a cold-chain
food system was presented to the Ministry of Planning in August
1972. To date (June 1977) no decision has been taken in proceeding to
t,he next step, a detailed feasibility study prior to implementation.

A cold-chain system (CCFS) is defined as

that portion of the food-distribution process and infrastructure
which reduces and maintains perishable commodities at lower
tha.n ambient temperatures from production up to and including
storage with the finai consumer. A CCFS can theoretically exist
for each commodity, and an overall CCFS can theoretically exist
for- all perishable commodities.‘3

Actor-ding to the ADL.  report, the rationale for arguing Brazil’s
need for a CCFS  centers around the following general objectives:

(a) to reduce food loss  through spoilage
(b) to encourage food production in areas where facilities to con-

serve food are presentiy iacking
(c) to provide greater flexibility in the distribution of perishable

foods thanks to refrigeration and frozen-food transport capacity
(d) to create sound st0rag.e capacity necessary for storing sur-

pluses so as to control fluctuattons  in demand and/or prices
(e) to enlarge opportunities for farm people to sell their products

in distant markets
(f) to endow the country with the ability to compete in world

exports
(g) to reduce public hearth hazards posed by spoiled or infested

foodstuffs
(h) to improve nutrition in the national diet
The Brazilian government concurred in the vtew that these goals

would bring clear benefits. ADL consultants adduced still further
advantages to installing a nationwide cold-chain food system, claim-
ing that developing a CCFS would:

(i) increase productivity in agriculture by increasing the demand
for goods and services required for building and operating a cold-chain
food system

tj) demonstrate to producers the value of improved technology
and efficient management of resources

(k) reduce domestic demand for imported food products
(1) lead to long-term price reduction in some foods through more

efficient handling
(m) stimulate wide distribution of income by bringing regions of

Brazii  now VirPdaiiy outside the market economy directly into that
economy
(These objectives are listed in the report under the rubric: “Cold
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Chair Food S!;stem Would Contribute to Brazil’s Development
‘ii-Ofl~~~l.‘~!

Which vaiue assumptions pertinent to development emerge from
the report? The arguments used to convince the Brazilian government
that it “needs” a CCFS illustrate the “vital nexus” among basic
vaine opiions, preferred development strategies, and concrete policy
(in [hi.\  case, a poiicy ior food conservation). One way to clarify value
assumptions ii to pose critical questions about declared goals. An-
other is to compare espl-essed objectives (either e.xplicitly  declared or
rsvc,llcd in inter\icws by negotiating parties) with detailed targets
prc~entc~l  c!scwhcrc  iti the report and cognate documents. A third is to
cvalua~c  a concrete case in the light of broader criteria, such as those
proposer  by IV;III  Illich  in his works on education and health.? Illich
a>nsiders  it counterdevelopmental  to attempt to satisfy real human
needs (like the nerd for education, health, or food) solely through the
pro\ihion of specific packages of goods or services which are then
symbolically  presented to people as “the only w2.y”  or “the best way”
I(.) meet  those needs. His rationale is that these proposed “packages”
~i\uall:<  entail high social costs or exclude large numbers of “needy”
p~~)pl< 11-0111 effective access to the very goods which allegedly justify
pro\,iding  the packages in the first place. It is instructive to review
bl.iefly  some implications of the CCFS project in this light.

No one can quarrel with the objective of reducing waste through
spoilage or of introducing rationality in the processing, storage, and
transport of foods of animal origin (meats, fish, eggs, milk products)
and of perishabl: fruits and vegetables. Nor can one dispute the
assertion that cold-food handling should be initiated at the source of
f6od production or that

the system should be integrated, with links between ice makers,
shippers, truckers, other transporters having equipment for con-
servation ‘of cold foods, cold storage facilities, processors, dis-
tributors and marketers of perishable products requiring cold
:.torage and/or handling.”

13ut the vital question is: Who will benefit from all this icfrastruc-
ture? We glimpse the answer when we are told by the consultants that
“if the system is to be fully successful, single-family units should be
equipped with refrigerators and freezers as well.“‘b Whatever may be
the subjective intentions of the consultants on this point, the design of
a system whose full success presupposes the existence of family
refrigerators and freezers automatically excludes from the pool of
potential beneficiaries the poorest masses who suffer most from food
spoilage but are unable to purchase refrigerators or freezers. How,
then, can it plausibly be argued that the creation of an adequate
cold-food chain will lead to the evening out of income distribution?”
ADL officials queried on this point replied that the “evening out” of
income they had in mind is geographical: agricultural regions would
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,+itt a rciaiivciv  higher share of national product than before. But
they inrikc no attempt to analyze income-distribution effects of the
CC’S on segments of the population within agricuituial  areas.
Moreover, it ib not e.;iden; how the design system would allow Brarii’s
agriculturat poor to improve their diet or gain access to better foods.
@I; tht’  coiltt~ary,  one can reasonably fear that an incieasing  propor-
tion of resou!~ces  avai!able  for food-growing, processing, and distri-
bution wilt be pt~e-errtpted  by that “modern” sector of the economy-
no\’ e\pandcd to include a CCFS-which  already places many basic
g,o<~!s  and scrviccy out of reach of all except the more privileged
scciol’s  of the population. A bias in favor of meeting. the wants Of
those with t7rcscnl  or futut-c  purchasing power is thus implicit in the
very  rcchnotogical  diagnosis  made of the problem. Moreover, incen-
ti\,cs to t~!Odu~~li~n  arc weighted in favor of “quality” producers, a
cut’heniisn:  fcit. n~itldlc  farmers and large agribusiness firms. Thus we
t-cad  that deficient  cold-storage capacity for meats causes farmers and
ranchers to suffer, esnecially “ranchers who work IO develop a
high-quality hog”; they cannot sell their hogs for a premium “be-
cause the distribution system cannot carry the premium quality
forwar-d  10 the consumer with certainty. because of lack of an
ailequaLi  cold-chain food systcm.“~”

The ial~gua#~  employed in the ADL report illustrates a general
l>rincit3lc  discussed in :I later  chapter: namelyY  that modern tech-
n~logics  have an innate tendency to favor the rich to the detriment of
those in greater need. The fault is not traceable to lack of vision or
social responsibility in Arthur I). Little’s professional staff; it is
inherent in the veiy technologies consultant firms are best trained to
ma,nagc and transfer. Onlvz the recognition by “technology receivers”
in developing countries of the existence of this systemic bias can even
lead them to question the social impact of such proposals.

The CCFS under discussion also favors large-scale investment
and leaves unexplored the issue of whether smaller, decentralized
applications of capital might prove more congenial to the professional
goals of the project. After surveying more ihan 1 .ocO beef-slaughter-
ing ~O~SCS,  ADI~. consultants discovered that fewer than 10% of them
~OSSC~WJ  UIOCJUII  refrigeration facilities, a deficiency directly related
to the scale of uni!s. More than 56% of the units slaughtered less than
ten head Per day, and only 1207u  had the capacity to slaughter more
than lf)o animals per day. The food experts concluded:

Such small businesses cannot readily afford the fixed investment
necessary to provide adequate chiiling or freezing facilities: in the
absence of legal action by the governments, they would seldom
consider such an investmenr.19

Once again the assumption is made that large-scale operations are to
be preferred Over smaller ones. If this is SO, it then becomes plausible,
perhaps even unavoidable, to channel infrastructure investments in
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wayi \clliih ~‘~IVOI~ I;II-ye agr ibus iness  unit>  a! the espcnsc oi’ sma l l
i)!o(!UCCr\.  liia~much as tlx Brazilian government likekvise  endorses
tliis  outlook. :XDL judges that, contractually speaking, it is meeting
iti clitn:‘s nwds.“’ ‘The relevant point is that the choice of diagnostic
techno!og)-  ot’ten  prejudices outcomes. Throughout its report ADL
place; exclusi\:e  emphasis on high technology, as when we are told
~ii:u a C‘C‘FS “will provide a strong impetus for hi@ technology cattle
prOclLlCiiol1  iI? il:e;li i;lcrc remo\.cd f rom consuming SeIIterS.“”

[II !h:~t,  ei’i’orts to “se!l” the complete cold-chain food system to
ihcir clic~i~,  Iii!:  AIll. cor.su!tants  paid scant heed to the needs of poor
1rur;11  tn;~ws.  ‘I‘hcy  apparently rave no thought to the possibiiity  that
p;~~.ti;li  c,:oltl-chaitl  sy\trms adapted to local crops and purchariiig pow-
(‘I Ii:i,glil  pro\‘c titorc appropriate.  Morcvver, t h e  report emphasizes
prod~k~iio~l for ux)~.Id riiarkcts,  arguing !hat more meat mus: bc pro-
dtiL,cd  i11 ordcl. to mt’c!  export demand. Brazil’s dearth of intrrna-
iiollal-quality czporr facilities for frozen foods is cited as proof that
l/It zolitllry “nCc2ds ” a CCFS; nevertheless, elsewhere in tile report it
i> achnowlcclged that equipment in cold-chain units is “difficult to
Inaintain” \h;hcli  it is of foreign  manufactitre.2’  The consultants also
l’liit  Iy clc;larc Ihal  more tneat should hc consumed by Brazilians,2’
ot’l’crilt::  IIO analysis of relative tradeoffs between acreage planted
willi  :!raiii to bc used for animal feed  and acreage devoted to crops
allowing hut~n consumption of protein lowct-  on tbc food chain. Still
;rnothcr important value is implicitly endorsed in the statement that
the fro/en-  and refrigerated-food infrastructure  is a “subsystem of
the ialgcr ;tyribusirws (or agri-industrial)  s)~stcm.“:’ The appropriate-
ncssol’a<,‘C’FS  is tl~usjustifiedby virtueofirscomy,atibilit);  as part and
pal-ccl  31’ a Iargcr  system:  it “interfaces  with the international market,
and with the durabic anti non-durable service SecFOrS ot’ the general
cconon1~.“~‘

No;\\ithst~~,,di~i~  thme claim, noted earlier, that a CCi’S would
reduce Brazil’s need to import food, the report takes it for ganted
t Rat “imported refrigerated and frozen foods leave the CCFS from
many points in the system.“2h Nowhere is the reporl more question-
able, howcvcr,  than iit its claim that the CCFS will contribute to
incomc cqualizntion,  judged desirable because “inflation has a more
were ct’fect  oti lower income proups.“Z’ One cannot but be skeptical
of this assertion in a document totally oriented toward high purchas-
ing power--as  bvhx the cktlt is told that it must prepare for expected
dmand  fot ‘TV dkners or other i~~~~o~runr  frozen food items.“‘*

What emerges clearly is the conclusion that even responsible
consttl~mc  firms such as Arthur D. Little--whose top leadership has a
genuine social conscience at the international level and whose self-
image is that of an enlightened, tolerant company where bright people
have great freedom to be creative?‘-do not carefully scrutinize the
larger value implications of international wnsa!ting.  Aithough they
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locate consult.ing  at the “cutting edge” of developmental activities, in
practice, according to one .ADL official, their predisposition is simply
“:o see if we can do a job for clients who have money to pay.”

Many sensitive consultants are aware of discrepancies between
the moralistic rhetoric of “helping” underdeveloped countries
achieve their,  genuine goals and the commercial reductionism of their
dealings vvith gov’ernment  agencies or priv>ate business in these coun-
tries. But such raiue tensions as those brought to light in this cold-
chain cast seem to be a natural omgrowth of the manner in which
consuitant~ compete to transfer their diagnostic and prescriptive
tcchttologics  to the Third World.

Notwithstanding  these discrepancies, which ADL openly ac-
knowlcdgcs,  the firm remains optimistic about the future evolution of
t-elations  between consultant firms and less-developed countries.
Company leaders favor regulation-largely self-imposed-of trans-
national corporations to make them more responsive to legitimate
social pressures. And ADL is confident in its ability to stay in the
forefront and avoid what it calls “pedestrian” technology Contracts.
One basis fer its optimism is the firm’s strength in “management
fKlll~OlOg~,‘* the application of which opens “tremendous opportu-
nities in many countries.” The real problem here, the company
explains. is to shorten the time gap between the discovery of a new
technology and its applicarion.  So as to reduce this gap, ADL devotes
much energy to the marketing of technology. In the race to market,
however, consultants testify that they cannot indulge in the luxury of
questioning the valut’s  of their clients beyond the point of assuring
themselves of two conditions: that the work requested serves honest
ends and that professionals can engage in it without betraying their
code of professional integrity.

This case study of the cold-chain food system suggests, however,
that vital sysiemic  value conflicts can easily be overlooked if these two
principles are applied in isolation from wider norms of social respon-
sibility. (To restate an earlier point, there are many important social
“externalities” that are never “internalized” in the process of trans-
ferring technology.) ADL is keenly aware of this danger when it
evaluates the hchavior of individual enterpreneurs  in a *client country.
While reviewing trends in private enterprise within Brazil, for ex-
ample, ADL experts  detected mu& dynamism, as many firms were
building new cold-chain food units. But although these innovators are
to be commended, the ADL report adds, “their prime interest is the
financial future of their enterprises; they have limited reason for
concern about the technological coherence of the system as a
whole.“1o One must turn ADL’s evahtation back on ADL itself and
ask: Why are you unconcerned with the coherence of Brazil’s develop-
mental system as a whole?

My argument, in short, is that even such a laudable goal as “tech-
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nolc,gical coherciice” of the system is too narrow a framework within
which to tt,ansfer  clc<isional technology. The vita! nexus requires that
tcchno!ogical  coherence  be linked to development strategy and the
basic value options of the society in question. The coldchain study
sugg,ests  how difficult is this task.

Case 4: Toorism. Technology, jad Values

Unlike tnose preceding it, the present case study bears on the impact of
tc<httology noi in a specific project but in one .seuor  of activity. The
foilowing pnfcs highlight value dilemmas posed by technology trans-
fers in the tourist indus:ry.

A wide array of technologies is used by promoters of interna-
tional tourist activitics.3’ These include transport technologies, pubiic-
relations tcchniqucs,  image technologies (films on tourist sites; special
cab!e,  t-adio,  and mail installations; etcetera), construction technol-
ogic:;  (tar hot&, restaurants, amusement centers. holiday villages,
resort installations of all sorts, recreational infrastructure). manage-
nicnt technologies,  financing technologies, and recreational technoi-
ogi~:s (for special facilities like marinas, golf courses, swimming pools
and for special functions such as organized visits to archeological
sites). Food and cold-chain technologies also figure prominently as
adapted to supplying tourists with “international quality” food and
refrigeration.

No single technology, however, is so important to tourism as the
intangible skills of fantasy creation, a specialization which the French
cultural historian Andre Malraux claims characterizes Western mod-
ern civilizations.!: The public in rich countries is massaged, with the
help of multiple technologies, with images designed to induce it to
spend money on tourism, preferably in poorer countries. Happiness is
surf, sex, and sand. Alternative fantasy-creation takes the form of
reducing culture, history, religion, and archeology to bring con-
sumer o0jecr.s  rather than internalized subjecfive  enrichments.
Through the bias of image manipulation, promoters of tourism give a
content to the “notion of desirable development” for the populace in
host countries. Tourism, more than others, is one investment sector
wherein value considerations cannot remain externalized with impu-
nity; they mtlst be internalized. The problem has often been ignored,
even by “experts.” To iiltlstrate,  World Bank specialists, in a 1972
document, defend their policy of employing

the same criteria in evaluating a tourism project as in evaluating a
project in, for example, agriculture, mining or manufacturing. A
Itourism project is considered appropriate for Bank financing
when the economic rate of return is at least equal to the
opportunity cost of capital in the country in which the project
is located.”

This purely economic approach does not lead to the choice of
a tourism policy supporting sound development, a fact acknowi-
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edged by recent World Bank documents. The report of the Inter-
Am&can De\~clopment Bank, on the other hand, is sensiriv~e  to
these prob!ems. We arc told therein that tourism brings its own evils
and that three speciai problems concern tourism in South America:

(1) In smail island economies in the Caribbean. the net social
benefits of present patterns of tourist developments are exceedingly
small.

(2) Disruption by large-scale tourism of the economic functions
and structures of smalier-scale economies is substantial.

(3) Generally tourism is more capital-intensive and more genera-
tive of import demand than has been thought the case in the past.‘”

That all is not well even when tourism is “successfui”  is also sug-
gcstcd by a study, published by the Organisation  for Economic Co-
opet-ation and Development,  in which governments are urged to diver-
sify the economy of rural areas by promoting “rural tourism”; to
imbue tourism policies with a “social content” (protecting consum-
ers, increasing the accessibility of wider sectors of a population to
recreational facilities, and conserving nattrral and cultural beauty);
and io grant the public a role in planning tourism so as to protect tts
interest:,.”  No industry caters so blatantly to the wealthy and middle
chsses as does tourism. Worse still, it strives mightily to induce more
modest spenders to convince themselves that they too can afford
“luxury” vacations. Most promotional and analytical literature
stresses large-scale, mass tourism with little regard for equirableL
access or larger issues of social justice?

What, then, are the argumenis for a country’s investment in
tourism’? First and foremost is the proposition, expounded by lending
agencies and consultant firms even jn poor countries, that tourism is a
beneficial source of foreign currency. Superficially, this may be true,
but such income is subject to immediate drainoff  through numerous
leakages. Among leakages identified in the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank study are expenditures for imported goods and services
consumed by foreign tourists (most tourist promotion creates or
reinforces the “needs” of foreign tourists for imported goods),
payments of interest and amortizatton of foreign capital, payments to
expatriate workers, costs for training abroad, and imports of capital
goods for the tourism sector.“’ A more intangible cost is the pressure
placed on poor local populations to imitate the consumer behavior of
tourists, thereby generating new levels of local demand for imported
goods. For these reasons, the ner foreign earnings from international
tourism are sometimes less than 45% of gross foreign-exchan,ge
earnings.‘”

The second argument invoked to justify tourist investment in
poor countries is that it creates jobs. But, if we are to believe the
World Bank report,

even for many developing countries where tourism has become a
leading foreign exchange earner, the sector’s output cortstitutes  a



i.i.l:~tivcly smail portion of the GNP and employs  directty  only a
snra!l par! of IIK labor force. It is often claimed that tourism is
rclati\:cly labor-intensive but the available evidence is not concIu-
ii.+jC  i)l, this point.”

112oreover,  there is something particularly shocking about luxurious
ii~istallztioni in iocaies of mass misery. Eecognition of this scandat has
1e.l  many governn;enis to seek ways of “integrating” social remedial
investments  with their “development” of tourtst resorts. One proposal
rlcs;ribe:;  the imbalance between luxury tourism and generalized
sq~.~alor  in t!lese terms:

“fhc d~wclopmcn~  of Acapulco as a tourist center and as an urban
:md regional iommunit,y  has not been balanced. It is estimated
ihat of !75,000 inhabttants  of the port, 105,WO live in iow-
incornc Ir,ci,ghhorlloods  which are largely without adequate fwblic
:tnd  ~~run~c~pal  services. The contrast between the low-income sec-
tions and ihc milieu in which tourist actirities  take place has
become more stt iking in recent years, primarily as a result of the
riw in the economic status of tourists and of migration to the city
from surrounding rurai areas. The rapid espansion of the
tout-is111 :sector  and the growth cf the low-tncome ~o~~t~iation
threaten to crcatc a situation of conflict.

The coexistence of tourist zones with depressed areas of the
city and the region could give rise to social frictions and even to
curtailment ot the inflow of tourists, with effects on the regional
and .national  economy.“’

There is no need hem to detail the complex manwvers which ensued;
briefly,  the Mcxicnn govermnent agency in question negotiated sever-
al alternative contract modalities with US consultants, at first with
proposed World Bank financing, later without it. The point is that
Mexico’s government chose to ignore structural imbalances resulting
from a defective tourist policy and to deal merely with symptoms.
Tourism revenue in Acapulco had dropped rapidly because the bay
was being polluted by open sewage systems. But for poEtica!  reasons
t,his  was not acknowledged publicly because Miguel Alem&, a !;ormer
prcsiilcnr  of Mcsico and no\v ‘“tsar” of tourism in his country, owned
CsIcnsiLc  tourist properties in Acapulco.

‘This type of coni’iict  between developmental values and tourist
technology---at planning and managerial levels-has led some tourist
professionals to plead for a “nevv tourism” designed to promote the
development of the populace at tourist sites. This jnteresring  move-
ment has made some inroads in the Caribbean area. Its principal
theorist is Herbert Hiller, whose objective is “to resolve the contradic-
tions between tourism and development,. . . to ask in what way
tourism can be supportive of development.‘“’ Although tourism in-
vestment in poor countries is presented as an aid to developnisi;:, zn
initiai contradiction is apparent in the fact that tourism promotes the
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values and technologies of only the industrial rich world and its
leisure classes. For Hiiler  a second value conflict !ies in the inabi!itv~  of
the general populace at tourist sites to control the tourism fioiv: “for,
after all, “progress” non depends on the aff!ucnce and leisure of
tourists from other lands. A third difficulty arises from the apparatus
mounted hy the tourism industry in order !o “industrialize” the
I&are of tourist,s in markctablc  ways.

In posilivc  terms. Hiflcr  urges placing the dcveioprner~t of the
pcoplc of tiosl  tourist sites at ttic heart of the tourist equa:ion. Hex
can the people’s  objectives be met’? he asks. By what kind of tourism
011 whal scale, in vvhat patterns? Priority must go to rhesc af~.jectivcs:
optimizing local self-sufficiency, utilizing ti-ade  (including  tourism) to
increase domestic bcncfiis from local resources,  and dclending  focal
culture as a valid csprcision  of adaptation to natural  rcsoctrcc~  and
constraints. In his uorc’.s,

The objectives or development will include establishment of in-
stitutions and sy~nbols  of cultural adaptation to rhc resource en-
vironmcn~, the in!egrity of loyal communities. the in~~~t~ncn~  of
our )i\:cs in purposes loi:n)ly  sanctioned.

Uttimatcly,

The success  of tourism will  bc measured by hovi  well  these and re-
lated objev~tivcs  are supported through the energies of ihc loiat
community in organizing for the prcscnce of visitors.

Hilicr’s specific proposals include: people-to-pe~~~~c  progranis;
the creation of local and national tourism cooperatives; the masinnn:~
use of iocal products in accord with local tastes: the encouragcmenl 01
locailv scaled businesses through direct contact betvvrcn crafrsmrn
and v&tots; thr fostering of tourism in rural areas: the provision ot
tourism-related training programs at community and national levcels;
measures to exclude tourism from communities not \vTanting  it; r,he
preservation and improvement of historical sites; and the dispersal of
visitor activities throughout broad reaches of the community.

“New tourism” calls for marketing strategies which focus on the
+ialiry,  not merely the quantity, of visitors. To increase ~hc real
incomc of host /x~plc/uliorts (not simply to fill the coffers of host
,eovenl,nen~) becomes a major objective. Hiller  encourages hospi-
tality toward certain caregories  of visitors who would contribute to
understanding berwcen their cultures and that of host countries:
students, minority groups, emigrants from the host country, persons
with occupational or hobby linkages to the receptor countries, and
educators. Much of Hiller’s vvork aims at changing images among
travel-marketing professionals of ” what tourists want” and at sup-
porting efforts by tourist-dependent societies, particularly in the
Caribbean, to institute new tourism policies which serve local inter-
ests.” An eloquent statement of these aspirations comes from the



former prcmicr nf the unspoiled Caribbean island of St. Vincent,
Jamcu F. Mitchell, who wxe in 1973:

Ai Prcinicr of my state, you will pardon me, i hope, if I appear
I:ot too anxiow  to,grab the easiest dollar. The tourist dollar
aloriz,  unrestricted. ts not ,worth  the devastation of my propIe. A
ciiuf'l:  y MsllC:I.i!  rile people have  lost their soul is no longer a c‘oun-
(r-l’-, and not \\ortli visiting.“

Nobi 11c~1.e i5 tile “inr~pprc~priatctlcss” of mass-scale tllarkcl iecb-
i~!io~,i~~  t\\orc ;rpparcnt than in tourism. This is ivhy Hiller  wa:lts to
repiaix the “lii!!tl-rcciirlolo~~  hotel” With  cliher forms of construction
;111d wrvicc\ which support the development oi‘ poor lands iwavil>
ticpr:ntlcnl upon tourism. I.ittle ccidencc exists. however, tither iu
:3I’!‘iciitl  pr~l~lic;~tio!:s  or in the reports of private consultant firms, that
io\.lrist  tccI~~~oIo~ics  and marketing  procedures are beirw subordinated
:c) ihc pwperiy  tl(~l,c,/op,n~,lru/  needs of host counrryer  or eyen of
I~iti\~\tri.>liLctl  nations with “export” tourists. In the hope of intro-
tiu:.:il,!!, cowcc!Ivcs to bankrupt philosophies of tourism, the ‘*ne\v
Iollrirl~ll” school aualy~cs the benefits accruing to tourists themselves
V~,IICII  they llavca nlorcgeuuine,  de\-eloptnent-fosterin~espcricnce  with
lnc pcopic whose lands they visit. “Piety tourism” obviously empha-
C/US ti~c \.aluc~  OK local cultures--viwed  not statically but ipl a sel!-de-
l’itl,:d  dc~clopmcrital  dynamism. Yea the true leisure iieeds of tourists
tbGnicl\~cs  arc sccu to clcpend 011 rcspcct for the hosts. ‘This emphasis
st;iwls iti ;::::rked  coutrxt  t o  the positiot; ol “leisure  scientists” like
Mix Kaplart and their patroni,  w h o  concentrate  ori esperimenting
wilh “leisure wmmunities” for the rich in the hope,  of findins new
paradigms of a ~‘humunirin~  utilization” of leisure time.” As Veblen,
Pieper, de Grazia and Huizin_ea  long,sgo pointed out. leisure has been
the privilege or the rich.“ Nevertheless. their consumption and
symbolic patterns largely set the style for less opulent classes. Mass
tourism, thanks to the technology it employ and the values it
channels, is rapid!! making all forms other than mass-consumer
III~~LIC'IS  01’ dcvclopment  nonviable in countless small and vulnerable
wcieties.  In fact, as presently conducted and financed by most inter-
naiionnl deveiopment  agencies, tourism actualiy institutionalizes sev-
eral c.olcllretdevclopnletital trends, among them:

0 excessive dependence on outside capital
0 a divisicn  of labor \vhich casts nationals in menial jobs and

foreigners  iti loftier mariagetnent positions
* an excessive reliance on imported “international quality”

goods and services
* the pre-emptin: of attractive natural resources for aliens, to th2

frequent exclusion of nationals
e the over-commitment of limited host government funds to pro-

viding tourism infrastructure, at the expenx of vital services to
the needy local population
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3 legislation tavoring foreign ownership of tourist facilities
0 the trivialization of cu!tures and peoples by tourist “images”

which, as manipulated by promotional technologies, empha-
size superficial delights in ways damaging to local identity and
dignity’”

In~rrasingiy,  however, hos: governments are beginning to alert
thcmel\,e:; to the cxccssive value sacrifices :hey are making when they
:ILW~I  technology  t!nnsfcrs on the terms of the international tourist
Il1~r~i!;,liltliscI.i. And some of them are taking steps to devise alter-
nativcb. Marc and mc)rc  people in the Third Worid are coming to
recozni/c tout-is111  xs “poison in a luxury package.“” The chief merit
01' t!w “new tourism” briefly profiled in these pages resides in its
prac.tic:tl  cl’forts to show that tourism need not be thus. The choice for
p,>:.!r cl>llntries  endowed with tourist attractions is not: Either repudi-
ate tcuri~m or sell out your culture. Instead the lesson is: Promote a
nc\v  form of tourism m~hich is both locally developmental and
iiumanly enriching for outside tourists.

?i”liscellaneot~s  Short Cases

Widely difl’erini!,  circumstances, preferred operating styles of individ-
uai companies, and technical constraints within each branch or sector
of indu:,:ry all condition modes of technology transfer. In addition,
varying degrees of stability in techt:ologies  theti~sclves also constitute
a major variablc,in transfers. Although exact coefficients of stability
C;I~IIM  be a:signed to specific technologies, practitioners agree that
some technologies are relatively stable, others highly volatile. The
importance of varying stability in technologies is illustrated in the next
two case studies.

Among firms visited by the a,uthor, ASTARSA (Astilleros  Ark-
gentinos Rio de la Plats,  S.A.), an Argentine shipbuilder, stands at
sne end of the scale-that of stable technology-whereas the Cabot
Corporation, a US manufacturer of carbon black, deais in unstable
technology.

A. Slable Technology: Dredges

ASTARSA, the largest private shipbuilder in Argentina, has, since its
inception in 1927, built more than 130 ships, ranging from tankers to
auto/passenger ferries and specialized cattle-carriers,‘d  Other fabrica-
t.ion lines include pressure vessels for metallurgical industries, heavy
machinery of all types, locomotives, earth-moving equipment, and
army tanks. The company designs most of its own tooling machinery
and remains technologically competitive thanks to a policy of diversi-
fied licensing with foreign firms.‘” Most ASTARSA licensing agree-
ments cover jllst a few years, because the firm’s own engineers,
technicians, and skilled workers are not experienced enough to benefit
fully from their training visits to the plants of their licensing partners.



~~‘(jil‘,eC~lli’lIIl!;,  :2SI.ARSA r arcly needs to renew licenses once these
cupire.  AI l?rcsenr  th/\ firm, which employs some 1,500 people, holds
licct!il:\ with Gcncral Motors, Caterpillar, Ellicott hIachine  Corpora-
iii)ii, and M.W.  ticllogg in the United States;  Usines  S‘chneidzr,
AI\Ihom. kfarGl-iel  de Traction Electrique,  and Socie’t6  Aisaci&ne de
Co1!‘;trl~il:1ioil\  ?~l~c;~!~iclues  in France; Vickers  and .lohn Thompson in
Fn~iai iI: anil V\‘c:I~L~spOOr  iii Holland.

Ihou~h it i\ 1~ imarity a shipbuildrr,  ASTARSA has diversified
irllc)  ~2i~tti~ni~l~il-~  equipment, railroarl:;,  petrochemicals, mili tary
cq11lplliL~llI. ~III:I  l~~ctallur~y  in or&r to offset oscillations in demand
l’iir  11:1\,;1/ c~,,il Iruclioli  which couid lead ,to seasonal uncmploymcnt.
I’hc l’il.nl  h:!\ ;I \\ell-trained cor;x ol’ m~orkcrs and does not wish IO see
I;:v!I: ~~I,!~I!I~,III!;c,I~I ilul,itlg  portions of the year.  Its technicians  have
ait.catly  ai~~iiniiatcd  most imported technology and are now able to
~c~ri~ply 1, ith I’abri~~ation standards set in codes of the American
i~.x:it:r::  l’or ?,lcL~hanical  Engineers, British Sieel Standard, American
I’ci!~olcum  li~\liiutc, Interstate Commrrx Commission. and Tubu!ar
l~,,\L~li:!ll~!cri  hlaiiul’:iit  urei-s Association.

One of ASTRRSA’s  licenhors, the Ellicott Machine Corporation
I~icatcd  in Baltimore.  specializes in a form of technology which is
I?i$!lll\, st:;blc. na~l~cly,  the manufacture of dredges and dredging
m;itcGal~.  “’ ~i.1;~  sclcction, d e s i g n , building, and maintenance of
drcdgc~ is a I~ig,hly s;xcialized business requiring wide erigineering
c\pcricI:cc  and cc;!lstanii~ varying applications in field work, design,
production, and servic;ng. Each dredge must, in a sense, be “tailor-
made.” Lliicott. a tr;xlitional  firm created in 1885,  has representatives
and licenqees i~i seventeen Latin American countries. Its arrangements
with ASTARSA incorporate several interesting features.

As background. it thould  be noted ihat although El!icott favors
licensing in general, it faces restrictive legislation in Argentina requir-
ing that national products be used when available. Therefore, the
company cannot sell its dredges ready-made. Even licensing poses
problems hecausc of high duty (lOOViol and the legal prohibition to im-
poi~  certain dredge parts (e.g., complete engines) normally purchased
by Ellicott from Gelieral  Motors and Caterpillar. Thus constrained,
Ellicott in 1963 signed a licensing contract with ASTARSA (for five
years and extendible thereafter) to build dredges. ASTARSA needed
a license becatisc, notwithstanding its capacity to build hulls and
power systems, the company iacks the technology to build satisfactory
winches, pumps, ~,.utter  assf:mblies,  dustpan heads, and engines. The
government prohibition on importing engines fabricated by General
Motors and Caret-piliar  is rieutralized  by ASTARSA’s commitment to
thr Argentine gavel-nment that the relevant equipment will be taken
out of the L’ount.ry once the dredging job is finished. (It is current
practice in large JGbs to shift dredges to other sites.) Interesting
procedure: arc observed in bidding for jobs in Argentina: Local



lict7~bcc\  ar’c il:c‘  Ilrime bidders on gov2rnment jobs, \vhile outside
liccn:.ors ma? coniract  s.sith  licensees to supply specifications and
kno\v-how.  as ueil as a set of modules and winches.

Of interest :I.) :hc present  study is the relative ease and speed with
which ASTARSA acquired a high degree of technological autonomy.
.The  ciiicf reason is that practically all the technology used is stable,
~h:t! i\. it chant;cs  slo\vly. Shipbuilding employs mainly product
rcchnologics cn~hotlicd in tools and machinery; not in fluid processes.
Sal’ciy  ;IIIL! pl-c&inn  are the key variables, not packaging,  consumel
;i~~~~;~c~i\~encss.  or cart of transportation. Ail thrse factors make 1’01
rciati~.c  stalhilit:,~.  And because all ASTARSA licenses include full
visitation privilege>.  to host plants, local capacity to improve upon
licc~~st-d  machincr\  and finished parts has developed rapidly.
.L\SfARSA  IIO\~,  hullds all its ships with its own technology, \\ith the
solc  exception of the know-how, covered by the Ellicort license, for
rhe construc:ion  of special dredges. The Argentine shipbuiider’s rea-
sons for importing technology  are reducible to two: (1) ASTARSA
lacks the market volume to warrant deveioping its own technology
(sales volume is especially vital in the production of capital goods),
and (2) each of its ships must be especially design<-d  and custom-made.
13cca1w  \pcciali/cd dredge technology  had to be of the highest
:,tunlity;  ~~cco~~~‘sc  was had to Ellicott.

As a matter of general policy, ASTAKSA’s managers believe
that, in castis  of joint-cquit; participation, initial technology provided
by foreign partners should be viewed as part of the investment.
Co~~seq~~cr~rly,  payments should be made only <or xbsequent  im-
provements. In the case of improvements made b>! local licensees,
compensation should be made to them in the form of royalty
payments by the original supplier of the technology. They also judge
royalty payments, in general, to serve as counterincentives to
inventlv~e  adaptations. This conviction explains why, in cert.ain cases,
ASTARSA has deciined IO renew a license; the company would rather
srimulatr /ts WVII  personnel  to find equivalent iechnological  solutions.
Overall, both ASTARSA and Ellicott expressed their satisfaction with
the technology-transfer contract just outlined. The general lesson to
be drawn is that such compatibility is quite easy to assure when the
technologies conccrncd are relatively stable.

To ground out the picture, it should be added that Ellicott
~o~~ducrs  about 5W’o of its total business in underdeveloped countries.
I-he company wllc freely in Brazi!,  where no restrictive duty is in force
and where import licenses are easily obtained. Although Brazilian
legislation is similar to that in force in Argentina, the interpretation
given by officiais  in Brazil is much looser. El!icott also does a
corisiderable  business in Venezuela and Colombia but very little in
other Andean Pact countries-Chile, Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia.
(On: company official. while discussing the criteria adopted by the
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firm in its technology-Lransfe:  policy, explained that Ellicott has built
nolhin:: under !iccnsc in Colombia because the skill level in that
coun:~y  is not yet sufficient for building dredges.) Generally speaking,
howe\:ei.,  dredging markets are growing rapidly in many parts of the
Third Wxld, especially in Latin America, where large projects are in
p!-~o~rc~,  ii1 minirig. dam construction, port modernization. river-
n;~~ lg::rior c!c\ciopmrnt, beach-resort improvements, and construc-
ii,)11  of ncn aiiqx)rt5. The technological edge enjoyed by Ellicott
rcsid<s  Ixgcly in the quality of its dredge modules and the supporting
~~lcclI.onic  qiiipn~~eiii  uwl to contiwl  operations at each step of
cll.cdgins.  ‘rhc compmy  has pitineered  a production meter which
ofl’cr\ III;~II~  berlcfits  not previously available to the industry, such as
tiiwc~  :cacl;~q\  01’ velocity  and specific gravity of materials being
pumpc~lY  instantaneous production in tons per hour, and total
ic~tln:~~c  01’ material pumped. Ellicott has also introduced a new
containerized portable dredge which greatly reduces transpottation
~(JSI\ ;~+nd nlohili.~arioli-demobiliratioii  time. At its R&D site in Balti-
more.  llllicorr  has t’acilities  for simulating almost any conceivable
problem cnvironmcnt. Notwi!hstanding  the basic strength of its
dl.~!d~ill~  operations. howcvcr,  the company, like twu~y others operat,-
ink: ill \~ablc rechnolo~ical sectors. has diversified. It presently has
holdings iit couplers  for railroad cars and wheels for trucks and
~xilm. power-control equipment for nuclear generating plants and
o~hcr facilities,  and  equipment for tension-stringing and construction.

‘The ASTARSA/Ellicott  licensing agreement illustrates condi-
lion5  under which succcssft~l  !echnology  transfers may take place.

w. unsl&le T e c h n o l o g y :  C a r b o n  Blnrk

Founded in 1882, the Cabot Corporation had become by 1947 the
largest producer of carbon black in the United States and by 1950 the
largest in the world: Like mos! large transnational firms, it has
divcruified  and now derives its income from Lhree main sources: per-
I’OI~~I~~~IIC~  chcmic;IIs (including carbon black), energy, and engineered
ptw~w~. These page:;  concentrate  exclusively on carbon-black opera-
tions, wherein rcchnology is subject to freqxnt and rapid changes. Of
pa~~icul;~r  intcrcst is the insistence of company officials on the
dominant role played by technological leadership in maintaining a
compclitive  edge.

Carbon black is obtained from a heavy, aromatic, residual fuel
oil, with natural gas serving as a secondary source (or, as it is termed
in the industry, “feedstock”).  More than 90% of carbon black used
goes to rubber applications. A tire for a passenger car contains six to
seven pounds of ‘u!ack;  an al!erage truck tire, twenty pounds. Other
uses include pigment in inks, paints, plastics, and paper. In addition
to six manufacturin_e plants in the United States, Cabot has produc-
tion units in Argentma, Colombia, England, Canada, France, Ger-
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many, !ta!y*  and Spain. Cempanyoutput  of carbon black accounts for
almost 25?% of total world production, excluding socialist countries.

T,.-‘---I,  I-*’ *‘,i’--,-  c~* ;-r-l -h$lenges in the carbon-black  industry;, LL L,,, u d<sy iaLL. ,,cLcrur  C...
onr is to produce new, quality carbon black from what is called the
“l.ul-nace” process, which allows manufacturers to phase out the
“channel” process that is now becoming obsolete thanks to rising
prices of natura! pas. What appear to be minor technological im-
pr~.i\~en~i’nts  often iead i0 new products, specifically, varieties of
carbon black with novci or improved applications. Cost competition
ii a third tio~nain  irk which technological breakthroughs produce
langibic compcri!ivc gains. Process technology (used to prepare the
black) merges with product technology (the resultant black has
dil’fcrcnt properties t‘or reinforcing rubber or serving adhesive func-
tions in norlrubbcr mixes). Cabot’s research concentrates on extract-
ing iarger quantities of black per ton of feedstock, on finding addi-
tiol?al  uses for nonconventional feedstocks, and on synthesizing black
from liontraditional  processes. Pertinent to this study is the effect
such volatile technology has on the mode of transfer nperations to
less-developed countries.

Company o,Yicia!s  interviewed endorsed, unanimcusly,  the view
Iha\ \vili)Il)‘.-o\\:r~,~ti  subsidiaries are the preferred channel of technol-
ogy transl’cr.  Under thi$ arrangement, “technology transfer becomes
almosr automatic, and questions of licenses  and royalties become
purely academic.” Government pressure in several countri&. bow-
ever, has led to accommodations. Cabot, accordingly, now accepts
joint venturc:s, holding 50% equity in Malaysia and Iran, 49% -in
Australia. 40% in The Ne!~herlands, and 1Ooia m Japan. its ,4rgentine
and Colombian plants arc wholly-owned, and the company contem-
plates building a nc~ facilit?  in SZo Paulo, Brazil. Cabot fears, how:
ever, that legislation imposing remittance ceilings in these countries
will “eventually cramp the company’s style.” The new Brazilian
venture will include less than a 50% equity for Cabot; the company
insisted on this ciausc “in order to be able to charge a technical service
fee to the Hraziliarr affiliate.”

When ask,ed  their opinion regarding the aspiration of many Latin
American countries to acquire their own restarch  and development
capacity, officials replied that it does not make economic sense for
subsidiaries, or for poor countries, to build their own R&D installa-
tions: these are too expensive and scale does not justify investment.
More importantly, Cabot wishes to maintain control over its own
R&D. Having one’s own laboratories allows one to plan ahead, to be
the first to reap the benefits of technological breakthroughs (crucial in
a “volatile technology” industry such as carbon black), and to assure
access to technological innovation. In the absence of one’s own R&D,
competitors might choose not to sell the company and the new
technology. Concessions had to be made in negotiations with Japan



bt~~cause  of that coumry’s huge market. Cabot licenses its technology
tilzre in two separate contracts: one for existing know-how. another
ff?!.  F,,,l,TP  Lnnr3;  h.-r,r;.U.“.. I..,“.. .,“.._ Because carbon black is a “high specialty”
p:odu:t,  i! is sul-iject  to constant shifts in product quality. But the key
10 y~/i~.v  ir technclog~,  and iherefore, control over technological
ci,anpe is the kev to market advantage.

Cab01 ot’ficials  declared that there are three channeis  whereby
Ic.5.clevc!opcd  countries may improve their basic bargaining positic,ri
/!I Ic~:!lll!do~~!::

* nl0t.c  &m:~nding negotiaiion (as in Japan’s case)
e tougbcr commercial terms for raw materials (in imitation of the

OPEC countries)
* l~obcs into new  areas of technology development (for example,

solar energy)

Tlrey  claim thaw many undiscovered technological “‘points of lever-
ct:lc” exist which poorer countries could readily exploit. Although the
company rcfuscs IO grant licenses to Eastern European countries
because thev insist on the right IO sell in Western European markets,
Cabot rcm;!ins  co:rl‘ident  in its ability to adjust to cbanei~ng  demands
1‘1.~11  al1 types of governments. And notwithstanding-its desire to
retain technological  control, it praises efforts by Brazil’s National
111stltutc  for Industrial Property (INPL) to set up a computer data
bank on technology.“

The Cabot Corporation exemplifies the competiti\Te. albeit
urbane, sophisticated, and “socially responsible,” international com-
pany. Opinions of its officers here recorded, although personal and not
neces::arily  reflective of company policy, a;‘< nonetheless confirmed
by my observation of company practice. They suggest some correla-
tion between the degree of stability in a technology and the ease with
which licensing arrangements can be reached with host countries.
They alo imply that new ground rulrs for negotiation are possible
whenever weaker partners utilize cost gains realized by scale produc-
ticin  IO invest in new  technologies.  Although volatile or unstable
tcchnologics  may he more highly competitive than stable ones, minor
gains realized therein can be more quick!y  capitalized in a broader
market. ‘This explains why the company searches for greater flexibility
in esploiting such gains. To facilitate the msk, the company grants its
two R&D laboratories, located in the United States and Cireat Britain,
relative freedom to concentrate on problem-solving of their own
choosing.

We are left with no doubt as to the intimate link between R&D
and marketing strategy. And contra1 over technological change is
more vital, in the long run, than short-term profits generated by
diffused technological hcensing.



C. 5uii~~~g Up R&D Capacity: The Case of USM

Third World governments seek not only to control technology trans-
fers from the rich world but also to identify how competitive research
facilities are set up. One US corporation, USM,‘?  ilhtstrates bow a
large R&D installation can be created thanks to the convergence of
several factors: the vision and perseverance of company officials,
unusua! circumstances (in this case created by World War II), and a
period of “icarning by doing,” which holds interesting lessons as to
the alleged difficulty of new technology.

Long bcforc R&D became a corporate byword, USM bad
achieved leadership in private industrial research.” One farsighted
official in the company had built up. by the late 1930s.  a team
of 400 people engaged in research related to the company’s sole
product line, shoe machinery. This official, nevertheless, was con-
vinced that a one-product company could not long survive, and he
began preparing for future diversification.

When World War II erupted, United Shoe Machinery’s research
director, so as to avoid losing those he calied “his bright young men”
to the military draft, turned over I,O the US government his entire
research installations and team. The armed services, along with other
government agencies, accepted the offer. The research team, then
numberint~ 500 people, later peaked, at 726 W’orking under contract,
the team r,rudied  everything from gun mounts for B-29s to anri-air-
craft computers, solid-fuel  rockets, control systems for torpedoes,
gyroscopes, and lyind tunnels. In the words of one engineer: ‘“Our
ignorance proved to be a great asset. We were forced to take apart
computers and other pieces of equipment which we knew nothing
about: to learn what m!lde them tick; reconstruct them; and design
improvements to solve the problems laid at our doorstep. Our team of
eager-beaver kids started from scratch, played around vvith comlplex
problems  like light spectrums and radiation. Although this kind of
research was over their heads, they quickly learned that solid basic
research conducted by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
would help them. They learned when they had to.”

The speed with which this team mastered intricate technologies
ot:tsidc its speciali& fields under the pressure of direct problem-
solving in a climate of incentives based on “helping the nation” is
noteworthy. No less instructive is the decision taken by the R&D unit,
after the war, to refuse further government contracts and concentrate
on special problems faced by the parent corporation. USM research-
ers noted that they had not done any work for several years on their
own industry. shoe machinery. On the other hand-and despite this
lapse in development--the company’s retention of a virtual monopoly
in leasing shoe-manufacturing equipment made it increasingly vulner-
able to a protraction of its long history of being “taken to court” on



anti!rust suits. T‘hc priority task was obvious: to diversify the
L’ompanv.  By ;955 top managers had become sympathetic to this idea
because they had had to sell off much of their centralized opera-
tion. And so, as part of its diversification strategy, necessary in
order to survive ;,cnd  remain profitable, man.;gement decentrahzed
ctltrtr<rI  and acqui.,rtion  in accord with technological R&D break-
~hr(lt1~~11  capaci1.y.

1111: pt’o~ch?.  althoug,h finally successful, proved difficult: even
;r t’t1.r rc:~~~‘;rrclt  opetmtions  were organizationally separated from devel-
Itt)ttt<*trt,  it took years  to move away from prototy:)e development to
general-market production. The “long and difficult road“ to viability
incluticcl  a decision, reached after much debate, to decentralize
iorporatc rcsca~-ch itself and to create separate laboratories for each
01 rhc contnany’s major product divisions: machinery, adhesives, and
fasteners.“ Yet, today, a single senior research officer coordinates all
eil’ms, “cross.-fertilizes” the laboratories, and links separate group
prior-itics  to overall  corporate decision-makers. The firm’s 1973 annual
report speaks ol

a dcgrce of synergy in the group’s operations wherein a machine
may bc tle~loped  m one location, the tec!inotogy  shared with the
rest of the organization, manufacturing takes place wherever
optimum quantities can be produced most efficiently, and the
end product marketed whcrcver in the world the demand and the
opportunity cist.‘”

The company sees the “emet-eence of Latin America as an economic
Lmlit\ *’ and the “stirring oi’ C‘hina  and the opening of its economic
hot-clers”  as promising signs that its decentralized R&D policy, allied
to a “global approach” of coordinated marketing, will be amply
vindicated.

Company officers leave no doubt that technology is the source of
their competitive edge. The greatest edge belongs to multit,echnology
wmpanies able to eliminate obsolete technology lines and create new
ones quickly. III tttcir view, used technologies are highly appropriate
in many Icss,-deccloped countries, but their introduction is resisted by
politicians 1‘01. ertrinsic reasons. Technology exchange with competi-
tors and clients is like a chess game: “One must be in touch with
opponents, hut not too closely. ‘Keep them guessing’ is the watch-
word.” Their advice to policy-makers in less-developed countries
reads: “There is 110 way of stopping technology transfe:. Perhaps you
can contt-ol these transfers. But if you cannot, don’t try to stop them.
Instead, concentrate your efforts on finding ways of benefiting from
tneni.”

USM experience is interesting on three cotmts:
a It iilustrates the multidimensional potentialities of having a

basic research infrastructure, particularly its capacity to ac-
quire mastery of unknown problem areas by trial and error.
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f it points to the value, within the firm, of the “Sabato triangle”
strategy-linking policy-makers dynamically with producers
and researchers.

) It confirms the dominan;  role played by shifting technologies in
the marketing strategies of a large, transnational corporaiien.

The company is more articulate than most as to its own role in a
transnationa! world cccmomy.  We are told that productivity improvc-
melif  is the majol- instrument for achieving economic growth, in these
woi-11s:

USM is convir~ccd  !hal productivity is the path by which the U.S.
can best make itself  competitive with low-labor-cost countries.

Better productij;ity  creates more jobs through real economic
expansiorl, holds down inflation and enables high-labor-.cost
countries io compete with low-labor-cost nations.‘.

IP. “Appropsiale ” Techoology  for Poor Peasants

In lhr Alto Vatle (Upper Valley) region of central Bolivia, severai
Qucchua peasant communities are experimenting with new modes of
economic activiry.  Small villages clustered around Tiataco and Hua:.r-
cnli  have adopted forms of producer ci,operatives which depart in
scvet-at  important respects  from conventional modeis.‘7 Their ap-
proach to t,echnology  ittascraies several important values germane to
this study.

The economy of this dry plateau, located in the province of
Cochabamba and tlie site of much a?.rned  violence in the Bolivian land
reform of 1952, is 5ared largely on subsisterrce agriculture around a
proiein-rich native crop known as quinoa.  A >ew years ago, an
indigenous movementl still of modest proportions, arose with the goal
of diversifying sources of economic income in 2 manner which would
help revitalize Qucchua culture and self-identit!’ In the words of one
of the movement’s leaders:

Cuiturat development  of the people has two elements: the dyna-
mization  of the buman potentialities and the cultural values of
the communiry, and the assimilation of technology and science
at the service of the cultural deyelopment of the people.”

The two’ villages jus: mentioned have launched two cooperatives:
one to produce ceramics for sale, the other to make rugs, ponchos,
and other marketable woolen artifacts. One broad objective is to
improve the et:onomic condition of the entire community, not merely
that cf members of the cooperative. This commitment to communal
improvement helps explain certain decisions reached after arduous
debate.

The first decision is that new technology will be judged “appro-
priate” only to the degree that the community at large is able to
understand and control it. Specifically, the ceramics cooperative



decided in Decrmber 1974 not to introduce small electrically powered
kilns into the \,illage. The background against which this decision
was made is this: Traditional ovens use twigs and wood gathered
locally for fur!, bur such sources are now becoming scarce.‘” More-
over, this iuel produced uneven temperatures on the inner surface of
:he kiln, a failing incompatible with good-quality ceramic surfaces.
,An  outc.idc  cidvi:xr  io ihe cooperative had, through simple esperimen-
~;~!ion,  dix<1vc’l-cd a simple and workable electric oven. Nevertheless,
Ijli\ s/x.cil‘ii  tcchn:)logy was rejected because it necessitated bringing
I(~) ~hc i,iliag,c  a portable electric generator which only the cooperative
would  at’l‘ord  and which only a very few people could fully understand,
maintain, and repair. The principle invoked to justify the decision was
1 blat ~>nl\;  those !echnologies are “appropriate” which are in harmony
>.\irh  :m:ient Quechua rural values of mutual help and sharing the
hcl,cl’its  ill all improvements. .4fter  iengthy deliberations, it was
decided IO adopt a kerosene-fueled oven and to experiment with
ways  01’ improving the refractory (or heat-insulating) properties of
Io~al clay. ‘The reason behind the choice is that all villagers already
po~sscd prior experience with kerosene, and even the poorest among
them could al’l‘ord the kerosene oven.

‘The second principle Lvhich departed from conventional norms
practiccti ~II cooperaiives  affects the distribution of net surplus
earnings. llerc again, so a5 not to create social and economic distance
hcrwcen the producing cooperative and the larger village community,
it w;\r  decided to assign a share of the surplus to all members of the
\.illagc,  whcthcr the!; belonged to the cooperative or not.

Both principles have been applied in the woo! cooperative as well
x5 1ha1 dediccitcd to c e r a m i c s . Interestingly enough, the peasant
associations receive partial octside funding.“’ Moreo\zer,  the local
cooperatives are fully aware of their need to receive limited “technol-
ogy transfers” from the outside. Nevertheless, for reasons pertaining
to the re\Jita!iration  of their cultural values, they have established a
pi-actical  criterion for exercising control over the entry of outside
Icchnolog,y into their community in ways which harness it to their self-
perceived broader value goais. The operation is admittedly small in
scaic’ and has not yet proven its Gability  over long periods of time.
‘flu15 far, nonetheless. it clearly illustrates an important principle
cspo~~nclcd  in a thcorrtical vein elseir;here in this book: namely, !he
e.uistencc  of a vita1 nexus among value options, development strate-
gies, and concrete  policies for the acquisition and assimilation of
technology. These Quechua communities in Bolivia have deliberately
and explicitly chosen to subordinate technological efficiency to their
wider and more basic cultural needs. They ha\-e translated ancient
Quechua ideals of solidarity and mutual benefit into a working
insttxment to guide decisions of a finzxia!  and technological nature.
Mrrtuii\  /n~runrlis, it is precisely this kind of approach which is



required even cf policy-makers in macrodecisional arenas. However
modest in scope, the Tiataco-Huayculi experiment is qualitatively
important and has value 10 others as a paradigm.

E. An Experiment in Transferring Technology within a
“~Developed”  Country

Several approaches tried within t,he United States to transfer rechnol-
ogy from one cei‘;or  of activity to anothe r shed Gght on constraints
~nei in less-d::veioped countries. Especially interesting is the technoi-
ogy rransfcr program conducted by the city government of Tacoma,
Washingt,3n.  xnd known as Totem One. This project, funded by the
National Science Foundation, the Bureau of Standards, and private
business, aims at enabling a municipal government to institutionalize
[he transfer of technological innovations made in the aerospace
industry to :,uch  municipal operations as firefighting, court-schedul-
i:igj personnel management, ,development-planning!  information Sys-
terns, and, law enforcement. Dual emphasis is placed on adapting
hardware and developing new operating procedures.

‘The prc:lject  is described in publications issued by the office of
Tacoma’s tezhnology  coordinator.bz  A few of the principles which
guide the Tctem One program are worthy of attention. According to
joint evaluaiors,  the best technique for achieving technology transfer
from the Boeing company to the City of Tacama is the “process
approach.” City personnel and aerospace technologists work together
to cievelop mutual confidence. Out of such daily contact come
projects and applications which are simultaneously important to the
rity and lie within the company’s technological capabilities. The city
has learned that it is furile to have technology salesmen look at its
needs; what is reauired is daily proximity and collaboration between
technologists fron,  the transferor company an,d officials from the
transferee city government. Most important, the privat,e company
must share the financial risk of shaping, techr!ological  adaptations
which can be used by the city. The city wil:  not purchase new
technology unless the supplier has successfully harnessed the pre-
existing technology to some city operation, with clear indications that
money wi!l be saved or efficiently increased.

A wide consensus now exists that technology developed by
privat~e industry in the United States is not being optimally used
outside industry. Hence, financial support from the federal govern-
ment or private foundations is needed, in most cases, to ,subsidize
technology transfer to cities. The number of cities which are receiving
such support and attempting to replicate, at least in part, the Tacoma
experiment, is growing rapidly. Thus the city itself comes to be viewed
as an urban laboratory. The lesson is that, even within the United
States, technology transfers do not function simply on commercial



marker lines; governmen!  subsidies and deliberate policy inter\-ention
ore rcqui~~ed. All the more reason why promoters of transfer in less-
de~.~rlopecl  countries should recognize the role of deiiberate science-
and iccllnology-planning allied to subsidies operating outside pure
market mechanisms.

***

Tcchnoio~v  policies are discussed in later chapters. Eefore theyi,
arc. IIO~~VL’I-,  some a:rrmpt must be made to assess the price paid in
trial dislocation and human suffering by “receiving nations” for
iheir technology transfers. This assessment, however tentative, must
lake into accoun: the constraints at work in the mechanisms and
~:II;III;IC~S  ti,r technology  transfer from industrial to Third World
countries.  These mechanisms have now been examined, as have the
ct-itet-ia employed by transnational  corporations as suppliers of tech-
nology. .And  the case studies concretely illustrate the workings of
!!VX mechanisms and criteria. The high price paid by Third World
Locieties  for technology transfers is the topic of the next chapter.



Technology imports severely tax the hard-currency reserves of poor
countries. A recent United Nations report

places the direct cost, consisting of payments for the right to use
patents, licenses, process know-how and trademarks, and for
technical services needed at all levels from the pre-investment
phase to the full operation of the enterprise, at about %I .5 billion
in 1968, and further calculates the cost to be growing at a rate of
about 20 percent a year.’

This, estimate is probably too conservative. An editorial in the
Brazilian newspaper A Voz do Brusil  dated 3 January 1975 states that
in 1974 Brazil alone spent more than one-half billion dollars for the
acquisition of product technology in the form of equipment and
machinery. Therefore, most Third World nations seek to import
technology at, lower costs. Many measures adopted by Andean  Pact
countries are explicitly designed to lower these costs.’ Financial costs
of technology are ilot, however, the central issue; more important are
human and social costs of technology transfers.

The aim of this chapter is not to measure but to call attention to
these costs, for technology transfers are often discussed as though.
they did not exact heavy social sacrifices. Even if they cannot be
eliminated altogether, these costs must be carefully weighed when
decisions are made. Special attention is given to ‘the following
considerations in evaluating social costs of technology transfers: their
degree of compatibility with development goals, their impact on the
quest for greater autonomy, conflicts over equity and social justice,
the creation of jobs, and considerations of ecology and demography.

Compatibility with Development Goals
Technology Transfers: Aids or Impediments
to Achieving Basic Development Goals?

The relative priority of goals any society pursues in development
is central. Although general statements of goals are found in develop-
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mc~~t  p!aw, in practice ;?lanners  make preferential choices indicating
to which categories of people grearer mareriui  wrlfnre--a  typical
general evai-;;  likel)~  IO accrue. For instance, if a policy of favoring
hra\~;- industry is adopted to the relative neglect of agricultural
sectors>  it may be that importing “high” technology from transna-
tional corporations in a channel of transfer fully compatible with this
goa!.  If. wnverscly,  the priority development goal in Cowtry  X is to
cqutt!i7e incomc~ mong social classes, importing technology via
ordi~!ary  ch;mnc/s may prove contrary to the desired objective. The
diil’i~ruity  is coinpor~ntled because national deveiopment plans often
hide budgct;~ry priorities behind generalities about higher material
>,taildards  and Just,ice  for all whereas, in fact, they favor limited
,sei‘tors  of the population.

Another ;II-O;I~  soal usually sought by development planners and
politicians is to endwr their country with “tnoderrr” ir@mrrwrure:
modei-rl  schools, an efficient public bureaucracy, statistical services
and ;i tas administration, good roads, electric power,  potable water,
and communications systems. But countries vary in their preferences
;ts IO the Jcgree of concentration of infrastructure investment. If the
choice is made to decentralize  widely, to crea:e secondary and tertiary
urban poles of development  and offset tbe exaggerated pull effect of
the primar’>~  poles, then conventional technology transfers will prob-
ably conflict with this goal.’ The reason is that TNCs prefer to invest
where modern infrast!-uctures  alreadv exist, and they are enthusiastic
about the “small” markets found ‘in many underdeveloped areas.
Hcncc their reluctance to invest in secondary or tertiary poles. Even
when their role is simply IO liccnsc technolog:;  to LDC clients, large
‘TNCs  f‘a\.or large-scale national ;;artncrs.  Thus do prevailing modes
01’ technology rransfer  place obstacles in the way of decentralized
investment policies by LDC governments. Because possibilities of
conflict abound, those w-ho negotiate the acquisition of foreign
technology need to examine the impact of their acquisition on efforts
to decentralize infrastructures, especially those supportive of indus-
trial activi!y.

A third developmental objective often explicitly or implicitly
in\:okctl by planners is the rrumfortnuticwi  Q/‘ wives among their
populace. Literacy campaigns, the educational system, and general
dissemination of certain images of the good life (smaller families,
mow spacious homes) are designed to change people’s aspirations,
values,  and behavior. Yet influential decision-makers often fail to
assess ihc “coefficient of impingement or: values” of their p:ojec:s  or
campaigns. Vaiue options of “modernizers” within a country, and
the popular reaction to their choices, will  determine whether the tech-
nological values imported along with products, processes, and exper-
tise will harmonize or not with development values sought.

A fourth development objective often professed is welfsusrained
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,growth.  But is c~~~:lint.tal  importation of industrial tcchnoiogy  from
transnationa1  corpora~io~~s  consonam with this goal? Two issues need
to be examined: (aj ih: shift in the locus of balance-of-payment
difficuities  frotn imporr substitution to payments for technc!ogy  and
(b) rhr bias t.owards a certain kind of growth inherent in competitive
corporate techno!ogics.  How “self-sustained” can gro\vth be if it
depends on massive imports of technology for its dynamism? Ho\\
lot,tg  ntus~  technology  bc imported before ir can be produced locally?
(“I’roduLx!cr  locai!:“~” means produced under national control for
ili.tti<>nal  purposes. ~tot mekly  produced at Iocal installations \vhich
rctnaill under tite contt,ol of outside firms. Steps for creating research
and development facilities  in underdeveloped locales are proposed in
later pag,cs.)  ‘The pertinent point is that a high price ii paid I’OI
imported  technology  in part because the factors \vhich make for
conti;iuccI clep~ndcn~y arc conkierably  reinforced by continual reli-
ancc on outsi& suppliers of technology. Robert Girting correcti]
:,tates  that “the transi‘x of technology has proved to be a subtle and
pcxasivc mechanism In the preservation of structures of dependency
i l l  l!lc nid Worltl.“”  But s u c h  a n  cffeci  i s  n0i iiiiriiisii i0
lcchnoli~gy pa se: il merely  etisucs from prcscnt commercial modes of
technology  /wrt.~,fiv:s.  TechnoiogI.ies  sold by TNCs favor growth Lvirh
huge  x~tlc., high coti~cnlration, and built-in oh~olewxw.  Each of
these features  may prove to bc hntide\‘e:opmenlal  and inimical to the
dcmandh of dis~riburivc justice.

The cwa/ion c)J’johs is yet ano her widely professed devek~pmenr
ob.jec~ive.  Yet is is doubtfut that modern rechnoloev  can contribute to
increasing employmen(.‘  .los6 \I’alrer  Bautista V&l, Secretary fot
Technology in Rt-xii’s Ministry of Industry and Commerce, has
declared that ltis gowrnmenr  does no1 expect to be abie to reduce
unemployment irt !he primwy or secondar!! stsc‘lors  but mainly in the
tertiary (services) sector of the economy.” Therefore, he concluded, it
is futile to advocate labor-intensive technologies for industry. To
adopl such tcchnolopics, he added, would simply render Brazil non-
compelitive in world markets. AI least Mr. Vidal recognizes a
possibk conflicr bc~wct~  job-creation as a de\&pment  objective and
currcni ~cch~:olugy  transfer practices oriented away tram rcrriary
scc‘Iot’s,  so I ha:, in the Brazilian case, one catxiol  point to an
inconsistency bct\~cen the cou1:irv’s  overt employment policy and its
~tppronch  to !cchnology.  Any crikism, if warranted at all, must be
directed 10 both. One remains skep:ical,  however, as to the capacity
ol‘tl~c  sccontlary  (manufacturing) sector to create new jobs at the rate
~1‘ 5?0 yearly, as largeted  in Brazil’s Second National Development
Pian (1975-79): Brazil’s recent performance suggests that employ-
ment policy is adversely or favorably affecied by the mode in which
technology is acquired from abroad.

The economic intqeratior?  qf disparate sectors and repions  within
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One ~CIILT;II  io~~cluiio~i  e m e r g e s  unmhstakahly:  SucrQkrr it! rcwhin,~
rhric  ,r~oc:!s  ui’i’ i!.sitrill.~~  p u r r  o f  the price pnirl  .for itrrporrin,r  trdrnoi-
c.y!r~s  ,:rom !/W rid7 worid.

,Moc!e.s  of fmpedimenf:  Direct and  Ind i rec t

i~~;.Ii-:l1c:.II:oic, if a:witica11!;  conducred,  technology transfers can
acill;l!i~  i!!,/x'de  ihc ~k:ilieve:llcnI  of stated  de\~elopmew  goals in
nrtn,ct.ous \~~:tyi. At 1 itttcs  the acquisition of‘ foreign technology  runs
dirccti,~  counter to the *rated objective, as when a decentralization ot
211 “intcrmetliate  poles” policy is sought. In these cases success is
sal~tagcd  by importing technologies designed for large-scale, central-
i/cd i)pc~~itt  ions ~ivlticli are wasteful, expensive and inoffecti\~e  in
clccciitraiizct.l  sites. Under other circttmstances  prevailing modes ot
IcchnoIo~y  acquisition frustrate dcvelopmcnl goals indirectly by
ptc-cmpting a disproportionate share of scarce public infrastructure
funds. ‘This is the case in Brazii.‘”  There, in order to subsidize
pcjlcntialty  cl‘ficie~il  (reao: “comprtitive on the international mar-
ket”) large industry, the government has invested iarge sums in j3iO-
\,,iiiiiig  in1’rasiruclui.c in transportation, communicatton,  tas privi-
Icgcs.  import crcclit, and site facilities.  These sums are thus removed
l’rolii  itltcrnaii\c  uses more congenial to other categories of productive
xtivity.  This is t hc complaint voiced by promoters of rural deveiop-
mcnt 21s well---they  arc chcatcd, if oniy by defauh, of their due share
01‘ public investment.

A third way ~II which standard modes of technology transfer
interfere with dcvelopm~nt objcctivcs  is by! building into the change
process the cxactiou  of too high a social cost for the achievement of
certain cbjcctivcs. The Brazihan  case is once again illustrative. No one
cm dmy the country’s spectacular aggregate economic growth in the
L.Tt decade. (The World Bank sets Brazil’s average annual growth rate
[in GNP per capita) for the years 1965-72 at 5.6%.ii  With population
grow:h occurrin! at an annual rate of 3.2070, the gross rate of growth
lpcahs  at appr,~xtmately  8.8nl,,  high by any standards.) Nevexheless.
the elections of I5 November 1974 and subsequent political events
have rcvcatcd a widespread feeling, in Brazil that the price paid for
such grolvtti i s far too high: pohtical censorship and repression;
“selling out to ‘TNCs”;  the neglect of the poor North East and the
agricultural sectors, generally to the advantage of the already rich
Center-South indus!rial  areas (around the so-called “industrial tri-
angle” comprising the cities of Rio de Janeiro, $50 Paula, and Belo
HOI izonte); and the placement of the majo: burden of the growth on
the lower classes. No simple comparative yardstick exists for deciding
when the human price paid for economic growth is too high, and one
can easi!y fall into special pleading when evaluating the respective
“human costs” of competing development strategies.” If, however,



those who are called upon to pay the price repudiate it, then that price
is clearly too high. ‘io pursue social benefits at UW-v  price is ta assure
that i ‘rse  benefits will cease to be beneficial: there are cutoff points
at wench  the price paid is too high.

In addition to the general costs attaching to techno!ogy  imports
just out!ined, tkere are specific arenas af overt conflict which must
now be considered.

Technology Transfer and Social Justice

Achieving greater equalit,y or equtty  for the entire population of a
country is rarely a priority goal set by development planners. It is
praised rhetorically, but in practice, as judged especially from budget
allotments, it is unimportant in developers’ minds. Of course, there
exists no sir<le,  or simple, yardstick for measuring “just” develop-
ment, but in general t,erms  true social justice embraces at least three
elements: equality, equity, and pnrticipation.  A development strategy
which stresses social justice, then, seeks to achieve relative equality in
the provision of basic goods and opportunities, is concerned with a
fair dist,ribution  of the fruits of progress, and institutionalizes the
concept that respect must be shown by leaders for the wi-hes of the
people at large. Without my analyzing in theoretical fashion th,e
requirements or the epistemological foundations of societal justice
(others have done this well”),. WC sureiv *understand that on? is entitled
to ask: Who benefits from technology transfers f;om TNCs to firms,
laboratories, universities, and governmental agencies in less-devel-
oped countries--a handful of privileged professionals or la:.ge  num-
bers of :he populace? Unforturl,?tely,  there lie ready at hand no
statistics analogous to those cited by Robert McNamara when he
launched the World Bank on the course of attacking poverty in the
lowest 40% of the T’hird  World’s population.‘J  Little empirical
knowledge is available to help UI. determine who truly benefits from
technology transfers; we are for:ed to reiy heavily on an analysis of
structural trends. Miiller cites a study by Adelman and Morris
showing that greater inequality of income distribution and increasing
concentration of wealth in the hands of the privileged usually occur in
the first years of economic development.” Yet we are given no
information which would help us trace this process of inequalization
directly  :o the technology-transfer phenomenon.‘” Nonetheless, it
seems obvious that if technology transfers do not benefit the masses,
the reason is that they are not designed to benefit, them, but rather to
create ma:ketable  new products and processes. By definition, of
course, a “market” is where effective purchasing power lies-in the
hands of consumers whose basic needs are already met. Modern tech-
nologies are, indeed, best at producing “marketable” goods and
services so expensively priced that they are out of reach of those



most in need. It only follows, then, that transference of these
technologies impedes social jus:i;c o;l cornSouting  nothing !o en-
hance it and, furthermore, by siphonhr  j off resources for !esser pri-
orities. Technolog>, transfers, as now conducti:.  1, tend only to inrprove
the relative position of those who “benefit” directly from them. A:.cl
by bettering the relative position of those already favored. they
worsen inequality. But inequalit,y  exists at many levels: ass&s,  in-
come, consump!ion,  arid  opportunity.

In terms of assets, technology benefits primarily individuals and
institutions ahead:: in control of large amounts of resources. Expen-
sive technologiec canno! he afforded even by poor firms, let alone by
individuals, Mo,st product:; and services facilitated by technology enter
intO the “basket  of consumer goods,” to use Celso Furtado’s phrase,
~!iich can only be purchased by the rich sector”  of poor societies.” As
for levels of income, technology transfers obviousiy reward engineers,
chemists, and technicians mar: generously than the unskilled and, a
J~o.rrio~‘i, the unemployed. At the level of opportunity, the issue is
!inked to the overall educational and training systems entrenched in
given societies: that is, uniess t,hese systems are exphcitly restr*uctured
with a view to making them equitable in less-developed counrri.es,
tecimological  oppi\rtunities in most cases will be n;onopolized by the
tiny apex of the educational pyramid.

As one turns to degrees of “participa&m”  in technological inno-
cation, design, and operation, it stands out clearly that modern “im-
ported” technoiogies  ‘exclude, by definition, unskilled workers.
Nevertheless, most plant managers and personnel officers interviewed
in Latin America declared that the mere introduc:ion  from outside of
a new technology-be it a machine or some piece of equipment-
arouses the curiosity of many workers who want to learn enough to
work with it. A certain fascination attracts workers not otherwise
inclined toward routine technology and serves as an informal vehicle
for intensive training which can quickly lead to “cultural accumuia-
tion,” that is, a familiarity (diffused t.hroughout  the general work
force) with machines, electrizity,  and chemical processes upon which
engineers and other specialists depend.

No discussion of imported technology’s impact on social justice,
however, can avoid the issue of employment.

Technology  and Jobs

The gap between policy rhetoric and reality in job-creation is revealed
tragicomically in the fol!owing  true story told by E.F. Schumacher,
now acknowledged as the “father of intermediate technology”:

I was in a developing country not so long ago and was shown
around a textile factory-the manager was a European, a very
courteous man, and he said he was proud to show me this fac-
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tot’v be: ‘ise it was one of the most modern in the world. I said,
“‘f&fare you go on, can you tell me what’s ba~~e~~~~  outsiae,
because as I caune  through here there were armed guards !here,
and you are beleaguered by hundreds and hund:eds of Afri-
cans. ” “Oh,” he said, “take no notice of that. These are unem-
ployed chaps and they hope that I might sack somebody and give
them the ioh.” i said, “Well, as you were saying, you have one
of the m&t modern factories in the world.” “Oh yes,” he said,
“you couldn’t find anything better.” “How many people do you
employ?” “ Five hundred. But it’s not running perfectly yet; I am
going to get it down to three hundred and fifty ” I said., “So
there’s no hope for those chaps outside?” He replied, ‘“The peo-
ple demand perfect products and these machines don’t make
mistakes. My job is to eliminate the ttuman factor.” i then asked,
“Ii you make such a perfect product, why are you, here in this
wretched provincial town and not in the capital city?” He said,
“it was that stupid government that forced me to come here.” 1
said, “I wonder why?” He replied, “Because of the unemploy-
ment in the provinces.“‘*

Not all modern managers are as callous as the third-person
“hero” of this tale, nor are all stewards of machines enioined to “elim-
ittate the human factor.” Yet no greater source of friction pits less-
deveioped countries against suppliers of technology than the issue of
job-creation: this is the omnipresent abrasive. Arguments are often
phrased abstractly around a,question  such as: Are modern technol-
ogies too capital-intensive instead of labor-intensive? Or: Do such
technologies make optimum use of the abundant local-production
factors (especially in poor countries saddled with excessive labor
power)? ~4lmost  always the answer is negative. But a few refinements
need to be introduced in the discussion.

Louis Wells believes that many less-developed countries could
increase job-creation by using machinery which is not brand-new but
more labor-intensive than up-to-date models. Such benefits, he
thinks, could be obtained without undue sacrifices in efficiency. His
research in Indonesia has led him to several conclusions of interest.19
The choice of technology, Wells asserts, has direct implications for
employment; he claims that, in certain industries, labor-intensive
techniques can provide “more than ten times as many jobs as the
capital-intensive plants for the same output.“*’ But the choice of
technology is not always dictated by a desire to keep costs at a
minimum. Among other considerations which intervene is the easier
access to credit enjoyed by foreign firms. No doubt it is dangerous to
generalize prematurely inasmuch as some foreign plants display a
greater tendency to use intermediate technologies than do certain
locally-owned  counterparts. More interestingly, “the need to produce
high-quality output also [does] not appear to explain the differences
in plant design. In most industries, high-quality products [are]
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produced in intermedi~itc-technology  plants as well as in capital-

p a n t  erds t o  b e  1

itltcijsiie  01je;:.“2’ -urthermore,  the scale of operat,iont  does not
appear to be relat.ed  to capital intensity. The most significant variable
affecting the c!toice of !echnoiogy seems to be the compeiitive
position o!r the firm. 1 ‘here brand image is the basis of competition, a

t f. atively capital-intensive. #hen. on the other
hand, price is the b isis of competition, pressures to reduce costs
drives firms to a more iac?r-intensive  technology. Plant designs are
influenced by the desires of managers not to have to ‘:andle large, and
unpredictable, labor forces, coupled wi:h the bias shared by most
engineers for sophisticated equipment. l2 When pressure from competi-
tion is weak, these managerial and engineering criteria play- a domi-
nant rot<: in the choice of technology. The obvious lesson is that the
selection of technoiogy  by firm managers is dictated by many criteria,
some of which have not,hing to do with the minimization of costs or
the crc-t.ion of jobs. A government can, of course, intervene to
influence the choice of technology in desired directions. Nevertheiess,
even in projects run by government agencies, the criteria effectively
invoked are surprisingly “noneconomic” or “nondevelopmental.”

An interesting study by Harvard professor John W. Thomas on
technological alternat~ives  available to the government of Bangladesh
in the late 1960s for imt,!anting  irrigation tubewells illustrates the
principle. External financial assistance was available and, although
detailed cost-calculations of several types of tubewells were made-
incorporating such variables as drilling technique, power source, type
of engine, type of pump, screen materiai utilized, and the drilling
agent-it was finally decided to use the capital-intensive, less-than-
optimal well. Thomas explains why:

On balance the arguments for the low-cost wells over medium-
and high-cost, appear impressive. With low-cost wells, economic
return is higher, the employment and training effects are greater,
the components of the wells hold greater potential for the crea-
tion of domestic industry and they will provide a broader distri-
bution of the benefits of well-irrigation. This evidence, plus the
fact that low-cost wells were the only ones proven in actual oper-
ation in East Pakistan suggests that the low-cost wells with per-
cussion (or jet) drilling, brass strainers, centrifugal pumps, and
low-speed diesel engine represented the logical tubewell  technol-
ogy for the country. The fact that the Government requested
assistance primarily for medium- and high-cost wells and the aid
donors almost exclusively preferred the medium-cost wells sug-
gests that standards other than those examined are paramount in
the decisions of Governments and aid-givers as the appropriate
technologies for developing countries.*3

What tipped the scales was not economic optimality-or even con-
formity with government policy--but the “organizational require-
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ments of rhe implementing agencies, :ncluding  the aid-donors.““
And 50 a merely satisfactory, instead of the best available, solut~ion  is
accepted because it is familiar to the agencies involved and because it
minimizes risk.

Thomas’s conclusion sheds light on procedures cbserved by most
!,:receivers”  of imported technology~  in underdeveloped lands. Whether
thzy be private firms or public agencies, their desire for organiza-
tional control. their compulsion to minimize risks of failure, and their
infatuation with “modern” technology all weigh heavily in favor of
1101 adopting technologies which recommend themselves on grounds
of job-creation. But in the final instance, the decision relative to
labor intensivity is not itself technological: In most cases where choice
is pobsible, otitside  crite:ia are what will influence the choice of a tech
nology which ultimately “proves” to be job-creating or job-minlmiz-
ing. Thi: does not mean that any given technoiogy is, in employment
terms, mdifferent.  But it does mean that nontechnological values
mnsi bc asserted and icse;.ted into the decision-making process if job-
creating technologies (assuming that these exist and are rationally de-
fensib!e)  are to be chosen. Required is an unflinching commitment by
planners to att~ack the unemployment problem directly with those
technologies best suited to do so. Wells believes that such a policy
could make wider use of second-hand machinery, obtained mainly
from other less-developed countries.” He found the origin of ma-
chinery to be closely related to the capital intensity of industrial
processes (machinery reflecting the factor endowments of the country
from which it comes). Consequently, countries like Indonesia, situ-
ated far from second-band machinery markets in the United States or
Europe, need irr~‘ormnrion /inks to alternative sources such as Singa-
pore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, ani’ the Philippines. Here lies the key to
using mo. c machinery from developing count-ies. Governments
themselves can offer financial incentives to firms which purchase
labor-intensive equipment in developing countries. Duties, taxes, and
credits can all help create or offset competitive advantages. Success
will be limited, however, unless labor-creation and the selection of
suitable technology are related to broader issues of employment
structures.

This link. between jobs and broader social processes is the theme
of a seminal essay by Friedmann and Sullivan.26 Their study is limited
to labor-absorption in nrban settings, but cities are the locus of most
manufacturing industry and the chief importers of foreign technology
other than agricultural and military technologies. Consequently, their
analysis is germane to overall technology policies. Friedmann and
Sullivan di;ide urban employment structures into categories each
having diverse capital requirements, production and productivity
scales, ease of access, income-generation potential, and labor-absorp-
tion capacity (measured in percentage of labor ftirce).  The importance
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of this classification iies in the policy measures suggested  by a break-
d a w n  of :hc urban labor force into: une~~~~lo.ve~/  workers;  those
e:nplc:<ed  iii 3 city’s “Stree t  CCOnOtllV” (the individual-enterprise
sector, ,~~!uding  a :vidr gamu! of self-kmpioy~etl  persons: handicraft
workers; street traders, vendors, and service workers; casual construc-
tion workers; persons engaged in underground occupations-pros-
titutes, professionai beggars, police spits, dope peddlers, pickpockets,
stcelexj;  those employed in the futnily-enterprise  sector (worker-s
in small trade and service establishments and industrial workshops
having fewer than fifty employees and a low capital-to-labcr ratio);
and ~huse working irr ;hc corporute  sector (workers in larger corpor-
ate entcrpriscs,  large family establishments, government bureaucracy,
uni\,crsitics. and liberal professions). One major difference among
these se!:tors is that the actors in the first three mentioned are for the
most part self-financed, whereas those empioyees within the corporate
>;ec‘!:>r  !,a\ae direct 3cce$s !o government revenues, bank credit, or cor-
porate profits. “Partly as a result, capital intensity (and therefore
labor productivity) rises progressively with each step in the hier-
srchy,“X A more important distinction, however. is that each of three
self-financed employmenr  sectors functions as a distinct subsystem of
the urhan economy-characterized by its own economic attributes?
social relatii,ns,  and ethical rules-while the corporate sector enjoys
the legal protection of “the system” (labor legislation, social security,
and :he iike) in a measure far outweighing that extended to the
“lower” sectors. income gains in the two lower sectors and the less-
protected portions of !he CI mrporate  sector are precisely those which
are qdickly  dissipated amor-g  new arrivals to the city. The main ana-
lytical conclusion reached IS that

if the lower two thuds of an expanding urban population are get-
ting progressively poorer, the upper one third and, more specifi-
caliy,  !he less than 3 percent of the population who derive their in-
comes from the P/M-subsector (professional and managerral
personnel), will be the principal beneficiaries of continued eco-
nomic growth.‘”

Therefore, balanced regional development, which shifts the primacy
away from urban areas toward decentralized poles, is essential if the
employment problem, even in cities, i: to be solved. Only in such a
context can efforts such as those made since 1969 by the International
Labour Office direct policy beyond palliative treatment of symptoms
and offer hope ofredticing  unemployment.2Y  Robert Theobald, author
of T}teGur!runt~e~rrIcome,  goes still further and deems even concerted
action to be futi!e.“”  According to him,

One of the few things that is perfectly clear about every develop-
ing country is that “full employment” is an impossibility. The
only reason we ever reached full employment in the countries
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which are r.ow developed  is because techno!ogy require
iht! people who were coming into the cities. Today, on the other
hand, techno!ogy  is so advanced that ev.en  if indcstriahzation
takes place it ab:;or% very few workers. Yet we are still trying :c
get full employment instead oi accepting that today our only
hopeis to break the:  links between income and employment, to
recognize that we must treat the problems of production and the
problems of distribution of resmuces as separate problems.”

It is u:;eless, Theobald agues,  to try tc create jobs, because the only
way to create enough jobs is to accept a general level of productivity
in the economy which will not produce enough basic goods for all.
Tl-.erc!‘ore,  he concludes, let societies.--particularly developic; na-
tio!ls--adopt  the most modern technologies in order to produce as
much as possible, but it:t them also simultaneously provide seme form
of guarant,eed income to all their members. Theobald insists that the
“oreen revoiu!ion,”  based on abundant use of fertilizers and pesti-
cides, cannot solve the problem of increasing food supply for the
poor. He prefers using “very high-level technology involving nuclear
reactors, dcsalinisation  where it is necessary, and chemical green-
houses to create a resource where there is non2 at the moment, rather
than trying to restructure land use which is a process which has
inevitably torn cultures apart. “G He further asserts that the best tech-
nologies. properly employed and harnessed to the maximizing of
human potential in a variety of cuhures, can !ead to the crea,tion of “a,
society of enoughness in which peopie will accept rhat too much is just
as destrgc:,ive  as too iittie. “I3 His prescription, in short, is to attack
tk,e unemployment problem by ceasing to treat it as the major
problem to be solved. His preferred solution is to maximize production
and so qtructure  distribution that the basic needs of all are met inde-
pendently of their desire or ability to work at a paid job. This strategy
has never heen seriously tried in any national society, but it does intro-
duce in&o all policy-thinking critical elements as to the rela*Lionship
between technology and job-creation.

Paradoxically, Theobald’s “radical” view rejains the more CkdS-
sical position expounded by Oxford economist Frances Stewart when
she reminds us that “the most !abor-using technique in the short term
may generate less employment in the long run than alternative tech-
niques. Future 2mployment  depends on future levels of investment, as
well as the capital intensity of techniques.“” But Theobald pushes
still further by arguing that short-term concentration on labor-saving
technologies can produce neither the desired long-term empioyment
nor the reqliisite productivity to meet the basic needs of a!].

Professor Stewart raises an interesting point regarding the total
costs of iabor-intensive versus capital-intensive techniques. After
noting tllat working capital is an important aspect of capital costs
usually (lverlooked in discussions of the question, and that working-
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capital rCC~UilCillCI’~tS  dif!‘er  widely according to mode Of operation,
scale, and labor l’eqlli:~~:Iiletlts,  she concludes that these WS~S “are
likely to hc pi-oportionatcl:;  heariest  for the most labor-intensive tech-
niqlle;.““ If this i:j indeed the case, then labor-i;ltemive  teclmologies
mav iurn out to be also capital-intensive. Other widely neglected
\ariabi=,;, shr adds. are the i.ifferences  between urban and rural
choices of comparable iechn Aogies and the importance of income
distribuiion  in the iocality  01 a production site as affecting choice of
techniql!e with a visw  to product differentiation designed to meet that
markc!.  ‘Tbcsr elements pale ir.to insignifIcance,  however, in the face
of a larger fxtor, nameiy, that “the transfer of advanced-country
technology is in iarge part responsib!e  for the g:owir?g employment
problem.“‘” Such technology has not only limited the possibility of
.joi: expansion bur has also helped create a demand for more jobs in
IW(: ways: by r;ccelcraiii!y  populaiion  growtti (medical technology)
and by t’st.ering  an e::ploGon in aspirations (media technology). Tsr
this reason,  the strilcturc  of any LDC economy should render appro-
priate (that is, labor-creating) technolcgy profitable. Like other
students of the question, Slewart concludes that job-creation must be
direcrly  aitacked by overall deveI,zpment strategy, of which direct
actions on technology are but a part. Unlike Theobald, she accepts the
possibility of ixreasing  cmplo:+ment  in various countries by allying
somd technology politics with restructured ;:xentivc systeams  and
opportunity-~:,rovidi~lg  institutions.

What conchxion  emerges from research on the relation between
techn,!ogy  transfer .3nd employnent! The answer is that current
patterns of transfer evact a very high price in unemployment and
underemployment in most underdeveloped countries. What seems no
less clear is that this price cannot be lowered to tolerable levels, at
least in populous kx-developed countries, by altering the tec!-moiogy
system in isola&n from larger social rransformations.  These larger
changes bear on overali incentive systems, research :~nd educational
structures, tax policy, political decisions regarding the type of produc-
tion to be subsidized and otherwise supported, ;nd strategies for
locating productive investment in optimal patterns. Employment is a
choice problem arena wherein the vital nexus between society’s basic
options, development strategy, and specific policy is most visible. All
three condition not only the price in unemployment which will be paid
but alsc who will pay that price-those Ieast able to afford it., or
others. At present only the affluent can afford the luxury of being
unempioyed.

Other Casts Incurred in Technology Transfers

Thus far I have focused on the high price technology transfers impose
on poor societies in three domains-development objectives, social
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justice, and employment. There a.re certainlv other social costs,
however, and significant among them is the sacrifice in cuhuraf auton-
omv that results from the tendency of modern tecb~ol0g~ to
standardize prnduct5, processes, aspirations, facihties, work styles,
instruments, and cverall  modes of living.

Crtlturai auronamy is difficult to maintain in conditions of rapid
chauge, particularly among subnational groups. Indeed one of the
mosr conspi<uorls social effects of the dissemination of Western
technology is the homogenization of lifestyles., Standardization is
evident not only in airports, hotels, and tourist installa!ions  but also
in industrial parks, residential suburbs, supermarkets, clothing,
!rabits of food consumption, aspirat,ional  levels of professionals, and
o;her domains. Theorists of leisure like Veblen, SomLart, Pieper, and
Huizinga  long ago called attention to the role-playing “emulation”
of the rich by the poorer cla~sses.  But ccnventional  techrmiogy
tran,sfers  not only recondition psyrhes; they also alter the basket of
consumer goods concretely available to large numbers of people.
We have read, for instance; about a.. American consultant firm’s
preliminary plans for satisfying (if not creating?) a mass market for
US-style TV dinners in a Latin American country.” What an anomaly
in the context of the unimpeachable rhetoric of the company’s docu-
ment, which speaks of the widespread wasteage  of food resulting
from poor refrigeration or bad storage facilities and the consequent
needs to assure that produce gets to the table of the underfed. But the
lure of standardization is powerfully inscribed in the very logic of
multicorporate technology. The trick consists of taking a genuine
human need, packaging it in some manner advantageous to the
supplier, and capturing the aspirations of the population at large so
that its generic desire will be expressed as a compelling urge to buy the
specific package. This is exactly what large corporations do in order
to create markets for new products as well a,s for old products which
are only slightly transformed but are made to appear radically new
and different. Therefore, the psychological energies unleashed by the
experience of thirst are pre-empted by Coca-Cola; the need for
transportation, by manufacturers of automobiles; the dream of a
vacation, by travel agents who convince people of their “need” to fly
far away via expensive airlines, and so on. Thanks to its influence on
the aspirational content and schedules of large ,masses of actuai and
potential purchasers, modern technology (particularly advertising
technology) deeply affects popular cultures in most less-developed
land,s.‘*

The cultrrre of any society expresses itself in the modes of work
and of relating work to leisure it adopts. Modern technology, once
transferred to matrices other than those of origin, imposes its logic of
uniformity on tools, work paces, and safety standards. In one of his
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eat-iv wmks, Technics nnd Civilization. Lewis Mumford  attributes a
spe&l inlluencc in thii; directio;j  to the technique par excelknce,  the
clock.‘!’  Yet the elements related to work and leisure are far more
constitutive  of a cuiture than many of the externals omside visitors
emphasize: pir:r:iresque  dress, exotic music or festivals, colorfuf  wares
artistically d.:,iii;:~ed  at itinerant fairs. (As one member of the Brirish
Parliament I;‘!::  ii, “Cuhure,  after all, is about people and patterns sf
everyday tife--:lot  monuments and souvenirs.“““) Some procedural
uniformities are doubtless inevitable; but development planners, as
they make their choices, should beware of the high price on cultural
destruction exacted by modern technoiogy.  If they are truly concerned
with preserving cuttural  diversity,  they must se!ect machinery and
other wlot.k-related technologies which protect diversity. Their deci-
sions have great bearing not only on the quality of work and its
meaning in people’s hves” but also on their patterns of consumption,
the degree of urbanization deemed acceptable in their soci,eties,‘2  and
the scale of the institutions they will choose. These are the vital loci
where cultera survival will be assured or lost (which is to suggest not
that the fine arts are inconsequential but simply that they are easily
relegat.ed to the periphery of cultural values, or themselves altered,
when technology sets the pace in daily living). Nowhere do the values
vectored by modern technology so quickly assert their primacy, c,r win
Hdepts,  as in the behavior of business and professional elites: Not only
their language but their dress, ethical codes, and stylistic preferences

‘i; :, rapidly become modeled on those of rich-worid counterpart,s.  Mani-
,,,  ,, festly, this standardization is not always or necessarily to be regretted.,,

Yet, if one accepts the view that such elites increasingly constitute the
sociologicalty “significant others” to which masses refer in their
aspirations, one is less than sanguine about the viabi!ity,  over the long
run, of a pllirality of rich cultures.‘” One may continue to meet in La
Paz, Nairobi, or Teheran peasant women in traditional garb alongside
bankers in ties and business suits. Although such picturesque residual
symptoms of cultural diversity may long coexist, the real question is:
Whose values are dominant in the elaboration of school curricula or
the programming of radio and television? Will the children of the
Bolivian women be more powerfully influenced by the engineer’s
values and culture than the engineer’s children by her Quechua
values? The answer programmed by most societies is easy to give, all
the more so because most education ministries in poo countries have
themselves joined the race to harness technology to caching in their
schools.

Indeed technology transfers impose a very high price in cultural
dependency, a price which can be minimized by deliberate policy
measures only if cultural homogenization is recognized as a serious
danger inherent in uncritical technology transfers.
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Another realnl wherein transferred technology ?xacfs  a price
from noniridLI;lriaIized  societies is that of ecological integrity. Since
ihr !9?2 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in
Stockholm, a veritabite  flood of documents on ecology and develop-
ment has come forth. In some we are told that the Third World has a
right to pollute i? its race to industriaiize. Conversely, we are
informed by others that rich-country corporatiors  are irres, snsibly
“exporting pollution” to ihe Third World and thar the protection of
the environment is a !uxury poor countries cannot afford. The gap in
basic pcrccp:ions of rich and poor nations is laid bare in the list of
as:;umptions adopted by the B?.riloche Foundation (Argentina) in
response to rich-cormtry  models of limits to growth.” Rariloche’s
assumptions ar: thal:

(!) The catastrophe predicted by the MIT Meadows model
(hunger, illiteracy, poor shelter, etcetera) is an everyday reality for a
great part of mankind.

(2) A policy of preserving the ecosystem is not possible until
every huinan being has reacncd an acceptab!e  level of life.

(3) Human development is blocked noi by material limits to
growth bur by sociopolitical distortions in power distribution among
classes and nations.

(3) It is neither possible nor desirable fog, poor nations to follow
the same road as that taken by today’s “developed” societies, which
have engaged in wasteful consumption, accelerated social deteriora-
tion, and caused increasing alienation.

(5) A reversal of deterioration in the ecosystem can come not
from mere correctives but only from the creation of a society
intrinsical!y  compatible with its environment.,“’

The issue is one of social justice. Who should pay to preserve the
ecosystem? Should the price be borne mainly by those who, by their
wastefui growth in rhe past, have depleted resources and continue to
consume them voraciously, or by those who have only recently begun
to use depletable resources and pollute the environment as they
attempt to grow’? Generally speaking, representatives of rich countries
and international agencies plead for a global bargain to assure
patterns of resource use which protect spaceship earth from ecological
catastrophe. Unfortunately, their preferred scenarios do not call for a
rapid and concerted attack upon the poverty of the world’s masses as
prelude or accompaniment to the protective measures they advocate.
Therefore, their recommendations elicit rebuttals like those outlined in
the Bariloche statement. Increasingly, Third World statement? on
ecology highlight the fol!owing  principles: major costs of protecting
the environment, the resources, and the viability of the planet ought
to be borne by those rich countries which have most egregiously
depleted the earth’s goods; any new global strategy for resource-use
ought to acknowl~edge  that poor countries need to increase their
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01utput  raprdly 20 as to aboiish mass misery; no informal “cmb” of
rich countries should dictate which growth vates are appropriate  for
any LDC.  Third Wcrld leaders neither deny nor ignore the gravit: of
the ecological problem, but they do resist rich-world diagnoses ;,.rd
prescriptions.

*itiloilgh inizxiiaticmr,: cooperation is not precluded by fhird
Worid governments. they claim the sovereign right to define t,he
prob!em in terms of their own developmental priorities. Moreover,
they judge the position of rich countries on demography and ecology
issues to he too aggressive and unilateral. The :ich world’s seeming
obsession with these topics is viewed as a smokescreen behind which
the privileged wiil  continue io domesticate Third World development
aspirations. An examination of policies in individual countiies,
however, displays bewildering variety: There exists no uniform ap-
proach by less-developed countries to ecological dangers, and some
rich-world for-mulatio;~Js  of the problem have recently incorporated
elemerrts of Third World themes into their diagnoses.”

Many Third World coumries want rapid industrialization and are
reknively unconcerned about pollution or resource depletion They
welcome investors-domestic and foreign-even when these flaunt
their disregard ior ecological integrity. Ideological preferences affect
positions taken by nations on ecology issues. Within the United States
some critics contend tha,t environmental irresponsibility is directly
traceable io capitalists’ disregard fo social values in their quest for
maximum profits.‘” The implicit assumption is that socialism is
intrinsically more responsible toward the environment and larger
social values. Careful distinctions need to be made, however, on this
score.

The Soviet Union and China stand as paradigms of contrasting
socialist approaches to ecological integrity. If Victor Ferkiss is right,

the rrcord  of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in the field of
environmental pollution is as bad as or worse than that of the

capitalist industrial nations in part for technical reasons, since
socialist accounting makes calculation of negative externalities
even more difficult than it is under capitalism, but primarily be-
causegrowth has become thegreat  socialist god. The fetishism of
commodities which Marx condemned as a feature of capitalism
is .just as strong a force in the socialist world as in the West.49

China, on the other hand, rejects mass consumerism, although it
seeks growth in p:.oduction  and productivity. By deliberately subordi-
nating growth to the inculcation of revolutionary consciousness and
an emphasis on the primacy of moral over material incentives in
economic effort, China is better placed to interuaZiz,e  ecological
considerations in its calculus of social costs. As Orleans and Suttmeier
write, China’s insistence on social justice in conditions of great



SCZ,.  inr:vilably  Icads it to be protective of all its resources.‘”
TI~;e!‘ore,  it will  necessariiy recy.  “2 products rather !nan throw them
away; it will minimize waste.

Wirhin less.-developed countries,  one discerns a similar correla-
tion between the option for austerity, understood as sufficiency for
ali, and the degree of tolerance one shows for ecologically damaging
practices. Those countries which choose the capitalist road to indus-
trialization aud rapid aggregate growth argue that their initial levels of
contamination are low and not too dang-rous.  Yet the problem has
reachet!  s~uch proportions in such urban centers as Mexico City and
SSo Paula that one is skeptical about these c!aims.

The ecological argument lends itself  to many uses,  however. In
Puerto Rico it. served as r r-.l!ying  point for diverse groups-partisans
06’ independence, church organizations concerned with pollution and
social justice, native industrialists eager to counter the power of
foreign investors, and members of opposition parties in search of an
issue tc embarrass the government in power.” They merged forces to
resist rhe opening of two large copper mines on the island by
Kennecoti and Am.erican Metals Climax, Inc. The fight later shifted
ground to the desirability of building a superport for oil tankers on
the west coast,. Arguments linking ecological damage to social justice
and the low general benefit to the poorer populace were employed in
both cases against the respective claims, hased on economic considera-
tions, of the companies and the government.

No general conclusions may validly be drawn from this or similar
cases as to the stance of Third World nations on ecological issues-air
and water pollution, depletion of nonrenewable resources, disfigura-
tion oith;:  land, and the extinction of living species. Apparently most
transnat~ional  corporations conduct their affairs in the Third World
with far less regard for ecological health than they are obliged to show
in their home countries, where t.hey are constrained by more
stringent legislation, better-organized public opinion, and the greater
need to project a public image as “responsible” investors. Otherwise
stated, foreign investments and technology transfers exact a high
ecological price in the Third World.

The related issues of ecology and resource-use have grown more
urgent and are more intensely debated in recent years because of
increases in food, fertilizer, and fuel prices. Neglected arguments
about alternative fuel uses iake on a new topicality. Certain countries,
it is true, are generously endowed with water power for their energy
needs, while others have abundact  petroleum reserves. But many
others have to confront rapidly increasing fuel needs without abun-
dant hydroelectric potential or thermal fuel deposits. Therefore, they
too, like the rich industrialized countries, become interested in
research on alternative-fuel technologies. Among alternatives, the use
of solar energy for major percentages of one’s fuel needs has recently
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received serious attent.ion.‘2 In its simplest terms, the argument is that
fozit flreis  will  eventually run out. And because nuclear fission as a
source of enere)’ is both expensive and dangerous, solar energy and
nuclear fusion are proposed as alternatives which are both iess
expensive, in the long term, and tantamotini  to inexhaustible. Al:er-
native-fuel possibilities have recently been under study in a variety of
underdeveloped countries, including at least some (Bolivia and Saudi
Arabia) where petroleum is abundant. There is no rertson to doubt,
therefore, that before many years have passed suitable technologies
rrndering solar energy and nuclear f&ion will become available.
According!y,  Third World policy-mak-rs are well advised to assess the
present price they pay in ecological sacrifices attendant upon fuel-
related iechnoiogy  transfers in the light of these future possibilities.

Other domains where technology transfers impose a heavy price
are medicine, contraception, military technology, and communica-
tions. As the purpose of this chapter is not to anaiyze each in detail, it
suffices to mention them here. Nevertheless, the scale, quality, and
cost of medical, contraceptive, military, and communications tech-
nologies have great beazing on who benefits from the services they
allegedly provide, on what proportion of a government’s funds ?re
channeled to developmental purposes as distinct from weapons, and
on the degree of educational and recreational autonomy any society
can maintain. The task of measuring and comparing social costs
incurred in technoiogy  acquisitions from abroad is no less complex in
these domains than in those of industry or employment, altho dgh
these costs are perhaps more visible in the latter realms.

***
This chapter has, in short, argued that technology transfers

between rich and poor countries, as presently conducted, result in
very heavy social and human prices in receiving societies. Most of
these costs are not readily measurable and, often, not easily detected,
but they are, nonetheless, real. More importantly, they are not all
inevitab!e.  One great merit of the “int,ermediate  technology” move-
ment lies in showing that these costs can be lowered. Because the costs
are high, many assert that Third World societies should not uncriti-
caily receive technology from the “developed” world but strive to
become capable of creating their own technologies in harmony with
values they cherish. Once they begin doing this, they will have
strengthened their capacity to receive even foreign technologies in a
more creative and iess destructive fashion. They may even assist rich
countries to discover pathways to technological wisdom, for in truth
technological development exacts heavy tribute from exporters, as
well as from importers, of technology. Both need to find ways of
lowering this exaction. Indeed to lower the price paid, in sacrificed
values and human suffering, is one of the primary objectives of any
technology policy.

,,,
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~Y:KJ lowering unnecessary hub;lan akld social costs are most urgently
required in Third World countries. Part Three, accordingly, inquires
in!o the content and the context of suitable technology policies for
development.





After exploring the value content of the technological universe and
me ways in which technology circulates from rich to poor societies,
this book now inquires into questions of technology policy for
development.

This policy discussion is premised on the view that the vital nexus
which links the value ootions of a society to its preferred development
strategy, and to the criteria it adopts for problem-soi-jing  in specific
policy areas such as technology,, should be as explicit and coherent as
possible. Although full coherence is rarely achieved by planners or
those entrusted with implementation, it is worth striving for; technol-
ogy policy vvill fail unless it is reasonably consonant with larger value
options and change strategies. Technology policy embraces a vast
network of domains relating to a nation’s scientific and technical
pool, materi,al and financial infrastructure, overall incentive system,
attitude toward outside agents, degree of controi over the direction
and speed of planned social change, level of integration into global or
regional economies, and relative priorities attaching to technological
modernity itself.

Indian economist S.L. Parmar warns poor countries that the
international relations which draw them into the orbit of richer
countries pose special problems. “While the benefits of their prosper-
ity do not easily flow towards us,” he writes, “the spill-over of their
adversities tends to impose disproportionately heavy burdens on our
economies.“’ This spill,-over manifests itself acutely in technology
transfers from rich to poor. In Paimar’s catalogue of ills, technology
aggravates unemployment, skews the distribution of income, in-
creases dependence on outsiders, thwarts indigenous innovation, and
favors counterdevelopmental trends such as high consumption and
obsolescence  in the design of goods. Transfers, in short, use resources
wastefully in ways unsuited to sound development. Hence, many
developing countries now recognize that these undersirable conse-
quences abound because they lack a well-articulated technology policy
-which links development objectives to the dynamics of technological
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innovation and lo prcvjailing patterns of transfer. ~-ec~~~i~~~~ca~
policy.-makers  in the Third World need to reflect critic3!S?: on the
pri~~ctples  underlyiii: dev-elopment  strategies, that is, on .‘le basic
value options of their respective societies. Thex  options. as tbry
relate to development strategies, constitute the iheme of Chapter
Seven and prepare the way for outlining sotind technology policies
and practical modes of implementation (Chapter Eight).

Nalional tolicics, however, are never framed in a comesural
vztcutim;  they respond 10 myriad forces originating outside national
borders. f Icncc Chapter Nine explores the impact of the changing
international order on Third World technology poiicy. ~Claims and
counterclaims vie for legitimacy in global forums where <evetopment
i~ucs arc dcba~cd. A plethora of altet,native  model- for a new
internatio~~ai  order is proposed. The purpose of this war!; is !ieither !.o
review non- !o analyze these alternatives but to examin  :he values of
major actors in :hc international arena and to reflect on new forms of
multipie loya!;ies required if changes in the internations!  order are to
foster sound development.



The risk of oversimplification is g,reat  in any classification of d.evelop-
ment strategies theoreticat:  avaslzbfs to planners. Much confusion
results from debating at levels of genem:ity which render comparisons
meaningless, as when some speciaiists  speak of an urban versts a rural
strategy or one aimed at growth against one stressing equitable redis-
tribution. Ey definition, however, development strategy comptIses  the
totality of social changes amenable to p!anning and stimulation. Thus
it rnat,ters greatly which basic images underlie one’s diagnosis of
underdevelopment and view of the development process. Marshall
Wolfe, a social planner with the United Nations Economic Commis-
sion for Latin America, posruilates  three basic images of the develop-
ment process, to each of which corresponds a preferred. strategic
path.’

A first image is that of a straggling procession of countries
scurrying in vain to “close the poverty gap.” Most weaker nations
and most poorer masses within nations fall behind: their-relative and
often their absolute position worsens. They constitute, in the deni-
grating language used by some Western writers, the “soft” states
which “can’t make it.“’ Reasons adduced for probable failure are
multiple: the “trickle-down” of development benefits takes many
decades; policies to promote growth inevitably worsen the lot of all
except the highly productive “modern” minority; international or
national policies do not directly attack the poverty of the poorest or
mass unemployment; growth itself is but a “modern” mask to perpe-
tuate inequitable privilege systems. The image of the straggling
procession suggests policies aimed at “closing the gap.”

A second image, development as a living pyramid, lends itself
either to conservative or to revolutionary interpretations. Countries,
classes, and interest groups on top of the pyramid rise higher or keep
their lofty position because they rest on the shoulders of majorities
whom they exploit. As a living structure, the pyramid is in constant
-movement caused by the endless jostling of competing groups for
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position. This pyramidal image appiies both to domestic class rela-
tions and to internationai  distribution of wealth, power, and influ-
ence. Conservatives accept the image both as a portrait of what is and
as a iegirimate  defense of what ought to be. Revolutionaries, in turn,
while conceding that the pvratnid exists, deny its legitimacy. They
seek to alter drastically the configuration of the social structure so
that no minori:y privilege group, old or new, can rise IO the top. Their
goal i:, IO stratify society so that there will be no “top” where some
privilege gt’oup  can gain solid footing. The deveiopment strategy of
each group flows largely from its own diagnosis, resulting in a
decision either to engage in stable, incremental problem-solving or to
strbordinate :t il problem-solving to the radical alteration of power
st rust ures, respectively.

ii:e third image m Wolfe’s typology  portrays the development
process as an apocalypse: what Robert Heilbroner calls the Great
Ascent is headed not toward the Promised Land of Development but
toward the Bottomless Pit of Catastrophes-ecological, biological,
psychological, and political. Subscribers to this view emphasize limits
to the carrying capacity of the ecosystem;  impute alarming dangers to
rapid population growth: and fear global destruction through radio-
activity, nuclear demoiition, or the use by state agencies of biological
technologies for purposes of social control in ways destructive to
human freedom or even to human consciousness. This third imagery
rejects two basic assumptions which theother two views, notwithstand-
ing their preat divergences, hold in common, namely, that long-term
growth in production is good and desirable and that technology  has an
unlimited capacity to solve all problems-even those it helps create.
Like the others, this third view prescribes strategies consonant with its
diagnosisand posits criteria for deciding which devetopmental tasks are
primordial. The stress is on renewing depleted resources, achieving
zero population growth, and harnessing technology to a steady-state
economy.

All efforts at diagnosis and prescription center on value judg-
ments about what :: good, or a better, human society is. For some a
better society is one in which greater access to opportunity, if not to
more tangihte benefits, is created; for others the goal is effective
equality in modes ofgreat,er or lesser participation; for still othet.-  the
basic aim is to assure the planetary survival in modes which salvage
human liberties. The three images are not mutually exclusive, nor are
they always found in their pure state. Nonetheless, Wolfe’s typology
helps to focus our attention on classifications which transcend purely
ideological or programmatic preferences. In 1972 Mahbub ut Haq, a
World Bank economist from Pakistan, predicted that “the days of
the mixed economy are numbered. The developing countries will have
to become either more frankly capitalistic or more genuinely social-
ist.“’ Perhaps so, but no demonstrable correlation can be found
either between the ideological system adopted by a poor country and
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its ability to close the gap or between the degree of class stratification
roierated internali) and a country’s degree of success in solving its
ccoiogica!  problems. Thus although the People’s Republic of China
has introduced great equality, socialist Algeria has not done so.’ And
class differences in the USSR may be quite as great as they are in
Brazi!, although they are certainly based on different social attributes.

More crucial than ihe ideo!ogy  it espcmses, however, is whether a
society conceives of development merely as the pm-suit of certain
benefits or as the quest of these benefits in a cerfain  mode. H o w
benefits are obtained is as essential to defining development as the
fact thui  t~hey  are obtained. This is not to gainsay the importance of
benefi:s  sought--greater material welfare, higher production and pro-
ductivity, more efficient institutions, the growing ability to sustain
dynamic economic performance. Yet it matters enormous!y how these
gains are sought or obtained: in a pattern of high, or of low,
dependency on outside powers; in a relatively equitable distributional
mode or in ways which enhance the privileges of favored minorities to
the detriment of needier masses; in a paternalistic, impositional style
or in ways which progressively empower the populace to choose its
targets and the instruments to reach them. Indeed, if true develop-
ment is to take place. hitherto passive objects must become active
subjects of change, and larger institmions must enhance their ability
to participate in decisions affecting development. All these values
rr:fer  to the mode of change, not primarily to its targeted content. The
relevant point here is that varying images point to diverse policies
indicating how developmental benefits will be sought. This is true
even when agreement exists as to the desirability of the goals of
effort.’ Among central questions affecting the mode of development
are these:

J Which institutional arrangements best promote development
goals (politically centralized or decentralized, degree of coer-
cion in planning, etcetera)?

a What relative roles are to be assigned to political leaders, ex-
perts, technicians, and “the people?” (This decision affects the
degree of elitism or technocracy of the developmental effort.)

e V/hich social classes or interest groups v:ill  be made to bear the
costs of change, and how will relative burdens be assigned?

* Which time spans are to be deemed tolerable before targeted
gains are effectively reached?

* What degree of coercion from above will be judged acceptable?
a What measure of self-reliance or dependence on the o:rtside is

permitted or encouraged?
a Is priority given to material or to moral incentives? Or if to a

mixture of both, in what proportions?
0 Will the organizing principle of mobilized social effort be some

form of socialism, a variant of neocapitalism, or novel indi-
genous approaches distinct from both?
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The answers to these questions form a systemic whole which
COr!Silitlt~S,,  i n  effect, a society’s  development strategy. Although
ticcisions  rakcn on ail points are important, it is pedagogically useful
to focus on a few of them, specifically: integration with outside
systems (the international market or big powers), the degree of
autonomy and self-reliance preferred (both as regards outside soci-
Clich ~ltld. iiiit’rllCilIi, within regions and classes of population),
choicch 01‘ o\~c:-archiiig  incentive systems, and the role played by
::u~I,~  it:: in t’ornliilating policy. These are now e,xamined in detail.

Integration with Outside Systems

No ‘Third  W’orld  nation can successfully pursue a fully autarchic
;oui’se. Even China. in spite of its continental size and a high degree
of economic seif-sufficiency,  could not exclude all contact with the
outside world.” Similarly, although Burma in the 1960s adopted a
policy of exc!uding foreign investors and tourists, the country still
needed to export rice and oil to outside markets.’ Besides, nations like
Taiiiania  and Sri L.anka have not interpreted the doctrine of self-
reliance to mean exclus,on of ties to other countries, to international
agencies, oi even io world markets. Nevertheless, important differ-
ences of degree are discernible among nations; some are more highly
integrated vvit,t outside systems than others. At times, links are one-
sided, as in the case of Cuba and its ties with the Soviet Union and
Eastern European socialist nations. Algeria, on the contrary, provides
an example of wide div:ersification,  deliberately sought, in its linkages
with other countries and regions. In Brazil, the primary integration
sought is vvith the international market, not with a single nation or
region. Pt.efcrences as to kind, degree, and locus of integration con-
stitute a strategic development option fraught with consequences for
technology policy. Indeed one major thesis propounded by Latin
American dependenciu  theorists’ states that domestic constraints on
successful development are mainly due to structures of dependency
imposed by outside forces operating in symbiosis with interest groups
representing the social forces of “internal colonialism.“” Whether
one endorses or rejects these views, they correctiy note how decisive
!or deveiopment strategy are decisions about degrees of integration
with out,side systems. It is no accident, therefore, that the “Brazilian
model” of development imposed by the military government since
1963 has profoundly affected the kinds of technologies adopted, the
allotment of social costs in the country, and the relative neglect of all
but large-scale agriculture subsectors.“’  Once Brazil’s planners de-
cided !o compete in the world market on the market’s own terms, they
were automatically giving direction to their strategy on other fronts
and foreclosing alternative options.



Uv ,tyirrg its deveiopment  fortunes to an industrialized pot+:er  or
b)~ SlrIV::ls  i0 L~Ciilf?\:f:  L‘OIll petitiveness in world markets, a nation
commiis itself, often it~revrrsibly,  to certain indlustrial  priorities or to
iarge-scale industriaiiz.ed  agricuiture  over and against other a!,terna-
tives, to certain patterns of consumer-goods production favoring the
pri,;i!eg,d  c;a~~cs:  to supplying export needs over meeting internal
denlard\, and to other pohcies having greater or lesser impact on
iec!tnoiogical choices. This is so because the “rules of the game” set
by the world nrarkct or by the hegemonic big powers arc biased in
fai,ar  o:‘ ob!aining development benefits in modes of large-scale
competition, orientation toward higher purchasing power, and of a
rapic!ly  shifting “competitive edge” on the strength of changing
tCXl;llOlC~g~~

hlore importantly, the decision 10 seek such integration neces-
sarily reicgates the concern ror social equality to second rank. That
!hc internarionai economic order was designed to favor the already
prusperou~ is ::onseded by no less moderate a,: observer than Gunnar
Myt-dal,  who writes that

the theory of international trade was not worked out to explain
the rea,lity  of underdevelopment and the need for development.
One might say, rather, that this imposing structure of abstract
reasoning implicitly had almost the opposite purpose, that of e-r-
plnining  away the international equality problem. 1I

The existing global economic order is uncongenial to the pursuit of
equity)  and equality because its wheels are lubricated by forms of
ccmpetition founded on comparative efficiency. And using the capi-
talist, neocapiralist,  and e’ven  socialist calculus of efficiency (to the
extent that t~he  latter “competes ” in the world arena), such values as
equity and equality are necessarily treated as “externalities” not to be
“internalized.” Therefore, whenever a national development plan in
some poor country requires a high degree of integration with the
global or regiona! export market, a whole gamut of supportive iri’ra-
structure investments is ipso facto rendered necessary so as to assure
competitive efficiency.” Choosing integration implies selecting tech-
nology which is capital-intensive and of standardized international
quality. It also signifies plant scales opposed to the re+tirements  of
small and medium industry as well as an agricultural policy which
favors small minorities within the agricultural sector to the detriment
of the poorest and least productive. Implied also are an employment
policy which provides training and subsidies to small numbers of
skilled and professional personnel-to the neglect (at least relative) of
large numbers with iesser skills-and monetary and fiscal policies ill-
suited to produce equitable redistribution inasmuch as subsidies favor
“efficient” export sectors. For these reasons deve!opmenta!  efforts
aimed at integration to big powers or to the world market set limits to
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strategies which can effectively be adopted. The recognition by Third
World leaders that the present international ccononic order (IEO) is
biased in favor of such integration helps explain their insistent
demands for a ne;: order.” Their interest in the imernational  order is
dictated by a recognition of the enormous impact their links to the
world system have on their own domestic economies and poiicies. That
is to say that their technology policies are directly affected by basic
options regarding the degree and nature of these ties.

integration with outside systems often means reliance on foreign
“aid” as wcli as a commitment to produce for world-export markets.
And linkages through “aid” are as crucial to technology policy as
linkages through trade.”

In his speech to the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development in 1972, Robert McNamara  urged the adoption of
development strategies which make a frontal attack on the 40% of the
poor world’s population (800 million people, out of a Third World
popu!ation of two billion) who have not benefited from past develop-
mental growjth  or progress.” World Bank loans, he argued, should be
granted if they reach this strategic portion of the population in poor
countries. Dudley  Seers later raised the spectre of rising unemploy-
mcnt as a further dimension of “failed” development.‘” Since then
many strategists speak as though reducing poverty and creating jobs
should be the core of their development strategies. Among those who
most insistently plead for such strategies is Mahbub ul Haq, cited
earlier. Recognizing that even expandmg “modern sectors” can.not
absorb a traditional sector whose absolute numbers grow ever more
rapidly, Haq concludes that the inequalities generated by modern-
ization strain “the limits of tolerance of many societies.” He then
asks why, if a dual economy exists, a dual development strategy
should not likewise be formuiated. His recommended strategy oper-
ates in two arenas:

On the one hand, a modern sector which grows fast and experi-
ments wirb  all kinds of price incentives and tolerates the preva-
!ence of inequalities for some time. On the other, a large tradi-
tional sector where organization and institutional framework
overcome the scarcity of capital and development is taken to
margina!  men through the organization of rural and urban works
programs.”

Haq wants greater self-reiiance by poor nations in choosing develop-
ment paradigms. His emphasis is valid because the nations which
adopt an autonomous model of development, founded on optimal
degrees of self-reliance, are also the ones most likely to insist on
alternative approaches to technology.

Autonomy and Self-Reliance as Strategies

Tanzania holds prir’e  of place among nations advocating self-reliance
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as a develommcnt  srratcgy. One constant principle in the thought of
President Julius Nyerere is that “there is no model for us to copy.”
IIe writes that

in 1365 Tanzania adopted its own form of democracy-we rzjec-
ted ;he Western model and said it was not appropriate for our cir-
cjmstances  despite the fact that all our constitutionai  develop-
ment had until then been based on it.

u’hcr~  we introduced this new system, we were criticized for
‘abandoning democracy.‘. In response to this criticism we
tried to explain what we were trying to do and why we thought our
new system ‘was  both democratic and suitable for our conditions.
Hut having done that we did not worry about what the Western
countr,ies said or what democratic theorists said. For in rejecting
the idea that we had to follow the ‘Westminster model’ if we
wanted to be democratic, we had also overcome the psycho-
loeical n~eed to h3ve a certificate >-i approl ?I from the West in
reLtion to our political s).::2ni.  ’

W’hat Nyercre  claims for a poli;ii::;:  ?~:stc!i!---;iccdom  from servility to
previously existing models-he iik.cwisc  ;rrges  upon his nation in its
approa& to economic  problems:

We have drlibcrately decided to grow, as a society, out of our
own roots, but in a particular direction and towards a particv’ar
kind of objective. We are doing this by emphasizing certain
characteristics of our traditional organization, and exttnding
them so that they can embrace the possibilities of modern tech-
nology and enable us to meet the challenge of life in the twentieth
century world.”

The economy must be o:ganized so as to free people from manipu!a-
tion by the market; “the firs: priority of production must be the
manufacture and distribution of such goods as will allow every
member of society to have sufficient food, clothing and shelter, to
sustain a decent life.“‘O A bond is forged between self-reliance-in
defining goals and in setting piiorities--and  deve!opment strategy. At
a state banquet honoring Chou En-lai on 4 June 1964 Nyerere
dcciared that boih China and Tanzania are engaged in a revoiuiionary
battle against poverty and economic backwardness. He added that for
Tanzania the “long march” is economic. Other nations may learn
from China that success requires not only courage, enthusiasm, and
endurance but also discipline and as well the intelligent adaptation of
policies to the needs and circumstances of each country at a given
time. This is the heart of “self-reliance”: the commitment to creative
innovation and adaptation in the light of local constraints, values,
priorities, and heritage. Any nation pursuing a self-reliant strategy of
development must irrstitutionalize  its critique of prevailing outside
models, capitalist and socialist alike. It must also adopt criteria for
choosing techno! ogies and modes of their utilization drawn from
outside the t.echnoloI.ical  market place. Foreign technologies are not
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exchr~ied  on principle. but importeo wili be only those types of
technology  which foster locaiiy defined goals. Although it is violated
bv modern ~ed~nology, nature is stiil deeply respected in rural
localities. Sshumachcr contrasts the “self-balancing, self-adjustmg,
self-cleansing” attributes of nature with technoiogy which recognizes
no seif-iimttrng :,rinciple as tc size, speed, or violens<. He conciudes
that ‘iin  the sabtie system of nature, technology, and in particular the
supcl--techr~,ol~~gy  of the modern world, acts like a foreign body, and
!here are no\\ numerous signs of rejection.“?’ Critics view industrial
societies ~5 no model for export;22 accordingly, they experiment with
ne;v  modes of small-scale “community technologies” which enhance
se!f--reliance  in small local groups.‘? They teach that a basic option for
sctf-reiiance itnpinges on one’s stance (if one is consistent!) toward
technology. This lesson, in my view, is as valid at the level of national
policy-making as it is at lower levels of decision-making.

The quest for greater self-reliance at the national level is the
exclusive prerogative neither of small poor nations nor of those which
have chosen socialism. Even giants such as the United States trumpet
their Ghes to be self-reliant in meeting their energy needs within a
few jears.  Their desires are prompted by the need to reduce the kind
of vulnerability  any country experiences as a result of its in~t:g:,:tion
with outside market forces. To be more precise, the aspira!:.:n  after
self-reliance in development models, in sources of capi:al or of
technology, is motivated by the desire to reduce unacceptable forms
of dependency. Jf the prevailing mode of exchange with others is
interdependence with high reciprocity, there is correspondingly less
“need” to be self-reliant. But if interdependence is characterized by
differential strengih or bargaining position (that is, by low mutuality
or reciprocity) then a higher degree of self-re!iance becomes desirable.

One important difference, however, distinguishes the self-reli-
ance sought by groups within the IJS from the basic option to pursue
seif-reliance as a major mode of obtaining development (the path
taken by China and Tanzania). In the latter’s speciai circumstances,
emphasis is placed on small-scale technoicgies  geared r rural activ-
ities,:’ whereas in China a broad spectrum of trite :or acquiring
technology is operative, leading to a “mixed” pain)  tif combining
large-scale “high” technologies in capital-goods industries with small-
scale, locally improvised technologies in consumer-goods industries.
China serves as an exceptional example of a nation adopting a develop-
mental strategy Lvhich  emphasizes self-reliance not only at the
national level but also within regional, local, and productive-unit
levels. Nevertheless, even self-reliance cannot, be an absolute princi-
pie, and it must not be interpreted to mean excluding outside
intluences.  Moreover, even where national planners do not choose
self-reliance as their primary poiicy, it is possibie within iimited
sectors (industry, let us say, agriculture, or housing) to champion a
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self-reliant approach \vhich will have important repercussions on
choices and modes of technology. This seems to bc the context within
which india !:as encouraged !ocal  initiative to create small tech-
nologies ii? iildustr~y.”  On!! in recent j-cars  have national-development
planners begun to integr:!re  science and technology policies with their
central value choic-sL X:U <he corresponding development strategies.
In t!le  pdst, techno!ogy  policies were either abandoned to the workings
of existing technology mar-het channels or dictated by local or sectoral
ac!ors in economic decisions. Thus iI a ministry of housing favored
unaided seif-heip pub!ic  hc>using  utilizing chrap technologies, sectoral
poiicy was shaped with little regard for macroeconomic options. The
degree of centrality w!rich  integration to outside markets or self-
rcirance  as an or-ganizing principle of development effort assumes is
crucial. Where integration is t,he basic option, higher degrees of
conformity to terhnological patterns dominant in industrialized
countries  are unavoidabie. Where, in contrast, self-reliance is the
primary mode of development, greater leverage exists for reducing
such conformit:!.  Self-sufficiency doubt!ess  has to be be paid for by
sacrifices in efficiency; conversely, higher integration, although it
may improve efficiency, may exact sacrifices in terms of social justice
and lead to excessive industrial concentration or vulnerability to price
fluctuaiions  over which national decision-makers have little control.

Other things being equal, if a less-developed country subscribes
to the image of a procession of nations struggling to “catch up”’ to the
developed, it will ipso facto be influenced by a powerful bias in favor
of choosing integration (via aid, trade, imported technoiogy, and the
adoption of inrernationa! standards) as its basic option. If, on the
contrary, the prima! image it adopts is one of revohttionary  convul-
sion, the antecedent probabihty exists that self-reliance will hold an
important place in its basic development strategy. Practical con-
straints of a military economic, or political nature may sometimes
overrule this preference, ai in tL;c case of Cuba, which chose to
become highly iniegraied--inli:;t,,rily, financially, politically, and
technologii~:~.;l),--vllh  the S ;viei  clnion.  The third image, multiple
apocalypc.c, tends str-ngly  toward the basic option of optimizing, eat
all levels, both self-rriia.lce  and control over growth. Similarly, if one
takes as a basic strategy a frontal ar,tack  on mass poverty and
unemployment, a stror,,:  bias exists ;n favor of lesser integration with
international markets and greater local inventiveness to correct
factcr distortions inherent in tec!mology  imported from rich coun-
tries. In every case there are limits beyond which neither efficiency nor
equity can be fully  ignored. Yet on baiance, a basic option on ihe scale
of degrees of integration and self-reliance is the central parameter
within which technology policies can be evaluated. Because reality
constanilyy  imposes compromises, n, ti”VU.LL.,  p yn .-nnn+rl~  ml-n is fu!!y consistent
with its basic options, and unexpected events (such as abrupt rises in



import prices or disastrous tloods) can suddenly make rela:ively  self-
reliant narions mo:e “integrated” with the outside than formerly.
Nonetheless, any nation’s decision-makers will ultimately have to
attach primary importance either to integration or to self-reiiance.
‘The degree to which they blend?he two will depend, in iarge measure,
on the ove!.arching incentive systems at work in their societies.
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Overall incentive Systems
The category of “pure types” devLed by Max Weber for heuristic
purposes helps explain what is meant by inc;ntive  systems. The
market is a vigorous mechanism for motivating people to produce,
sell,, buy. and consume. It presupposes the existence of a shared
incentive system around which buyers and scilers visualize compara-
ri\:e  and mutual advantages in playing out their respective roles. The
existence  of effective purchasing pow,:r  in the hands of a pool of
prozgective buyers is the incentive leading producers and consumers
alike to engage in the dynamic processes of generatin~g  supply 2nd
dem:.nd. In market “societies” (a more accurate term than market
“economies”), iherefore, the organizing principle of economic e#or!
is ~he market. The market undoubtedly needs various subordinate
mechanisms to work--price* competition, and demand stimulation.
Nevertheiess, Ihe market itself constitutes the overarching incentive
system. Even a c .::ervative  economist like Henry Wailich,  as he
retlccts on worldwide trends towards wore socialism and state
ownership of productive enterprises, unhesitatingly affirms that the
survival of capitalism and the continued profitability of large corpor-
aiions depend not on continued corporate or private ownership of
productive assets but mainly on continued access to markets. Wallich
is convinced that “a market-oriented system can operate with any
kind of ownership-private, public or mixed.“16  Most criticisms
leveled at capitalism, he adds, should be addressed not to the market,
which iy merely one- (albeit a vital) institution within that system, but
rather at private ownership, which, he alleges, is the cause of growing
inequalities.

Indirect confirmation of the functional role of the market as
overall incentive system comes fr:om  the initiatives taken in recent
years within the United States to institute “political marketing.“2’
The key to the concept of political marketing is the belief that the
purchasing power of socially conscious people can and should be har-
nessed to help the poor economically, not just politically. Effective
purchasing power unmistakably serves as the basic incentive system of
economic life in capitaiist societies. It must not be supposed, however,
that societies organized around other basic incentive systems can dis-
pence with markets. On the contrary, even socialist societies re!y on
ma:,kets.  But instead of serving as the organizing principle of eco-
nomic !ife, the market in these societies acts as a regulatory mezhan-
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is:n to control against waste,  duplication, and overcentraliz Ation. The
market is subordinated to another organizing principle: a r Ian relying
on varying degrees of coercion or persuasion, some consensus about
prioiiiy  needs, 0:. pervasive mobihzation around co!lective moral
incentives. Vv’riting  in 1951, Kar! illannheim explained the difference
between an organizing principle and a subordinate mechanism:

C~ontpetitiun or co-operation as mechanisms may exist and serve
diverse end:; in any society, prc-literate, capttaiist, and non-
capira!ist~  But in speaking of the capitalist phase of rugged tndi-
\,idualism and competition, woe  think of an all-pervasive structu-
tal principle of social organization. This distinction may help to
clarify the question whether capitalist competition--allegedly
ba:;ic  to our sociai structure-need be maintained as a pre-
.sumabiy  indispensable  ntotivating force. Now, one may wel! eli-
mitnate  competition as the organizingprinciple  of the social struc-
ture and replace it bv planning without eiiminating competition
as a .~ocio/  rwc~htrni.&  to serve desirable ends.‘”

“Wh:tt  Mann!leim says of competition is true as well of the market, the
mate-ix  which legitimates economic competition. Within socialist
countries the market is subordinated to pianning, vvhicb serves as the
econom~‘s organizing principle or overarching incentive system.
Compettci,Jn,  therefore, is not eliminated but takes on secondary im-
portancc;  its is not the dynamic motor of effort; it meiely stimulates
and channels effort, us~~ally  under the rubric of “socia!ist emulati<:n”
and in support of targets set by some plan. For example, Fidel Castro
repea:edly  urges Cubans to maintain some balance between moral in-
centives (expressed as solidarity with the neediest and the “mission”
to build :jocialism)  and material incentives (expressed as desires to im-
pro\e one’s ma:erial lot). Citing Marx’s view that “rights can never r,:
more advanced than the economic structure and the cultural develop-
ment determined by it,” Castro warns against basin:, labor and sacrl-.
fices too exclusively on either material, or on moral, incentives:

It is true that many of our workers are real examples of Commu-
nists because of their attitude toward life, their advanced aware-
ness and their extraordinary solidarity. They are the vanguard of
what all society will one day be like. But if we think and act as if
that was the conduct of every member of society, we would be
guilty of idealism and the results would be that the greatest share
of the social load would unjustly fall on the best, without any
mot-a! results in the awareness 0 f the most backward, and it
would have equally negative effects on the economy. Togeiher
with moral incenttve, we must also use material incentive, with-
out abusing either one, because the former would lead us to
idealism, while the latter would lead to individuzl selfishness.
We must act in such a wa;’ that economic incentives will not be-
come the exclusive motivation of man, nor moral incentives serve
to have some live off the work of the rest.iy
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Castro broadly equares idealis,n  with morai ir,centives and individual
selfishness wiih maierial  mcenrives,  hut of course each ca~gory
adn:its many  variations. Idealism rn;l,y  take shape in an effort ar nation-
building, or the creation of a socialist society, or in a mobilization
directed toward revitalizing ancient cultura! values threatened by
“maiei-ialistrl:  :il0d?illity.” Material incentives iikexvise  admit multi-
pi? emph2s:-~:  the) may be personcll,  founded on what McClelland
c:;;iis "ach~e\;enient  motivation,“3” or collective, expressed as a desire
ro “ca!ch LII:” with rhe West in steel production or space programs or
ihc range of col?s:lmer prod;lcts manufactured locaiiy. The CAban
leader correctiy  concludes, however, that no incentive system can dis-
pense with a mix of both marerial  and moral elements. The crucial
que::tions  art- the primacy given to one over the other and the specific
value>  which are appealed to as mobilizers of social effort.

C;nder  any devr!opmeni strategy, great attention must be given to
eciucaring masses, specialists, and leaders in the duties of solidarity.
Ye! one must still ask: Soiidarity for what? At times solidarity aims at
harnessing the energies of all in order to abolish both absolute poverty
and scandalous inequalities among persons and social classes. Recent
st,udies she\+. rl:at fe;<# countries have adopted this as their priority or
have achieved great success. ” Again, one notable exception is the
People’s Republic of China, which deliberately set out to meet basic
needs of all the populace in a highly egalitarian manner.” Not only
does that state guarantee emplcyment  to everyone who seeks it, it also
provides health, education, and transportation to all at nominai costs.
income policy deliberately minimizes differences in wages. Most
visitors, including even those who are unsympathetic to China’s ideolo-
gy, have reported that no one is hungry, unemployed, or bereft of
basic health services in that land.‘?  The ellnlination of mass famine,
endemic disease, and unemployment in <China would have been
impossible in the absence of an overarching incentive system anchored
in moral solidarity and requiring all to contribute for the benefit of
ail? The ideal is to achieve what one author calls “a modest but fair
iiveiihood.“” Personal entrepreneurship is condemned as bourgeois
selfishness a,nd,  though much stress is placed on working productively
and rapidl; increasing the available stock of goods and services, equal
insistence i$ placed on producing more for the benefit of all, especially
those in direct need. Nowhere is social struggle so frequently and so
prominently invoked as pedagogically necessary as in China; the
notion of “walking on two legs” is a recognition of the need to live in
tension between conflicting demands. The choice of a moral incentive
system to iend dynamism to its development effort constitutes,
therefore, a basic option taken by China which effectively commands
deveiopment  strategies in domains of investment priorities, locational
decisions, and modes of enterprise administration.36  Successfu! PO&Y
in domains such as health, population, education, and transportation,
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on the other hand, is conditioned by the incentive systems which
preside over mobi!izaiion  efforts made by the nation struggling to
achieve deveiopmem. Ceriain financial, material, and labor input
become possibie or-& if moral incentive systems prevail. Conversely
and in other societies, certain I;L!licies can be adopted only where the
overarching incentive sy::em allows market competition to favor
indi\,idual or corporate enterpreneurs and consumers.

As noleG  eariiei-,  no incentive system can totally dispense ;vith
sonic mixture of material and moral goals. Even within market
capitalism the assumpiion is usually made that inequities will be offset
either by mechanisms of corrective state distrioution,  by formal and
informal policies constituting some form of charity, or, more fre-
yurn~ly,  by the putative “trickling down” of benefits from the rich to
the neediest. This is generally the case even where policy-makers
accept the view of Kuznets that initial periods of development produce
widei-  income disparities than previously existed.“’  One difficulty with
any trickle-down vision ;s that incentive systems, like other societal
mechanisms, are self-reinforcing: they develop inertia and a momen-
tum of their own, usually reinforcing initial trends. Myrdal long ago
acquainted studenls of deve!opment with the “vicious circle” of
poverty,  an image which reappears in his later writings. There exists,
analogously. a vicious circle of reinforcement of vested interests at
work in overall incentive systems. Once an economy is organized in
response to the stimuli of individual achievement, it becomes extreme-
ly difficult to introduce a new catalyst into the system without having
it neutralized. An illustration is found in the ease with which US
corporate ai‘ficials  interpret their “social responsibility” (in domains
of ecological integrity and social justice) in terms of profitability. The
president of Ford Motor Company’s Asia-Pacific division writes that

Ford Motor Company believes in the profit motive. But we do
not see corporate iJr0.. d-.fit. h:lity  and corporate social reTponsihility
as mutually exclusive. As our Chairman, Henry Ford II, said re-
cently: “A corporation can serve society only if it is profitable.“‘*

A more striking expression of this view comes from Carl A. Ger-
stacker, chairman of the Dow Chemical Company: “It is in reality
the profit motive that makes industry responsive to social needs.“‘”
Therefore, once it becomes “profitable” to be just, managers moved
by “material” incentives will respond. What is left unsaid in such
declarations is that the victims of injustice lack “effective purchasing
power,” which is the primary stimulus to which profit-seekers
respond. Clearly governments may act as intermediaries between
profit-makers and needy consumers bereft of buying power. Yet even
equitable social-welfare policies must overcome the dominant influ-
ence exercised on sectoral policy by the basic incentive systems.
Wealthier taxpayers, who provide the funds governments use to play

1.59
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thrir welfare role. m;st at the very least perceive the gains to
rhenselvte  as worth the cost. Not surprisingly, powerless needy
groups are neg!ecied while potentially dxgerous (read: embryonical!y
powel.tul)  ones arc appeased. The perdurability, within industrial
countries, not only of “pockets of poverty” but also of numerous
social groups “left out” of the putative benefits of deve!opment
sugg,csrx  thar ncilhcr trickle-down nor governmental correctives :o the
“irivibibk  hand” IJI’ the profit illcentive  can abolish mass misery.
<‘ha~npions  of capita!,ism ustialty  claim tha! moral incentives lead to
ezces;!;ivc  <xl-ifices  in efficiency.“’ There is doubtless some truth to the
claim. I’er no decclopment strategy can avoid making a basic choice:
either 11) “develop ” !‘cr the benefit of those who are already privileged
or \\ho coi~~titu~e  promising potential candidates for “modernity” 01
to cmbracc a patrerrl  of “development” aimed at abolishing dehu-
maniiing iixisery  for all its citize.3 22 J to create an inceririve system
capable cf institutionalizing this priority. Some fr,rm of “walking on
1~0 legs ” in ixvitable.  The almost universal failure of trickle-down
and welt-:;e  statism suggest, at least tentatively, the greater promise
lying  in granting primacy to moral incentives. All strategies, however,
\\ili t’ail  without suitable doses of imposed austerity.

Austerity: The Prier of Technological Freedom

Fe\v words and policies are as unpopular as clu.rt~lr~,  a !erm \vhich
evokes the nc;tion of involuntary sacrifices, usually imposed on those
whose initial level of welfare is lowest. Almost always austerity
politics  arc announced as temporary evils which will make future
pxsperit!: possible. Hut, as P.T. Bauer observes,

i‘urrent  austerity does not in the least ensure future abundance
and does not even generally promote it. Indeed, policies of cur-
rent austerity ten9 to perpetuate it, in a nilmber of different
ways: by reduc.iin.g  the supply of incentive goods; by divorcing
output from consumer demand; by politicizing economic life; by
prov,iking political tension; and in various other ways as weii.”

Nothin!  is gained by claiming, for an austerity policy, more than it
can deliver  or by assuming that it operates benevolently. But austerity
workc only when it does precisely what, Bauer condemns, namely,
when it “politicizes economic life.” The vital issue is Awv. Chinese
policy-makers characteri:ze  austerity as an attitude of “bearing up and
jtrivjng ~n,~“~ For the rulers of contemporary Chile, on the contrary,
austerity con:)ures visions of desperate measures applied only to fore-
stall total economic chaos. Unlike its Chinese version, designed to as-
sure high degrees of equality among the entire populace, the Chilean
concept of austerity is designed to keep inflation down and to spur
economic investment, even if this means imposing heavy burdens on
poorer classes and favoring foreign investors.” Austerity can be
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imposed for diverse reason5  and to the advantage, and disadvailtage,
of quite diverse socia! groups. An important difference is to be found
iri the underlying imagery: aust~erity  seen as a necessary evil or as a
~e’rmanem component of developmental humanism. The former con-
ception is purely  insrrumental: under certain conditions austerity or
belt-tightening is accepted as undesirable but necessary.  But the
second view comiders austerity as a value for its own sake, even if it is
not str-ictly  necesAa:y  on pureiy economic grounds.

The conven!ional  view holds that during the early stages of
capital accumulation-when initial levels of material well-being are
low---austerity, or the limitation of consumption, even of quite basic
goods, by the masses is a “necessary evil,” an unpleasant but un-
avoidable sacrifice required if capital is to be saved in order to be
invested in producti\je  facilities which will generate future increases in
consumer goods. This conception says nothing abou! criteria for
assigning ihe social costs of austerity to specific social classes or
interesi groups. But in fact it is often associated with a policy of
favoring large investments and providing incentives to wealthy invcst-
ors; predictably, therefore, it exploits the poorer elements in the
populace.  China’s notion of austerity, is d~iametrically  opposite:
Austerity, or the witimgness to bc content with a decent sufficiency of
goods, is viewed as a permanent component of authentic socialist
humanism, because a c-rtain detachment from abucciance, whether
presently enjoyed or desired in the future, is considered the necessary
basis for establishing the primacy of moral, over purely material, in-
centives.‘” Without such moral incentives, rooted in solidarity and
struggle to improve the lot of “all the people,” the acquisitive spirit
will impede the revolutionary task of “building a new man and
woman.” Furthermore, the C‘linese believe that one’s desires are
alienated in the vision of future affluence no less than in servile
clinging to pre5ent  possessions; thus, both postures are inimical to
struggling on behalf of egalitarian gains. Mao, fully conscious of the
“heretical” i:a:ure of his teaching, condemned the Soviets for climb-
ing aboard the “‘goulash and television bandwagon.” The Chinese
concept of austerity, however, is the very antithesis of “tightening the
belts” of the poorest. On the contrary, it preaches sufficiency for all
and place:?  the vital needs of the masses in higher priority than luxuries
for the few.

This rotion does not make a fetish out of deprivation; it is
understood that as conditions improve, material levels of comfort,
utility, and enjoyment should rise proportionately. But they should
rise in a manner consonant with two values more important than
growth: social equality and the struggle against technological deter-
minism. The link between austerity-whether imposed or voluntary-
and “technological freedom.” is central. a5 A d-liberate value decision
not to pursue affluence in goods and services-or at least to subor-
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dinate that pusuii !o other cons;derations-is  an indispensable means
for obtaining control over technology. Jacques Ellul judges that “as
long as man wo!-ships  Technique, there is no chance at all that he will
succeed in mastering it.“‘6 No society and its members can avoid
worshipping iech::ique  unless they practice austerity, not a? an instru-
rnentai “necessary evil” but as a permanent component of authentic
developmental humanism. As stated earlier, technology creates its
own momentum around the alleged need to keep making new
products and devising neti processes. This momentum fuels competi-
tion: among firm, to gain markets; among nations, to achieve miii-
tary or geopc’itica!  supremacy, thanks to technology. Or the compe-
titim may take G different form and be waged by poorer countries
against comparative mdlces or “more modern” societies. Powerful
determinism.” This is the argument of classical Marxists, according to
rhc other hand, as some have argued, the deliberate quest. of “tech-
nological freedom” can be internalized in one’s cost-benefi! choices at
the outset so as to minimize this “tendency towards technological
determinism.” This is the argumen: of classica;  Marxists accordin!  to
whom technological alienation is traceable to capitaiism and explolta-
tive relations  of production, not to any trait inherent in technology
ilself:” Ot!lers,  operating on different philosophical premises, insist
that “pcoplu’s control” over technology becomes a major objective
sought in the initial choices mane of technology.“” They favor smail-
,scale,  ‘Jsot‘t” technologies. The point is, simply, that resistance to
deierminism  must itself become an explicit feature of ail technology
policy and that a direct correlation can be found between one’s
viewpoint on austerity and the possibility of countering technological
determinism. The possibility of such a link can perhaps be adum-
brated by suggesting several levels at which prior choices regarding the
pursuit or affluence or the nurture of healthy austerity imply diver-
gent technological policies. The problem may be discussed first in
terms of national policy.

National-development planner; who initially opt in favor of
achieving the whole gamut of industrial capacity, both for a domestic
and for foreign markets, cannot avoid a high degree of dependency on
outside supp!iers of technology. Some countries, such as Algeria and
Rmzi! view this dependency as only temporary; they express confi-
dence ,n their ability to impcrt  technology on a large scale and from
diversified sources for a limited number of years and, in a second
phase, to gain a relative degree of autonomy. Only the passage of
time, perhaps two or three decades, will reveal whether their sanguine
expectations are realistic. What is certain, however, is that even if
LDCs achieve competitive position, thanks to a policy of rapid tech-
nological purchases, allied to an intensive program of training
nationals abroad and of inaugurating technical institutes at home to
create indigenous R&D capacity, they will not necessarily be free from
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technological determinism. Under favorable circumstances, perhaps a
few Third World nations can acquire relative technological autonomy
from outside sources, bt~i in order to do so these nations must enter
the competitive arena of :e<hnology.  And once they have entered they
will  be obliged Tao change constantly in order to maintain their own
“competitive edge.” i3y integrating their economies with the vicissi--
tudcs of world markets. ihey will fall prey to irresistible pressures to
achieve constant technological change. In short, paining technological
co~~~petitivcr,r.ts  i.; vat .s.vrro~ymous  with gaittin:  t echno log ica l  free-
C~/OWI, The freedom In question is that of exploring technologies better
adapted to local needs and of creating conditions which allow a
society to control, at ieast relativciy,  the speed and direction of
teciinical  change. To these realms must be added the freedom not to
become er~~.,iaved  :o !rlass-c;)n.sumption  models of development, which
perpetually call for nc\v products, new packaging, new processes, and
nc:\ markets. The relationship between technical freedom and auster-
i:y ii, in a wcrd, direcr.

Socie’al control oi technoiogy is a value to be internalized i n
technology poliq,  not rrzated as a mere externality. And some form
of austerity is needed in t!:e  very determination of efficient production
inasmuch as high pt-iority  must be given to meeting the basic needs of
the masses over satisfying the wants of those already enjoying high
purchasing power. A philosophy of austerity embracing the goal of
“sufficiettcy for all” will favor technologies which do not foster
widening gaps in income, in degrees of sharing in decisions, and in
class stratification. T!te achievement of these objectives lies at the
heart of technological freedom. Accordingly, a deliberate option in
favor of austerity, with its attendant entphasis  upon self-reliance,
might iead nations to do without certain technologies if these can be
a~cquired  only ;:! intoierah!e  costs in money, in dependency, or in con-
fhct with equit:  goals. Abstention from imports can encourage local
and regiona! innovation, using !ess  costly materials, less highly trained
personnel, am more readily mastered techniques. To the objection
that this approach condemns a nation to a subordinate role on the
world scene. it muit be answe:red that the “high technology” strategy
does not abolish misery amoTt::  masses, create employment, or
facilitate genuine development. Of course, even a sound austeriny
policy cannot be applied absolutely or unidimensionally. Nor need it
exclude the selective importation of modern technology, provided this
activity is subordinated to larger goals. So long as development was
equated with aggregate economic growth, with little regard foe
distribution of benefits or for the creation of jobs, or afortiori for the
creation of decisional democracy in other than purely token ways,
technological dependency could b< viewed as the “necessary price” to
be paid for genuine benefits.~  However, now that deveiopment think-
ers themselves are ques:ioning the merits of the purely growth-
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oriented version of development, techzlogical  dependent!  appears in
a nen~ lights. If, to the disadvantages ~just named, one adds those
relating to ecologzical  damage, the argument against unrestrained
techno:oGca!  imporrs  gains added weight. To consent to do with-
out certair;  foreign technologies is lantamounr  to doing without
certain consumer goods, services, and capital goods usuaily  as-
sociated wit!!  “a’buzdance” or “affiuence.”  Implicitly, it means an
internal production strategy of “austerity.” The central  decision
bears on the nature oi goc;ds produced, inasmuch as production
determined which technologies are employed. Viewed in this light,
“austerity” is no lozger the business of elite decision-makers “tight-
rninp the belts” on the already poor but the economic expression
ol’a socic[y’s  commitment to placing the needs of all above the wants
of the few. if such an option is to be freely accepted by a populace, a
~crtain pedagogy oi” austerity will clearly be required. Yet no “Madi-
son Avenue campaign in reverse” can succeed, inasmuch as advertis-
ing itsell’ is a !eadiny manipulative tool.” Pedagogy must be conduct-
ed by persuasion  as to the importance of not falling prey to the
b!andi;hments of technology and wasteful consumerism. If such a
petta~r~:)gy  iv to prove successful. it must obviously not be conducted at
iii: pi.i:c!v  individual level. Like other forms of political marketing, it
has rjn&istakab!e  social dimensions. Consequently, government
politic:; at the macroeconomic level must be designed to support frugal-
ity and ihe war against waste.

Austerity understood as “sufficiency for all as first priority”
is ihe only path which can directly attack the poverty of the
poorest Ipajorities. All other measures can have but palliative
effects at best. This view formally repudiates all versions of the
trickle-down theory, according to which material improvement
of the pooFest can come only from a growth in wealth. It is
also opposed to conventional distributi,Je  theories which concen-
trate mainly on reapportioning wealth downsrream,  that is, without
affecting basic ground rules governing access to resources upstream
(before they have been exploited or processed). The disappointing
results of cndle>s discussions regarding a new regime of the seas and
of seabed resources suggest the near impossibility of applying tech-
nology to creating new systems of resource equity without a prior
commi?me:7t to the principle of sufficiency for all as first priority.‘”
One major problem is that the wielders of technology are frequently
the beneficiaries of the system that assigns first priority to those
enjoying the greatest purchasing power. Industrial and managerial
technology in the;r present forvs are not designed to foster austerity.
Therefore, a rupture with transfer systems must be made on grounds
of austerity if a poor society is to escape technological thralldom.

And why should an austerity policy in technology not be applied
absolutely? Bec.mse even countries with a dearth of resources will
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need advanced technology in certain domains; they need a judicious
choice of many technologies. Not every country with a small market
can be se!f-sufficient  even in the production of modest consumer
goods. But if these societies place a high premium on the twin
freedom from technological dependency on outsiders and from
technoiogical  determinism tied to competition in the ever-shifting race
after new goods, austerity becomes unavoidable. The message of
these pages is not that austerity is desirable but that it is necessarv if
technological freedom is valued. Austerity constitutes one of those
basic options which, if pursued coherently, sets limits to development
strategies and to specific sector policies. This is why we need to
challenge the several conventional theses that austerity

e is necessarily harmful to the poorest sectors of a populace
0 cannot provtde incen!ive systems which stimulate rapid gains in

production and productivity
e cannot be compatible with conrrolled progress in high tech-

nology itself
* needs to be imposed by coercion, rather than accepted by the

population at large
If exercising human control over technology is a monumental

problem facing humanity today, it makes good sense to seek material
,, improvement and institutional and structural transformation with an

‘, eye to minimizing the momentum inherent in technology. The power-
ful stimulus of competition will not then be abandoned but subor-
inated to deeper values-,-equity, control, and balance. These will

now command technology ;ns:ead of serving it.



Technology is “a powerful means of international policy: it serves as
a ne-w means of projecting nationai influence and power into the inter-
national arena.“’ Consequently, a growing number of Third World
scholars advocate technology policies which promote not only devel-
opment but greater national autonomy as well.Z  At conferences on
science and technology one hears Iaments over ihe absence of an
explicit technologjr  policy in many countries. The 1972 OAS meeting
of Latin American governments in Brasilia declared that

science and technology offer infinite possibilities for providing
the people with the well-being that they seek. But in L,atin  Amer-
ican countrle\  the potentialities that this wealth of the modern
world offers ha ‘e by no means been realized to the degree and ex-
ttnt necessary.’

The “eminent persons” testifying before the United Nations on
the role of transnational corporations in technology transfer argue

that political control of such firms is the heart of the question.’
Control is sought through special legislation, a single component in a
broader national policy. This chapter explores policies consonant with
the aspiration of many Third World nations to acquire greater techno-
logical maturity, viability, and autonomy. The domains covered by
technology policy will be mapped out briefly. Then the constitulive
elements of an appropriate technology policy are discussed: strength-
ening infrastructure, perfecting negotiation stances, launching two-
way technology flows, taking concerted action, among Third World
actors), and seeking appropriate forms of support from intsrnaGona1
agencies.

Arenas of Technologisal Policy

A careful formulation of technology policy is as importal?t  as devel-
opment-p!anning itself. Good plans can be brought IG n&@t  if tech-
nology is insufficient in quantity, inappropriate in quaiity. or undisci-
plined in its applications. And given present threats to planetary sur-
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viva!, to ecological integrity, and to equitable resource use, one can no
lo3ger “cheat” on these issues.’ Developing nations cannot afford
not to have a technology policy. To have no policy is to have a bad
one; technology affects development too crucially to be left to its own
momentum. Increa.sin,g!y  this momentum is being viewed as destruc-
tive, a critical trend which prompts John Montgomery to conclude
that “the Neo-Luddites are protesting, not against machines, but
against the technology that produced them and keeps them run-
ning.“” Technology is seen by many as the source of exploitation. A
recent po!i:ica! manifesto dec!ares tlta:

we are in the midst of a gigantic revolt against the effects of the
North Arlantic  technological civilization, against the inability of
civil society to harness technologv to human ends. This revolt is
the fundamental cause of theconfhct;  it is at the root ofmost  inter-
national and domestic problems.-

At a time when most Third World countries demand more technol-
ogy, decision-makers n,-ed to clarify and bring some measure of co-
hcr~‘nct  to their policy objectives. Most poor countries postulate five
bi~sic goals to be served by their technology policy:

* to obmin the entire gamut of available technologies
0 to Opii;lliZe  the use of those tec!mo!og,ies within their societies

in ways supportive of basic value options, development strate-
gies, and policy dctermina:ions  in various sectors

e IO create and disseminate a~ widely as possible a technoiogical
culture or menta!ity~

e to build up the capacity to produr.e their own technology
e to have a fair pricing structure for their technological imports
These are genera! goals, but specific instrumentalities for reaching

them focus on other issues Technology policy deals directly with the
supp!:y,  demand, and role of diverse actors in the circulation of tech-
nology. On the supply side, policy-makers seek to build up the
nation’s technological base by measures such as investment in science
infrastructure (teaching of science, research, promotional incentives
to rxruit and retain personnel), reshaping the general educational
capacities of their societies, and other measures aimed at creating a
tec!mo!c~gica!  frame of mind in the populace at large. These are the
realms where poiicy affects technology supply.

What complementary measures touch on the demand for tech-
nology? Most general !y, the aim sought by concerned governments is
to rationalize their demand system by organizing information on
technology’s availability, scope, and character;@ providing incentives
to stimulate demand for local technology; establishing linkages
among policy-making, production, and research; and regulating tech-
nology to make it serve preferred objectives.

No piecemeal approach to technology policy can prove satisfac-
tory. Legislation fostering the creation of national technology may



probe futi!e unlc5s parallelefforts arc made to integrate technology to
prciiuccrs in ways 2onge:lia.i  to development policy. Simiiarly,  incen-
tives he!d oi:r  to usc’rs  of tee hnologq to buy from local suppliers may
fail if the supply  ~oi it !.lot  adequate or available. The need for
comprehensive policy has given rise to the interesting theoreticai
scheme named afte: Argeniine physicist Jorge Sabato.’ As discussed
cal-licr  (Chapter- 4, pages 8i-83), the “Sabato triangle” is both a tool
for diagnosing, the deficiencies of national technology structures and
an instrument  of prescrip:ive  policy. Its irnagery is simpie: goi-ern-
men1 policy-makers forum  one apex of a triangle, producers a second,
researchers a third. Just as the “triangle ” is made up of three points
and of lines joining al! three, so too a “Sabato triangle of techno-
logicai &rc~uiation” requires communication flows linking every pair of
cicmcnts in :hc iyhtem. Fience no good supply-demand system exists
:JEIW go\)ernmcnt policy-makers :ake producers’ needs into account
as !hey  frame their research priorities. Conversely, prodticers  must be
inten: on compiying  with policy objectives. Two-way flows uf infor-
ma:ion, goal-setting, and prob!em-solving must also exist between re-
searchers and producers, as well as betweer both of these and policy-
makes.\. In nlanv Thil-d  World countries, research is unrela:ed to
problci~l-soi~iii~g  >aced by industry and other productive sectors. To
make matters  wor:;e,  producers themselves are largely indifferent to
targets set by natGona1  policy-makers. And more often !tian not,
planners formulate no iechnology  policy at all, Yet, as one importaRt
United Nations docrmenr notes, “if science and technology are to
mak.e  an effective contr.ibutio;i to development, there must be a direct
relationship between rcience and technology  and government
police.““’ Policy is not limited to promoting science but embraces all
issues relating  science and technology to development. Sabato urges
that working “triangles” be set up in all major sectors of the domestic
economy, as well as in the technology-import sector. Otherwise, much
waste ensues and technological needs remain unsatisfied or must be
met at exorbitant costs. The successful operation of a triangle,
however, is conditioned on the existence of some research infra-
structure and, more importantly.  an articu!ated network of informa-
tion.’ ’

One majot- complaint voiced by officials frotn poor countries is
their difficulty in obtaining even nonproprietary information regard-
ing available  technologies.‘: One major service provided by tech-
nology ansm!cring services, such as those operated by the United
Naiions  Industrial Development Organization, the Society for Inter-
national Development, or the Volunteers for International Technical,
Assistance (VITA), is a reduction in the expenditures required of pool
countries to obtain such ;Iiformation.  A greater proolem than lack of
information is low absorptive capacity. A society must already have
some capacity to create technology in order to be able to absorb
outside technology creatively. Thus r~!icirs aimed at improving
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ci~a~~nelr  of’ acce:;s  i(j foreign technology necessarily call for shoring
up asein?iiative capacities within importing nations. A simi!ar  impera-
tive is at work Grhin the sectoriai domestic “triangles”: t-esearch
c~:re.:prisrs  must learn something of producer needs if they are to ab-
sorb “demand” information from industry in ways conducive to
effective “\Ll~;pi-v~” responses. It is useless to speak of the need for
~‘;!?i’~~lStrU~~:lli-C,” itowevet-,  unless one states what specific goals that
i:~Cras:ructur~  ll’illsi serve. Like a scaffolding designed to support an
edit’icc  v,,hile thz !ntter is under construction, so too sociai infrastruc-
tures ntu\t support larger systems distinct from them. Accordingly,
one must ask how science and technology infrastruc!ures  can be
c~reng~ hened to serve development purposes

Tecknb~lo~~  Infrastructure

‘rj eari! as 1958 George Counts asserted that “the most profound
questions  regarding the conduct of education, questions involving
values and purposes, will have to be found outside the school and
beyond the imperatives of scientific knowledge. .Technology has
raised anew: and on a vaster scale than ever before the ancient question
~51 I~C :~alt~e:~  h!~ which men live.“” Counts is right: it is not the
inttperativcs of s:icntific knovvledge which will dictate the type of
schooi or genera. educationa, infrastructure. Of c0u.rse  it makes no
scrbse Fix it cou,ltr!/ 10 seek modernity unless it eq,uips itself to obtain
it. And modernity cannot be attained without technology. Perhaps
impor!ed technoio~y  in the past enabled less-develoired countries to
raise their product,\,n levels.‘” Throughout the Third World, how-
ever, the sentiment now esists that high dependency on outside sup-
pliers of technology is an indignity. Quite apart from its economic and
social costs, dependency  psychologically affronts the consciousness of
Third World nations which do not wish to be mere consumers of civil-
izatiou. Consequently, many LDCs now seek to mcunt their own
science and technology infrastructure, a step rich in prestige value.
Wha; realistic prospects, however, do most Third World nations have
for gaining scicmiiic and technological capabilities? Do not such
capabilities lit be:orrd their means?

No flat nmwer to this question can be valid, for even relatively
poor countries can strengthen their infrastructure. The adoption of
sound curricula and modes of instruc!ion can help introduce the
“scientific mentality” among the general population. Under favor-
able circumstances it can even spread the experimental spirit among
cohorts. of the young initiated to laboratory work. Even the poorest
societies have a certain number of professionals! including some
scientists. The questions to ask are: What tasks occupy them? Are
these tasks unrelated to technological problem-solving in their coun-
tries? What rewards or sanctions stimulate producers to look for local
answers to technological questions? What inducements do govern.
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nrc’n~s  ol‘i’er to their riaiicnals to adjust research to productive needs?
!Yl12.te\~~r bc the scaie  or initial conditions of scientific work. it is

cvidc!iI thai some margins exist in ali societies for improC3g their
s!,iai!ifis  rind  tt+r,.ioiogical infrastructures. Admittedly, improvement
is costiy and oiisn takes many years to become tangible, but
significar:t  progress is ;:ossible nonetheless. Planners need to identify
key SCCIC~F  of the c~wnnmy  wherein high degrees of technological
c!cpertdcucq  arc inii,l~rahle--copi?er-mining in Chile. cocoa-growing
in Ghana. calt:e-raising  in Argentina. Next they can inventory
1rcsearch capacities. Evtw if these are modest, they can probably be
~ovr~!inatcd bcttcr IO solve practical problems in the key sectors. The
objective is simply to reduce gaps between directions taken by
rcsearc!~l  ant! needs of I>roducers. Vietorisz  tells of a research institute
\vlth  “a briliiant  record of publication bv its engineers and researchers
in r?,pwrrd international technologicaljournals, yet local industrial-
ists liG:\~er  went near it, and looked toward international consulting
rims :\,hcn needing technical busirw,s advice. This is an instance of a
total lack of integra:ion between t\vo kinds of institutions each of
w!iich  is indispensable for technological autonomy.“”

Pw~:w  lir~!kage  between potential suppliers and utilizers of tech-
nology is aided by incentives which I-sassure producers tha! answers to
Iheir. n e r d s  c a n  CoIfl~:  f r o m  loca; researchers. in short, creators of
technology  must be stimulated to do what is reievant  to producer,-,
ar~(l  utiliters 1n~:st be induced to have recourse to nationa! suppliers of
techno!ogy.  Becauw  mos: Third World producers look outside the
country to satisfy  their technoiogical needs, direct inter\cention  by
governments in the form of coordination, direct coercion, and
subsidies to researchers is required to reverse the pattern. III several
countries legislation requires firms to use national technologies if
these are available.‘” In addition, national technology registers require
that all technology coniracts with foreign suppliers be recorded and
approved. These are weak instruments, however, in the absence of an
incentive system which meets the needs of firm managers. Restrictive
legislation callnot  force industrialists to contract nzuional suppliers of
technology :1111ess  the latter are able to make the former competitive in
their primary markets. But neither registry nor restrictive legislation
is meant to eliminate technology transfers. A recent essay in The
E’cor~onrist  states: “The basic issue is not the one at which the experts
were beavering this week, to control technology transfer. It is to
transfer technology.““ Eien in sta:e-owned firms, enterprise manag-
ers must meet production targets. Therefore, they look for technol-
ogy delivered on time, reliably, and in ways which satisfy their
customers. So long as national suppliers of technology cannot meet
these needs, buyers of technology will lack compelling motives to stop
relying on foreign suppliers.

National policies for strengthening technological infrastructure
must comprise three elements:



* incentive systems to harmonize interests of purchasers and
\ellcrs of !echnology  with national policy objectives

* informaticnal  inputs and legislative constraints to wean pro-
&LX:-s awaY tram outside suppliers

* nrnnPr :uij;ii~‘l -r-1 i-dies to enable national suppliers to meet the
technology needs of national purchasers

The  inccntiv?  systems  discussed here are less general than those ana-
iy-zed  in the previous chapter, which focused on the organizing
prin~?plc\ oi‘ rocietal  mobilization. At issue in the present context is a
~ohcrcnt  bet of measures to meet what Vietorisz calls “the test of
lc~llilological  intrgration.“‘x Technology is no mere commodity, but
im o\;crail system, and the test of integration is the extent to which a
COUII:~~  i\ capable of technological autonomy. Even partial autonomy
i\ out of reach uniil a pool of national technologists exists and is
p~-ol’erly orgsnilcd to meet clients’  needs. To create or build up such a
pool in the first priority in any plan to build up infrastructure.
Info~-m:~~i~il  sy*,tems  are also needed, to serve two functions: to join
potrnliai buyers and sellers of technology and to convince the society
111 Iar-ge tha! native capacity  can solve technological problems. Ac-
I.ortiinc to Nigerian economist S..4. Aluko, “One of the main causes
(,:r :cctlnol<\gicai bnckwar~dness  is the lac!:  of  confidence among
b,fric;::l  leaders and governments in their own ability and that of their
p~:ople  to s,:.>tve  many of the iocal problems.“”

Legislation  is sometimes needed to entice national producers
away from international technology suppliers to national ones. But
th:re are lirr.its  to w,hat can be accomplished. by legislative infrastruc-
tures unsupporred by ope,:ations to match up users with suppliers of
technology. Thus, notwithstanding stringent legislation passed in late
1974 in .4rgentina prohibiting recourse to foreign suppliers of tech-
nical expertise when parallel skills are available within the country, in
practice firms remain dependent on outside suppliers.‘u One reason is
international prestige. The status which accrues to successful firms in
the First  World has spread to much of the Third World. The presump-
tion is that what comes from the “developed” world is better than
what is produced locally. Paradoxically, however, US consultant and
engineering firms often send their less-qualified personnel to Third
World sites, especially when these firms “spread themselves too thin”
so as not to lose contracts. Hence Third World countries need to undo
the myth of the technical superiority of “developed” outsiders. The
best way to do this is to create professionally competent local
counterparts. The success of local consultants in many domains
atzsts to the feasibility of this strategy. Na:ional producers require
technological help at various stages:

@ pre-investment and feasibility studies
* engineering designs, machinery specifications, plan! designs,

factory layout
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* equipment selection , plant construction, installation, and start-
up of p!ant

e acquisition of process or manufacturing technology
* technical assistance during the postinstallation period, includ-

ing training programs and management assistance2!
Not al! technoiogical  expertise can be developed rapidly, and

there is a definite sequence of accessibility. T’ne capacity to conduct
feasibility studies may well be the last skiil a Third World consulting
group can acquire. Nevertheless, as Albertal and Duncan note,

there are experienced consulting groups in Brazil and India; com-
petent economic planners in Kuwait and Pakistan; able public
managers in Ghana; well-trained fisheries specialists in Cuba and
the Philippines; up-to-date industrial technology experts in
Argentina: qualified forestry specialists in Malaysia; outstanding
centers for administration in Costa Rica, Smtan and Venezuela;
and in many countries, research institutions that could make
unique contributions to developing countries. We also know that
they are often under-utilized both at home and abroad.”

Greater use of Third World skills would boost local infrastructure
considerably.

Great progress remains to be achieved in management technology
which, according to some, “is the essential technology-the one upon
which effective utilization of all other technologies must rest.‘12’
Management technology uti!izes people so that they can in turn utilize
all other technomgies  in optima! fashion. And management kr.ow-
how is, by definit,ion,  attentive to local contexts. Consequently, iocal
managerial capacity must be reinforced, if other technologies are not
to be ill-used. This vie\%;  is confirmed by the studies of John W.
Thomas, who conctudes that the most crucial variable in determining
what kind of technology is adopted is the organizational capacity of the
vehicle.*4 Thomas has collected evidence from Bangladesh, Tunisia,
Turkey, and Ethiopia to support his contention that “in most
situations the organizational structure of the agency undertaking the
activit,y  will dictate !o an important degree the type of technology
employed.“”

Sound managerial infrastructure helps provide a necessary incen-
:ive system for harmonizing the interests of purchasers and sellers of
technology with national policy objectives. It also sets up procedures
assuring informational flows among the three “points” of the Sabato
triangle and provides an instituttonal  base for allowing needed
subsidies to flow from policy-makers to researchers and producers.
An acceptable infrastructure thus includes a pool of scientists and
technicians, organizational and managerial institutions to assure
linkage in the “triangle,” proper legislation to counter the advan-
tageous position presently held by many outside suppliers, subsidies
and other incentives for national buyers and sellers of technology to
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deai with eac!l  ot!ter and with government policv-makers, and infor-
m::tinna!  networks  without which full optimization of local technol-
ogies and optimum use of imported technologies will prove impos-
sibie. Thc:<e  instruments are a prerequisite for a policy of appropriate
technologies.

A~~r~~~jate ‘Kechnofogies

Great confusion surrounds the terms “appropriate,” “intermediate,”
“soft,” and “humane” techno!ogiesZO Discussion often implies that
onl~~  labor-intensive, resource-conserving, and small-scale technol-
ogies are “appropriate” for poor rural nations. A philosophical
preference for “gentle” technologies, however, is no helpful policy
guide for selecting the technologies a nation needs. In short, no single
technology is “appropriate” for all developmental purposes, but
eve.ry techno!ogy is “appropriate” for reaching xxe objectives.
Thus, the first task of governments should be to clarify what social,
political, and economic objectives they seek. Technologies which are
not expensive or large-scale may recommend themselves, but even
poor societies seek various benefits in their quest for tec~hnology.
Access to “modern” technology is sought by all for symbolic as well
as for practical reasons. Practical considerations themselves are
weighty: technology u~iocks  new resources, increases productivity,
and generates new capacities to produce g,oods  and services. Conflicts
arise cover  goals pursued. Poiicy-makers in Burma, let us say, or Sri
Lanka, may fear that an influx of Western technology will damage
focal religious, c!lltural, and famity  values. Tanzanians in turn may
fear that conventional technologies are too heavily biased toward
cities, large-scale factories, and control by elitist engmeers to fit with
their concept of self-reliance. And planners in India may reject
Western technologies as too capital-intensive and not sufficiently
generative of jobs.

Different calculations apply to diverse sectors of activity. Even a
nation committed to “soft” technology may have different criteria for
cost, scale, and level of technology in its farming and its mining
sectors. It might feel forced to adopt “high” technology in the
extractive sector while rejecting capital-intensive technology in indus-
try and agriculture. This suggests that some constraims  are inherent in
technology: minimal-scale thresholds or the lack of existing alterna-
tives to certain expensive technologies. The central issue is to choose a
whole range of appropriate technologies while clearly defining the
purposes they are to serve.

Many countries wish to optimize their use of local materials,
personnel, and financing. One criterion of appropriateness, therefore,
is the degree to which technologies foster such optimal use. Those tied
to utilization of imported intermediates or to quality control by high-
level experts fail to meet this yardstick; they are inappropriate for
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upt,inii7,iil,g  Ir-,ial capacities. But what priority scale attaches to such
c>pTin.i&:ion.  and ho\:,.  applicable, sector by sec.01.  and product by
p!~cidiirl, ii this cr!~erio!r’? If a nation seeks to become competitive
ii: ti~c .,ioi-id market, it may have to sacrifice its desire to optimize
local resources. And some double standard necessarily operates
regarding quali!:; co!:trol.  One standard may be suitable for local
n!ariil~;icr;I!-~:,, \i~i?~..!Y’;i? another will app!y for export production.
i%eirhr~.  \al’et$  nol-  reliability  needs be sacrificed, although certain
s!anc!a:.d~  01’ prcci\ion, case of transport, or of packaging can be
lowered. ‘ThiT  is [he cr.itrrion  applied by the Development Commis-
\jg:jl!  ..)f Small Scale Indusrries  of the indian Ministry of Industry,
which has decided that it is better to lose quality, precision, and
ai;pear-ante  for o /iruited  period of rime if these losses are offset by
othci-  gains: job-creation, linkages with other producers, and savings
in forcig,il  currencies.”

The impaci of technological choices on job-creation is crucia!  for
policy. Entrepreneurs in many less-developed countries “overauto-
lll;lle” their plants. With an appropriate choice of technology,
ho\vc~~r, they could generate employment and additional profits.
Li,cn  when using obsolete machinery makes good economic sense,
i,:~;h  of ;ni‘ormation as to alternative sources or physical distance from
11;~3l’ii~i’.  mi!ilates against the pos:,ibi[ity  of firm managers purchasing
it. (‘ihis is true even when prestige considerations do not bias decision
makers against such equipment.) Different criteria exis: for deter-
mining the a~ppropriateness  of technology in the light of job-creation.
Much depends on the time span under consideration. In some circum-
s!ance:;  more jobs might result, at Period B, from the adoption of
more capital-intensive technology at Period A. The point is that
techno!s$cs are appropriate or inappropriate relative to concrete
priorities and time scales.

Much has been written of late on technology and the environ-
ment.?* Third World representatives sometimes portray ecological
concerns as a luxury they cannot afford. Some even assert that they
welcome pollution if it brings them industrialization and higher
material li\:ing standards. Notwithstanding such thinkmg,  ecological
constraints do bear on the appropriateness of technology. Capital is
not the only scarce production factor in less-developed countries;
natural resources often constitute another. Hence there is much
wisdom in choosing iechnologies  which utilize locally available abun-
dant materials in a nondepleting manner.?? Choosing technologies
according to :his criterion generally also facilitates job-creation
among unskiiied, or tiaditiona!Iy  skilled, workers and can result in
great foreign-exchange savings. Apart from balance-of-payments
considerations, however, such technologies require lower financial
outlays in local currencies, particularly in agronomy, health, and
construction technologies.‘0
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‘The literature on appropriate technology emphasizes such values
as control by peciple  at the grassroots, a human scale of operations,
environmental protection, job-creation, and lesser dependency on
outsiders. Can any modern technologies be “appropriate” to these
development objectives? Although such technologies are appropriate
to creating  industries which manufacture the kinds of goods produced
in societies of origin, the question is whether this production itself is
appropriate. (Debate over appropriate technology was, in fact, initi-
ated because of widespread disenchantment with production of this
rype.)  Yet even China, which preaches self-reliance and worker parti-
cipation in production decisions, uses expensive modern technology in
such sectors as communications, electronics, computers, military pro-
duction, and nuclear development. Locally developed “intermediate”
technologie:J are “inappropriate” in these domains.

But if no single kind of technology is appropriate for achieving
al: the goals societies set, it does not follow that no qualitative
diff~,ences  esist between “hard” and “soft” technologies.” “Hard”
teihnoiogies are geared to objectives such as power, aggreg: ’
growth, mass production, and complex organization. “Soft” technb.-
ogies, in turn, foster wealth distribution; job-creation; local produc-
tion; and simphcity  in installation, maintenance, and repair.”
“Hard” technologies tend to bind users to existing dependency sys-
tems, while “soft” ones tend to maximize autonomy. Whatever com-
promises are made in !echnology policy, sharp criteria must be
applied in deciding the mix of technologies deemed essential to follow
preferred strategies. If the dominant values sought are ecological
integrity and job-creation, departures from this standard will be
minimized and contained within institutional limits. China, on this
point. seeks to keep its export sector small so as not to produce
distortions in its domestic economy.33 Similarly, urban investment in
Cuba and Tanzania are concessions t,o necessity which do not contra-
dict the dominant policy of “favoring the countryside.”

To conclude, an appropriate choice of technologies means choos-
ing a wide variety of technologies, some better suited to one goal than
to others. The greatest mistake is to sin at either extreme: to adopt
only “high” technology or to rely solely on “soft” technology.

These pages serve as a transition from concern over internal
infrastructure to criteria for outside acquisition. They pave the way
for a look at Third World negotiating strategies.

Negotiating Strategies

The parties to most techno!ogy  contracts are firms which sell  and
purchase  know-how. Nevertheless, :wo invisible parties hover over all
negotiations: the respective governments of these firms. Governmen
of importing firms, especially, increasingly try to structure conditions
under which firms within their jurisdiction are to import technology.
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1t is :\o:rh inquiring, therefore, into the issues these governments
deem vita! i:: negotiating  technology transfers.“

Unless rregoliating strategy expresses some coherent science and
technolog,y  poiicy, it is unliheiy  to produce desired results: the influx
of suitable technologies at reasonable cost, the absorption of technol-
ogy in ways ivhich optimize local capacities (in financing, personnel,
;:,I)(! materials), and minimum depsndency. Great variety marks the
forms ill! which governments try to meet these goals. At times, for
example, ei‘torts are made to diversify sources of supply, which does
not nccesiarily  require “quota” legislation but can be done-in the
cast of product-embodied tee....,.hnntogies-simply  by ordering import-
licensing authorities to favoi:  certain suppliers. The regulation of
prvcr’;s and decisional technologies, however, usually requires explicil
legislation prohibiting technology imports when “equivalent” exper-
tisc is available from national suppliers and setting payment ceilings
for services and licenses. The first clause is usually interpreted
flexibly, for although national suppliers exist, they may not be able to
supply thei.;  expertise at crucial times. Legislation is easier to apply in
cases of licensing specific products or processes, rather than in those
governing  the lise of consultants or engineering designers. As for
paq’merrt  ceilings, suppliers can easily find indirect, albeit legal, ways
to circumvent restrictions.  More importantly, such restrictions do not
of themselves motivate national producers to seek out local suppliers.
in the absemce  of alternative infrastructure. the effect of payment
ceilings may be contrary to initial intentions. Indeed, until govern-
ments can force transnatlonal  corporations to submit their accounting
procedure:< to closer checks, ceilings can easily be circumvented. The
stimuli and consiraints used by governments in negotiation can be
seen more ciearly if we examine recent proposals of “codes of
conduct” for technology transfers.

Disagi-cement  e:,tists  over the value of codes and their status.
Ssome  plead for exhortatory general guidelines. One example is UN
Resolution 2626 (24 October 1970) which establishes an International
Development Strategy for the next ten years:

The Strategy in effect sets up a code ofconrluct  for Governments
and international organizations. But it does more than reformu-
late known concepts and give them the status of a world consen-
sus. It contains a number of ideas which could have a profound
effect on the future of the economic world order. For example,
the consensus calls for a new international division of labor.”

Metaphorical codes are also favored by some business firms, for
whom codes formalize their beliefs and the standards employees must
“live up to.“‘” Other advocates, on the contrary, seek a binding
international document with the force of a treaty or agreement signed
by governments and international corporations, simultaneously regu-
lating duties and rights of each.” Drafts proposed by the Pugwash
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Conferences, the ijiiited Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment, and ;i group of Latin American officials who met in Caracas in
1974 are of this type.” Two problems plague such efforts: the
diificaitics oi‘ obtaining the agreement of all concerned parties and of
assu5n.g comp!iance  in the absence of effective sanctions. Getting
signatures is possible, given the pressures generated by widely publi-
~&xi research on tranxlational corporations, linited Nations support
(01 ;I code, ax! the eagerness of business groups like the Interna-
tional C‘bambc~- of C’ommerce,  the L’ouncil  of the Americas, and the
C‘or!l~~ence  i<onrcl  to arrive at “guidelines for private firms in
i~~~crn~~ti~~nirl  trade and investment as well as guidelines for’ nations
participating in the internationa! economy.“iv Most business officials
dec!arc,  however, that unless they play an important role in drafting
codes. their firms will not treat them as binding. This attitude raises
the ihorn:;  question of compliance, because moral persuasion seems
!o bc the only available international sanction. National sanctions can
(iI‘ course bc enforced  by governments resolved to do so. But the
lal,ger  problem is that codes which require the goodwill of signatories
arc only self-binding,  and no institution binds itseif to actions \vhich
go against its OW!I  il;terests. Furthermore,  as one United Nations
0l’fi~Ltl wri!ch.

*what /he companies th~emselves,  or the business community,
rcgaz-d ;I:; rcspon~ible  beha\:ior may not be looked upon in :hc
manic  light b!. society at large.“’

Corporalions  coald simple make quiet arrangements kvith pliant
governments aiid mutually  ignore the code. I~iiis ix bvt,dt  international
shippers do in the realm of maritime navigation with the profitable
compliance of the governments of Panama, Liberia, and Greece.

Notwithstanding its limited value, an international code is still,
on balance, worth having for two reasons. The first is theoretical in
nature and need only be mentioned here:“’ Normative documents can
play a pedagogical, critical, or evaluative role even when power-
wielders rcjcct the properly normative function such documents are
meant to play. But a second, more practical, reason imposes itself:
Considerable momentum has now been generated, and the appear-
ant: of some international code seems likely. As draft codes vie Y-
attention and legitimacy, it is essential that some tolerably acceptable
formulation be reached even as the fundamental dilemma persists:
codes accepted by transnational corporations are likely to be quite
harmless, whereas codes with true constraining power are not likely to
be obeyed, even if they are signed, by those whose interests they affect
adversely. British economist David Robertson contends that many
issues of regulation cannot be solved because they require the passing
of measures which can only be judged impractical. His reasons are:

0 Governments are reluctant :c re!inquish  sovereignty over eco-
nomic policies.
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* Economic benefits from proposed new regulations are uncer-
tain because of 011: inadequate understanding of the economic
ro!e of transnationals.

9 Dangers are foreseen in the setting up of quasijudiciai com-
mittees to assess issues relat,ing to TNCs without an accepted
body of rules (and, he adds, this poses endless problems of
definition).

3 Difficuhies  are an:icipated in enforcing compliance with regu-
lations without destroying the economic benefits accruing from
foreign direct investment.

e Fears persist that if a newly established institution revealed
itself to be ineffective, the problems created by TNCs might be
aggravated.“!

Robertson favors adopting nonbinding rules and minimum restric-
tions on TNCs.  Jack Behrman, an American scholar, voices similar
fears. After noting that draft codes insist disproportionately on
measures to curtail undesirable practices in technology transfers,
Behrman warns that

the mere elimination of private restrictive practices (in the hope
of creating a free market) will not necessarily prevent the dis-
portion of economic development, prevent social inequities, gene-
rate an efficient use of resources, create the socially desirable
consumption patterns, or preserve natural resources. On the con-
trary, all of these goals must be achieved by positive public policy
rather than by negative constraints on companies.”

What needs LO be done, Behrman adds, besides elim,inating restrictive
practices, is to make sure that all constraints on market mechanisms
foster the achievement of the desired objectives. He cites with
approval the Iapanese  approach of defining priorities in types of
technology desired and then examining each contract, case by case, to
see if it is suitable. “The success of the Japanese policy,” he adds,
“would argue for a more specific screening process than that implied
in a sweeping prohibition of one set of provisions or another.“‘J
Realism is important if Third World governments concerned over
abuses are not to deprive suppliers of technology of the incentive they
need to engage in transfers. Such realism may turn out to be one of
the more useful by-products to come out of code-drafting exercises.
At stake, ultimately, are the criteria for identifying boundaries in
negotiation.

Many governments know which harmful practices they must
avoid in contracts. The work of Constantine Vaitsos on transfer-
pricing points to one arena of friction, namely, monopoly rents
disguised as intracompany exchanges.3’  A general concern likewise
exists not to allow suppliers to make clients buy a “package” which
includes royalties for trademarks and intermediate goods which could
be purchased elsewhere. Great resentment arises over efforts made by
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‘TpU’c to iimir sales to a single market. Causes of friction are well
summarized ir. the recent Mexican law on the transfer of technology:

/

I
Conrrac!s  shall r+t be approved when they refer to technology ~
rrcrly available :.I the country; when the L,T.ce or counter- ~
service is 01’: of proportion to the technology acquired or consti- ~
tutes an unwarranted or excessive burden on the country’s eco- ‘!
nomy; \\:hen  Ihey restrict the research or technological develop-
rncn~ ol‘t!lc  purchaser; iyhen they permit the technology-supplier
to interfere in rhe management of the purchaser company or
oblige it to use, on a permanent basis, the personne! appointed by
~i:e >;uppiicr:  when they establish the obligation to purchase in-
purs from the supplier only or to sell the goods produced by the
technology  importer exclusively to the supplier company; when
lhcy prohibit or restrict the export of goods in a way contrary to
the country’s interest; when they limit the size of production or
impost‘ prices on domestic production or on exports by the pur-
(:tla\rr; when they prohibit the use of complementary technology;
\j hen they oblige the importer to sign exclusive sale: jr represen-
tation conrrxts  with the supplier company covering the national
territory; when they establish excessively long terms of enforce-
!llc‘lli.l"

Third \Vorld governments can use the sanctioning power of their
central banks to block hard-currency remirtances  outside the country.
Brazil and others have further decreed that fees paid to foreign
technoiogy  sapplirrs  are to be taxed at the higher rate g0vernin.g
profits. Among instruments employed, however-ranging from tech-
nolog!! registers or payment ceilings to authorizations for import-
none is more strategicaliy  potent than the concept of “breaking up the
technology package” developed by Andean Pact negotiators.“’

This phrase is used in two distinct senses. In the first the
“package” refers 10 a cluster of goods and services sold by TNCs to
an overseas purchaser. included in the package are technology
proper, permission to t.tse trademarks, equipment, intermediate
materials, contractual restrictions on sales to third-country markets,
and provisions for supervisory services. Andean legislation dissociates
technology proper from the the purchase of intermediates, royalty
payments for trademarks (seen as “fictitious” technology), and
restrictions on the sale of finished products outside the producing
country. A second, more restricted, meaning attaches to the pnrase
hreuiting up the technology package, this one basic to the struggle of
Latin American countries to gain greater technological autonomy.
Andear: negotiators examine the purely technological components of
a contract with a view to disaggregating technology itself into core
and peripheral elements. The first step consists of identifying the
minimum, indivisible technological modules essential to the process in
question. In their totality these elements are designated modular
technology. Accessory elements are labeled peripherai technology.
Several criteria are invoked to determine what, in any given opera-



tion, is modular or core technology and what is peripheral. To be
adjudged modular (or core), a technology must be, first of all, essential
to the process in question. A second criterion for determining this
status is the degree to which technological elements are functionally
inseparable or, at least, interdependent in a process. Thus, any tech-
no!ogy which is indispensable to the success of an entire process or
cannot be separated from it is modular (core); all other elements are
peripheral (nnciilur;~).

The concep!s of core and periphery help policy-setters decide
hcsv best 10 lower c&s, optimize lo&al inputs, and reduce depen-
dericy. Because packages  arc expensive, local supplying of parts of the
package lowers overall costs to purchasers and reduces their depen-
dency on foreign suppliers. More important is the pedagogical value
attaching t,o the attempt to identify ccre and ancillary technologies. It
serves as an apprenticeship which strengthens the hand of negotiators
in bargaining, even if they eventually buy parts of the package from
outside suppliers. The most difficult task is not breaking up the
package but putting it back together again. A proper “fit” of the dis-
parate element,s  is difficult, and errors abound at first. Nevertheless,
the experience gained by Bra4 and Argentina suggests that reaggrega-
:ion of packages is a skill wl!~chcan be learned quickly. At timesoutside
consultants are hired Tao help nationals “put the pieces together.” And
as Gonod notes, the disdggregation  of the technical process not only
opens up new technological combinations, it also allows its practi-
tioriers to free themselves from purely “mimetic transfers.“‘” Once
the technological myth that there is only “one best way” to proceed is
refuted, purchasers notice that hitherto ignored actors in Ihe techno-
logical arena possess elements of know-how relevant to their needs.
Collabora.tion  between producers and local suppliers creates new
attitudes of strength in negotiating with outside suppliers. And local
suppliers are stimulated to launch research of their own because they
now know that local firms will look to them to supply technology. In
order to break up a package successfully, however, negotiators need
certain institutional strengths. Initially at least, according to Gonod,
state firms able to intervene will have better chances of succeeding
than others. A monolithic structure or one in which autonomous and
coordinated segments of a process are involved has advantages. On
the other hand, if existing structures permit only the coordination of
sequential technological processes, package-opening proves more dif-
ficult.“’ Breaking the package, in short, requires decisive political will
allied to a suitable institutional structure. So true is this that even
classifying technology into core and peripheral is iargely a function of. . ^. .tne vesteU interest ot the znalyst.

The Andean Pact has distinguished between core and peripheral
technologies in such sectors as copper, nonferrous metals, tropical
forest products, and electronics. The informed consensus of their
experts presupposes a shared interest in making their nations more
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:~I~IUIIOI~OIS  and stronger in bargaining than before. Managers of
lr-ansnational  corporations, on the other hand, or even host-country
managers might draw the line differently: their interests lead them to
view packages as the most efficient way Third World firms have of
importing technology. Most modular technologies are patented and
do not ‘fall under categories called by Andean technicians preprocess,
postprocess,  or genernl  technology. Predictably, therefore, Andean
specialists attack present world patent legislation as biased in favor of
corporate suppliers of packages.‘” Since Andean Pact countries are not
signalories  to the Paris Convention,i’ they have considerable ieve-age
to create  new ground rules governing negotiation with foreign in-
vestors an2 suppliers  of technology. Yet the sharpest conflicts in
negotiation are not over patents but over technological infrastructure
itself. “Opening the package” is but one tactic in a larger strategy
aimed at shattering the near-monopoly enjoyed by transnational
firms in the production of technology. Unless that strategy lead- to
the crea!ior: of viable structures for the national gener-‘i,n  of
appropriate technologies, it will have but minimal impact. In the
judgment of Andean officials, the highest indices of modular tcch-
nologics are contained in “packages” of rclatrvely  new processes and
products. The marketability of a package is closely tied to its proximi-
ly, 111 time, to initial production stage. One may thus take the
“product cycle theory”” one step back and conclude that quasi-
monopoli.stic rewards come to those who lead the innovational
“pack.” The desire to head this pack has led to the installation of
R&D l’a~ilities  in the first place. Hence, in thr absence of its own R&D
infrastructure, any country will find it.s negotiating options curtailed.
Even if it limits its imports to “modular” technologies, it can have
little control over their price. Power relations cannot be banished from
the technical discourse. As Gonod Twrites,

technical “discourse” is much closer to economics than it is to
science, and it is far closer to social and political discussion than
it is to economics itself. Here even less than in other domains can
we ignore power relations.”

The notion of “modular” or “core” technology can be deceptive
because the line between core and periphery is movable. No single
element is irrevocably “modular” for, with the passage of time, firm-
specific  technology can become system-specific or general. New cre-
ations can render formerly vital technology no longer essential to a
process. Thus the approach aimed at “opening the package” allows
“weaker” negotiators to accompany shifts in technology cycles them-
selves. Ultimately, advanced Third World countries seek to gain con-
trol over the direction of these cycles. “Package-opening” is but, part
of a more ambitious strategy to improve their capabilities as creators
of new technology.

Although it predates the contemporary interest of Andean Pact
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up the package.” the following exampie
accts of the strategy they now favor. ~The first is
ate technology into components, some of which

can be produced loca!!y. ‘The second is the importance of stimulating
local research and development, thanks to appropriate incentives to

During World War II, under the Mutual Aid Program (MAP), the
Armed Forces of the United States agreed to supply communications
equipment io the Brarilian  navy.” During the first year the United
States would provide to the Brazilian navy 100% of the funds needed
to purchase. install, and operate the equipment. l3y the second year
the percentage would drop to 50%; by the third, to 1001o,  etcetera.
Terms were designed to induce the Brazilian navy to spend its own
money  to keep the project going after launching. Very soon civilian
Brazrhan  suppliers, especially a SZo Pauto company named Cacique,
began manufacturing components for the equipment. Facilitating the
competitive entry of Cacique was the general shortage of components
caused by the war and affecting US manufacturers. Aft,er  the war,
hovvcvcr,  US suppliers no longer suffered from a shortage of materi-
als and were able IO displace Cacique from its position as partial

ian navy. Cacique was eventually bought out by
,, a, consortium of transnationai corporations, including Motorola Cor-

At this point the Brazilian navy began applying its technique of
“breaking up the technology package” by imposing unique local

r equipment and other elements of com-
munications syst,ems.  The navy knew that neither Telefunken  in
Germany nor Motorola in the United States was able to build parts

a result, Telefunken’s Brazilian subsidiary
was obliged :o engage in applications research of its own. Subse-
quently, it designed and built the required parts. in the process the
Brazilian subsidiary came to master technology it hitherto had had to
import from the German company’s main plant.

This example shows that the user of technology can set con-
ditions which encourage the “invention of inventions” by local
suppliers. The client in this instance was a governmental firm; but in
other cases involvjing private clients, governments can, through iegis-
lation and incentives, create conditions for “breaking up” imported
technology packages. The Brazilian navy designed its specifications
with a view to making the technology usable as well in a number of
“civilian” sectors such as radar for airports. Its objective was to
widen the market for Telefunken/Brazil  and pressure the company
into making the components itself. One policy lesson to be learned is
that governments should identify points at which their interests con-
verge with those of TNCs and other actors in the technological arena.
They can then harness, by cumulative steps, those convergent interests
in pursuit of their own policy goals. Thus it came about that by 1963



the navy and Teleiimkcn./Brazil  ‘Nere  fully emancipated from reliance
Oil for&! suppliers.

One parallel measure which recommends itself to Third World
coUIltries seeking to reduce dependency is the move to export tech-
nology while engaging in selective imports. Establishing tw-o-way
flows is an important policy tool.

l’wo-N’ay  Techrlok~gy Fbws
Most industrial countries acquire some of their technologies from
outside 5ourccs.~‘ IScsause  relative proportions of imported tech-
nology arc small in comparison with those created by national R&D
ct’t’orts.  little fenr exists in industrialized countries, however, that
ioreigncl-s Lvill dominate national markets or set the pace in vital
iridustricb. Foreign acquisitions are viewed with equanimity as valu-
able comi>lcn;cnts  to endeavors under firm national control. A reverse
kpattrrn,  however, prevails in Third World sites: most industrial tech-
nologics are imported and only a small fraction p:oduccd locally.
Under thcsc circumstances, importing nations may wish to export
~omc technology so as to Seth up two-ways  flows and gain greater
Iarniliaritv with, and competitivenebs  in, world technology markets.
I!ccomin~  an c:<porter is like gaining entry into the club oi influential
rechnolo~y suppliers. Quite apart from its material advantages, the
prcstigc attached IC) this role certifies one as “mature” in what is
g;cnerally  :icwed as a “sophisticated” internationai arena.

The entry of Third World nations into the charmed circle of tech-
nology t:sporrers  takes many forms. The simplest is the export of
machinery as one form of product-embodied technology. These sales
arc usually accompanied by service contracts relating to installation,
maintenance, and repair. Transactions of this type constitute fairly
low-level transfers; greater prestige is attached to exporting process
technology, in the form of patents, licenses, and advisory or per-
formancc contracts. An even more advanced form consists in pro-
viding lhc expertise needed to conduct feasibility studies, engineering
designs, or equipment-specification surveys. All are “decision#’
technologies,  a category  of person-embodied skills, ranging from
purely technica! know-how to managerial and systems coordination.
‘The provision of these skills by Third World consultants,  particularly
to clients in rich countries, is highly chaliengiug. Such clients are
demanding: they “ push” experts to iearr?  in the very process of apply-
ing their expertise. This is paradoxical inasmuch as many experts from
the rich world regard Third World contracts as more challenging to
t~hem because “normal” infrastructure and service networks are
absent. Consultants have to improvise more in Third World sites. The
point is that technological maturity comes with performing success-
fully in varied environments. Once maturity is acquired, one can work
more creatively even in one’s native environment. Firm-specific tech-
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nologics are particularly enriched by having to be tested in multiple
conditions. Some ‘Third  World leaders in:uitive!y  grasp the dynamics
of enrichment and encourage technological exporting. Engaging in
two-way flows brings grea:er  knowledge of international demand net-
works and provides greater flexibility in responding to markets within
one’s own country.

Some Third World manufacturers export technoiogy to the very
firms iu the rich world which initially supplied them with know-how.
One such case is Hindustan Machine Tools of Bangalore, a public-
sector venture manufacturing machines and wrist watches set up in
1993 in collaboration with Machine Toois Buerhle & Co. of Zurich.
By 9974 the lndian  company had secured an order amounting to four
and one-half million Swiss francs through the Swiss partner. Half 01
this sum was for the export of machine tools, half fo1~ technical
documentation based on designs supplied by the Swiss company.” .A
different approach was used by Indian Telephone Industries of
Bangalore. which collaborated with Britain’s Automatic Telephone
and Electric Company to make autonlatic exchanges. The Indian firm
has now received orders from its British counterpart to supply equip-
ment which the latter no Ionger manufactures. A third example in-
volves a private company in Madras, Postons Limited, which has col-
laborated technologically with the British Associated Engineering
Group. The Indian company has now started exporting tc<hnology in
a joint vcn!,ure  in Malaysia with the Ma!aysian  government. India
Postons will supc.9~  the entire kuow-how and a portion of rhe capital
equipment.

!ndian production unites  are viewed by !he government as good
b&es for esport to neirhboring  regions. India’s performance it? recent
years has propelled it to a position of prominence as a supplier of
technology to South and Southeast Asia.

Third World manufacturing  units often make improvements on
technologies suppiied to them by a licenser from an advanced
country. These improvements can be resold to original licensers.  One
instance is the sale by a state-owned corporation in Argentina, Fabri-
caciones Militares,  to the Browning company of the United State5 for
improved pistols which Browning had originally licensed Fabri-
caciones Militares  to produce.” This practice occurs often enough to
generate demands by Latin American negotiators for revisiorfs of
licensing agreements, many of which do not allow payments to hcen-
sees when these make technological improvements usable by licensers.
Were legislation suitably modified, Third World technology exporters
would quickly gain access to clients other than original licensers.  This
is why two-way flows are an important instrument of Third World
technology policy.

Two-way technology flows have always accompanied trade in
finished products among Third World countries. But s!ich trade was
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no: e~plici:lv  designed to enhance technological capabilities of export-
:ne c!~l:n!:‘ltz,.., ~1 ob.ieciive better achieved when process-embodied or
decisionai iechnoiogies,  and not product-embodied technologies, are
rral>si‘srlrd. i‘ompetitive position is best gained by competine. Hence
couniries  eager to improve their relative technology positions en-
courage national techl;ology  suppliers to pursue a vigorous policy of
intcl-naiioiialiratio!;. Corporate managers interviewed in the United
itatcs voice the opinion that Third World firms can successfully
compcrc with them in many domains. This is especially true because
izlan!; trademarks and patents embody no true technological superi-
ol,ity  but simply mask what Vaitsos calls “pseudo-transfers of know-
hO\\.“~

Other advantascs  can accrue from concerted action among Third
World act01~s  ill :echnology  aienas.

Concerted action is needed if weak partners in unequal exchanges are
IO sain hnrgaining  power in purchasing technology. The Third World
nc’ccls science and rechnn!~og;  because ths two XP “among the crucial
too1 necessal~y  I~,,I- increasing national independence and welfare.“*”
P&ithel  greater independence  nor optimum welfare, howjei;r, can be
gained by most Third World countries if they persist in acting alone.
In 19?0 Ka6l Prebisch urged upon Latin America a “timely, as well as
etlergctic  and en!igh:ened,  policy of international co-operation.““’
And Third World solidarity is the keynote of recent meetings held to
define the evolving world order. Cooperation in technology means
creating horizontal relationships tc, replace the vertical ones with
current suppliers which now prevail, thanks to the nez-monopoly
industrialized countries have in the generation of technology. One
Llnited Nations source estimates that 98010  of all industrial research
and development conducted outside socialist couniries takes place in
the developed countries.“! Given this supply structure, pic;neer efforts
to promote Third World ccloperation  stress the need to lower the costs
of acquired technology, to faciiitate optimal use of local factor re-
sources, and IO reduce dependency. Political leaders in Third World
countries must perceive technological cooperation as useful, neces-
sary, or indispensable. A graded scale of relative importance attaches
to these three terms, Although the lowest degree of attraction is
utility, concerted action nay also seem necessary cmce  certain goals
are,postulatrd.  It can be viewed as indispensable if 3 country’s vital
objectives cannot be met without it. The Third World quest for a new
internationai  economic order may wel,l  remain ti dead letter unless
cooperative efforts are made to “horizontalize” their technological
relationships.

Some writers urge establishing regional or international public
institutions for industrial research and development.62 Walter Chud-
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son observes,  however, that “?his is eminentiy  desirable but likely to
be effective mainly or only as an adjunct of significant cooperation in
industrial and economic policy generally.“‘.’ Even within the .&dean
Pact, where broad agreement exists on econornx and industrial
policy, it has proven difficult to implement techno!ogicaJ  coopera-
tion.” Difficulties are traceable in part to uneven technological levels.
Brazil may sell technology to Bolivia and Chile, but it does not
thereby gain much useful knowledge for conducting its negotiations
with the United States. In addition to mere commercial contracts,
instit,utional  cooperation is needed on such issues as information
exchange, bargaining strategies, training, regiona?  research and de-
velopment facilities, efforts to change world legislation on proprietary
knowledge, the provision of advisory services to new joint ventures,
direct or indirect financing, and the promotion of local values via the
development of technologies adapted to these. A brief word on each is
in order.

(a) iplfoinrotio,i- F.~cchange~.  Better access by weaker techno!ogy
agents even to nonproprietary information helps break the oiigspolis-
tic hold enjoyed by marketing firms from industrializ~ed countries.
Poorer countries may find it useful to collaborate in setting up
monitoring teams to gather information supportive of the poiicy of
“opening up the package.” Thomas Allen points :o the critical role

played in small and medium enterprises by “technological gate-
keepers” who serve as liaisons between users and suppliers of rech-
nology.6’ His study suggest,s  that many problems faced by users of
technology could be solved easiiv if thev knew more about available
technologies. Jan Tinbergen, thmking in a parallel vein, advocates
creating a “new autonomous institute for technological exchange to
link suppliers [enterprises and universities) with user-~countries. In
this universities and user-countries could act as counter-weights
against entet~prises.““” That such exchanges are important to Third
World users is evidenced by the continuing demand made on pro-
viders of technical answering services. The goal of cooperative infor-
mation exchanges is to facilitate systematic transnationai technoiogi-
cal gatekeeping.

(b) Ba~,guining  Posifion.  Spokesmen for transnational corpora-
tions advocate pooling information to strengthen their bargaining
stance with the Third World.h7 Parallel efforts by Third World
representatives center on adopting common positions on such issues
as economic rights, sovereignty over resources, and controlling activi-
ties of foreign suppiiers of technology. Considerable  Third World
pressure has been applied to gain approval of codes of conduct
governing foreign investment and technology transfer.c’  In large part,
these codes bear on norms for negotiated technology purchases,
training national personnel, rules for technical supervision i.7 ioco,
and terms of sales to third countries. Were !arge numbers of Third
World countries to reach a common position on these issues, they



ioulil nc~gotial~c  IE:OI-c  equitably with tranx7ational enterprises. Success
in \:oiles, howc~~er,  is conditioned by the c!:gree  of political commit-
mcni.  ~,i*‘~mlnlenti as~~~.irne  In enforce rules.

(C j ,lOi/?!  Tia/t,iil,q Argentina has pioneered an autonomous
approach to nuclear-energy production using natural uranium.“’
kfflcar!v hilt. !nc!iaII::% gair:ed  considerable expertise in small indur-
I:,ic,\;  Algcri;l,  in pctrolcum and !latural  gas. These examples hint at
In\::.ca\ilti!,  ll,,il.tl  \V~irlcl  abilities to pro..ide training in some sectors,
t?/Iiiil i i  ;lllt!lllCi~ \\:I) 01 “Iioriz,,,talizit~tg” rclaiiom.  .A major ob-
~,I:I~IL’  i\ I/IL’  abiding taxination  of many Third World professionals
~itll dipio111;ts  t’ronl prestigious rich-world uni.,crsities.  No easy wa)
cxi:,t\  for hrcaking the stranglehold this imagery  has on them. Yet  no
Q:~‘I~:u\  j~,ains  in tcch:iical  maturity can ensue until new standards 01
‘rt;!tili  ~:Iiril~lili~~n  xi’ translated into training actio~~s. Unfortunately,
ii:;irl!’  Third M’orlc!  policy-makers live in a dreamworld characterized
I:>~ hirtr~calistic  du;rlicm. On the one hand, they criticize rich-world
;mining  iilcti!utions  l’or preparing Third World professionals in ways
iin\uircd to their local responsibil~tif~s.  On the other, they refuse to
si’nd tllcir own trainees to other Third M’orld  sites, invoking as their
!riiii~inalc  tilt I’cai  (:I “second-rate” training and apparently inter-
nali/i~i~,  illI.’  ~n~th :li;it institution  in the “dcvtlopcd” world a r c  in-
rrill\icall~ suIxrior.  A: some point, Third World policy-makers must
\imp;y  break with the existing prestige system and take steps toward
c’~CllItlill iCCl!ll~~/i~giC3i ~l!ltOllOnl\. ‘The road to autottomv lies in
building a nct~\i>rk  cmhracing trainins  policy. prol‘cssional  incentive
sy5lcrn:;.  and crltcria  for weighting  the relative claims of efficienq
.III~ Icsscnctl clq:cndcnce.  Unless they take bold stqx to create
~~rliorlori~!:.  Third  \Vorld nations will contitiitr to reap a har\:est of
inapplicable tcchnolo~es.

The cstablishmeni of join; Third World technology training insti-
tute:, in selected sites is highly desirable.

cd) Cooperation in R&D Infrastructure. ‘The usual argument
against building R&D facilities in LDCs is that domestic markets are
too small to support them. But the argument is largely spurious, given
lh( t!!L‘!‘: arc’ disex~nomies as well as economies attaching to large
scale. The sttcccss 01’ stnai!. high-technology firms in the United States
rugges~s  that loss of flexibility  and the inability to make rapid respon-
ses are such diseconomies.  And whatever be the merits of standard
argunients  on silt’,  regional Third World efforts seem warranted.‘”
Sagasti and Gucrret-o  would like to mobilize Andean subregional
talents IO create their own transnational corporations, some of which
ought to engage in research and development on behalf of the
region.” Larger countries like India, Brazil, and Argentina can iden-
tify specific sectors in which national R&D is warranted in scale
terms.‘: Imaginative policy might lead them to assign a regional role
even to national R&D installations along lines of the “leased-time”
concept applied to computers in the commercial world. As for smaller
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or poorer coumries,  no prinra facie obstacle stands in the way of
OPEC or other Third World associations subsidizing R&D installa-
tions geared to their needs, at least in a few vital industrial sectors.”
Many research directors in US-based firms whom I have interviewed

I declare that the main obstacles impeding such novel endeavors are
not financial, organizational, or even technical but political in na-
ture. Roy A. Matthews, research director of the Canadian Economic
Policy Committee, rejects this view, however, arguing that “prcbably
no other arrangement  [he is speaking of the system of deveioping
technology at the center, that is, in the developed countries] could so
effectively permit home-country industry to have access to the latest
technological advances and disseminate their benefits in the form of
economic enrichmeht to the population.” Matthews acknowledges
that his arguments have little hold over policy-makers in the Third
World, because “the issue here is simply not an economic one: it is a
matter of cultural affirmation.“‘” The Third World aspires after its
own R&D capacity.

(e) Changing World Legislation on Proprietary Knowledge.
T~here  is no inherent reason why technological applications are

restricted to their investors or institutional owners. Moreover, the
protection of industrial property has never been an end in itself but a
means to encourage induslriahzation,  investment, honest trade, more,,,
safety and comfort, less poverty, and more beauty in the lives of
human beings.“ The basis for considering knowledge to be propri-

etary is positive law, expressed in the form of international agree-
ments and national legislation on intellectual property. The rationale
for legal recognition of monopoly rewards given to inventions has
always been that in their absence invention and improvement would
not be adequately stimulated. Yet, as one student of technology
writes, “there is an over-emphasis on the licensing of new sophisti-
cated inventions;  most of the manufacture done in the world uses
either non-patented processes or processes on which patents have run
out.“70 Perhaps so, but the “competitive edge” enjoyed by large
transnational corporations derives mainly from their proprietary
t2chnology.

The long-term effect of a legal system which creates economic
monopolies for creators of technology is to perpetuate the advantages
of t,hose  aiready favored by present structures. Thus if current rules
governing proprietary knowledge are maintained, poor countries can
never achieve relative technologica;  parity with the rich. Unless tech-
nology becomes “the common patrimony of the human race,”
inequitable rewards will continue to be assigned to those whc already
enjoy a privileged “competitive edge” in technological arenas.

The long-term task consists in creating a noncommercial basis for
technology-sharing on the basis of priority need. Progress will be
slow, but Third World countries must begin to concert their efforts
with a view to revising industrial-property laws. One objective, of



iom5e. is :o a!!er- ihr role of research and development activities as
mere ad,juticts of profit-seeking enierprises.  Eventually it may become
necessary’  that R&3 be made into permanent aciivities  conducted bv a
“\iortd community” which takes as its first priorities worldwide
social justice, material sufficiency for ah, and ecolog;cal integrity.
Enlig!itened corporations profess concern for these values.*‘  it is true,
but onlv on condition that they also profit by them. But profit-
scciting itscli. must be sui. -dinated to wider values and become an in-
sirumcntaii:v 01 rt’suurce allocation, not its organizing principle.
National le#islation  in several LDC countries already re’Jects trade-
marks as legititnate  proprietary knowledge. This is a step in the right
direction; its !ogic should extend to many technciogies, perhaps even-
:irall\  IO ail knowledge considered proprietary.

ifi C‘omrrointr.  Obviously rnany Third World governments will
shy away 5-01x coopera:ion with others, lest they themselves lose out
on major benefits in the highly competitive technology arena. Mutual
distrusr  is the major political obs:ac!e  blocking concerted action. Yet
this obstacle is not absolute; Third World soiidarity can be reinforced
to overcome suspicion and other constraints: claims of existing inter-
ilutiotr;,tl  or-gnniration, the ineriia of national bureaucracies, and
ciiversc  le\.cls  of technological deve!opment  in the Third World itself,
iLevf:l;  of deve!opment  are dynamic, however, not static. The tech-
nologica! capabiiities  of less-developed countries, as Raymond Vernon
points o~ut, change apidly over time.‘”

The lesson tc be drawn is that technological complementarities
can exist among Third World nations even under conditions of great
initial diversity in technical levels. These complementarities can be
creaied.

Concerted Third World action in technology is difficult, but
chances of success are heightened if na:ional efforts are supported by
suitable policies in international agencies.

~~~~~~ati~~a~ Support for Third World Technology Policies

Great importance attaches to the mode and the conditions under
which access to technology is gamed. Do these favor such vaiues as a
better materiai life for all, modern and efficient institutions, greater
social justice, etrhanced opportunities, a.nd ecological integrity? Any
internat.ional support must conrribute to these goals. The general
assumption here is that international organizations are free to under-
take actions consonant with Third World desires and not normally
possible for other interna.tional  actors. This has been true in technical
assistance, development-planning, and financ’ng. Embryonic steps
are now being taken to expand the scope of such “support” to
technology policy.

As a start the lJnited Nations has created a Working Group on
Technical Co-operation Among Developing Countries with a man-
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date to recommend ways for developing countries to share their
experience with one a~rot!rer  so as to improve development assistance
and to investigate pcssibilities  of regional and interregional technical
cooperation among dcvc!oping countries.‘0 Although the major em-
phasis to date has been placed on inter-Third World fellowship and
training programs, greater attention is now being given by the Group
to narrowing the “communication and information gap as regards the
technological capa-ities of developing countries.“S0 There is no need
to review here the recommendations of the Group. The important
point is that cooperation has been accepted as a valid principle and
that mechanisms to implement it have been set up. Poor countries can
gain better access to the range of technologies by the international
provision of a variety  of services: information catalogs and rosters,
answering services supplied by various agencies, and mobile quality-
control teams to help Third World industries decrease their reliance
on expensive techrrological consultants from private firms in the rich
world.“’ Supporuve  roles need not stop here, however.

International organizations have provided subsidies to LDC con-
sultants to gain contracts in other Third World sites in order to lower
technological costs to Third World acquirers and reduce their depen-

i, dency on rich-world consultants. These activities arc exercises in col-
b; : lecticc self-reuance.  The Organization of American States’ interesting

Pilot Project in Technology ‘Transfer lays great stress on developing:z::,,,,,,,:,,:, national and regional focal points which serve as centralizers of tech-
:, ,, nological demand and elicitors of supply.“’ Among lessons learned

from the experiment is a general sense thai alternatives to technologi-
cal dependency are possible once facile optimism and fatalistic resig-
nation are purged. Some imagination is required to visualize forms of
internationa! activity congenial to sound Third World national,
regional, and interregional technology policies. UNIDO, or some

similar organization, might stage an international :air to exhibit
“appropriate” technologies, confining exhibits to technologies de-
veloped within the Tr ird World which hold the promise of application
in other sites. Ml.-rtptrer  effects could come by obtaining international
subsidies for t:.e dissemination of technologies successfully tested.
Such a step would help create an alternative to the present expensive
single-channei  technology marketplace.83

The United Nations or some other international entity migh; also
charter a capitai-replenishing (if not profit-seeking) firm to play func-
tions of research without which fairs will have no abiding impact. Ini-
tial steps in this direction need not be tried on a fully international
scale; collabcrative  regional and local efforts can proceed on similar
lines. Eventually, coordinated planning will be required. One cor-
porate spokesman thinks that such broad planning should include
adversaries of LDCs, that is, transnational corporations. For And&
van Dam “the heart of the matter is. the underlying concerted



planning, research and development between transnationals,  and
hct\vee~ iransna!ionals  and home and host governments.“c” H e
favor-:  creating a tramnational research and development insrirute  for
making breakthroughs in appropriate technology and for “seeking
out the full range of development tasks where the priorities of the
Third Work! mesh wit!] the IJIlique  resource capabilities of the trans-
ilaiionals.““’ Van Dam’s view illustrates the need increasingly per-
~~~ivcd  in governments, international agencies, corporations. universi-
tic\, and think tanks for comprehensive collaborative p!a;ming aimed
ni i’inding  systemic solutions to problems. International agencies can
piay an importan  role by virtue of their special legitimacy, al least
latent.  for speaking on behalf of “a!!” interests and not primarily for
limited bested inter :sts.  But they can do .so only if they alter their
;~rescnt  mGdcs of operatInt. *’ The point is si;nply that the creation of
nationa! technology pohc!es consonant with genuine development
depends upon supportive actions from international agencies for
SLJCC25S.

**c

The !)rcsent  chapter has identified the objectives and general
directions of Third Wor!d technology policies. Most countries seek to
gain access IO the whole gamut of modern technologies, at a fair price,
in a mode which allows them to make optimal use of their local
rcsourc1;‘s  and in ways which minimize rheir dependency on outside
suppliers. In order to translate general desires into concrete policy,
however, any society must assess its constraints and the effective
leverage it has for implementing its wishes. Both constraints and
leverage vary widely. Large countries like India, Brazil, Argentina, or
Algeria may seek a degree of !echno!ogical  “modernity’‘--even by
fo!!owing  the path of massive technological imports-while sacri-
ficing on other objectives (for exampie,  optimization of local resource
use) because lhey hope, eventually, to achieve relative technological
sufficiency.  Many smaller countries, on the other hand, may find that
their chronic need to purchase foreign technology invahdates any
hope of saining relative technolo$caJ  autonomy. Beyond such vari-
ables the decisive elements in policy are the basic options and develop-
ment strategic?  chosen by a society. The “vita! nexus” which links
options, strategy, and pohcy to one another powerfully influences the
approach to technology even where governments pay little overt
attention to technoiogy  policy.

No single country can fully satisfy its desires in technology
matters, if only because of inherent tensions between the quest for
greater autonomy and the wish to gain access to all “vanguard”
technological flows. The objective of keeping technology payments
down may likewise chase away certain suppliers. What is important is
Lo relate science and technology policies directly to overall planning
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objwivcs and to assure that measures taken to attract or controi
technoio~,~,  be internally coherent and supportive of society’s broader
goais. !witvidual  couniries  need to discover new combinations of
sound techno!ogy policy, aiiied to horizontal collaboration with other
Thit-d  world actors, and support by appropriate international  actions.

‘The instruments used by Third World governments--nlandatory
tregi\ir,:  of tcdinology  contracts, cei!ings  on payments, requirements
to ure local  !echno!ogy  where available, the break-up of negotiating
pach~~~x.  and the like----tend to reduce dependency and lower costs ot
rxqu~rcd rcch~~olog~.  Control alone is not enough, however; national
and regionai science ano technology capacities must be built up.
Hrncr the emphasis on new forms of training, creating indigenous
K&3 I’acililics,  initiating two-way technology llows, and promoting a
::a 11gc ot “appropriate” technologies responsive to special factor en-
do\+  mwts and !arger social objectives. One key to success is the
Sabato “triangle” which links-institutionally, informationally. and
ft1:~cti~,~11all~--the  demand, supply. and policy actors in the tech-
nology arena. Internal integration must occur in every vital sector of
tl~e domestic economy, as well as with imported technology. Such
inicgration is dicztatcd  hv the need to assure national assimilation,
ina!>rcr,v.  a I,..,-1 cfissc~,,lna~~on of acquired technique. Throughout all
::~,:ion\,  ince,!tivcs  are central-to purchasers of technology, to
intermediate asencics (financial, co:lsulting  firms), and to the actual
arm future hutnan resource pool. Supportive action from inter-
national agencies is also impottaitt. Although no mention has been
made in these pages of assistance from the rich world and its agencies,
public and private, this is also vital, as evidenced by the seriousness
wGth which Third World leaders promote the drafting of binding
“codes of conduct” for investment and technology transfers. If
realism is to prevail, inner consistency and broader systemic con-
geniality between technology policy and overall social goals must be
based on a sober assessment of existing constraints, allted to deliber-
ate choices  as to timespans over which limited targets will be pur-
sued. Bccatw it is never possible IO make great gains without paying
social and human costs, the criteria for deciding vvhich  costs will be
viewed as tolerable newt  be defined, preierabiy afier~  consul~n~rv~l~~;I%_.:^-

with the intended beneficiaries of policy and the populace which must
bear those costs.

Third Vl’orltl  policy-making does not take place in a vacuum. The
contest of tLDc‘  technology policies is an international order domi-
nated by transnational  corporations, international agencies, and big-
powet-  governments. This order is not static, however, but is under-
going rapid change. What has been said thus far on the nature of
technology, the channels for its transfer, and preferred Third World
technology policies must be seen in its global matrix-an evolving
world order.



Writings on the international economic order now proliferate.’ This
“order” comprises all the networks which channel and regulate inter-
national exchanges of money, information, goods, services, equip-
ment, and personnel. National and subnational economic systems are
inextricably caught up in webs of interdependence affecting trade, in-
vestment, monetary systems, foreign debt, aid, environmental issues,

~ the ocean regime, science and technology, development models, LDC
negot,iating  strategies, and the public understanding of development
issues in rich countries.? No less important than global economics are

~
the in!,ernational  legal and political orders which link diverse actors-
governments, international bureaucracies, private organizations,
foundations, professional groups, and churches-around problems of
power, legitimacy. and exchange.’ Indeed, although they are distin-
guished for purposes of analysis, the economic, legal, and political
orders are in reality but aspects of a single “global system” within
which technology circulates and makes its impact on development.
Influential actors in the technology are:na  are ipso fccfo imporiant
agents within the giobal order. Conversely, institutions vital to any of
the three interlocking international orders a.re,  by that fact alone,
deeply involved in the universe of technology.

The world system and the technological universe are both
undergoing rapid evolution. Consequently, technology transfer must
be seen in the context of the dynamics of the present world order, the
forces shaping its change processes, competing images of the fut,ure
order, and issues on which world-order questions directly affect
development and technology. Most writings on development use the
term internatioml economic order (IEO) generically to embrace the
economic, legal, and geopolitical global systems. It is helpful to
analyze briefly how the IEO, in this generic sense, affects Third
World development.

195



196 Part Three: Technology Policies.for  Deveiopment

limpact of &he IEO on Development

The :vorkings oi the IEO affect development efforts of poorer
countries at severa{  vltai points. The first is the link betw-een  the IEO
and social injustice in many nations. The present order tends to freeze
the unjusr division of the world’s wealth in a manner which favors
pri\:ileged  classes within LDCs while constituting a global privilege
system in its own right. The current economic order was designed by
rich  countries to serve their financial and economic needs. This is why
it fails, by and large, to meet the needs of less-developed societies,
notwithstanding “‘aid” programs which transfer a tiny percentage
(often less than’ I% of GNP) of financial and technical resources from
rich to poor countries.’ Exchanges within the IEO respond to
purchasing power expressed in competitive markets. The principle of
buying  power inherently favors rich nations, classes, and interest
qoups  to ihc detriment of the poor who, by definition, lack buying
power. Much “aid” reinforces market exchanges by subsidizing
consultants, technicians, and administrators who act as intermediaries
brtw:een  “donor” agencies and “recipient” countries. The IEO
dcri\‘es its legitimacy from a conceptual superstructure elaborated by
economists  as “laws” of international exchange. One key element in
the system, the theory of international trade, had as its purpose,
according to Myrdal, “the explaining away of the international equity
problem. “’ Development scholars are increasingly concerned with the
impact of the IEO on national policies for several reasons. First, the
g:ov<ing  knowledge possessed by the “international community”
regal-ding China’s performance has widened the stock of development
paradigms. This is relevant because no nation preaches so loudly as
does China the merits of shutting out “nefarious outside influences.”
In addition, the failure of import-substitution policies widely cham-
pioned in the 1960s and the general ineffectualness of national plan-
ning cannot be explained unless one assesses the effects of the IEO on
national development efforts.

A second realm in which the IEO touches national development
is the relation between internal privilege sytems and outside depen-
dence. Underdevelopment can best be understood relationally: privi-
lege systems in poor countries find their normal reinforcement in
alliances between national elites and international investors, traders,
and professionals. The prevailing IEO sets the patterns of decision-
making within which underdeveloped nations relate to industrialized
nations and to each other. Shifts in the relative power of the rich and
:he poor world now challenge the old order, but these changes benefit
mainly a few “ncwiy rich” nations in the Third World. In no
fundamental way do they alter the competitive ground rules of global
exchange.” They simply acknowledge the thicker bankbooks of new
actors on the international monetary scene. The IEO is attacked more
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basically by the “dependency” theorists who contend that global
networks of investment, trade, financing, aid, technology transfer,
and the marketing of “consumerism” foster exploitation within Third
World societies. The emphasis noted at gatherings of the UN Con-
ference on Trade and Development, the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade, and the United Nations is different, however. Here
attention focuses on tne disproportional (and, by implication, the
unjust) bargaining pcwer of rich and poor actors in the international
system. Earlier, the Pearson Report had spoken of “partnership” in
development and of the “global village” but studiously avoided
mentioning that this village is ru!ed by village elders-developed
nations and their allied interest groups. Tibor Mende comes closer to
the harsh truth when he concludes that even altruistic “aid” is largely
an exploitative device.’ Interdependence is rife in the global village,
but little reciprocity can be found therein. To offset this lack of reci-
procity, many Third World countries pool their votes, their rhetoric,
and in some instances even their resources.

Without reciprocity no international crder can foster authentic
development, for all. Genuine development is the symbiotic combina-
tion of certain tangible benefits (the what of the development
process) and humanizing modes in which these benefi!s  are sought
(the /tow of the process). If only one ingredient is present, there
is no genuine development. It is not enough to improve material
conditions, modernize institutions, or ach’..:eve self-sustained growth.
All these benefits can be obtained in a counterdevelopmental mode:
dictatorially. paternalistically, or in unjust patterns of distrtbu-
tion. Conversely, an exclusive emphasis on modal values alone-
participation, ega!itarianism-may  also prove counterdeve!opmenml,
leading to inefficiency and/or stagnant or parasitical employment
politics. Substance and style (the what and the how) are equally
important and must be pursued in tandem, even though a cre-
ative tension pulls them apart. As applied to the IEO, this prin-
ciple of complementarity  means that something quaiifatively other
than a mere redistribution of resources among nations is required,
specifically, genuine respect and a voice for all in framing ground
rules governing international exchange. Power!ess or poor nations
are not to be treated as global “charity cases,” but an inter-
national order without reciprocity assures that poor nations will
be so treated, even if elaborate disguises or purely nominal conces-
sions in proc&ue or rhetoric veil inequalities. Reciprocity in the IEO
dictates that the poor and powerless, like the wealthy and influential,
enjoy access t,o essential world resources upstream and not merely
downsfreuln.’  A new social charter defining the basis of initial claims
on resoutce> must deal with initial access to resources, not merely with
subsequent distribution. I shall return to this notion later in this
chapter, but it suffices here to note the relevance of the concept ta the



very ~ossihility  of dcvelopn~cnt  in the Third World. In its simplest ~
l’orm,  rhe a~-g~umcnt  states that an international economic order ~
controlietl  by a !e\l:  rich nations-whether exclusively “old rich” or !
“genrrously”  inclusive of the “new rich”-cannot be an equitable /
and a just developmisnial order. This is true even if extra “special
d!-av:i;ig  rights” are assigned to Third World nations, seabed funds
cl.catcd  for their invc‘s!ment  neelis,  or internat,ional  subsidies given to
their technological  research activities. All nations must not only have
ic$iilliafi:  access to vital resources; they must also have an effective
voice in decisiot~s  governing the use of these. Otherwise, development
I-~econles  a mask l’or paternalism or elitist social control of needy
IllilSSCS.

Two points stand out: (a) technology transfers take place against
!hC backdl-011  01 an interna!ionai  ecwnornic order; and (b) the
c\:olution 01‘ the 1110 bears directly on the Third World’s quest for
~norc‘ justice,  auronomy, and reciprocity. Before inquiring into that
evolution,  however, we must establish the identity, values, and
interests of ~hc major institutional actors in the present international
~~Y~IIOI~I/C  ol,clcr.  Predictably, these actors are also those who play a
dominant role in the global circulation of technology. I say “predict-
ably” bccatlse  technology excb;.lges  are a rellcction of the relative
powc~-  and th,:  values operative in the global order at large.

‘The global stage is peopled by a rich cast of actors who serve as insti-
tutional links between speciahzed economic, educational, or informa-
tional activities and international political relations. The players
include international labor unions, religious and missionary bodies,
cultural-exchange societies, recreational clubs, and others. But for
present purposes it suffices to look briefly into the role and values of
five actors: national governments, public international agencies,
transnational corporations, world knowledge specialists, and the
world communication system. Taken together, these groups decisively
affect wor,ld  systems: they are, in effect, the stewards of technology
policy and a~: elite world coalition.

Nutional Governments

National governments are important actors in the IEO, notwith-
standing the laments smaller ones make over their relative weakness in
the face of corporate giants. A qualitative difference doubtless exists
between the influence wielded by small and medium powers and that
of big powers. Yet even small nations can play significant, albeit
limited, roles in the global arena. Their legal sovereignty gives them
international status and instant access to forums not open to other
institutions. Only states can have diplomatic representation and
worldwide recognition of the “legitimacy” of their use of armed



force.  hlerc ~sisIt'llcc :a 2 bo\.ereign  state @so .fbcro confers entry to
rhc woritl utagc 2s iill ac;ior. Ne\:ertheless,  within this category gr-ear
pow-~-s  and a few midclir powers are dominant for several reasons.

Rich countries xr\:c as home bases whence investment and
:~echnology  arc exported :o the Third W‘or!d. They are also the sites
wherr consur~;c!~  par:4i$nrr  iiaving great suggestive power world\vide
al-c ciwitxi. Fiil:t!iy,  :I!ihuilgh  rich countries rarely act in full ionccrt,
111~’  do dci’itlc  tl‘i; nlilitar:;  and g,eopolitical  rules for survival in the
wtjrl~i  po!ity.  .4cc~~t~clin~l~,  ihe self-images big powers have constitute
crllcial \.al.iablc~  for tlc~~~clopment  possibilities ir. the world. The
Unirctl SI;II~S and the Soviet Union still hold a privileged place in the
galasy  ~~~OL.CIIIIILC’II~~~  actors. And it matters reiatively  little whether
the manqcn~cni  01’ the global order is shifti?:  from a two-pole te a
five-pole  model;’ in both models the defimttons these two super-
powers  ~nahe 01’ thcil.  I,a!ifonal  interest and security decisively affect
the workings of the global order. The United States has long adhered
to !!lc imagery of “baiancc of power” and “spheres of influence” as
foundations of its foreign policy. Under Henry Kissinger’s tutelage
rcccnt cidl:iinistrati(Plis have gi\:en new popularity to tbc sys’tcm.“’  Yet
the ball~r~cc-of-l~o\rc~.  ;lpproach  to tbc world bv a biz power relegates
T h i r d  World  LX~IICWW to the per iphery .  Richard  Fall, wri~cs  01
Kissinscr’s approach  to tlic I-bird World that

it sustains the rich iiiid powerful, while it exploits  and pacifies the
poor and weak. 1t chooses a globalist organization has-d on hier-
archy rather than equity.”

The assumptions underlying  balance of power and sphcrcs ot
influenceare  racl:,~,allB;  ins-nmncxtihll,CLl “I :llC,,a.i),..C.“L. ..,... _p l*ri+~  2 wor?d order fully congenial
to genuine development for all--large and small, rich and poor. If the
global or-der  is manipulated by great powers-and, again, it matters
little whether the club has two, five, or six membetsl-  their inter-
vention in troublesome areas is legitimated. This model is but an
updated version of the civilizing mkon of “advanced” countries,
bearers of modern tcchnoiogy  who bring developmental redemption
lo “backward” lands. This scheme renders true reciprocity in world
eschangcs,  respect for national diversity, and effective Third World
participation in global decisions impossible. Worse still, excessive
focusing on balance of power assigns to the self-defined national-
security interests of great powers a disproportionate weight in world
decisions. Resistance to these ideas has already begun, however.!’
Many Third World Icadcrs  repudiate this vision and d,efend  new
forms of solidarity as a necessary means for assuring participation by
weaker nations in world decisions. Champions of this newer view
grant the merits of East/West dhente,  big-power security, and inter-
governmental cooperation, but they insist that these goak are not to
be gained at the expense of the Third World. Of course, Third World
critics of the great powers are not themselves without fault; they are

199
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ofteli,  in the words of Fouad Ajami, “unduly nationalistic arId
paroctii;zl.“” Nevertheless, they correctly stress the dangers of per-
petuating big-power monopoly over the management of world eco-
nomic, !egal, political, and cultural affairs. They thereby help to
expose the basic interests and values of big-power governments.

Internrrtiorral  Agencies
International agencies range from the World Bank and regional

development  banks to the United Nations, its specialized agencies, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, and
assorted world-relief agencies. These institutions have in common
international membership (if not always leadership or financing),
mandate. areas of operation, and overt value perspectives. Most of
them engage in some activities centrally related to Third World
developmem. Thanks in pari :o the self-assigned role played by
Robert McNamara,  the World Bank aspires to serve as development
pedagogue to the rest of the world. McNamara lets no major world
conference pass without updating his prescriptions to the world
“deveiopment  community” (in the form of analytic exhortations
incorporated into his formal speeches) and calling the attention of
specialists and citizenry at large to issues such as unemployment,
income distribution, or assistance to small farmers. Not surprisingly,
therefore, a 1962 report issued by the Hazer? Foundation considers
that “the World Bank and its activities represent a significant
expression of a new type of international sovereignty.“” Seen in this
light, the discussions which followed the publication of development
reports in 1970 (Pearson, Peterson, Tinbergen, and others) take on
neM(  life. At that time many students of development asked whether
assistance to less-developed countries was better given bilaterally or
multilaterally. Although wide a.greement  favored the latter, some
Third World leaders point out privately that at least they have at their
disposal means for creating counterweights to governments supplying
bilateral aid. They can appiy diplomatic and political pressure on
them. nationalize or threaten assets of their nationals, or allow their
public opinion to mount embarrassing publicity campaigns. But, they
ask, how can they express their dissatisfaction with the World Bank,
the United Nations Development Programme, or some international
funding agency? Such entities relate to Third World host countries
solely as “donors,” a,nd no other arenas exist justifying their presence
there in other capacities--as political actors, let us say, or as holders
of economic interests. Not surprisingly, some writers criticize the
“leverage” used by the World Bank to interfere in development
strategies of Th,ird World nations.‘! Defenders of the Bank reply, not
implausibly, :t “a bank is a bank is a bank” which must look to
“credit-worthmess” more than to “worthiness” as defined by the
simple criterion of mass need. Because the Bank must itself obtain
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capitai  in competitive markets, it claims it is justified in imposing
professionai standards of reimbursability.  Bank officials point as we!1
to other “windows” in their lending counter--the International
Development  Association where “soft” loans with high grant com-
ponents are made on quasiconcessionary terms-and the “third
window” for balance-of-payments assistance tied to inflationary
prices. Whatever be the merits of this debate, the influence of
international financial agencies on the world developmental stage is
undeniable. To a great extent, these agencies set the terms of global
debates on development. With a view to countering the terminological
and conceptual dominance exercised by such groups, a number I f
Third World intellectuals meeting in Santiago, Chile, in April 1933
created the Third World Forum.‘” The very creation of the Forum
aties1.s  to the importance of international institutions in shaping the
language of development in ways congenial to rich-world interests.”

international development agencies fund many consult?.icy  ac-
tivities bearing on technology transfer. An earlier chapter describes
the role of .such firms in prefeasibility and feasibility studies, in
diagnosing development problems and choosing strategies, and in
evaluating programs and projects. Numerous contracts given to rich-
world consultants to work in the Third World are possible only because
they are subsidized by international institutions or bilateral aid agen-
cies. And if indeed the ability to conduct feasibiiity studies with local
resources is the best touchstone for judging a Third World nation’s
technological inaturity,  international funding agencies are evidently
major actors in the world order. They reinforce prevailing standards
of competitiveness in such crucial domains as diagnostic and prescrip-
tive iechnoiogies. By their invoivement in this role, international
agencies ally themselves closely with the interests and working styles of
another actor on the IEO stage: transnational corporations.

Transnaticnal  Enterprises
Transnational  enterprises have now been exposed to the glare of

worldwide publicity. Spectacular abuses and political bribes account
only in part for this publicity. It is the rapid spread of public
knowledge as to the size, power, and bargaining position of TNCs in
the Third World which explains the attention now showered upon
them by universities, legislators, international task forces, private
scholars, and church commissions.‘* It is superfluous to repeat here
what is written above on the ro!::  of TNCs in technology transfer. Nor
is this the place to review the findings of such authors as Vernon,
Levitt, Dunning, Kindleberger, Perlmutter, Girvan, Barnet, Miiller,
and Turner. What is useful is to summarize the general assumptions
and value preferences adopted by different categories of research on
TNCs.  Such research is no less important a reflection of how TNCs
perceive their critics than the “concessions” companies would accept
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in any transformed LEO. The president of Business International
characteristically pleads for

ru!es of the game that are clearly stated, harmonized, and to
which r.he international corporations could conform. The reason
no code or unified rules of the game exist is not because these are
unacceptable IO the international corporation (most international
corporaiGuns  would welcome them), but because nation-states
have been unable or unwilling to yield sufficient sovereignty to
make possible the framing of such rules, or such a code of
ionduct.“’

Sovereignty  is undoubtedly the most conflictual issue opposing TNCs
and governments of host and home countries. At issue is a redefini-
tiork of the basis for sovereignty. Its traditional foundation has been
legal  recognition of a society’s political organization as a nation-state.
Yei shifting realities are leading some to urge attenuations of political
co.b.ereignt.v--or the conferra! of economic sovereignty-on other
g,rounds. One Latin AmeGcan dependency theorist cites with approval
the followirig  passage:

‘The international corporation is acting and planning in terms
that are far in advance of the political concepts of the nation-
stare. As the Renaissance of the fifteenth century brought an end
!o feudalism, aristocracy and the dominant role of the Church,
the twentieth-century Renaissance is bringing an end to middle-
class society and the dominance of the nation-state. The heart of
the new power structure is the international organization and the
technocrats who guide its Power is shifting away from the nation-
state to international institutions, public and private. Within a
generation about 400 to 500 international corporations will own
about two-thirds of the fixed assets of the world.20

Some suggest that TNCs be given de jure voting rights in the
United Nations, in recognition of their defucto  sovereignty in many
weak lands.” Others publicly wonder whether selected firms might
not be internationally chartered in some Caribbean isle acting as a
Vatican State for business, far from the jurisdiction of any govern-
ment, and perhaps even be admitted t,o membership in the United
Nations.?> Others wonder whether corporate personnel should not be
granted international citizenship so as to facilitate still further their
mobility across “purely national” (and, by implication, artificial and
arbitrary) boundaries. The most disturbing idea implies that most
Third World states are not administratively, economically, and poli-
tically viaole. Therefore, their leaders might be led to consider con-
tracting the running of their entire countries to transnational corpora-
tions, because these alone possess the resources, skills, personnel, and
experience to make those states “work.“*’ Most researchers judge
transnational enterprises, on baiance, to be indispensable and benefi-
cial to the Third World. They believe that no other institution can
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jiiz., t!iCi; 3lI,Ii!iilie  i.C>/C\: raising large sums of pi~oject  capital;
r&it;n~ skil!cd tc;ims needed to do feasibility, site, and design
studies; “tran\i’err:r~~g”  icchnologies,  preferably as ~packages;”  and
!-c:,pc>ndi;lg  fle:~ibly  !o new “market opportunities.”  Raymond Ver-
non declares that T’uCs continue to be welcomed because the)
~lndcni:3bly  brili+, ic:ipi:;l!, rt.xtlnology,  ~jcbs,  and prodncts  to numerous
sit,:\ whcrc ~iicsc wc~ p:‘c;;iously  !acking.  For him the most important
twth is (ha! no realistic alternative to TNCs ties in sight. Vernon
arg\k; illat “n~~rmatice”  questions (such as, U’hat is right? I.-low
,1ug11: cnrcrpi-iscs behave?) cannot be discussed rationally until “all
Lhc evidence is ill.‘* He insists, therefore, that the task of “serious
schciiar>hip”  1s to find (;ut all the facts, more specifically, 10 study
how TN!:s  opcratc ir, c!iverse  Third World environments, what their
pricing and wage policies are, and what impact they have had on dif-
i-ereni  societies.” Ve:iior!‘s  opinion is important “or two reasons:
He is t6c symhniic  leader of an influential “school ol’thought” at th:
Harvard Businesc,  Schoo!,  und his views rest on vast stoi~es  of empirical
information. Mos: global corporate spokesmen arc sympathetic to
Vernon’s I-cscarch  hcc::usc  he treats categories such a:; dependency, ex-
ploitation. anci control as “external” to arguments about TNC‘s.  And
:hanks to rcfincmcnts in Ii\ “product cycle” theor:y,  Vernon can assert
to Thit~tr  Worth intcrloc nors that oligopolistic  advantages accrue to
companies only for :l limited time and that tougher host-country bar-
gaining stances gene~wlly  iead corporations to make fiesible  accommo-
dations. The key, says Vernon, is for LDC governments to be likewise
flexible so thai TNCs will not be chased away by excessive restrictions.
Firms want stabiiity.  but this does not mean that they are reactionary OI
that they favor dictator:;. ‘They fear abrupt change, tvhether to the right
or left, because such change disrupts their efficiency and impedes
sound corporate i,lannin:$.

Barnet and Miilier.  Pierre Judetand Jacques Perrin, Norman Gir-
van, Kari Levitt, and others retort that the Vernon position is, ulti-
mately, littie more lliw a scholarly rationalization of corporate values.
They ctaim that issues of social justice, people’s participation. lessened
dependency, and the priorities of national development should take
prccedencc over corporate interests and lead to new ground rules.
Methodologically, they add, one must study the problem in its total
patterns of political economy, not in piecemeal positivistic fashion.
Questions of po\ner,  control, ideological conflict, and elite decisions
arc not “externaiities”  but essential factors in appraising TNCs.  More-
over, these scholars (and others, such as Stephen Hymer and Laurence
Birns) declare that the evidence reveals that TNCs have indulged
generally and systematically in exploitative practices, including exorbi-
tant transfer-pricing, the imposition of unsuitable technology pack-
ages, denationalization of Third World capital, encouragement of the
“brain drain” of national skilled people to the international market,
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and the abuse of :ax shelters in discriminatory !‘asiii,?n.  Notwith-
s:znding the harshness of their criticism, however, these writers do
not advocate des:roying  TNCs but instead suggest methods to
ininirni;re  the damage they can do. Their recommendations center on
greater public disclosure of financial data and on specific measures
that would aii0u bxgaining  partners to gain countervailing power in
their deaiings  with ixge firms. This conclusion is also reached by
other researchers on tra3snationals:  U N  a g e n c i e s  a n d  t e a m s ,

chu~-ch  groups, individual scholars, and special-interest groups such
ah iabol union\,  national governmental commissions, and radical
poliiical movcmcnls.

Cal-pcratc organizations react, in the main, by reasserting the
legitilnacy  of profit-making in a socially responsible manner and by
branding many accusations ;a) unfounded. They hold that most
“abuses” represent exceptional aberrations from mainstream corpc-
rats biha\ior.  More importantly, they maintain that TNCs should not
be faulted  for nor behaving as philanthropic foundations, charimbie
missions, or even zs developmental planners for society at large.
Corporations reaffirm their loyalties to all societies (or to none!), to
aI1 idcologics (or to none!), and to all social systems (or to none!).
Finally, they arc espcading great effort to convince the world that
any Icgitilnatc and rca:;onable demands made by the Third World arc
fully compatible with mature, professional, I>ar;?ership  relationships
with TNCs.

As debate, polemics, and research continue, every hue of opinion
can be f'ound.  The only point of which all parties agree is that trans-
national corporations are vitally important actors in the world’s
development arenas.

World  Km w/edge  Specialists

World know!edge specialists constitute the fourth galaxy of stars
in the international order. Taken together they consist of a loose, at
times barely visible, consortium of universities, scholars, founda-
tions, research institutes, assorted “think tanks,,” and in?ernaticnal
federations of study institutes.:” Their loyalties are global, as are their
arenas of action, pattern?  2.f expenditure, and travel habits. This
cosmopolitan flavor is most evident in the “scientific ccmmumty.”
Diana Crane writes that “basic science is an inherently international
activity. Its principal goal is the production of new knowledge which
is evaluated according to universal standards, Iq terms of membership
and goals scientific communities have been international since their
emergence during the seventeenth century.“*’ Later arrivals as mem-
bers of the “international club” include social scientists, historians,
philosophers, systems analysts, and the new breed of “futurclogists.”
Significantly, however, most “intellectual powerhouses” are located



in. ot- futtdeu by, melt-opolitan “devfleioped”  countries. One major
role played by the “international intehectual community” par2lleEr

thar of literary academies within national societies: to guard the purity
of development language from contamination by indigenous Third
World upsiarts. Words, concepts, images, theories, and models must
bc certified as lcgitimaie  by the international “intellectual” commu-
nity. When submjssive  acceptability is not forthcoming, however, the
world knowicdgc industry subtly proceeds to disarm new ideas, new
tct-minologics,  ailcl new models so as to incorporate them into main-
sircam thinkittg.  The objective,  of course, is to take the sharp bite out
ot’  t/~~pc~t~r/crrc~ic~  theory,  theology of liberation. revolutionary COII-
sc~ic~/~i,:tr~r7o, and other efforts by Third World intellectuals to define
their own rcallty as a prelude to prescribing change.

.Althoug,h  this world knowledge consortinm is loose and not
always l’ulty  visible, this does not mean that universities have no walls
oi that Iresearch  institutes are staffed by angehc spirits, much less that
theit- assets arc other-worldly. What is meant is that scholars,
educational inst,itutions, think tanks, and foundations do not automa-
ticatly qualify as mcrnbcrs of this international knowledge .‘jet set”
!<itttpi)  by csisting. ‘Throughout academia, research institutes, and
Jouttdations c;m  bc I'ound certain niches where individuals or teams
trsc rheir organizations a5 bases for “keeping in touch” with inrer-
national confcrcnccs,  seminars, workshops, ideas, peers, loyalties,
and new  funding opportunities. Taken collectively, these people and
groups gain an “inside track” along with other powerful actors on t,he
world scene: international agencies, transnational business, govern-
ment:;, and a hos: of”public  interest” groupseach havingits”private”
agenda. ‘The tmportant  point is that their ideas are listened to by
influential decision-makers. In addition, members in good standing of
the international intellectual ciub recruit and screen new members of
transnational professional associations in science, the social disci-
plines, and the multidisciplinary studies.

The world knowledge system plays two roles: it serves as the
intcllcctual  superstructure  to which major actors in the international
order look for legitimation of their interests in ways which are
ethically, politically, and socially acceptable; and it is the font for
ic!cas which can help those same actors adapt to pressure for changes.
The world intellectual community is thus the privileged locus for
floating trial balloons which test the winds of possible opposition
movements. Paradoxically, most members of this “invisible college”
arc highly ahruistic  and hold highly ethical personal views; they have
a deeply felt regard for saving the planet from destructive war, eco-
logical dissolution, demographic catastrophe, mass starvation, and
urban decay. Nevertheless, the interplay between the funding require-
ments of such a system which serves as the legitimating filter of
“reputable opinion” and its stylistic congenialities with top corpor-
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:!i?. &(>tC:‘!l;:i!::l[~l!,  .&:i:i irIl.cr:;a!~iQll3! clit;.i does much to harness these
!;oW. ‘li’;,\if{‘)i’;,;‘,  i,. :;-,c  c;i,se o f  aiswing  t h a t  chnnpe procewzs
rcin:l!n  undt2: :hc wci$  zor;troi  of old c:iites  and wha:e\rr  elements nf

/.<he “!,r’\v  t:i;r<s 7’ ?~h<T  gl(f L‘an ‘;!i\;e  ~&jrh,”

tiC!lCe, aithOU~ti i i  iS iIS elf neither horriogeneous,  fully visible,
nor ‘vcr): v,eaixh:;I this knoxledge  coalition has unbridled access to
povccr  . rlcllci, anii ini‘iaencc.~ Its iniellestual  activities play innport-
;ini ro1t.x in il:c.* ti.mcrioning  of worid  orders: a maintenance role and
an insinw!or!;  ~uidarw  role for aspiril?g stewards of ihc transition to
211 illtcw!  sys!crn.  P-~I:vcI-thcless,  it remains possible for next loyalties
it11(1 ccuit ions t<r Ix fortned,  :his time in defense of genuine develop-
llic~~lt~t  pos~ibiiitics. !” ‘The  importaxe,  present and potcnrial.  of these
;li’:!)i\ in 11112  ntirld sys tem is  incontestab le .  Of  ali tbosc w h o m
(;;!!ililb~ ti:rmr  wnicviroriul  u~Iof.r-internationai  ?~~~~erl~I~~ent31
~,r~.;!~li/;lti(:rts (IGOs), international  nongovernmental orgatiizations
(I NCIOS),  ar:d busincs5  internationa! nongovernmentai  organizations
i ?:I NGCh--  member-s  of the world knoweldge  industry are the least
wctldctl  to ~hc tcrritwial  imperati\Tes of the present global system.
~‘~;rt~cc~~,~cn~!~,  ~~lili~~tt~ll t!lcy intcr:tct  habitually and congenially  \vith
i~;~i~i~~~~-~l:~i~  2nd torpor-ate pow-s. their  capacity to alter  their own
orl!;lilir;lii~.)r~l;~l  sIrilclilr,“r ill response 10 h:tman needs i> considerable.
Li;tll~ing ciiet,  !!IC Pugsash Conl‘crcnces  and tbc ~i~ter~lat~(~tta~  P e a c e
i<<scctri:!t  ,4\so~~:iaiion  a’; examp les  o f  organi.:ations  which have  PiO-

prriy irltcrlla!iotl;l”i/eil  scictttific  in terest  in  war  and gwace.” T h e
impo~tanl  fact, he concludes. is “whelher iheir  m2rnbers aFe domi-

IKIIC~ hy n;ttir,nal  \;~lucs and loyalties or by more ttniwxa!  i;:torna-
tioltnl  loyaitics.” iilw,  whether their image of the desired future
world assigns major decisional  power to a tie\v ~~terf~ati~~~~a~ elite (06
which ihey will slurcl!;  be a part) or whether tbcy are committed to the
principle  of ‘* global populism.“J:

World  Commrrnications  Systzm

‘The u,orld  communications system is a fifth link in the global
chain of tle~clopn~~entnl  net\vorks.  Although it is eminently visible-
comprising rr;rt;sportation  arid communication!; facilities of every
type-its operations are not :ightly  coordinated.  The system is a
tuentietIt-ccntat,~  functional  equivalent of the imperial Roman road
network, a kind of prepmario  evutzgelico, not  fo r  the miss ionary
di:‘furi:.m  of the Christian religjon  but for a world order based on
reciprocity in crchanges.  ‘The “technological unif icat ion” of the
wo‘r-id has been achieved by modern communications and transporta-
tion. which have ttlescoped,  if not fully abolished, time and space.
Images of the good life, of social-change strategies, even of possible
patterns of the future are rapidly diffused throtighout  the globe.
There exists, indeed, a special political economy vehicled by global
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,.1111  ;li:$ iil~~r~~a[lOl~2,i  eilf:,; does much to harness these

nobir  seniirirciir:.. 1,. the cause  o f  assuring  that change p r o c e s s e s
remain undt::~ :hs wciai  <nr;!roi  i:)f  old ciites and whatever elements of
itie i’rle\t! piirc-”  [he ;;licj  can “iive tyilh,”

Weince,  aithough  it is itself  neiih,et.  homogeneous ,  fully visible,
nor .L cry i\ ea1th)~, :i;is knowledge coalition has tti:briditd  access IO
po~w~r.  I-ichc;, and ini‘iuencc.“~ 81s inreile~tual  activities  play itnporr-
XII ~r~tlt.~s  in !j:~- tluttctioning  01’ worid  orders: a maintei:ance  roie and
;!I! in7inaai0r!;  guidance  role for aspirille  slewards  of ihc transition to
xn iiltcxxi  \>‘\!crn.  K,vcrthele.ss,  it remiins  possible for new lo>:alaies
;11:d  i,\)alitionh  I~,I bc l’ormed,  this time in defense oi genuine develop-
IIIC.IIIJI  poshibilitics.“’  The importance, present and potential, of these
;ti::)l’\  in tltc wtirlcl  sys tem is  incontestab le .  Of  all those whom
(i;!lililt!J termi ttorticvriioriul  uctorr-internarionai  ~;overnmental
~lr~atiixatic:ns (IGOs), in ternat iona l  nongovernmemal  or_eanirations
(INM)+.  and business internationa! nongovernmemal  organizations
(i%ENCK>s)~~~ rn~~bcrs  of the world knoweldge  industry are the least
wedclcd  lo rhc tcrrilot-ial  imperatives of the present global system.
(~‘,,t~~.ccjrtirit!!~,  ;!Ilhou~h  ihey imeracl  habitually and sorigeniaiiy  with
rh;itii~ti-sr;~tcs  211il  iorpot-ate  powet-s,  their capacity to alter their own
or’:r;,lili/;liiOrl;,ll  51i‘ilt.Y tll~.Y in response to hxman  needs is considerable.
Lialr~in~ ciizz::,  !!I<.  Pu~~vash  Cotifct-ences  and the ~t~ter~~a~~~~tta~  Peace
i<.Wari:h  As0~~iation  ai examples of organizations which have  IliO-
periy it,ttc‘rtiitlir.)il;t[i/cII  scient i f ic interest in xar and peace.“:  T h e
intportanl  I’acl, Itc concludes, is “whelher  their members are domi-
ualcd by nati~lnnl  i,;tIues  and loyalties or by more universal ir:terna-
liolial  ioyalries.”  iilS0, whether their image of the desired future
world assigns nla.ior decisional power to a ne\v  international elite (ot
which ihey will slurcly  be a part) o: whether they are committed to the
principle  of “global populism.“‘:

World  Communicat ions System

The w,orld communications system is a fifth link in the global
chain of dcvclopmentai  networks. Although i: is eminently visible-
comprising transportation and communications facilities of every
type---bits  operatioris  are not :ightiy  cootdinared.  The system is  a
t\hetit,ietll-centar~  functional equivalent of the imperial Roman road
network ,  a kind of preparafio  evungelicu,  not for the tnissionary
diffusi:xi  of the Christian relig,ion  but for a world order based on
reciprocity in echanges.  The “technological  un i f ica t ion”  o f  the
world has been achieved by modern communications and iransporta-
tion. which have t&scoped, if not fully abolished, time and space.
Images of the good life, of social-change strategies, even of possible
parterns ot’ the future are rapidly diffused throl;ghout  the globe.
There exists, indeed, a special political economy vehicled by global
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imap,  incIttstrics,  ~i~hoc tnat~~i  i’i’fcct  i s  Ii) mahv w~~iici  news  of Eo~al
evetlls iltld conccr’t  lwal C\i‘i?tS intu illtetllatioli3i happerlitlg\.‘T
M o d e r n  co11)111~11ii(~1~tjo11s  are a twntct-rjtorial  ac tor  in  the global
arena; there is alway a tele-isio!l  camera watching whatever happen5
in the world. In a second moment. numerous cicirens of \~aCed
national wcietics  watch in turn. ii I!;.: long-term result Es riot rreces-
satily I,0 crca!e in everyone  a globa! consc iousness,  a1 ieat  it is to
produce in almost c\‘cryonc  a coIIsclotts~I~‘*!i  of 1 he giobe.  But the
itiipiti~,ctncnl  01’ the g l o b a l  C011inlltrtic‘ati(ins  neiwork  is ttot purri!
psycltolo~i~a!,  for II d i rec t ly  a f fec ts  lhc conlcnt  and style of many
wtionitl  ;.ti:li\~ili;s----CdI.c;ili011  programs, recreational cont:‘nt.  the
Ill;ltia,!~~~:ttctti  (,)I’ ;,ews.  A n  ili:~strativc  e x a m p l e  of thi\  iiifltlCiicC  i::
oi’l’crccl  by ~‘OM~A’1’  (C:ot~?ntunicatiotts Sarellite  C:orporarion).  A s
a.)11c  cvnluati~~ ri~port  puts if,

:a SiliplS  cjb.!ccl--the  ~uliltliitili~iltio11,,  s a t e l l i t e - c a n  rhanse the
!ivc’s ol’tn~ll~o~~~  of people. Floating thousands of miles abo\.e ihe
wrtli,  il ian carry tclelphone  convers;2lions,  telegrams. and telr-
\,j+,ii911 priqrants  to place\ w h e r e  mr:dcrn cotnmLir!ications  a r e
I:OW a distant  dream.”

iN’I’I!I,.SI.A~F  (I~itc:riialiotiaI  ~1’clc~orrlnrtttii~ations Satellirc  Organixa-
lion), in wltich  03ivSAT (basicallv  a US joini-wntu1.e  corporat ion)
has 2 33.6% equity.  vicwi  it>:, opcmi;ons  as taking one further step in a
process !aunched  over a cemur!;  ago by t1’,0  Internarional  Telecommu-
nisati:~tis Union. It renwes  artificial (that  is, national) barriers to
COtirllltt:tii:;tliO;:‘i  by allowing  for “iot~!g-di!.tu!lcc‘  exchange of messages
\tithotut  regard to political boundaries. “‘I Thanks to its eailh-slaliot:s
in numcrotts  countries, the INTI~l_STAl‘:CO~~lSA’T  sys!cm  has al-
ready inflwnced  rhe content of nation;11  literacy progams,  recrca-
tional  progtxmming,  business-exchange sysr~ms,  and political report-
ing. At geopoii:ical  levels of the highcsr dramatic import, the instal-
lation of “l-to! lnic~~,” between %Lloxo~ 2nd Washingron  testifies to the
important c!~ianges  wrought it: the conduct of politics and diplomacy
by a technolq~ical  fai:iiity whic.h  is part oi the world communications
s\‘~tcm.  it i5 ti:l  s~SCr!!fi~~rtij,:i-,  to stale that other actors in the in!erna-
iiottal :5ys1ctn  wiiiltl  bc :endercd  unable to opetate as intertialional
actors in the zbsrnce of the world communications system as basic
infrastructur;:.  With this infrastructure. not only does global power-
wieldin!:  acqtrirc a ne\v  capacity to be diffused bur also competing
motlels  of hutinn living--wheIher  those of the primitive Tasaday in
the Philippines or the communal  hippies of the United States--be-
come known throughout the globe. By all known measure of “inter-
nationality” (membership. financial participation, arena of coopera-
tion, vision, interests. and program content), the g!obal  ccmmunica-
tions system is an important performer on the stage of international
affairs. One hundred and seven countries, territories, or possessions
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wcrc in :975 Ica:,itig tcic~ommurii~arions  services  and faci l i t ies on a
fu!i-time  basis from COMSAT.“  One measure of the unit’s success in
i:s t’irst :ctt years of existence is given by its president in these wcrds:

During a time when other international relationships have heen
rnarked by severe strains, when historic alignments have weak-
ened, and when international economic relationships have been
subject to the greatest uncertainty, INTELSTAT has grown and
marurcd,  has become more cohesive, and has achi&ed  great
stability.“’

This arnotunts  to saying that global communications will continue as
influential actors in the international system.

h,lorc:  significant than the global role of extraterritorial actors are the
divergences in values and interests which pit them one against the
oihcr. Thus one transnational corporation will wage war against
another, yet never beyond the point of threatening the existence of the
war-Id-market system. Enlightened companies whose leaderskip is
ittftt to evolving trends in the worla  order can flexibly make their
peace  with nationalist 31 socialist regimes and with governments which
would regulaie their activities. All companies share an interest in
preserving  the international market as the central insritution of
trnnsnational  exchange: although some might agree to subordinate
market mechanisms  to some organizing principle such as world plan-
ning for basic needs or a transnational consensus on investment and
technological research. On balance, the values and interests of TNCs
are congenia l  to  those o i  the b ig  powers,  whose prefer red
image of the world rests on the pillars of spheres of influence, balance
of power, and elite guidance.” For the most part, the international
scientific and intellectual community has been content to favor better
models for designing the future instead of radical change in the
current international order. Apart from a few notable exceptions the
majority of internationally oriented scientists, although they some-
times compete with governments and international governmental
agencies for i: voice in decisions, have refrained from challenging the
legitimacy of the present international order.‘” One reason, according
to Diana Crane, is that

scientists do not control the financial resources which support
their activities. They must continually negotiate for funds with
pohticians  who may be favora.bly  disposed to their cause one day
and negatively the next.jv

World communications interests are powerfully committed to
growth and to expanded coverage. From March through December of
1974 the number of earth-station antennas for sending and receiving
signals via satellite in commercial service rose from 80 to 107, and
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“cont,inucd  growth is forecast.““ ’ Interests converge around the
dream of circumventing, if not abolishing, a!! “artificial” bound-
aries. For communications and transportation interests, national
boundaries are a two-edged sword. On the one hand, they allow
charging usage and instal!ation  fees on grounds of national leca-
tions. On the other, these interests ;ely on fissures in these same
boundaries to justify their special contribution to the economy of
message exchanges.

All global actors perceive that the present international eco-
nomic, legal, and political orders are undergoing rapid change. Each
in its own way is trying to adjust to probable directions of change so
as to survive, maintain influence, and protect its interests. Or_eaniza-
tions cannot act otherwise?  but if the world system is heading towards
unknown siiores,  two questions become cruciai:  What is the shape of
the Future order, and who will be the stewards of the tr-ansition?

Stewards of the Transition

Several future models vie for the loyalties of critics. Alternative
design> of world order run from a unitary world government and
homoqenizecl  global society unif ied by modern technology to a
piuralystic  world order founded on the basic thesis that “the good
society is characterized by the co-existence of many socia!  group-
ings. “I! Countless scholars and institutions now urge that the entire
world  be reshaped to prepare desired futures. tInderlying  all these
efforts is the assumption that only a sy,-terns  approach allows one to
understand and predict social wholes. We are bombarded with
“models” and simulations which incorporate as many ai 100,ooO
variables into their equations.“’ A new vocabulary comes iu;o exis-
tence, posing neW dichotomies-undifferentiated versus organic
growth, logistic versgs  esponentiai growth, stable versus disequilib-
rating growth. Behind these prodiga! expenditures of inteilectual
energy lies the universal quest for wisdom and simplicity in the midst
of cornplexi!:y.  The question finally becomes: What are the founda-
tions of human hope? 1~ rhe future worth waiting for? Doubts abound
because of the ambivalent character of technology itself: Its very
promise is uncertain. Lincoln Bloomfield explains why:

By 1970, technology had produced so many more problem; than
society could consume that no one doubted that, ir Tom Lehrer’s
lyric words, “ I f  the Bomb doesn’ t  gr t  you,  the Pol lu t ion
w i l l . “ .

Electronic computers  for handling  information will  affect
the lives of even the poorest in the world. These means will
tighten the world’s sense of community. But it is certain that they
also will bring danger; .There wil!  be worldwide impatience
that the living standards of poor people are not better, and an ir-
resC%bfi- demand for still faster technological improvement



aimed at Ricing ai! mankind a sranzard  of Irving qqxnaching  that
of uicstern  Europe and America.”

l‘!~e future international order lies under th:: muitipte  tkears  of
n~uciear  annihilaiion.  resource disruptions, biologica!  and demograph-
ic catastrophe, and ecological disaster. Steward5  of the present
order--?o!itical  leaders in the greai powe!-s,  esecusices  in rransna-
iionai  &rporatiol:s  or international agencies, global  iruellecr:rals-
gcncr-ally agree  ?vith  Henry K iss inger ,  that  there is  “scarc i ty  o f
physi~~al  rrsokkrce::  and the surplus of despair.” Kissinger urged his
Ilcarcrs to forego confrontational approaches between haves and
have-Ilots:

Wha;c*.,cr  our idcol<>gical  bcliefor social structure, we are part of
a sing!e  int~ernational economic system on which all of our na-
tional economic objectives depend. No nation or bloc of nations
can unilaterl:lly  determine the shape of the future. If the strong
atren:pi  to impose their views, they will do so at the cost cf jus-
tice and thus provoke u,>heaval. If the v;eak resort to pressxe,
they will do so at the risk of world prosperity and thus provoke
despair, ‘The  orgamr;arion  of one group of countries as a bloc
will sooner or later produce the organizal:ion  of potential victims
ii110 a corlnrer--bloc.'"

(‘nnfr(llitation  ib similarly condemned by coroorate spokesmen.
E’conomist Neil lacoby articulates the mainstream corporate view in
lhcsc  words:

The multinational corporation, able to assemble resources and to
organize productian  on a worldwide scale. has evolved  in re-
sponse to human needs ior a global instrument of economic ac-
tivity. 4s it evolves further In this direction, it will find itself in-
creasingly frustrated  and constrained by national governments.
The outcome of this conflict will depend upon the nature of the
fu ture wor ld  order  .

The multinational corporation cannot thrive in a regine  of
international tension and conflict. The insrrumentality  of multi-
natiorxl  business is man’s best hope for achieving political unity
on this shrinking planet.:’

Elite groups benefiting from the existin;?  order fear confrontation and
prefer accomniodat,ion  to new demands on peaceful terms. Weaker
groups, however, are wary of pleas for cooperation, viewing them as
efforts by the powerful to defuse the pressure for changing basic
structures. They agree with Algerian President Boumediene,  that it is
necessary for

Third  WoJd  countries to create national and international condi-
tions such that the existing relationships of domination could be
repl-lced  by just relationships fotmded  on equality and respect for
the sovereignty of states,. . [and] the international community
can guarantee the establishment of a new, more just and more
bzlanced economic relations.‘h



WTitlrin  ‘i‘!:ild ‘War id circles it is Lvidely believed that just relations
can~ioi  i)c cstahlished unicss  weaker partners in tfie in ternat iona l
order  ai!;, V~~GOI-~UL soiidaritv  to a combative spirit. The battle is on toi
.&ape (he (ucu:-e  or-de!-,  31!d,  ‘- A,~111  LII~ words of Kenyan political scientist
Aii Mazrui,

-11 the heart of !his <iI>eStiOn is the old issue of equality. which in
history  h;is aiways been  linked  t o  t he  t ens ions  o f  interdepcn-
ClCllCc’.  i

Ailhougli  ilci!iiiic5  oi’ ail xocictics  arc linked, controversy ccnter’i  on
il~e qualit!;  01 lhat illtercle;?endence. Will it bc hierarchical  or symmet-
rical, in the mode of domination by the few or reciprocity amolrg the
nrnt~y’!  II is unless  IO invoke the miracles of abundance which could be
i\,r\il!giit  by technology to assuage  the misery of the masses. As
hla~rui czplitin:;,

~cchnoio~;~,  by increasing the inventive and productive capa-
bilities of th*:rc  sucieties  (i.e.. England and America) wav beyond
ihosc ,ittaiilcJ  b!; others,  initiatrd a process of massive disparities
01’ income and power  among the nations of the world.”

Oliiy p(,ilitical action  ;II 111~‘  international  ievcl,  buttrcsscd  hv p a r a l l e l
iictioll\  in muliiplc  Iialional  arenas. can  offset  these dispariiies.  Th is
poliliL,al  illlpcrativc  gi\cs rise to competing  models of the future world
ordt:I

Richard Fall\ identifies nine possible new world orders represent-
iilg  both countcrtendencies  in the current system and building blocks
for the I'~II~II-c':"  But with an eye toward synthesis, he reduces the
roster tot hrcc competing models.‘” These are: an approach based on an
expanded club of big powers; another based on an appeal to the
ideology of transnationai  corporations which treat the entire world as a
market; and a third model called “global populism.”

The Greut Powers

The first mnjor  tendency toward globalist unification rests on a
Darwinian or Spencerian  notion of the survival qf the firtest. Unifica-
tion of world problem-solving, if not of the world itself, should take
place under the guidance of the great powers. The club of great
powers may have to be expanded IO include new aspirants (a nuclear
China or the “newly rich” OPEC countries), but world guidance over
change processes remains predicated on spheres of influence and
informal (or, in one variant, increasingly formalized) consultation
among powerful actors. Many Third World leaders fear that this
approach legitimates the tacit or overt claims of the rich and powerful
to speak fo andfor  the world, not wi/h it. Under this model the poor
and weak will be provided for,” but they will not share power: the
unification of the world will be wrought on the principle of hierarcb.
rather than equity. As Falk writes, “This is the Nixon-Kissinger-



i,::-c-zhr?e;,  design for a new world  order. The diabolical brilliance
cil‘ Ihs Ni.Yon-KisiingZr  foreign poiicy  is to transform narion-statism
bvhi!e  preserving its worst moral defects without eliminating its
ecological \;ulnerability.“” Big powers, in this view, neither can nor
ought to abdica!,e  any more of their sovereignty than they have to in
order to assure thaw the evolutionary process does not basically
u:aken their influence in decision-aaking circles. Demands issued by
less-devclopetl  countries  are to be labeled the threat from the Third
Cio&l.~  ’ Even collective requests made by Third World governments
in I he Llnitcd  Nations are considered irresponsible or dangerous.”
fndust!,iai  nations at’c willing to share technology and abur.dance  with
less-developed natiom but will struggle to keep their supremacy in
:hc tiisri-ibut  ion of political and ideological power. Power and ideo-
logical masrery  are not to be transferred on the same terms and in the
WIIC’ manner as economic progress or scientific know-how. Yet at
\ror-k,  in tht’ worid  are two change processes which are interrelated:
processes concerning production, mastery over nature, rational or-
ganiration,  and technologicai  efficiency, on the one hand, and those
rctating  to structmres of power and control over dominant concepts
and ideologies  on the other. A!ihough both processes were launched
by countries :IOW !abc-!ed  developed, they have spread their effects to
at1 societies. iif powerful developed countries perceive that their own
self-interest requires some sharing of the benefits related to the first
category of processes, they will be flexible and accommodating.
Under pressure from below they will also make concessions in the
domains of power and conceptual legitimacy. Nevertheless, the
preferred model of their hierarchs is to guide the tramition  in ways
which give them maximum control over the speed and direction of
change. This is why rich-world intellectuals and policy-makers cham-
pion the piecemeal, issue-by-issue “prob!em-solving”  approach, in-
stead of one which focuses on overall structures.

Many lesser powers are willing to entrust the transition to a new
world order to the great powers. Because they fear nuclear warfare,
ecological  catastrophe, and disruption in patterns of geopolitical
decision-snaking  quite as much as the hi? powers, they support small
adjrtstments  entailing no basic changes. They may on occasion dissent
from superpowers on issues such as jurisdiction  over seabeds, rules
for foreign investment, or the price of raw materials. But their
complaints are confined to what Brzezinski calls ins/rumenta/  and not
,&riu~~rrtal  dissent.” Their ultimate aim is merely to improve their
own bargaining stance within existing parameters. Many opinion-
makers in weaker countries see these arrangements as the best they
can get. Others become persuaded that the “balance of power” lets
t,hem  use the “shield” of big powers to protect themselves against
their own enemies. Still others view big-power balance as indispen-
sable if nuclear war is to be avoided. “kin is the notion that mass
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starvat ion or economic misery in their own socie:ies will not be
tolerated by great po**ers, if on,ly because they wish to prevent the
total breakdown of an ordet-  which operates to their advantage. There
lurks behind such thinking  the unstated fear that the burden of an
international order in which small nations would share major respon-
sibilities is too heavy FOI- them to bear. Nations are no less prone than
individuals to “escape from freedom.“‘* Freedom’s burdens are
it&cd heavy;  the prospect of participating in a new global enterprise
is understandably intimidating to lesser powers.

Another category of less-developed countries endorses a pluri-
polar model of evolving world order because they themselves aspire to
become big powers. This is manifestly the case of India, Brazil,  and a
few others.

Many inteliectuals  assume that big powers will  continue to play a
decisive t-o!e in world affairs $ they adapt imagi::ative!y  :o new cir-
cumstances. But scenarios of big-power control are being cha!lenged
by other mo~Jels  for the transition. One such model vests its hopes in
the unification powers of the tramnational  corporation. According to
this view, the world will be made one thanks to the depolitictzcd
problem-solving of TNCs whose specialty consists in managing tech-
nology worldwide to solve all probiems.

Tramnational C o r p o r a t i o n s

“Unification by economic globahsm under the auspices of the
transnational corporation ” is no nostalgic evocation of the Brhish
East India Company or the Hudson Bay Company, precursors of
today’s transnational giants. On the contrary, much sophisticated
thinking goes on in corporate circles as to the proper role of markets
in global exchange. Hailowed  formulas are now repudiated. Jack
Behrman states that to continue invoking the cliche “let the market
decide” is “to avoid the recognition that it will merely perpetuate the
injustices which exist already; it cannot of itself produce justice. But a
just system can employ market rules oi implementation quite effec-
t i ve l y . “ ” In the same ;reirt Henry and Mabel Wallich assert that the
“ultimate decision about what is t,o be produced, which is the essence
of economic life, cannot be made by the owners, whoever they are, so
long as an economy operates in a market system.“‘L  ‘Their plea aims
to convince business managers that neither the survival of capitalism
nor the continued profitability ot’corporations  depends on continued
private (or “corporate”) ownership of the means of production; all
that is needed is the maintenance of markets and price mechanisms.
The Wallichs  claim that growing Third World nationalism, the trend
toward socialism, and the nationalization  of basic resources will
impose their vision even upon traditional corporate thinkers and
managers who will have to rally to the new view if they are to survive



a~ ;>rofit-mahim:  organizations in what, IO t hem, is an increasingi!
ho\tiic  world.  Profits wiii  be legitimated not. as in the past. on the
bxsi\ LI,~  economic efficiency but on the ability of TNCs.  IO be socially
rc:,j,<),l\ivc  2,: f!e:xihlr  “problem-sol\,ei-s.” Corporate spokesmen exer-
cise themselves in “proving“ that profit is compatible with justice,
ecologica!  integrit!.  politica!  sovereigniy, and other developmental
value’;.  Yet ii is 2 1x! iha.1 i:le “revolution of rising frustration”‘” is
u:idcrmining  man: -~.rnveiitionai  corporate claims. As a result, cor-
po::;~ i:)ns arc bcir~~~,  {‘or-ted  !c initiate far-i-caching changes in the rules
which appi!,,  in tire snaking of -<ofit in poor countries. Notwithstanding
tltc assatj:~s  upon their  legitimacy, however, TNCs continue to argue
what “global ccorporations arc tne first in history wi!h the organization,
lectllioiow,  it~oncy. al:d ideology to make a credible try at managing
the xorid  a:; an integrated unit. “‘I’) Their claim, in short, is that they
aionc can mastct-  rhc global organization necessary to administer the
p!anct in bcncficial  ways.  Aurelio Peccei.  director of Fiat, does not
~IL~~~I;IIII  i(i iiec.iarc  titat the globai corporation is the most powerful
agent for the intcrnationaliLation  of human society. Nevertheless,
‘l’NC,\ arc a!crt :o the coalition of f!;rccs trying to impose restraints on
their own ;rc‘ati~  adaptation to changes in t!ie world system. They also
pcr~ccive  that “ultim:~rely  rcgu!ation of the multinationals will depend
on the dc\‘cIopin3it  of multinational political insti:utions.““’  Ct-itics of
‘TNCs  ,/udge nev politicai  institutions to be necessary because national
political  insri-aments  are ineffc::tual  against organizations for which
national boundaries either do not exist or are seen as “artijjcjai”
lines to be circum\~enied  by global planning. Quite logically, TNCs
seek an international order which would allow  them to operate
orherwtse  than as mere enclaves m poor coumries. “Enclave status,”
to cite A.A. Fat63uros, “arises from the superior  sophistication in
production and management-and, one might  add, in planning-en-
joyed by such firms over the surrounding economic xtors. Quite
simply, LGCs do not have the same level of technological and mana-
gerial skills.“’ T!tese discrepancies guarantee that transnational
corporations will  long retain their “forgign”  character. If they wish to
disarm their critics, they n-rust get the res! of the world to agree to a
ni’iv definition of what is “foreign.” If the entire globe is accepted as
the basic unit of human activity, TNCs are no longer “foreign” to
anyone .  Who/  TNCs seek it7 the evolution $oj rhe wotld order is not
nem.xvilv  hqettwt~y  but n n e w  busis f o r  le:iritttacy.  S o  l o n g  a s
dev~elopment  and problem-soiving  are perceived by influentia.!  deci-
sion-makers as issues to be solved mainly  by political, ideological, OI
military means, transnational corporations will judge that their
influence is being curtailed for reasons extraneous LO the very
problems those outdated means are trying to solve. They view the
entire world as a vast market. And who can best respond to market
signals and market controls  if not large global corporations?
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Criticism of 1 NCs which implies that they are at the service of
richcountry  gavel-nrnents  is largely irrelevant. US-based corporations
have bribed governmen! cfficiais  in Korea, Iran, Bolivia, and Saudi
Arabia; they have also subverted internal political processes in Chile
and Guatemala. Nevertheless, TNCs do not pledge their primary
allegiance  to their “honir”  countries or governments; their loya,lties
extend to !hc market as an institution. The more int~ernational  is the
m a r k e t ,  the lxtit‘r. Car l  A.  Gerstacker,  c h a i r m a n  o f  t h e  D o w
Chemical Company, dreams of seeing the world headquarters of his
firm urn some neutral island owned by no nation:

II’ we were located on such truly neutral ground we could then
really operate in the United States as U.S. citizens, in Ja.pan  as
Japanese  citizens and in Brazil as Brazi!ians  rather than being
governed  in prime  by the laws of the United States.o’

National governments, in home and host country, are not required to
!‘ade awav but simr’y to assume second place. The dream of transna-
tionais is- nonterritorial legitimacy in the conduct of pluriterritorial
ac!ivities.  The panic sometimes displayed by TNCs over criticism
showered upon them can be traced to their ciear understanding that
nio~-e is at itake than mere economic survival. Just as transnationai
corporations were getting their first taste of globai power, they lost
faith in the ability of other institutions to “solve the world’s prob-
!ems.” But they think that they can save the world from wars, misery,
social chaos, and alienation. If transnational corporations are imperi-
alistic, it is not because they exploit people economically but because
their inner dynamics lead them to usurp decision-making legitimacy
for global society at large. Paradoxically, their effort is predicated on
giving up political power and minimizing traditional political con-
siderations. Corporate visionaries are veritable utopians. Their best
spokesmen willingly admit that abuses should be corrected and that
market mechanisms must be subordinated to other goals.6’ But they
are no less convinced that history singles them out as a new aristoc-
racy, indeed as the only elite able to exercise global power respon-
sibly and effectivjely.  Of course transnational managers will gladly
share power with the United Nations, with national governments, and
with other international actors-territorial and nonterritorial. But the
value system operative in transnational corporate circles implies a
quest for a universal mandate to tackle human problems.

In this sense TNCs offer a second paradigm for the evolution of
world order away from a state sytem and toward central guidance,
under their benign and discreet hegemony. The thirst for a mandate
explains the need felt by TNCs to persuade others that profit need not
be exploitative, that large size need not be nece:sarily  evil, that
technological superiority is the very condition for abolishing misery-
in short, that TNCs are better equipped than other organizations to
preside over the transition to a new world order.
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A ~hkd paradigm for the transition wxes  the banner of “global
popirlism.”  This tern; rests on an analogy drawn from national
politics: an appeal made by ieaders over the heads of power-wielders
and directly to the masses affected by decisions.“’ Popu?ism is often a
cloak for dm~a~o~:u~ry an d the manipulation of mass fears and hopes
t’., “cllarisrrialic”  Icaclcrs.  But populism can also represent a gclnuine
i~p~cr by 9cxIers for the masses and their authentic values. Populism
xs ;I po!iiica!  philosophy  rejects the notion.q that Leaders should take
tlcc.i:Sions  in 191~ nxnc of 9x0979~;  instead it holds that people should be
hcl9>cd to take their owx decisions.  Quintessential  popul ist leaders
dcfinc  thcii- own mantlates  in function of “the people.”  Bur who are
“ChC pcoplc, ” and arc whey  able to make decisions on such comples
ma!te!‘s  as deve9opmc:rt? The late Paul Hoffman, then administrator
oi !!:c United Nationo Deveiopment  Programme, believed ,rhat

dc\cI<~p~Il~~tli  cannot  and should 1101 be the exclusive province of
ihC “cxpc~~t~” 110 matter  how skillful 01. \ve99-intentioneli.  It is 1 0 0
big, too  u1111979cs,  too crucial an t111t9ert:rking no! to merit the in-
voI\;cnwnt--or  a~ least the concerned interest-of the majority of
people ill c\,cry L?runtr?’  on earth.+-‘

PIKWII  transfornlations  in the world order likewise constitute too big,
too complex,  and too crucial an undertaking to be left solely to
esprrts.  I’ountl  Ajami sees the “top-down” \Jie\v of the world as un-
democrat ic,  mlreprescntative,  too closely linked with international
violcncc,  an:9 too indifferent  to universal justice to be acceptable:
“Great power 9:‘<>!icics  and Gsions  cannot be said to be in harmony
with the interests of less powerful members of the system.““‘ But cari
any working mode9 of a ne\\ world order possibly be formulated with
a populist orientation? Even if such a model were desirable, must it
not get beyond sterile denunciation of present global shortcomings or
of elitist alternative models of transition?

Global populism must prove itself able to solve contemporary
crises and offer reasonable hope that its instruments of change can
work. Unification by global populism entails acommitment, in Falk’s
words,

to deal urgently and equitabiy  with problems of war, poverty,
environmental decay, depletion of resources, and deprivation of
human rights, through the mechanisms of coordination and plan-
ning organized around a guidance rather than a governing sys-
tem. The long-shot possibilities of global populism appear to
offer the only alternative to a new wave of neo-Darwinian statism
or a planetary takeover by the multinational corporations.b8

Global populism calls  for a coalition of nonelite  forces, allied to elites
who “defect” from their class values, to struggle against the “massi-
fication”  of al9 human decisions.6v
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To counter- the evolution of world order under the hegemony of
the privileged few, Talk  calls for a “normative challenge” to serve as
counterforce to the pursuit by the powerful of theii  vested interests,
211 iii the name of reaiism..; There is no need to review what a strategy
for transition in the mode of global populism requires.‘! But it is
impo~~~ant  to note that elitist stewardship of transition is neither
inevitable m,r salutary. Various Third World actors must be mohi-
ii~~i toresis,(  trcrds favoring  great powers or rich institutions. So must
iirt~!icctil;&  and pr~,~cssionais.-including  the military-in rich coun-
Iries; i:ouiitcrcuItut-e am! dissident movements in many lands; and
institutions  such as churches, foundations, and think ranks. Success
demands that radical politicai  actors support, and in t’xn gain
sttpport  from,  inni~arice  social scientists, systems engir,eers,  and
f’il[tirjSfiC  “i)roblcnl.-so!\;er\” of all types. There is no single “focus”
or hi$t ground upon which all anti-elitist efforts can be situated.~’
The most  fertile soil of such  efforts is the mass of the populace. But in
societies chat-acterized by multiple overlays of institutional intermedi-
aries between “the people” and leaders, linkages must be established
31 cvcry iW!~l  if “the peop le ” are io gain effective leverage over the
c1cci’riv.c  ins!itutions  at work in their societies.

TtlC “ttlird OpiiOn” for a new world order-giobai popuiism-
facts enormous odds. In order to succeed it must overcome, in
reformists, a two-fo!d impotence: the defeatist illusion that they can
do nothing in the face of overwhelming trends and the romantic
utopianism of those who paint static portraits of desirable alternative
worlds.7i  The great powers, supported by timorous lesser powers,
may, it is tr-ue, be abic to exercise st.ewardship over the transition to a
new world order in accord with the twin values of elite control and
stability management. And chances seem good that transnational
corporations will prove ab!,0 to parlay their economic and organiza-
tional power into poiitical  gains. One readily imagines circumstances
in which traditional political instruments will so dramatically reveal
their helplessness  to manage global problems that TNCs might easily
assume dc,fic/o  hegemony through sheer default. Were they to do so,
however, they would surely delegate many specifically yolrticul  tasks
of governantx  to those same powerless institutions they had just
supplanted. This phenomenon often occurs when military regimes
seize power from ‘“incompetent and corrupt civilian politicians.”
Military elites quickly discover that thev cannot govern alone; they are
forced to woo rechnocrats  and politicians back into action. it is
neither the politicians nor the electorate which calls the tune, how-
ever, but the military. Overlapping interests evidently link the des-
tinies of large governments to those of transnational corporations,
and mutual accommodation rarely proves impossib!e.  Nevertheless,
the dynamics of global profit-seeking create pulls in opposite direc-
tions than those generated by the pursuit of global power politics. To



i!iusti-at?, the :!S government fears that ITT’s  pritzare war against
Sa:v<.  -.,!. Ailende  ir! Chile eroded its own ability to conduct foreign
policy. More ominously, the American government begins to fear that
it cannot control arms sates  to potential enemies by corporations
within its jurisdiction. A recent editorial states the danger in these
1ern1s:

Thct~c  must be a way to ensure that the U.S. government applies
substamial  political criteria to arms sales to oil-rich countries and
that ii dots not give its corporations reason to believe that any-
thing they do to their own profit is perfectly acceptable to of-
ficial Washingtcln.‘J

These fears extend to the jomain  of nuclear policy. The announce-
ment made by the Bonn government in June 197.5 of its intention to
supply Brazil  with a compiete  nuclear industry and technology has
alarmed Washington, which is already fearful that Taiwan, Argen-
tina, Chile,  Pakistan, Israel, and South Africa will soon join the nuc-
lear club. One editorial on “nuclear madness” tells us that

should Bonn perpetrate this nig,htmare  upon the world,. it will
pay a political price that will far outweigh political gains. A much
wiser course would be to join the United States in refraining from
such sales and in urging other supplier nations to move quickly
toward common export rules, rather than the competitive degra-
d~~tim qf .rqfe,qtnrds  in pwsuit  of profit. I’

Both the pursuit of profit and the quest for geopolitical influ-
ence, however, threaten human survival, ecological integrity, and the
possibilities of humane development for all. These values, which are
not served by the extant world order, are also incompatible with the
first  two “models” of transition. This is why global populists actively
fight an uphill ba:tle in favor of an alternative world order. One
cannot be human, they argue, without creating new possibilities. A n d
as Camus wrote, it is worth making the supreme sacrifice for the sake
of the possible. Therefore, “true generosity towards the future
consists in giving one’s all to the present.“”

The stakes in the battle for stewardship over the transition to a
new world order are defined by Falk as follows:

(I) ‘The state system is being superseded by a series of interlock-
ing social, economic, political, technological, and ecological ten-
dencies which are likely to eventuate in some form of dysutopia
or negative utopia, that is, in a very undesirable and dangerous
structure of response to the problems posed by the deepening
crisis in the state system.

(2) Although this disquieting outcome seems probable as of now,
it is not inevitable. There is also a beneficial option, premised
upon an affirmation of the wholeness of the planet and the soli-
darity of the human species, that could bring about a rearrange-
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merit of power, wealth, and authority that would be more bene-
ficial than anything the world has heretofore known.

(3) Initially, the global reform movement needed to underlie such
a positive outcome has to take principal shape outside of and
mainly in opposition to the centers of constituted political and
economic power--it will almost certainly have to be populist and
antigovernmental in character and origins. Such a movement
should be premised upon nonviolence to the extent possible.”

(4) The principal initial focus of a movement for positive global
~rcfortn  should involve education-for-action, that is, demonstrat-
ing that the felt needs and frustrations of people in a variety of
concrete social circumstances around the world arise from the in-
ability of governmental or multinational actors to find short-
range, middle-level, and long-range solutions to the distresses and
dangers of our world.

(5) The case for global reform should be premised on a basic as-
sessment of structural trends and options. It need not rest alto-
gether on the collision course conveniently being programmed by
apocalyptic reformers to take effect by the year 2000. We should
bc somewhat suspicious about the recent show of millennial ego-
ism--either change by the year 2OCfJ  or everything is lost.‘”

Because any transition towar  I a world order congenial to develop-
ment requires the institutionalization of new allegiances, one must
inquire into the dynamics of loyalty systems.

New International Loyalty Systems
A decade ago Edward Banfield evoked the difficulty of transferring
the ethical loyalties of people from a narrow family to some larger
society.‘” He correctly situated allegiance systems at the heh.t of
ethics. Primary loyalties usually win out when they conflict with other
allegiances, even t.hose  which are formalized in social norms or public
rhetoric. But loyalties are no exclusive attribute -f the Sicilian
villagers described by Banfield  or of “traditiona!” societies. Parallel
tensions in all systems explain the behavior, and probable future
responses, even of “modern” actors in the international order now
undergoing change. A closer look at the loyalty systems of aspiring
“stewards of the transition” helps explain the vested interests they
have in certain models of the future order and the probable conces-
sions they will make to Third World technology policies.

The postulate bears repeating: The existence of multiple loyalty
systems is not confined to “underdeveloped” groups. Qn the con-
trary, modern societies have fractured not only the unity of cognitive
activities but also the emotional bonds that bind individuals to causes
and to other people. Thus specialization of maltiple  allegiances
characterizes “moderns”; along with loyalty to peer groups, they
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retain residual allegiances to clan, family, ethnic group, or some
freely embraced “movement.” To the extent that their work makes of
them international  actors, other loyalties tend to take second place.
Yet even in international arenas, many professionals feel obliged to
render ritualisitic  homage to their national loyalties. As Perroux
notes,

mandatories of states cannot, in any conference  or meeting
among states, speak otherwise than as partisans and represen-
!ati\ies of their states. Properly national leaders deprive them-
selves of all immediate influence if they consent to speak in the
namc of an experience  or an ideal higher than that of a single
nalion.“”

What Pcrroux  laments in mandatories of states holds likewise, in
Freat mcasurc,  for nongovernmental actors. Most international meet-
mgs are so structured as to make participants unduly conscious of
their  nationality, their professional discipline, or the ideological
system they are deemed to represent. Tinus are they made accomplices
of loyalties which may not be deeply felt. Deep within, however,
p:‘ofessionals  concerned with the future world order give their ioyalty
II) a new humanity in gestation and to a future social compact only
now beginning to delineate itself. “Worid consciousness” may al-
ready have advanced enough to invalidate the judgment pronounced
by Perroux  in 1958.“’ I t  is no longer “ international ists” who are
heretics in such arenas but rather the partisans of “narrow” parochial
interests. Nonetheless, the abiding ambivalence of loyalties helps
explain why the globalism  embraced by a corporate manager differs
from that espoused by a World Rank official or a Third World intcl-
lectual.  The key lies in detecting, beneath the formalistic (albeit
genuine) national and international allegiances, the intimate loyalties.

Interpenetrating loyalty systems are illustrated in the attitudes of
self-styled “internationally mmded” corporate executives. Conven-
tional wisdom has it that the primary allegiance of such executives is
granted to the corporation which employs them or, at the very least,
to the corporate system. But this is not an adequate answer. Like
intellectuals, bureaucrats, managers, financiers, reporters, and other
professionals, corporate officials are more loyai to their profession
than to a particular employer. Their unflinching defense of job
mobility points to the source of their security: the marketability of
their skills, which rests, ultimately, on the judgment of their peers.
But, one may object, is not the survival of the corporate system vital
t,o the welfare of international managers? Not really, if we are to
believe the private testimony of many of them. In countless inter-
views, executives have professed their “realism” in adjusting to a
changing world. Most of them would not have hesitated to work for,
and not merely with, socialist governments, state enterprises, or other
noncorporate employers. What is essential to their professional and

L
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ptrsonai  identities, ho;vrver,  is guaranteed peer-,level  remuneration,
status, and mobiiit),.‘.’  They will nor contract their services to socialist
regimes if they are to he paid at egalitarian or “nonprofessional”
salary levels estabiishcd  on “ideological” grounds. Moreover, mana-
gers of state-owned enterprises often lack prestige in the eyes of the
“sophisticated and modern ” international business community. And
furthermore, successful managers do not wish to mortgage their
ful~ure  in ways which curtail their lateral and vertical mobility; they
must remain free to work for others should “irresistible” opportuni-
tics arise. Truly international persons of this type are equally at home
iti Nairobi, San Francisco, SZo Paula, or Singapore. Not, of course,
that national origins, preferred places of residence for their families,
‘or esthetic and climatic tastes do not create, in them as in others, ties
that bind. But their most basic lovalties  are to the networks that best
assure them the three advantages just named: high salaries, the status
of piofessional  peers , and the maintenance of mobil i ty.  When
loyalties i:onflict,  k;alarl’, , status, and mobility carry the day over lesser
corisiderations  of national policy, ideological fidelity, or gratitude to
the company. This very loosening of the bonds of allegiance to
!ution,  family, religion, and locality is what makes transnational
personnel targets of suspicion for those in whom nation, ethnic
grotip,  or locality still elicits strong fealties. The hero in John P.
Marquand’s novel Sincere/y,  W/h  W&e at one point comments
that “in business, loyalty acquires a new definition every day.““’
This portrait captures a normative tendency powerfully at work in
transnationai  corporate enterprises which socialize “successful”
adepts into subordinating local, cultural, and national loyalties to the
“larger job of seizing opportunity and making it profitable.” Each
firm tries to instill loyaity to itself among employees, but the logic of
its own reward system is too strong. This system conveys in irrefutable
terms the notion that competitive flexibility is the key to success.“’ If
the firm as a whole insists on being both competitive and flexible-
geographically, culturally, and operationally-then why should not its
officials display the same attributes?

National loyaities are on the wane in many arenas outside those
of business, thus making it easy for corporate leaders to champion the
irlternationali;ation  of lift. I n  s imp le r  t imes ,  many  TNCs w e r e
content to rely on thr political influence of their home countries to
protect them overseas. Fissures now developing between the interests
of 5uch  firms and the governments of their home countries incline
ma::agers to envisage a new status for their corporations and foi
!hemse!ves.  The network of their primary loyalties obvioirsly  runs
counter to the dominant interests of other actors in the world arena,
especially those of governments.

The durability of big-power influence in decision-making is
predicated on the survival of nation-states as primary objects of



t:oI!ccii\:e  loyalty. Patriotism proT.Ades  a head)~  dose of “emotional
intcgi-ation”  to populaces the members of whicij  otherwise hai-e little
in  common one with the other. If too man\~ :;~:znle  “defec!”  from
nationa!  loyaities,  however, the governmenta;  rrl.~,u,!i:ers  of big powers
will lose their base. The ground on which poii:i;ian  in weak countries
stand is no ies? tenuous: their inf luence at hot:.  end abroad is
f~)unded  on the maintenance of national al!-:~i;~,:!8.~:c:i  among their
i.~nnp;\triots.  it ibrl:; comes about quite natur:n<y that most govern-
:ii~ill;ti  eliic groups develop loyalty systems which formally relate
tlrcn~  it: c‘on(‘~.etc  parriotic  institutions, all the while simultaneously
Fiving their dccpcst allegiance to the maintenance of their own power
bases, In a world hecoming ever more transnational in its images,
travel habits, and demonstration effects, the instrumental loyalties
~~ivcrr  IO power bases replace the more rigid local or class loyalties
opcr~a!i\~e  in car!ier times. The analogue to class consciousness for
many people no~~adays  is the sense of belonging to and receiving the
respect  of peer communiiies.  Because political leaders can gain that
respect  only if they also enjoy credibility among masses of poor
corr~ti:ur:tts.  rhcy arc tied to such values as patriotism, narionaiism,
eihnic  cuiturc,  ancl  particular goals. International-agency personnel,
OII rhe ~onlrar):, arc less dependent on these sources for their
professional idcnrity.  institutional leeitimacy,  security, or role defini-
tion. Their access to constituencies-is remote, indirect, and, in the
final instance,  rtuitc irrelevant IO the performance of their tasks.
Neverthelcs:;,  because most of the institutions with which they negoti-
ate arc nation-states, such personnel more readily favor transnational
cooperation rather than the dilution of national loyalties favored by
corporate executives. This is not to say that individuals in world
organizations unconditional$.seek  to preserve nation-state sovereign-
ty or arc hostile to world unrftcation  under the managerial hegemony
of transnationa:  corporations. But it is to say that the loyalty systems
at wor!c in their institutions favor certain models of the evolving world
order over others. Their institutional loyalties incline them to a
rclativcly  cgalilarian  consensus or compromise among nation-states,
rather rhan to a big-power-hegemony scheme of global direction, a
translla!iorlal-ccirporare-leadership  model ,  or  a  “g loba l  popul is t ”
paradigm. Because  their  own preferences are unabashedly elitist, the
“populist” model of world order appears to them both utopian and
threatening.

The “global populism” model is, of course, utopian: it breaks
sharply with known precedents. One major crisis of the present world
order is traceable to a growing distaste for elite rule of any type.

In developed as in less-developed societies a sense is growing that
no policyfor the people can be formulated except 6~ the people or at
least in association with them. This aspiration is frustrated by those
very systematic characteristics which typify “mcdernity”:  the vast



ica!,c  oc ~~peratioi!i.  iheir rcchnical ci,mplexi;:;,  the minute division  of
!a!70:.  \?iii-i-i re:;tli;\  iilCiC1‘!.0111, t h e  ci\,eriapping  iilterdspe!idel!cies
\s’hit:ii  link IOGII and regional &ents  to uorld~ide  happel>ings,  and the
~:,er-ji?orterli:ig,  iimc  lag between the impingement  o f  changcS-,qn
sociclici  and the response  they mclst make to assure survival and
intqirity.  At the \:cry time when it has become more difficult than ever
hefot.e  to ~!ift’ux ;!ccision-making,  demands for part icipat ion ham
escalated. Tho:x who voice the demands, however, remain largely
impotent  (0 ticfinc- :lic insrrumentalities  needed tg satisfy them. Here
irl !‘a(~ lit\ Ihe grea!cst debility a!taching  to the “globgl  p o p u l i s m ”
approach to It-ansilion:  While in moral ter-ns it is the most desirable,
il i\ a!so Ihe ITI!XI  d i f f i cu l t  to  implement .  i t  ir d i f f i cu l t  even  t o
\ i,,iu;!li/c.  ‘I’raiisfor!na!ion  under the aegis of big pcwers 01’ of transna-
!illn;tl  ~x:rporati~)r?\.  on rhe other  hand, is at least easy to imagine.
And although the l;ision of world order,  preferred by big powers or b>
I-NC’\ is not IX:\);  to implement, the instruments needed to succeed are
air~~~ltl)  I\IIo\v~,, a:ld the march of events is shaping the contours of a
I~~~:vc  OI-dsr  in their favor. Therefore, developing a strategy for creating
a i\~oi.ld  o~.dei-  of pcxc’, equity,  participation, and ecological health is
<lt:;irly ;m uphill  .ionrnry  against very heavy odds. Notwithstanding its
dil’t’icul~:;, such  a11 c‘fl’or~ illustrates ho\v local and international loyal-
lies mighi coexist.

i’arad<>sically. few people can be enthusiastic global populists
unless they also have strong local loyalties; in order to counter the
abstract  universalism  of systemic declsion-makers,  one needs experi-
enlial  and csisrential  roots. And one must be kept accountable to a
living community of human need, not merely to some model, plan,
discipline. profession, or utopian vision. This kind of accognlability
helps piace  “experts ” ifi.  horizontal relationship with others, thereby
facililaiin%  their necessary apprenticeship in exercising their special-
ties in a h&izontal  mode. A!!eoianceu .- :o a concrete community is no
sufficient guarantee, however, of sound globalism. Local or special
attachments shouid never exhaust the objects of one’s loyalty. All
human beings are members of the same race, the same ecosystem, the
same nc!work  of living beings. Given the characteristics just named-
large scale and multiple diGsions  of labor--the “micro” realities of
our existence can only be healthy if they contribute 10 a healthy
“*ll;,cri)‘~ syst.em.  The Bengali  poet Tagore though! that, in the
present era, only those values which could prove themselves univer-
sa!ly valid could be considered genuinely human.“’ Similarly, a
Brazi l ian universiry  rector insisted ten years ago that universal
development values can be achieved only b;: deep commitment to local
and regional problems. He accordingly titled his book The Universal
Through the Regional: ~Definition  of a University Po/icy.5b Ways must
be found of reinforcing local attachments so as to free people to
embrace wider loyalties  as well. The obvious danger is that the nur-
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turing  of broader al!egiances will undermine people’s loyalry  to their
more immediate ccncrc!e realities, for these, by definition, are always
l imited in space, t ime, and culture Karl  Mannheim, ever con-
scious of the dialectical tension between the univxsal  and the par-
ticular, contrasted alienation, which is pathological and destructive of
creative  energies, to a special kind of uprootedness which liberates
01~2  to bc g,enuine,  ::imultaneously,  at “miCi0”  and “m2c~o”  levels.
Writing twenty-five  years ago, he used these terms:

Neither the place  or country of birth, nor the nation in which
the); happen :o “ye means much to them. We usually  call this
process uprooting. and the pejorative sense of the term is jus-
tified insofar as with me+t people loss of identification with a
definite locale and non-participation  in community Iife leads to
disintegration of character. This detachment from a locale of
one’s own leaves a feeling of belonging somewhere either unde-
ve!oped or unfulfilled. It makes for mental insecurity and unat-
tached emotional states, leaving people easy prey to propagan-
d a [But] what we pejoratively call “uprooting” has its posi-
tivc aspects both for personality formation and the construction
of a world-community. Hardly anybody wil l  doubt that the
establishment of larger communities-possibly a world-wide
c~)mmunity--i.<  possible only if people overcome the state of un-
conditional subservience to the power demon of national sov-
erei,gnty and aggressive nationalism. Partial uprooting, emanci-
patIon,  is thet,cforc  necessary and is indeed achieved by progres-
sive tnan.y’

The ,nocle  of giving one’s global loyalties is crucial. If one repudiates
local accountabilitles  or takes elite peers as one’s primary “significant
others,” uprooling  from lesser loyalties will prove damaging: it will
transmute one’s leadership roies ir.to postures of rulership.*”  More-
over, it can confil  m the illusion held by many piar?ners  and decision-
makers at the top, namely, that they know better than ihe people
themselves what is good for them. Some expert planners now repudi-
ate this view on grottnds of pure efficiency.” And because of growing
linkages betwern  domestic and foreign policy in most countries, even
local citizens mainly interested in their own needs understand the im-
poriancc 01‘ having a voice in their country’s international policies.

Argentine political philosopher Marcos Kaplan sees a need to
create unprecedented horizontal power arrangements. Less-devel-
oped countries, he argues, face three key problems, and power lies at
the hear: of each.‘O  First, these countries must devise internal develop-
ment strategies to replace those which havl: proved unsuitable.
Second, they must form new types of relations among Third World
countries as a whole. And third, they need to restructure relations
between the Third World and the rich world. The major problem is
this: Throughout recorded political history, large-scale power has al-
ways been vertical and hierarchical, never horizontal. Although me
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modern ir!tolo~,~,  namely, socialism, seems to favor neH~ modes of
horizontal power distribution, socialism in ifs historica/  incurnarions
has usually pregented itself as a shortcut for achieving what capitalism
already possessed by orher means-that is, a strong industrial base,
materiai abundance for the masses, technological modernity, and a
generalized sense of welfare. Especially in poor rural societies where
political participation had never existed, socialism premised  to reach
these  goa!s faster and at lower levels of human sacrifice than capi-
ta,lism.  Socialism thus engaged itself in the competitive race for
efficiency in “ciclivering  the goods.” Inevitably, the way was cleared
for seif-proclaimed  “enlightened  minorities” who arrogated to them-
selves the right to speak for the masses and to organize sccietal  tasks
allegedly in their interests. ‘This amounted to the vanguard minority’s
establishing a tutelage over the masses. Whenever this happened, fatal
mechan isms made thei: appearance in the poliiical  arena. What
occurred was not, as in capitalism, the economic expropriation of the
plu-value  of labor input but what Kaplan calls the “political expro-
priation, by the minority, of poiiticai  power which, according to
socialist tioctrinc,  ought to reside in the masses.” By a quasifatalistic
process this political expropriation has led to the parallel expropri-
ation of economic resources by those “new classes” Djiias described:
party cqjpuratchik:;,  bureaucrats, technocrats, and “useful” profes-
sionals.

“Liberal democracies,” however, have not been any more suc-
cessful in providing horizontal access to power, notwithstanding their
rhetorical promises. Under capitalism, the market imagery of which
powerfully reinforces liberalism’s preference for the “free play of
ideas” and pluralistic competition in the political arena, economic
expropriation took place first and redounded to the benefit of the
more successfill  economic competitors. A representative political
system was devised which favored the interests of those at the top of
the economic pinnacle. Clerks and bureaucrats were recruited to play
roles supportive of these interests. Thus the horirontality  of power
was denied in fact by the primacy of money.

For Kaplan the major task facing Third Worid societies and the
transnational  order itself is to create modes of “horizontaiizing” both
economic and political power. Success presupposes a high degree of
self-management and participation by the public in vital decisions.
Therefore, the “global populist” approach to reshaping the world
order is not only preferable; it is indispensable if the three crucial
problems just evoked are to be solved. The same dynamics underlying
the populist path to a new world must likewise be made operative
within domestic societies: A loyalty system to the human race at large
must coexist with allegiances to local communities which will engage
one’s energies in the struggle to create effective self-management and
diffused participation.



This twin loyalty is incompatible with a purely abstract form of
internationalism in which the only loyaities are to peer reference
groups (as the ultimate font of status, mobitity,  and iegitimation  for
high levels of remuneration) and to worid  markets to be espioited  or
to power systems to be managed.  Populist loyalties bind one simul-
taneous!); to larger demands of diverse human SOkhriFy  and to those
of local communities. The first  allegiance protects one against par-
ochial ethnocentrism; the second, against escapist and alienating
“uproot ing. ”

Particularly in the case of expatriate bureaucrats and profe:;-
sionals,  institutional loyalties ha/e replaced national or cultural
allegiances. But this new loyalty system creates two problems: IF is
elitist, a.nd it is functionally univet,sal with no roots in c:oncrete  strug-
gles and a, specific cultural identity. Although examples of healthy
local loyalties which are simultaneously nonethnocentric and uni-
versal, embracing the whole human race, are few, these twin ioyalties
are indispensable. Countless individuals and institutions must adopt
them if an international economic, legal, and political order congenial
to genuine developmen*  is e.?er to become possible. (Again, the phr,ase
coqenic!!  10 genuine dwek~pmenl  implies coaripatibihty  with  a tech-
nology policy which is value-enhancing insread  of value-destroying.
The reason, as argued earlier, is the vha! nexus linking development
value options and strategies to such policies.)

A note of explanation is needed here: Ali institutional  actors
described herein harbor within their confines some individuals with
the requisite dm.1 loyalties. Therefore, institutional ac?ors  can change
under the impact of human wills. International bureaucrats can
discover numerous ways to become accountable to concrete com-
munities of need, even if they have at times divorced themselves from
local allegiances tc cultural origins. Simiiarly,  enlightened personne!
in li-ansnational corporations can, in virtue of their loyalties outside
the firm, pressure their own institutions to adopt radically different
roles in a future order. In truth, one occasionally meets executives who
privately admit t?rat the survival of transnational corpor#ations is not
essential to civilization in the future, so long as the corporation’s
special contributions-managerial skill, flexibility, coordiinating  abili-
ties, and technological dynamism-are not lost to huma,nkind  in its
organizational problem-solving efforts. Without going this far, others
nonetheless concede that corporations are public institutions the total
behavior of which should be subject to public control.” In a. 1975
speech W. Michael Blumenthal, then president of the Bendix Cor-
poration, and now US Secretary of the Treasury, appealed to the
business community to accept dialogue  with  critics and constituents.
“An entirely new approach is needed,” he said, “a frankly moral
approach that would begin with business taking a long, hard look at
i:self.“9’ The ideas of responsibility and ethics in business in the
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bt~o;dc:;r  I;C~:SC  should!  lx t:;~llslarcd  into pract ice by the concerted
effort5  of ihr business  c o m m u n i t y , lawyers. the clergy, statesmen,
philosophrrs, “and nthr:rs whose views would represent the moral
co:~cei’ns  2t society as a vchole.“‘;

These words are doubt!ess designed to allow busilless,  in Blumen-
tha!‘i  phrase, “to fend ol’f pun i t ive , heavy-handed and possibly
damaging legislation that the public will ir!sist on if a degree of self-
F,ioiicinF  is !I(>! win to be efl’cctive.” A second putative benefit is that
ronfidc!!L~e  car:  ix! rrstored  to business “by imp rov ing  rhe perfor-
9nancc.  :9nd :II.)~ 9n~rely rhc image, of 099:’  business organizations.““‘
This  is clcar.ly  one form ot’ survival strategy. But in the present crisis
~~c‘n si9r\,ival  strstcgies  99eed to be ethically sound; otherwk they are
ilo(~incd  Lo I~ailurt’.

T’hc prwure  01‘ events \&ill force even the most ethically callous
1:15:1Ll1:9091’;  lo “/lltc!rlali/e~’ many values which the) had bli thely
“<‘StcrnaliLcC!“  in the pas!. The words penned by the late Adolf Berle
in lY53 [ahe on prophetic meaning nowadays:

The really great corpora,tion  managements. must consciousl)
take account of philosophicai  considerations. They 9nust  con-
Hitler  9he kind of community in whic!9  they have faith, and which
I,hey will SCIWC,  and which they intend IO k ~.ip IO construct and
to 9nnintain.  In a word, they must consid-r  at leas9 in its more
dcmcntary  phases  the  ancient problem c,i the “rood life,” and
ho\r !heir  operations in the commu99ity  can be adapted to af-
I’ordi99g  or fostering it .“*

Corporations, i! is evident, Can acquire “bad conscience” only under
the pressure  of socially organized complainants.“’ The same holds
true for other organizations: governments, international agencies,
and the world scientific co9nmunity.  They will adopt the global values
and behavior  championed by “global populists” 0911~  if the latter’s
appeal satisfies the deep need felt by these institutions to assure sur-
vival or functional relevance. This exigency, therefore, dictates a strat-
egy patterned after that adopted in other circumstances by revolu-
tionary guerrillas. Although  guerrillas understand that they must
simultaneously take initiat9ves themselves  and mobilize masses, they
also recognize the importance of winning “defectors” from the
police, the arnied forces. the public bureaucracy, 1h2 intellectual insti-
tutions, and other fonts of support for the very system they are
challenging. The lesson for global populists is cl2ar: part of their strat-
egy relies on appealing to the multipls  loyalties of those presently
serving $&al  elitist co!kruencies.  This is the locus where loyalty
syste9iis becon,:  directly germane to :he struggle presently going on
among aspirants competing to become stewards of the :ransition  10
a new world order.

Were hegemony over the evolving global order to fall unchal-
ienged into the hands either of an expanded club of big powers or of a



di~-ccl~~~a~c  of market-oriented  global corporations, the prcspects  of
acllie\:ing  “humane” lechnology  policies would have suffered an ir-
reversibic  setback. Technology is tightly correlated to powers  and pat-
tern< k>f decision-making. If, therefore, world eschanq  systems
become  hegemonic or (in Kaplan’s terms) “verticai,”  this will  ipso
~CY:!O  I opresenl a vis~ory for “big” technology, for “centralized” and
clpan~ionistic  technology-in short, for precisely those forms of tech.
nol~~~~~~ which inlpctic  genuine development. For this reason the evolv-c
icl:;,  wor![l  order  is something far more than a mere backdrop against
which is fo~~ght o:li  the battle  of technology: it is rather a ce~~rral  bat-
rlcgro~~~~tl  in the struggle to hxness  iechnology  to humar?  causes.
i.‘:Iiiurc  IO 50 harness  technology will lead to cvhar  W.T. St:we  calls
(‘IliC ~.,X~\llli~  darkntxs,‘~ the final victory of the scientific revolution,
1’01 “helici’  in lhc ul t imate irrat ional i ty of everything is the quin-
~cswncc  oi’ what is callrd  the modern mind.““” Irrationality is the ab-
I,CILX 1101 of cauw~ but of purpose. And if technology chsplaces  all
purpose !o assure it> clan survival, the highest rationality btxomes
~,uprcmc  irrationality:  on!\ means can exist; ends ‘nave become impos-
!,ib!e.  The univcrsc will have ceased to have any meaning or any ruison
c!‘(:Jw  cscept this one:  it provides the experiential  raw materials to be
rnanagrd b!, rrchnolog!;.  ‘Technology is indispensable becaux  the
\vorkl cannot !x managed wirhout  it. Technique  indeed is \ve1l  on ils
way LO becoming  the only permissible metaphysics.“’ the sole norma-
live \.:lluc, the uiiivcrsa!  substitute for culture.

It is important to clarify the relationship between  loyalty systems
;u~d I!X idcolog!~ of the marketplace. The central tene! of market
iclcolog~ states  that ideas,  skills, goals, and values--quite as much as
good5. wrL.icL.s. and material inputs for production-arc best allocat-
cd \,i;l the machinery oi competitive circulation within  circumxribed
arcnn~.  I’xlu of the three models for a future world order describeo in
the foregoing pages-the big-power and the transnational-hegemony
models-have their roots in this ideology. ‘?olitical  liberalism simply
assumes  that political decision-making should be vested primarily k
the strongcc;t,  that is, the most suc~cessfirl,  competitors in the power
,+rrug:llr. Quite logically, therefore, liberalism  defines the participa-
:ion of ” 1llC peopllI a” in ornamental or incidental terms: The people
mcrcly ratify decisions made by rulers or elite advisers and are given
sporadic opporrunitics  tc replace one x; of rulers or advisers by
anorhcr. “‘I’ The niarket ideo!og\:  is endo&d even more openly and
explicitly by transnational  corporations M.hich invoke their superior
efficiency in certain limited economic domains as justifying a man-
date to bring about global unification. In terms of the first model,
tranrnational  corporate activity is necessary to success but is sub-
ordinated to geopolitical considerations. Under the second hypothe-
sis. hierarchica! roles are reversed: world politics need to be “disci-



plified”  11~ lhc esigencics oi‘ economic cfficiencg  as it is practiced (iI
not as it i\ defined) by transnational  firms. Only the third pattern of a
possible future vwid order. that designated here as ,g/obai popr!im,
repudiates the market ideology. Instead of assigning decisiona! power
on the basis oi’competitive  success, it grants priority to human needs;
to the inherent dignity of all individuals and cultures; and to h&her
values  of eco!ogical health, human survival, and optimum &rice.
Coni‘licti;;lF  pc~-c‘cptions  a\ to the Iegitimnc!;  of the market need to be
clarifictl  I! ot,c is  lo ,grak,p the relevance of competing world-order
illO<iL’I~~  10 iCChllOl0~~ POliCy. This is doubl:; tru: because match
criticism  of current  technology  ezchanges points directly to abuse5 OI
clei‘ects  in n~xkct mechanisms.

A Noir on arkets

Otis cc:onomi<t  iamcnts  t h a t “under present turbulent and rapidly
changins conditionr,  our ability 10 focus on ends is seriously jeop-
ardire(~,“:“: He further declares that one must identify desirable
ends in cicar term:; and rczognize that certitude as 10 whether these
ends ;IIK ult ima~cly achicvablc  ic secondary. He then concludes thai
“the measure of ~ucccss  might be found in the efforts exerted toward
achieving the goai trathcr  than in reaching the goai itself. The end, in
the final analysis, thcrel’ore, might  be the effort itself of continual
examination of processes by wh:ch ends are sought after.““” ThiS
same analyst WCS the immediate problem of the nations of the world
as a resource qucsiion.  (‘an the market  m e c h a n i s m ,  hc tvonders,
determine  resource allocation and distribution, or will a gigantic
power p lay cnsuc  in \\hich  the survival of the fittest will  p reva i l
over the Iluman  quest for justice, equity,  and sufficiency for all? 0~:
need not look far ,i‘o~- an answer. Edgene Skolnikoff declares iiatly
that “it is beyond question that present market mechanisms cannot
adequate!y  represent all the objectives of a society.“~“’  The crucial
probiem is that markets haice  always been defended by their support-
ers as being efficient tools for allocatir,g  resources,  d is t r ibut ing
income,  and organizing the tasks of corlsumption  and production. SO

long as discussion wxs thus cen:ercd  on issues of “eff ic iency,”
economists and managers coltld exclude values from the efficiency
cquat,ion. New global tensions, however, and higher consciousness of
mass misery  now force us to “internalize” such former “externali-
ties” as the abo!ition  of need, ecological integrity, and the elimination
of alienation  in production lines. The vital question needs to be
rephrased: Is the market still efficient &fit must internalize such values
in its cost-benefit calculus.7’“’ No answer can ignore the important dis-
tinction invoked by Karl Mannheim regarding two different roles
played by the market. He writes:



Comperitioil  and co-operation may be viewed in t!vo different
wayb:  as simpic social mechanisms or as organizing principles of
a sociai s t r u c t u r e .

This distinction may help to clarify the question whether
sapitaiist competition-aliegedly  basic to our social structure-
need be maintained as a presumably indispensable motivating
ior-cc.  Now, one may well eliminate competition as the organiz-
,~ir~c~~i;~/r  of the social structure and replace it by planrling wit,h-
out climinaring  competition as a social mechanism to serve de-
sirabic ends.‘”

What Mannheim  says of competition can be applied to the arena
within which competition unfolds, the market. The market may be
\-ieucd as the organizing principle of economic organization or as a
rc‘sulatory mechanism. Even under neocapitalism or welfare capital-
ism, nonr,larkct  mechanisms (such as welfare legislation or~corrective
taxation) can do little more than correct the worst abuses of the mar-
ket syslem.‘“6 But this is no justification for allowing the pendulum to
swing to the opposite end-abolishing markets. Locai,  regional,
uational,  and global markets must be preserved. But they must be
subordinated  to some next: organizing pr inciple for al locating re-
sources and sciiing  the objectives and modes of production. This
organizing  principle needs to be founded on a nen global compact or
social contract around priority values like survival, justice, equity,
sufficiency for all, ecological integrity, and the elimination of large-
scak sysmnatlc  v!o!ence from human !!fe. Left !O !?” _ . . . .c nwn inner logic
the market cannot assure, or even allow, the attainment of these
goals. The logic obeyed by markets and competition (as organizing
principles of economic activity) provides rewards in directions op-
posed to the humane values just mentioned. That logic feeds arma-
ments races, ecological ravage where great profits are to be had,
inequities which respond !o the effective purchasing power of the rich,
and the race toward biospheric death in obedience to the “iech-
nological imperative” described earlier. Some contend that even pro-
fit-makers can be socially responsible and sensitive to human val-
ues.“” They add that politicians likewise seek peace, survival, and
justice and aspire to be “statesmen,” architecis  of human progress,
and not mere manipulators o.f limited interests. These claims are
partly true, but existing interconnections among all major problems
and societies guarantee that these desirable goals cannot be reached
unless the pursuit of power and profit are subordinated to higher
values. Market mechanisms and political competition must be de-
throned as organizing principles and transmuted into regulatory
mechanisms at the service of a global ethic of need and value. These
mechanisms will no doubt retain important functions: to control
against waste, excessive centralization, arbitrary imposition by ex-
perts of production targets, duplication of effort, and inefficiency.
Hut ultimately a new global order must assure access to resources for



all individuais  and societies on the basis of need and :ndependenlly  of
po!itica/  .strength.  oJf ma&et compet i t i veness ,  o r  even  geographicai

iocaiion  qf the resources. Access to resources needed to provide
material sufficiency at a modest level must be guaranteed upstream.
This means that it is not acceptable simply to have finished goods
redisiribnted  by those few who effectively control production. The
very choice of how to process and use resources must be wideiy
shared, Galbraith  once wrote that “the final requirement of modern
devc!oprnent  p lann ing is  that  i t  have a theory of  consumption.
a view of what the production is ultimately for. .morr? important,
what kind of consumption should be planned?“‘“” All human groups
need an opportunity to decide which priority consumptions  they
should plan for. This is why it is not enough for them to have access to
ICXXKC~F  downstreum  after initial decisions have been made by other
producers.

The principle that resources for elementary needs belong to the
whole race collectively will be attacked by many Third World and
rich-world observers alike. The former so insistently assert their SOV-
creignty  over resources found within their borders that the proposal
will stem regressive to them. Nevertheless, the poorest Third World
countries are discriminated  against by erecting purely geographical
sovereignty over resources into an absolute principle. Rich countries,
in turn, will view the principle of upstream access on grounds of need
and equity as a direct threat to their present affluence and competi-
tiveness. But in the long term it is sheer palliative to imagine t!rat
economic justice can be founded on any other principle but one
assuring such access. Either a global ethical agreement about the
relationship between all resources and all truly basic needs is brought
into existence or other systems will merely correct the worst evils of
the principle they adopt.

An irreducible tension exists between concern for public develop-
mental achievement and private business. Corporate consultant Tho-
mas Aitken poitns  to this tension when he asserts that “the overseas
manager often finds that he is concerned about public affairs only as
they affect his business; otherwise he has become uncommitted.““’
The historical record of development planning is strewn with cases
wherein political priorities led leaders to compromise goals of im-
provement for the masses in order to stay in power or crush com-
petitors. Consequently, it is unrealistic to deposit any hopes for a
world order congenial to development and to humane strategies of
technological use except in something resembling the “global popu-
lhsm”  approach outlined by Falk and his colleagues. As he himself
acknowledges, if the approach should fail to achieve total success, it
can at least mitigate the damage likely to ensue if either of the first
two competitive models is adopted. Issues of priority concern to the
Third World must be attended seriously by all claimants to the role of
“stewards of the transition.” As Soedjatmoko, the Indonesian philo-



sopher and diplomai, writes, “the moral legitimacy and persuasive
power of any concept that may be formulated by North or South will
depend in large part on where the poor and resource-poor part of the
Third World, the so-called Fourth World, with both its problem of
poverty and its potentialities, fits into the scheme of things.““”

The same tnust be said of technology and the multiple problems it
poses: these cannot be solved unless the resource-poor world “fits
into the scheme of things.” The ability of the world at large to harness
:ec!lnology  to the needs  of the poorest may well prove a decisive
touchstone of survival and social evolution in the human species.
Value conllicts  encountered in technology transfer are but a pale
reflection of deeper conflicts !ying a: the heart of every society’s effort
:o make technology serve human goals. Technology readily elicits
a spectre  of a robot or a Frankenstein monster: the creaturewhich over-
whelms its human creator and destructively masters its progenitor.
The future of humanism itself depends on humankind’s ability to
lame that beast, to control that mechanized “animal.” Andre Mal-
raux’s warnmg  seems well-taken here:

Humanism does not consist in saying: “What I have done no
animal could have done,,” but rather: “We have refused to carry
out what the beast withm us would have us do, and we are de-
termined to rediscover the human at all those places where we
find what crushes the human.““’





Neither past cultural traditions nor the present scientific mental-
ity, taken separately, can supply a “wisdom” for harnessing tech-
nology to humane ends. Margaret Mead sees the future as “the ap-
propriate setting for our shared worldwide culture, for the future is
least compromised by partial and discrepant views.“’

In truth, however, the future is compromised by “partial and dis-
crepant views”: competitors vie for control over the evolutionary
process toward a new future. They place different values at the heart

‘, of culture;* yet none can avoid asking two perplexing questions:
(1) Can technology be controlled?
(2) Is technology compatible with civilization?

: Conlrolling Technology

The most radical analyst of technological determinisms remains
Jacques Ellul who, ten years ago, stated his belief that

the technical phenomenon has assumed an independent character
quite apart from economic considerations, and that it develops
according  to its own intrinsic laws. . .from man’s intentions,
following its own intrinsic causal processes, independent of exter-
nal forces or human aims.’

Although accused of determinism, Ellul retorts that he “never in-
tended to describe any inexorable process or inevitable doom.” On
the contrary, he insists that

if we can be sufficiently awakened to the real gravity of the situa-
tion, man has within himself the necessary resources to dis-
cover, by some means unforeseeable at present, the path to a new
freedom.”

More recently Ellul has reaffirmed the possibility of controlling tech-
nology in terms of

conflict between hope and the dominance of technology, The lat-
ter can neither tolerate the future-eternity relation nor the inter-
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?,cnlion oi‘ a t’uture composed in the present. Technology is ex-
?!-eused  hv means of necessiiy  through cause and succession.  It is
(!lcq?a!-&i;f  1 t- t, ~n.~r aining any other prospect. We now are called
to  another  pro::pect,  but that in no way implies a condem-
elation of technology! It implies simply the observation that sal-
bation  iu not to he had from that source, since technology un-
~t,~~cri;re\  tinlr  and blocks the movement of hope.

?Y!:zL  NC have eventually to do as Christians is certainly not
LO rc,jcci  rcchno:ogy,  but rather, in this technological society and
at il:c price of whatever controversy, we have to cause hope to be
born a,cain.  and to redeem the time in relation to the times.‘.

i!.liui’>  point is thar technology cannot bc controlled if one assumes it
i>; easy to control. Bertrand  de .iouvenel  condemns this view as “im-
polcilt and paradosicai  technophobia.” A pioneer in the study of
“Pului-ib!rs“ (itlinre  possibles),  he declares that

membership in a technologically advanced and advancing society
ih ullyuehtionably  a pril/ilege.  It is xue of all privileges that they
can  he put to good or had use. In this case it is quite clear that the
priviieg,e is collective by nature. that is the benefits and the evils
depend a great deal more upon aggregate behavior than upon
individual decisions.”

T-he  monumcntallv  important fact is that the whole world seeks mem-
bership in this society, although privilege is not automatically con-
ferred upon nc~v  national entrants to the tech?oiogicai  club. Aggre-
gate behavior will no doubt decide whether technology will be har-
nessed to human ends or be allowed to subvert those ends. Subversion
is noi too strong a term, for as Everett Reimer notes, “science and
technology violate nature, including human nature.“. But technology
/Tee</  nor violate nature: it \vill  simply continue to do so unless humans
iorcc it to impinge differently upon nature. To achieve control over
determinism. humans musi first free themselves from their hypnotic
fascination with technology’s benefits. As Ellul  writes,

ail men must be shown that Technique is nothing more than a
cornpies of material objects, procedures, and combinations,
which have as their sole result a modicum of comfort, hygiene,
and ease. Men must be car,vizced  that technical progress is
not humanity’s supreme adventure. .As long as man wor-
ships Technique, there is as good as no chance that he will ever
succeed in mastering it.Y

A few prophets, philosophers, and poets have remained, it is true,
immune to the idolatry of technique. But prophets usually lack suf-
ficient knowledge of technology’s inner dynamisms to avoid falling
into mere extrinsic critiques of technology, iet alone to make practical
recommendations for “humanizing ” it. A more serious lack is an
ethics which operates as a “means of the means” and is rooted in
critical reflection on the value content of social action and concrete



po!icies.”  Ethics as a “means of the means” gets inside the dynamism
of any instrument and bends that dynamism to the service of desired
values. :r avoids mere moi-alizing  about technology as well as simple
rechnoiogical  “fixes” which but reinforce the technological impera-
tive. Contemporary societies will master techn.oiogy  oiiiy  if they are
wiiiing  to forego specific iechnologies  or t~heir “benefits” when these
obstruct more essential vaiues. What is implied is not giving up al!
rechnolo!y  but combatCng the technological vision of efficiency.
Paradoslcally,  moclern  iechnology  can be controlled only by indi-
viduals and societies which dethrone technology as their primary
source of values. They must will  to adhere to notions of rationality,
efficiency, and problem-solving which “put technology in its place.”

iC’hat  specific value constellations should be placed in command
over the technological  processes? Some societies list these values as
the defense of their cultural integrity, the achievement of institutional
reciprocity  in dealing with others, and obtaining decent material suf-
ficiency for their people. Dissident countercultures in rich lands lay
great emphasis on the manageable scale of operations, psychological
satisfactions in work,‘O and simple communitarian living. Sociaiist
revolutionaries, in turn, stress the creation of revolutionary con-
sciousness as a prelude to building “the new man.” Because ideology is
itself a ma/or soul-ce of social values, a sharp break must be made
with the “rechnological  ideology” if social mastery of technology is to
become possible. “Technoiogical  ideology” renders technology
normative of all perceptions of social reality. Consequently, whenever
“technology assessment” fails to posit valid counternorms for per-
ception, it disqualifies itself as ail instrument of responsible social
planning. In its broadest sense technology assessment is

the rhorough and balanced analysis of all significant primary,
secondary, indirect and reiated consequences of impacts, present
and foreseen, of a technological innovation on society, the en-
vironment or the economy.”

Although popular images of technology  assessment stress its analysis
of adverse effects, it is equally concerned with expected benefits.
Assi~:ment is a mechanism designed not to halt the advance of tech-
nology but rather to determine whether a given technology should be
employed. This procedure is best conceived

as a tool of technology management, as a necessary link be-
tween research and development and the needs of societj;.”

The essential problem is not technology itself but the successful
management of it, which requires wisdom and clarity as to the kind of
society desired and the ways in which technology can help construct
such a society. Technology assessors examine possible alternatives;
they anticipate and weigh probable effects of technologies on such



do!iIaiils  as  cmpioyment, ecological health, urban concentration,
aiienatio;;  ii; cork siluations,  distribution of benefits, and transfor-
ma:iun of speci Fit behavior; and rhey generally aim at making “wise”
decisons regarding :echnology.  4 battery of diagnostic instruments is
used, with most technology assessors favoring a systems approach in
tlleir el’forts “to find thr optimal way of briefing the decision-maker (a
poliiician,  a manager, OI- the public).“” The unanswered question
u,\dci.l!;ing  all et’foris  ai e\Taluating  technological systems bears on the
\oundne:s  ot whar Arnstein  and Chr is tak is  ca l l  “ the assessors ’
rcscarch paradigni.“‘,’ ‘These authors reject the “epistemological
cllillocc‘litrisn~i“ operative in Western svstems thinking. To “the logic
of opposition” ihC:f oppose an alternaiive  logic based on mutualism,
P\okinz  i‘a\;orably  the multi-element mutualysm  of the Navajos, the
c~~li~plemeritarism  of the Chir,ese, and the contextualism of the Japa-
nc~. Arsicin  and Christakis acknowledge that dilverse  epistemologies
d!:lcI-mine how !echnology  asressment 1s put to use and conclude that
!ti:hno!c~v us:,essment  itself, like any other technique, is both a
promotcrhnd  a destroyer of values.

Special difficulties attend the applicarion  of technology a,ssess-
ment.  All highly specialized operations are stalked by the: first
danger, namei:;, losing touch with the real world. Specialists who
juggle models, scenarios, and other abstractions easily lose their sense
of what is real and what is not. Only by great effort can technology
assessors maintain tines of communication with the people who are
the alleged beneficiaries of their decisions. One experiment to link tip
experts and the general populace is described by Krauch as follows:

This si:nulation  was run three times in differing modes. First, we
instructed the role-players to create an ordinary rational debate.
f?e second mode was a iittle  more sophisticated, more pseudo-
dynamic;  it was an ordinary polite debate. In the third case, we
instruTted the role-players to fight and to try to smash the under-
lying assumptions  of their opponents. The results were quite
striking. The judges said that only the third approach really en-
lightened them and enabled them to make a decision.”

Experimental refinements took the form of submitting the work-
ing assumptions adopted by experts before reaching their decisions to
the judgment  of representative citizens. Initia! evidence suggests that
one can make technical experts accountable to a general public.16
These probes constitute a seminal effort to harness technology itself
(in the form of telephones, computer consoles, and data banks) to the
task of involving the public in technology decisions. Indeed all
members of society should assert what Borremans and Illich call
“political control of the technological characteristics of industrial
products . “ ” Political communities ought to debate the technological
ceiling under which t~hey choose to live. Only thus will “expert”
decisions avoid the twin evils of manipulative elitism and technologi-
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ca! determinism. !ndeed,  to place technology assessment under public
control5 may be rhe best way to subordinate technology to other
values.

Hetman  thinks that “‘if social aspirations are to orient technology
in new directions social goals must be stated in terms of objectives and
feasible  tasks. This can be done only through a truly participatory
exchange of e!hical  and political principles and aspirations.‘” Obvi-
ouslv the generai  pubiic  needs a scientific basis to inform its political
dcciiions.  But arry scientific basis for decisions is too narrow and one-
sided when applied by experts alone. Moreover, scientific rationality
will suffer from the same debilities when it is extended to larger
numbers of people. Therefore, a “wisdom to match our sciences”
must be created. Whence will such wisdom come? Have not science
and technology led their adepts away from paths of wisdom, that
special unity1 achieved only after crossing diversity? Many pretech-
nological societies doubtless generated certain forms of wisdom.
Through language and symbols these societies initiated members to a
synthesis of all the experience, direct and vicarious, which fell within
their ken. This synthesis, expressed in festivities and rituals, brought
to daily existence a sense of mystery, of transcendence, even of gratu-
ity-the spontaneous summons to cherish life and beauty for their
own sakes. More im,._.  foci,nnrtantlv.  ancient wisdoms conferred patterns of
meaning to birth, to daily routine, to change, to suffering, and even to
death itself. Unfortunately, these wisdoms were imperfect and fragile
and suffered from three defects: they were provincial, static, and naive.
The present technological age, however, is characterized by traits
directly opposed to ethnocentric parochialism, to fixity, and to naive-
te. ‘4s a result, uncritical wisdoms quickly grow obsolete and crumble
under t~he onslaught of modern science and technology. By revolu-
tionizing humanity’s reflective consciousness in three crucial do-
mains, Darwin, Marx, and Freud have in effect buried ancient wis-
doms. Darwin made it impossible to view nature ever again as a static
system: evolutionary process is its very “essence.” And thanks to
Marx, history can never again be viewed as linear progress or as cyclic
repetition; it is a conflictual process rooted in competing interests. To
these demystifications Freud added a third-the demonstration that
the overt intentions of human agents habitually mask, in unconscious
realms, profound self-delusions. How then can any wisdom be “func-
tional” nowadays if it is static, ahistorical, or ingenuous? Whatever
values they may still retain, ancient wisdoms must confront the chal-
lenges posed by modern consciousness, itself so powerfully reflected
in technology.

Equally intractable prob!ems face technologically “advanced”
societies. For the most part these societies have abdicated the very
quest after wisdom; their analytical triumphs are paid in the coin of
an atrophied ability to grasp totality. Worse still, the fetishistic wor-



4hit) o!’ empi~~ica!  bei-ification  has blinded these societies to the depths
of being and meaning beneath surface realities. Modern societies glib-
ly +,ubsti:trte  vcr-ification  for truth and embrace narrow forms of
raiionality~  which leat~e  no room for gratuity, for value criteria to
govern  choices, or for wisdom itself.

Titanks  to its seemingly boundless power to dominate nature and
satisfy humanity’, material wants, technology poses mighty chal-
lcnges  to ancient wisdoms:  It raises troubling questions about the ul-
rima;e  \ourcfes  of knowledge and power. Nevertheless, modern critics
acknowledge that science itself needs to be informed by a new wis-
dom some architectonic  vision of holistic meanings. But never again
can holistic structures of meaning be framed in dogmatic or ethno-
centric terms. Hence a wisdom for our times calls for numerous crea-
!ivc diaiogurs  in discourse and in social praxis (critical reflection allied
to trel’le-ti\,e  practice).‘” Such exchanges will fail unless genuine
:reciprociry  presides over them: “old” and “new” mentalities must
talk as equai~  Yet reciprocity in cultural dialogue can be achieved
only if prevailing patterns of economic, social, and political domina-
:ion arc eliminated. More specifically, scientific “experts” must come
to acknowledge that they are not expert in the domain of dialogue.
Nonetheless, they would be derel! t if they did not radically challenge
traditional wisdoms as to their assumptions regarding nature and
numan  possibilities. In turn, these wisdoms will need to criticize the
\:alue premises of the scientific vision. Neither party to the discourse
can do without the other. At stake lies the answer to the perennial
question: Can human beings create their own history? Or are citizens
of all societies condemned to remain mere objects of history, tossed
about by social, political, and conjunctural forces they cannot
control?

Social planners and futurists in growing numbers now reflect on
the phiiosophical  dimensions of that ambitious enterprise called
“managing technology. ”  Ar thur  Harkins,  invoking the work of
Maruyama:  approv~es  his conclusion that “epistemolog;cal  or logical
‘resonance’ is required before assessment/prediction/implementation
of cultural phenomena becomes consensual.““ ’  Harkins  warns
“experts” against determinism and urges them not to forget that new
models emanating from the creativity of individuals can break the
bonds of existing systems. Because all previous societies, he adds,
have viewed themselves as complex, present compiexity  does not
argue in favor of unmanageability. He endorses the view that one
important source of “informed, collective wisdom in developing and
managing social/cultural/personal inventions” will be participatory
democracy.“’ The same need for philosophical dialogue is affirmed by
Mitroff and Turoff,  who take it as axiomatic that systems engineers
cannot dispense with philosophy if they are to relate their forecasting
work to the needs of societies. Normative criteria are indispensable if
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for no othsr reason than that identical data utilized by forecasters ot
different ideological, culiural,  OY methodological persuasions can be
made to support 211~  number of theoretical models. In a word, “data
are nai information; information results from the interpretaiion  of
data.“” Not only does one searching for valid interpretation need
“serious and ethica!  considerations,” but “the process of studying ;he
future becomes inseparable from the process of studying the past. A
good forecaster should therefore be a good historian.“” These scien-
tists conclude that “ii is the philosophical ability to be self-reflective
that separa:es  science from mythology.“:’

Ecologically minded futurists call for “new values suited to
spaceship earth.” The great task is to link piety toward nature and
piety ro\var-d  all of one’s fellow human beings: to marry he*althy
siurvival  strategies IO those which favor justice and equity on planet
earth. The quest for a new  wisdom to manage technology ref!ects the
judgment of historian Christopher Dawson that

the true makers of history are not to be found on the surface of
events among the successful politicians or the successful revo-
lutionaries: these are the servants of events. Their masters are the
spiritual men whom the world knows not, the unregarded agents
of the creative action of the Spirit.”

Davrson’s  point is that a new developmental wisdom will neither
renounce politics nor condemn revolution but will infuse both with
spiritual vision. Ethics alone, he insists, cannot generate the desired
wisdom, which can be born only in the deeper waters of spirit and the
ultimate recesses of humanity. But although ethics is not sufficient, it
is necessary. Unless ethics as a “means of the means” can be
incorporated organically into the dynamics of technological manage-
ment, wisdom will lack its minimum infrastructure. Lacking ethics,
the best one can hope for is mechanistic problem-solving elevated to
the pseudo dignity of sophistication thanks to the use of e!ectronic
computers or elegant: input models. Notwithstanding the claims of
some enlightened futurists, most technology assessment suffers from
just such mechanicity.  Few futurists grasp the need to build their
models in function of that special unity called wisdom that comes only
after crossing complexity. This unity, always painfully and precari-
ously achieved, is an indispensable antidote to the modern expert’s
nroblem-solving  hubris and infatuation with fads. Therefore, scien-
iists and technicians who seek wisdom in their efforts to manage
future technology will need to be initiated into desiring and accepting
“ t rad i t iona l ”  and “nonsc ient i f ic ” subjective values like personal
suffering and indifference to fame. Unfortunately, these attitudes
have now been banished from the roster of “modern” virtues-or, at
best. relegated to the inner sanctum of private living. Accordingly, pre-
technological societies still have much to teach modern societies regard- .
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in5 the importance  of rendering socially respectable such attitudes and
discipline,5 35 siieilcc, solitude, contemplation, communion with the
rhvthms  of nature, arid respect for the dignity of the cosmos. Without
these disciplines, no society and no group of social planners can
liberate itseli from rhat worship of technique which prevents it from
harnessing technique to human ends.‘h

“Can technology be controlled?” The only answer to t!.:.,  ques-
tion is: Yes. iT.. If‘ mu!tiple  new d ia logues among d isc ip l ines,
cuiturt’s,  arid strata of population are effectively launched. If praxis
by c!rci\ion-.l~nllkel.s  overcomes  elite class barriers and answers the
deepest aspirations of the populace. If moderns discover a wisdom to
nlatch their sciences. If traditionals revitalize their ancient wisdoms in
!hc I’acc of the challenges posed by modernity. And if a new alliance
bctwecn political  and mystical messianism is effectuated.:’

Control over technology is so vital precisely because it is not
per-cvived as possible given the instruments human societies presently
have at rheir disposal. This paralysis is reflected in the division of
caper: opinion over the question of whether any continuity can be
found between the structure of a technology and its effects. For
Wiiliam Kuhns the theme of determinism

is the single most important question raised by the new en-
vironments.  all of them [thinkers discussed in his book] suggest
somt‘  dimer~lsion  of technology where control is impossible or
fu!ile.‘”

Kuhm lists three schools of thought on the issue of technology and
determinism. Mumford,  Giedion, Ellul, and Wiener belong to what
he calls ihe “Encroachment of the Machine” school; innis  and Mc-
Luhan,  to the “Media Dictates Culture”  school; and Fuller, to the
“Technology Breeds Utopia” school. Tb.e latter intrigues because

Fuller’s implied slogan, “Technology Breeds Utopia,” means
that we have nothing to fear from technology but that anachro-
nistic response, fear itself. Fuller is so sanguine that his deter-
minism hardly appears to be a determinism at all, but a promise
of technological cornucopia.”

Yet even Buckminster Fuller in his optimism cannot halt inquiry
or exorcise fear. There are, as French philosopher Pierre DucassE
notes, good reasons why all thinking humans now fear the loss of the
human possibility of critical thought.‘” Philosophers  understand the
soporific effects arising from the failure to recognize what S&en
Kierkegaard termed ihe “sickrxess unto death.“” For this nineteenth-
century Danish existentialist, despair is the sickness unto death, and
the most tragic state of the disease is that lack of inward alertness
which prevents most people from even acknowledging their state. To
lack the “riches of inwardness,” he writes, “is like squandering
money upon luxuries and dispensing with necessities, or, as the prov-
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erb says, like selling one’s breeches to buy a wig. But an age wi~hour
pmsion has no voiuexp und every th ing  i s  t rans fo rmed in to  represen-
tutionu!  id.eas.“”

Fuller’s utopiar.  optimism notwithstanding, humanity needs the
warnings of Mumford  and Ellul  that technology transforms every-
thing in:o representations. Technology is the vital arena where
cultures and subcultures will either survive or be crushed; here their
absorptive capacity will be tested. The ultimate challenge posed by
technological determinism is to culture itself. Is only one culture
possible in the future-a technological culture? Or is technology the
death of culture, the very antithesis of civilization?

Technology Versus Civilization

Normative consensus over how to deal with change is a vital element
in every culture. The term cuiture, as here employed, embraces the
way of Iife of all human groups. It inc!udes all the standardized
learning and forms of behavior which others in one’s group learn to
recognize and expect: language and symbols; multiple forms of organ-
ization (family, kin, occupational roles, legitimacy and authority
structures, etcetera); heritage (religious, esthetic, ethical, natural). A
civilization, in turn, is simply one species in the genus culture, namely,

that kind of culture which includes the use of writing, the pres-
ence of cities and of wide political organization and the develop-
ment of occupational specialization.13

Central to the notion of all cu!tures  are colHective  identity, boundaries
of inclusion or exclusion of individuals (whether based on criteria of
space, lineage, or blood), continuity, and a common historical experi-
ence. To all these traits must be added a shared sense of responsibility
for the maintenance, dignity, and freedom of the group. Technology
poses a unique challenge to cultutre because its own value dynamics
run counter to the limits posed by cultural identity, by spatial or ter-
ritorial loyalties, or by consensual norms of thought and symboliza-
tion. The progressive unification of the globe has occurred wiih-
in a Western framework, but Toynbee believes that “the present
Western  ascendency in the world is certain not to last.“” British
economist John White explains why:

By all histtii,ical  parallels, development in the so-called Third
World ought to take the form of the rise of new and competing
cultures to contend with the old and dying civilization which
is co-terminous with the white western world stretching from
California to the Urals. The obvious candidates are in Asia, espe-
cially in East Asia, where two societies have succeeded in mod-
ernizing on the basis of models of social organization which are
historically specific and owe little to the international develop-
ment industry. Yet two new factors cast doubt on the rele-
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vatice of t~hc ‘Toynbee-esque model of the challenge and response
of competing culrures:

(ii technoloyy;
(2) tclccomniunications.
These factor-s  open the anti-developmental and rather de-

pressing possibility of a single and unchallengeable  global cd
tui.e.  Can there cvrr again be a new civilization?

The assumption that deveiopmem  is a generalisable con-
ccl?: must be seen in this context. It is far more potent than the
crude instruments of ‘neo-colonialism.’ It is the last and bril-
liant cl fort of the white northern world to maintain its cul-
tural dominance  in perpetuity,  against history, by the pretence
that there is no alternative.”

Is there truly no alt.ernative  to standardized techno!ogy? is ad-
~unccd  industrial s0ciety  incorrigibly one-dimensional? Notwithstand-
ing its enchantment with modern technology, will the Third World be
iured by technology into betraying its deeper values as fully as has the
Wrest its own? The very impact of Western technology on other civiliza-
ti0ns has helped non-Western peoples re-educate themselves. Out of
the clash of values has come the clear lesson that no single nation or
i~eoplc can forever be the center of the universe. And though the West
has spt-ead  the virus of acquisitiveness and the idolatry of material
success  cvet-ywherc,  almost novvhere has the West won the hearts of
othc~-  peoples. Even those who grasp after the West’s tools or material
rewards do not hold the West’s culture in high esteem. A historical
parallel is worth citing here. When Napoleon conquered Egypt, the
Muslim historian Al-Oabarti displayed no interest in the Frenchman’s
technology or material wares.

Al-Gabarti showed a nicer discrimination. French technology hit
him in the eye, but he persisted in waiting for a sign. For him, the
touchstone of Western civilization, as of his own, was not tech-
nology but justice. This Cairene scholar has apprehended the heart
of the matter, the issue which the West has still to fight out
within itself.‘”

Toynbee views Western technology as a kind of scaffolding
around which all societies are building themselves into a unified
world. Yet this Western-built scaffolding is itot  itself durable:

The most obvious ingredient in it is technology, and man cannot
live by technology alone. In the fullness of time, when the ecu-
menical house of many mansions stands firmly on its own foun.
dations  and t!le temporary Western scaffolding falls away-as I
have no doubt that it will-1 believe it will become manifest that
the foundations are firm at last because they have been carried
down to the bedrock of religion.31

The Al-Gabartis of today’s Third World no longer seek a sign of jus-
t ice  i-,efo:e adoptii-,g the “deveioped” ~~ ~~(~,~~woriu  5 rechnoiogy;  they are
wise enough to know that this particular sign will not appear. Never-



theles:;,  they illruitive‘ly  understand that rechnolo,g)  can outli\.e  the
“civi!i<ation”  that diffuses  i:. Frequently, their vls~on is more lucid
than that of \Vesterners  whose complacency over their technological
triumph\  biinds them both to the injustices they commit in spreading
the i~n~rriurn of technology and to the value impasses the \Vcst has
crcared for itself.”

Technology no\\  threatens to annihilate the human species,
to de\[!-o! the planet’s  capacity to support life, and to eliminate
human meanings  in lit’c. Small  wonder, then, that Innuits (Eskimos)-
prcjrorypc!> 01’ a [,retL’c/;noiogical  peop le  l i v i ng  a t  a  rud imen ta ry
cilitul.nl  !evei--Jccm  tliemsclves  supc..ior  to technologically advanced
countcrpai-ts.  Given tile skctchissi  training, Innuits master tractors
a:id bulldozers  better than the Kabloona-- the Whi te  Men.  They
quicki].  icarn hoiz.  to maintain and repair all types of machinery,
and ilo %itol-  cam ever learn as much as they already know about
Arcric co:lditions.  As /Lord Ritchie-Catder  reports:

.That  is why they call the Eskimo Inn~it,  the Real Man. They
kno\v that k’oD/oonu cannot exist in Eskimo country without a
we!ter  of civili& equipment such as heated houses, radios,
aircraft, iupoiy  ships, and so on, while everything an Eskimo
family  need: to sustain life under the harshest conditions can be
cat-rird on a singic dog sledge. When Kuhloor~~  goes traveling by
land it is Inn~i!  who must show him the Iway. So, since he can
It‘arn White Man’s ways quicker than the White Man can learn
his, the Eskimo, without arrogance, knows that he is the Real
Man.“’

Like the Innuits, other Third World culture groups may prove
able to master Kabloona’s technology more quickly than the White
Man can learn lnnuit’s independence or flexibility. Perhaps only
societies which for centuries have respected nature can adapt tech-
nology in a non-Promethean mode. Can it be that only cultures which
cherish community and kin relationships have long-range survival
capacities in a world where competition wili prove to be not only
socially rapacious but dysfunctional to survival as well? “Concili-
atory” speeches fi-cm First World ieaders purvey a “trickle down”
imagery: the rich are to get still richer but, in the process, something
will be lefr over for the poor to improve their lot.‘” This view is hardly
calculated to induce, in arenas of globai  development, a “wisdom to
match our sciences.”  On the contrary, it exacerbates the very incquali-
ties which technology breeds and which in turn reinforce technology’s
own tendency to become a self-validating end.

In international discussions, “developed” countries display a
terminological schizophrenias parallel to the one they employ domes-
tically. The French polil:cai  theorist Raymond  Aron contends that

industrial societies proclaim an egalitai~ian conception of society;
yet at the same time they give rise to collective organizations
which are increasingly gigantic and to ,which  indiui;i&;  are pro-
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gressively  more integrated. They spread an egalitarian concep-
tion but create hierarchical structures. Thus ev’ery industrial  soci-
ety needs an ideology to fill the gap between what men live and
what, according to ideas, they ought tc live. \h’e observe an ex-
treme form of this contradiction in Soviet society ,where,  in the
name of an ideology of abundance, consumption is curtailed as
much as possible tn order to increase the power of the collec-
tivity. And the American ideology which allows the reconcili-
ation of hierarchic structute  with the egalitarian ideal is the
ancient fOJlllUkI:  “EVery  infantryman carries in his knapsack a
field marshal’s baton.“”

Dich\rtomies  between rhetoric and reality Bow necessarily from tech-
nology’s character as simultaneous bearer and destroyer of values.
Technologies of persuasion and image-making “trarrsform  culture
into Iuxury”‘2 and atrophy the capacity to innovate. Technical inte-
gration so totally absorbs even t-evolution that “the supreme luxury of
the iechnical  society will be to grant the bonus of useless revolt and of
an acquiescent smile.““’ Scott Buchanan sees Ellul”s  warning as a
summons

to recover our truly scientific understandings,, our objective
knowledge of our ends and the ends of naturIs, and our indi-
vidual and common wills. This might give us back our reverence
and love of nature as well as 012.: shrewd ingenuities in ex-
ploiting it.“”

Optimism with respect to developed countries s:ems unfounded,
however, for even in times of crisis they seem unable to demystify
technology. A,s a result, many ObSeJVeJS  place their hopes in the Third
World. The Palestinian physicist A.B. Zahlan observes that

these undeveloped human cultural entities may be structures
within which fresh and non-Western relationships between sci-
ence, technology and man appear that may help resolve the
numerous diseases of Western society. In other words, it is in the
very interest of Wr;tern  society and the human race to restrain
their cultural imperialism and/or to find measures to promote na-
tive creativity in Third World countries.“’

Indeed the very inability of some poor nations to achieve “devel-
opment” may prove a blessing in disguise, enabling them to avoid
that economic “cannibal ism” by which nat ions devour  the i r
own prosperity.‘6

Technological idolatry confirms in societies alienating forms of
development. This is no argument for rejecting technology, although
technological optimists tend to brand any critique of technology as
intellectual Ludditism. Criticism, however, is a plea for cultural
wisdom to guide technology. And, as E.F. Schumacher writes,

wisdom demands a new orientation of science and technology
towards the organic, the gentle, the non-violent, the elegant and



beautiful. We must look for a revolution in technology to give
us inventions and machines which reverse the destructive trends
now threatening us allL4’

Theorists of social change speak of “‘viable” and “unviable”
nations, warning us that many extant cultures may prove unable to
assimilate technology without “losing their soul.” irocically,  how-
ever, today’s technologically “advanced” societies may well be the
first to fall victim tc> generalized anomie, to which they have rendered
themselves vulnerable by their pursuit of gigantic size, their compul-
sive voracity to consume, and their impotence in rewarding creativity
except in modes which reinforce technology’s sway. The col!apse of
:hc industrial world would not surprise Toynbee, however; one
recurring theme in his Study of History is the ev.istence  of an inverse
relationship between the cultural level of societies and their degree of
technological  attair:ments.‘” Given that any human group’s psychic
ener:;y is limited, if it channels most of it to solve technological
problems, little is left for truly civiiizationai  creativity in esthetic and
spir~ituai  domains. The price paid for success in science and technol-
ogy is aften  regression on more important fronts,  a societal analogue
o? the tragic Dersona  familiar to our age: the brilliant scientist O J

industria!ist  who is emotionally a child and politically an idiot.
Toynbre writes that

man’s intellectual and technological achievements have been im-
portant to hi:n,  not in themselves, but only in so far as they have
forced him to face, and grapple with, moral issues which other-
wise he might have managed to go on shirking. Modern Science
has thus raised moral issues of profound importance, but it has
not, and could not have, made any contribution towards solving
them. The most important questions that Man must answer are
questions on which Science has nothing to say.”

The “developed” West may be obliged to return to a hierarchy of
values like that which characterized China during the “Middle Ages.”
Harvard’s Everet.t  Mendelsohn, an historian of science, thinks that

had a visitor from Mars dropped down then, roughly any time
from the 5th Centul,y  B.C. to the 15th Century A.D., Europe
would have seemed the least l ikely place for the techno-
Ic$cal  revolution, to occur. for technique to be introduced as
the rationale of human activity. China, I would guess, would
have seemed a much likelier place. Its technology was far more
developed; it had a more rationalized commerce and was a more
sophisticated bureaucracy. The mandarins made their counter-
parts in the Vatican look like peasants in terms of the use of
knowledge, of written language, of symbolism, and in terms of
their undersianding  of the position of technique in human life. I0

Modern China has turned its back on Confucianism, but its revolu-
tionaries subordinate Technique to politics and values. China’s early



er~peri~xcc  with Western  rechnology taught it the lesson that uncritical
acceptance of technology  !eads  ultimately to competition, waste, and
exploitatiirn.  Becatrse  technology has to be subordinated to other
values, all societies, “developed” and “underdeveloped” alike, will
need to revitalize their traditions to serve their future.“

On, conciusion  reached in the present study is that technology
can be controlled if it is not sought as an absolute. Paradoxically,
te;lrnoit~~v  is indi~,pcnrable  in struggles against the miseries of under-
cle~~ciopn~cnt  and against ttre peculiar ills of overdevelopment. Tech-
nuiog,y  can  sc’r~:c  th\s,e  n o b l e  p u r p o s e s ,  hovvever,  on l y  i n  t hose
socictics in which ideology,  values; and decisional structures repudiate
1IlC  rci!del?c~~  01‘ !ech!lologg tC: i--...roSe :l!; GWrl !oyc 111 .'LL,'",_c ‘IAIL;n err;..;"" -,F*n..

goals. ~Ioynbcc  hope5  for the adv,ent  of wisdom tram efforts by the
\torld’s  hi$:er  i.eii~ions--Buddhism,  Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, and
Chri\tianitv-to  come to terms with universalism  and secularism.
Lewis Mumford  prefers to remind us that civiiizations  of the past

did not regard  kentific  discov~ery and technological invention a:.
:he sole object of human existence; for ! have taken !ife itself to
be the pr~irnar\,  phenomenon, and creativity, rather than the
‘<onquest of natrtre,’  as the ultimate criterion of man’s biological
and cultural success.‘:

Glorifying,  !ife and creativity, however, does not guarantee the
fuliness  of their development. Life also comes to an end, and civihza-
tions  too, as Paul VaXry poignant!jr  reminds us, are mortal. And
technological creativity can be put to destructive purposes. This
dansc-  [revives  ancient phtlosophical  questions as to the meaning of
death, of suffering, of tragedy, of ultimate meaning.“ All known
civilizations have answered these questions in religious, albeit not
always in transcendental, terms. Consequently, the religious myth of
PI-ometheus illuminates the destiny of civilizations in a posttechno-
logical age.

If humankind is a despairing Prometheus plaguc_d  by guilt over
having stolen from heaven the divine fire called t. chnology, it cannot
av!oid being enslaved by its own creation. If, on the other hand,
humankind accepts technology as a free gift of ,he gods enabling the
construction of a better world and a cI:ser affinity ivith  the divine, it
remains possible for human beings not to fall into the idolatry trap.”
It is no accident  that it is precisely within allegedly “one-dimensional”
societies iike ihe United States that the strongest  voices are heard
warning against the twin evils of antitechnological idiocy and roman-
tic technoiogisal optimism. Myron Bloy, a theologian and author of
Tk Okic of Technological Char;,or. sees technology bringing new
freedoms and new capacities for basing an emerging culture on
criticaily  defined norms and values. He explains that, during the
technological era,



God is, ir. ci‘:r::r kicking us in the pants and telling us that it is
:!me io grow up. We are given the tools needed to shape a net\
culture and allowed to use them effectively only in the service of
:f prophetic commument  .There  is no assurance that society
nil! accept this challenge rather than hide in increasingly frenzied
operationalism or increasingly brittle idealisms until we are
ovci-whelmed  by chaos, but these are our only two options.”

These  IGO ontior;s  nos$ confront not the tinited  States alone but the
entire VCO:-Id.  The first choice is prophetic commitment to peace,
juhtice, lnatcl-i;ll  !,ulficicncy  for al l ,  ecological integri ty, and the
rebirth 01’ \,ital  cultural diversity.‘” The alternative, inevitabie if the
first option is declined, is chaos: exploitative development for the feu
a1 illi‘ rxpensc oi‘ the many, war-making, technological servitude,
csolog,ic:al  patlloivgy.  and the reification of all human values.

This str:dy of ialue  conflicts in technology transfer has attempted
IO pee! atbay the mystifications which veil the true impact of tech-
nology on socic[ies nurturing diverse images of development. Tech-
nology is revealed herein as a two-edged sword, simultaneously bearer
and destroyer of values. Yet technology is not static: iv is a dynamic
and expansionist social force which provides a “competitive edge”
enabling its poss;~so:-5  :o conquer economic, political, and cultural
power-. Consequentl!~,  Third World efforts to harness technology to
broadel- deve!npmental  goals are paradigmatic of a still greater ta:k:
to create a new world order founded not on elitism. privilege,  or force
but on effective solidal-it!:  in the face of human needs. The gestation
of a new world  order  poses two troubling questions for all societies:
Can technology be controlled, and Gil culture survive’?

To these two questions the answer is a qualified yes. But several
conditions must first be met. Those who aspire to master technology
must learn to look critically and constructively at their  own cultural
wisdom. This searching look at the past is needed if they are to escape
the reductionism which impregnates the technological cast of mind. It
is to be hoped that out of the confrontation between past values and
present technoiogical  necessities may emerge new sources of life,
creativity, and organic thinking.

New forms of knowledge must be born. French sociologist Edgar
Morin pleads for

a restructuring of the general shape of knowlege. .a totally new
conception of science itself which will challenge anti overturn not
only established boundaries among disciplines but th: very corner-
stones of all pa~radigms  and, in a sense, the scientific institution
itself.‘.

Only thus can human knowledge adequately explain “the anthro-
pological trinity of species, society, and the individual.“‘*

The revitalization of traditions, values, and wisdoms in the light



of modern technoiogical  challenges and the construction of new
modes of understanding must occur at two levels. While particular
!oyalties and values are revived, more universal attachments to a
~~lobal order must also gain sway. W’orld-order  thinking is essential,b
writes Indian economist Rajni Kothari, because

it is no ionger possible to bring about successful change of an
cndai-ing kind in one area or country, except in very marginal
ways, withoui taking account of Ihe world context. Even revolu-
iions suffer from this limitation. Simiiar!y,  no amount of either,
picading  or moralizing to restrain standards of consumption or
curb ‘chauvinist’ tendencies is likely to go far in the poorer
regions unless at the same time a similar onslaught is directed at
the citadels of affluence and the centres of political and military
dominance.“’

New planetary bargains must be struck between the rich and poor, the
technologically advanced and those less ~0.~~

Ca,n  a global order promote just development, technological
wisdom, ecological health, and reciprocity among all societies? The
options are posited by Reimer in these terms:

Effective curtailment of world population and of energy and
other technological uses will require either a world dictatorship,
for which history provides no modei,  or an ethical social order
for which there is even less historic precedent. Failing control by
one of these means, the industrial world cannot survive. If the
industrial world breaks down, however, only the same alterna-
tives remain as suitable models for a viable new social order. In
this case,  however, an additional possibility occurs; namely, that
no reconstruction but an indefinite period of barbarism might
ensue.0l

The “developed” West has shaped modern technology and
aggressively exported it to other societies, most of whom received it
avidly. While processes of technology transfer have solved innumer-
able problems, they have likewise destroyed many of the cultural
values societies need to achieve a wisdom to match their sciences. The
tragic truth is, as Mumford  writes, that

Western man not merely blighted in some degree every culture
that he touched, whether “primitive” or advanced, but he also
robbed his own descendants of countless gifts of art and craft-
manship,  as well as precious knowledge passed on only by word
of mouth that disappeared with the dying languages of dying
peoples.“’

Many Third World leaders resignedly accept the destruction of
their own cultures in order to gain modernity. A general uneasiness
has come to prevail, therefore, in all areas where development is
discussed. Visions of brave new worlds are no longer euphoric; even
erstwhile champions of development have grown fearful of apoca-



lynse. Especia!ly in the rich world, social critics grow weary and
pessimistic and come to fear developmental change. 0X .4ll societies,
developed and nonde;eloped,  are being forced to make what French
philosopher .J.R/l. Domenach calls a “return to the tragic.““’ No
longer do any certitudes exist regarding the course of technology or
the future of humankind. Yet this very obscurity is salutary; our age
iras  learned that easy certitudes are mere tranquilizers peddled in the
niai-kcts  of meaning.

Technology is no panacea for the ills of underdevelopment; even
at best it& promise is uncertain. And no romantic f l ight from
technology can bring salvat ion from the al ienation specif ic to
“developed” societies. For every historical experience of social
change is, as Domenach reminds us, true tragedy “thrusting us to the
very heart of those relations which any society has of its own self-
in-!age,  its language, its history and its, future.“6’

As all societies struggle to create a world of genuinedevelopment,
\,,alue  conf!icts  will endure. But these confiicts,  like technology itself,
can prove beneficial. The key lies in the criteria chosen to decide
which values wi!l  be destroyed and which will be preserved. Tech-
nofogy is indeed a two-edged sword, at once beneficent and destruc-
tive. But so is development itself. So is all of human history.
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